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THE WINNER
of our ACOUSIk
Research competition
(May issue) is Mr
Richard Flaxman of
Middlesex. He
receives a complete
AR Phantom home
cinema speaker
system plus
subwoofer, worth
well over ‘2000

ERRATUM:
Unison Research
We regret that last
month's review of the
Unison Research SRI
gave an incorrect
phone number for the
supplier, UICD. The
correct number is
01753 652669. See
'News', page 10, for
another new Unison
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BECOME A LAWYER'

Research model...
AUGUST 2000

fyou want to succeed in the music
business, an embittered Chuck
Berry once told an interviewer, first
you should qualify as alawyer. Then
go to business school and become an
accountant. After that, you can learn
to play guitar. His advice would
certainly hold good today, as the
lawyers and accountants must be
making more money
out of
record/entertainment industry lawsuits
than ever before, mostly in connection
with copyright infringement by
internet services and users.
The action led by BMG and
Warner against MP3.com has now
been settled [see 'News'], with the
record companies making adeal that
will allow MP3.com to continue
offering downloads within the Secure
Digital Music Initiative framework.
But the heavy legal action taken by
rock band Metallica against the
internet ' music
file
sharing
community' company Napster and its
users in California grinds on. Metallica
succeeded in forcing Napster to
disconnect 300,000 users whose
downloading activities by definition
breached copyright. However, Napster
was able to re-sign the users on a
promise of future good behaviour.
Meanwhile, the DVD 'authorities'
(the Motion Picture Association of
America and the Copy Control
Association) are still pursuing the
matter of the hacking of DVD-Video's
CSS encryption code late last year.
Ranged against them are the resources
of the Electronic Frontier Foundation
(Protecting Rights and Promoting
Freedom', and now organising the
Campaign for Audiovisual Free
Expression' or CAFE). The next court
hearing is scheduled for 17 July. This
was brought forward from December
at the plaintiffs' request, but the EFEbacked defendants seem to have won
two other preliminary skirmishes: first,
they fought off the plaintiffs' move to
disqualify their star attorney; and
secondly, they secured aruling that
the hearing would be held in open
court, rather than, as the MPAA and
CCA wanted, in camera.
Amazingly, OpenDVD.org has set
up aprogramme such that if you buy
DVDs on-line through Reel.com, 8%
of the charge will go towards EFF's
fighting fund.

WATERMARK WATCHING
Along with all this legal strife, we have
the continuing arguments over
Verance's watermarking system,
covered by Barry Fox in `Technology'
[page 23: this is the column which
should have appeared last month, but
the wrong item was printed due to a
production error!] Latest news is that

Verance has organised some press
listening sessions to be held at Abbey
Road in July; while in September, the
subject will be discussed at the Audio
Engineering Society's conference in
New York. But the industry's decision
to adopt the system is now hardly
likely to be reversed.
Designed to combat internet piracy,
the analogue watermark (an identifier
code buried in the noise floor, yet able
to survive both analogue and digital
copying) might at first sight seem to
have no relevance to DVD-A, SACD
or even CD. But to serve its purpose,
it must be placed on all issued music,
regardless of format. This is because,
if record companies are to deal with
internet service providers, they must
protect the exclusivity and security of
the internet distribution they are
selling. In other words, they must take
every reasonable precaution to prevent
unofficial/illegal internet distribution
by other parties; and this in turn
means that their releases, in every
format, must be watermarked. QED.
Recently, Telarc (which, though less
prominent in this country, is the
USA's biggest-selling classical label)
has said apublic 'no thank you' to the
Verance code, and other small qualityconscious labels may follow suit.
Telarc already has SACD titles out
and intends to offer DVD-A too.
In the meantime we must do the
best we can with CD, which could
mean upsampling (according to dCS)
or oversampling (according to Wadia;
see `Up and Over', page 32). And we
should be thankful, perhaps, that the
discs which we already have aren't
watermarked.

EU PROBES EMI MERGER
Soon after the news of a planned
merger between Time Warner and
AOL came the announcement of atieup between Warner's music interests
and EMI's. But it has now been
reported [
Financial Times, 14 June]
that the European Commission is
launching a full-scale anti-trust
investigation into the deal.
The Commission cited three areas
where it had competition concerns:
the new grouping would mean that
the four largest companies (Time
Warner/EMI, Universal, BMG and
Sony) would have 80% of the market;
Time Wamer/EMI would be the
largest copyright owner; and Time
Warner/EMI would dominate digital
downloading, especially if the merger
of Time Warner/EMI with AOL went
ahead. But, according to the FT, EMI
said that the Commission had
identified no clear areas where it
needed to make concessions to get
clearance for the deal.
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Krell Full Power Balanced
solid-state amplifiers have
re-written audio history; their
Current Mode Gain is afaster,
more linear method of
amplification achieved with gain
stages operating in the current
not the voltage domain.With
fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced
configuration for acleaner, more
secure relationship between the
loudspeaker and the amplifier, Sustained
Plateau Bias II, direct coupled signal paths and
full complementary circuits the FPB amplifiers
are at the bleeding edge' of music technology.
Available in 600,300 and 200-watt outputs each
stereo power amplifier (
FPB 600c, FPB 300c and
FPB 200c) uses output devices manufactured exclusively for Krel. by Motorola.These
amps are musical, fast and incredibly strong with an unprecedented level of speed,
current drive and musical accuracy. Fred Kaplan, reviewing the FPB-300 in Fi magazine
(Feb 1999) wrote of "an uncanny blend of grace and power". FPB monoblocs in 650,350
and 250-watt configurations (
FPB 600mc. FPB 350mc and FPB 250mc) are
available in handed pairs. Of the mighty FPB65Orn monoblocs Martin Colloms wrote,
"(they) define the present art of power amplification". If you think the 7500 watt into 1ohm
delivery of an FPB650m is impressive consider the 400 lb plus weight and 16,000 Volt
Amperes of power that defines the Krell Master Reference Amplifier — the largest
most powerful amplifier ever designed for use by audiophiles. Its 'six digit' price apair
reflects an unprecedented engineering achievement.
Current Audio Signal Transmission (CAST) is simply abetter way to connect Krell

• Academy Advancing High

components. CAST is featured on all FPB amps and top-of-the-range Krell components
and means the characteristics of interconnects simply do not matter. CAST works hand-

Performance Audio 8Video
Golden Note Awards '98

in-hand with Krell Current Mode to eliminate me effects of interconnect impedance and
cable length. CAST means easier installation and more precise sound.

Krell KPS 25s — Audio
digital source design

Natural partner for the FPB range is Krell's KRC-HR High Resolution Remote
Controlled Preamplifier offering uncomprornised audiophile sound with ease of
operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with
absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell

Krell FPB 650M — Solid-state
electronics design

Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels of transparency and resolution.
The Krell Playback System KPS 25sc is the new reference standard integrated
transport/digital processor/analogue preamp that beats the perrorrnance of separates. Its
integrated fully balanced Class A preamp is among the finest Krell has ever produced.
Small wonder that the KPS 25s has been receiving rave reviews like Robert Harley's in Fi
magazine (Sep 1998) — " amasterpiece of aesthetic design, functionality and musical
performance. To see, touch, and hear the KPS 25s is to want one. Dont soy Ididn't warn you."
Home Cinema audio has to date been dominated by relatively inexpensive, mass-market
systems.Audiophiles have not been impressed. So Krell has determined to bring the best
audio and video together in one seamless experience — HEAT or High End Audio
Theater. Supporting Krell's outstanding KAV-S Home Cinema Director (
Dolby ProLogic,THX, DTS, and AC- 3) are Krell AV amptfiers — arange of 100 watt per channel
multi-channel amplifiers (the KAV-50013, /4 and /5), the 2,3 ana 4-channel amplifiers can
be extended with an optional add-on channel (the KAV-500 Rail).
THE

LEADER

IN

ADDICT

ENGINEERING

The KAV-300i — Krell's first integrated amplifier — an integrated two- channel 150 watt
design has been cleaning up awards around the world.This fully discrete, widebandwidth, low-feedback design features full Class A & al mono output stage. Its
supplied remote control gives access to the basic functions of Krell CD players. For a
more powerful integrated consider the new KAV-500i wilde Krell now offers the
ultimate convenience of an audiophile receiver — the KAV-300r — with Theater
Throughput for easy Horne Cinema integration.
Matching CD players are available.The KAV•300cd, featuring HDCD, 2x20 bit BurrBrown DACs and Class A direct coupled oLtput stages with both balanced and single
ended outputs, is now joined by the KAV-250cd.
The KAV-250a stand-alone power ampafier offers 250 watt at E3145; amatching
preamplifier — designated KAV-250p is available at the fantastic price of £ 1999 — with
one balanced input, one tape loop and three single ended inputs one of which can be
configured as aTheater Throughput.
Joining the KAV team is an affordable and
versatile two-channel, bridgeable 150-watt
amplifier — the KAV-150a.
To discover where Krell components can work for
you — contact Absolute Sounds.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road, London SW20 ODE
Tel (020 8971 3909) 0700 ABSOLUTE
Fax 020 8879 7962
Email info@absolutesounds.com
httpliwww.absolutesounds.com
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"Don't say Ididn't warn

views
over the world, and if I'm not
mistaken, the title of your magazine
has the word 'news' in it, which
suggests that it should perhaps
report on such asignificant change
in the music industry — and besides,
to have devoted four pages out of
130-odd isn't really all that much. I
think it all comes down to ' each to
his/her own'. Mr van Es Burg, like
my father, can stick to his high-end,
expensive system and talk all he
wants about how he is able to hear
its ' crispness' and 'full bodied threedimension', or whatever it is
audiophiles speak about.
Imyself am quite happy to stick to

'Instead of
sueing every
website
that has
MP3s lor
download,
why coesn't
the music
indaslry
join the
technology
wave and
have albums
to download
from the
internet at a
sensible
price?'

MP3: LET'S HAVE MORE OF IT
Dear Sir, After reading Mr van Es
Burg's scathing letter about MP3
music ['Views', July] Ifelt Ishould
reply on behalf of the younger
generation, as Iam agreat supporter
of MP3. Imay not be an audiophile
such as my father, with his
extravagant hi-fi setup; but then
again, at only 16 do Ihave the
income to afford such asetup, let
alone to buy the CDs to play on it?
Mr van Es Burg's comment about
MP3 being of alower quality than
MiniDisc is absurd, as both use very
similar compression and sound
removal algorithms; and the way he
then compares them to home-made
CDs: did it ever occur to him that
the copied CD may have been of low
quality itself?
Perhaps if he bought areasonable
sound card and wired his computer
to his hi-fi, he would achieve better
sound quality. As for his point about
background noise, perhaps he should
examine the wonderful item known
as the volume knob: it does tend to
make things heard if turned in the
right direction.
His second point about the music
industry losing money is also
ridiculous. If the music industry is so
concerned about the damage being
caused by MP3, then perhaps it
should look at what is turning people
to the format: overpriced CDs. And
instead of suing every website that
has MP3s for download, why
doesn't the music industry join the
technology wave and have albums to
download from the internet at a
sensible price?
As for his other point about them
not having enough money to search
for new artists. MP3 has allowed
thousands of unknown, unsigned
bands to post their music on to the
internet for the whole world to see,
for the price of alocal phone call,
and this is how many new bands are
signed by record companies.
His final point about leaving MP3
out of your magazine is rather odd as
well. MP3 is anew(ish) musical
revolution that is being talked about
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the supposedly inferior quality of
MP3 and my PC speaker setup, nor
do Icare if Icannot hear the music
in its full glory.
David Murray, e-mail
The big record companies will 'join the
technology wave', and collect revenue from
it, just as soon as they can, which is why
they need all releases to carry a
'watermark' identifier [see 'News' and
'Comment?. How bad MP3 sounds
depends, as AH explained, on the data
rate, which is often far lower than MD's.
Much as Ihate w endorse any audio
format which uses lossy compression, I
have to say that thanks to improvements
in the ATRAC codec, MD sounds alot
nicer than it used to, and typically betters
MP3. And finally, i
fyou don't mind
listening to complete crud, you're reading
the wrong magazine — Ed.
SOUTH COAST SOLUTION ( 1)
Dear Sir, Iwas interested to read Mr
Stickland's letter in the July issue.
Living on the south coast Ialso had
the feeling of being short-changed by
the lack of digital radio broadcasting,
until reading the articles by Barry
Fox suggesting Sky Digital as an
option. Ialso contacted Reg
Williamson and from the
information received via these two
sources took the plunge, spending
£40 for aSky digital installation. I
have to say that Ihave been very
pleasantly surprised. Sound is very
good on all BBC chanels; the most
obvious improvement over FM is
Radio 3, plus great picture-quality to
boot. The only thing missing
perhaps is jazz FM, which is not
available here at all. Although there
is ajazz channel on Sky's own
system, which broadcasts an
interesting variety of music, you
need the TV on to find who is
playing. In the short term at least, it
all seems something of abargain.
Nick Spencer, Gosport
SOUTH COAST SOLUTION RI
Dear Sir, tsympathize with Mr
Stickland's letter. We do have a
problem here on the south coast

with the likely availability of DAB
from Rowridge. But Reg Williamson
is right, go the satellite route. Ihave
asolution costing somewhat less
than a £ 1000 DAB tuner plus a
large aerial pointing to some distant
transmitter. Buy aFree to Air
satellite receiver (my Technisat
CAM1 cost just over £200 from
Germany) point your satellite dish at
Astra 2(28.2°E), another £200
maximum for the fitted dish and —
bingo! — digital radio in all its
(almost) glory. You don't need a
DAC, because the Technisat and
others of its ilk have analogue
outputs built in; but Iam sure that
the audiophiles among us will
already have aDAC connected to
our CD players. Ifeed the 48kHz
digital output to amulti-frequency
Audio Synthesis DAX and the sound
is excellent. It is not necessary to
subscribe to Sky because the radio
signals, unlike the TV signals, are
not scrambled.
There are large advantages
associated with this approach, not
available to any DAB tuner user. By
getting the Astra 19E and Eutelsat
13E signals too, on the same dish, I
get excellent quality classical music
from several German stations — just
as good as the BBC in some cases —
and alot of television channels too,
including several that do the sort of
justice to opera that BBC2 viewers
can only dream of.
Ihave not yet got the Cable &
Wireless digital conversion, but I
believe that their receivers have no
digital output anyway, so you are
entirely reliant on the quality of the
'box' they provide. This may be a
route to digital television but not to
digital radio. As for the quality of all
this: digital radio has anoticeably
wider dynamic range, amuch wider
frequency response, especially in the
bass, and avanishingly low noise
floor. It has reawakened my
enthusiasm for Radio 3live concerts,
and Radio 4drama sounds fantastic.
The big question raised in my
mind is: how do we do justice to this
signal quality when making home
recordings? It is too good for the
common cassette, but is it wise to
store adata-reduced signal on a
data-reduced format like MiniDisc?
Iguess it has to be CD-R, or for
long operas, DAT.
Dave Billinge, University of
Portsmouth
A RARE BREED
Dear Sir, Ijust thought I'd drop you
aline after reading Dave Clapp's
very interesting article in HFNIRR
June [ page 74]. Ithink it's
fascinating because I, too, am one of
that rare breed of musician who has
got into hi-fi. It's amazing to me
7

views
that the two groups don't mix more
— most guitarists know what an
improvement decent leads make,
and they obviously appreciate valves,
hence Vox, Fender Twins and Mesa
Boogies all being so popular — but
rarely actually make ahi-fi purchase.
Iam aguitarist/percussionist
(Rickenbacker 6and 12 strings,
AC30, Rogers USA drums, Tascam
Portastudio, etc). After years of
spending any spare cash on new
guitars or PZMs or SM58s etc I
realised that Ispent 10 hours aweek
playing music and 30 aweek
listening. My system at the time
(1992-ish) was aterrible Dual 505
that only played part of any disc, a
Marantz 873SE CD player, a1980s
Sansui integrated amp and WC
speakers. Once Idecided Ineeded to
do my record and CD collection
justice, Ichanged my speakers to
Rogers LS4/A (Mk 1) and amplifier
to aCyrus one — what adifference!
The bug got me immediately;
eight years later Ihave aLinn
LP12/Ittok arm/ Klyde cartridge, on
aMana wallshelf; Linn Unto phono
amplifier (the only product Ibought
new and paid the full price for);
Marantz 63 KI Signature CD (to be
changed, but can't find anything
better for sensible money);
Traxaudio 900 CD recorder; Quad
44 pre-amp and Quad II mono
amps; Quad (original) ESL speakers.
Ilove this system and can't think of
away of improving it without
spending over £ 1000.
Although many of my musician
friends really appreciate the system,
especially when Iplay their music
through it, and although they are
music-loving nuts, none of them
have 'taken the plunge' (although I
did persuade one to buy my Cyrus
amp). Icannot work out why. Many
are inverted snobs, claiming that
most CD players and amplifiers
sound the same, although my
speakers always get areaction.
Dave: if you've never heard your
music through Quad electrostatic
speakers, then you must: Iwould use
them as mixing monitors!
Lastly it's so refreshing to see
someone in HFNIRR listening to a
system using popular music — Ifeel
that the bias towards classical music
is keeping younger people away from
getting into hi-fi. And the industry
needs to appeal to the masses if it's
going to survive. Hopefully your
article may inspire someone.
Thu Groves, e-mail
ZING IN THE TALE
Dear Sir, From your Accessories
Club, Irecently bought aset of four
Pearl tube coolers for my Rose
RV23S pre-amplifier (alittle known
bargain gem if ever there was). I'm
8

pleased to report that sonically they
do just what you said, having tamed
amild but mildly irritating brittle
zinginess in the upper registers. This
suggests they do indeed damp
resonance in the glass.
Two other points are worth
noting. Firstly, in material terms you
get precious little for £7athrow, a
common theme with virtually all UK
and US hi-fi accessories. There can
be few better examples of this than
the outrageous sums charged for 'hifi' spirit levels (mine costs 40p at a
local hardware store), wire (ha!) or
cartridge fixing screws (available at
about a1/20th of their hi-fi
accessory price from any good
supplier of nuts and bolts).
Secondly, I've been able to fit only
two of the four tube coolers Ibought
because certain relatively bulky
components on the circuit board
adjacent to the valve sockets obstruct
their installation. Ishould have
checked first and advise other
potential purchasers to do so.
Julian Stevens, Bristol
A 'LADIES' MAN
Dear Sir, Ifail to understand why
Ken Kessler, who is normally surefooted (perhaps one should say sureeared) when recommending
equipment, made arecommendation
of Joni Mitchell's DVD Painting
With Words And Music. Ido not
dispute the Kessler text which is
mostly dedicated to the lady's
visuals, personality, class and style.
But yours is an audiophile
magazine and this record is
recommended on the Audiophile
reviews page, alongside afew Chesky
items, and it does not deserve it
soundwise. Playing it with PCM
stereo selected, the sound is always
hollow and images badly on asystem
composed of DV-717, Arcam FMJ22 and venerable DM7
Loudspeakers, using either the DV717 analogue outputs or the digital
via aDAC-in-the-Box. The only
instrumentalist correctly positioned
is the trumpeter, but instrumental
timbre is poor.
When switching to DTS via a
Sony STR-DB925, imaging
improves alittle, because Joni's voice
is now sent to the front channel and
her bad microphone handling
(mostly when she moves — and she
moves alot), as documented by the
picture, seems to me to have been
tweaked. Iagree that the Sony is
certainly apoor thing when
compared to Mr Kessler's Lexicon,
but imaging and positioning on a5.1
record are not its major
shortcomings.
Browsing through my library, the
only record of Mitchell's Ifound was
acassette from 1971 of the album

Blue. Dropped into the Nakamichi,
with Dolby removed and set to
ferric, it images better than Image
Entertainment's DVD from 2000.
Isuggest that the Editor takes
steps to have Mr Kessler temporarily
blindfolded when he reviews music
DVDs with (mainly) ladies' pictures.
Have him review Region 1Pal Joey
in this fashion, and report. Only
then, his fine ears and catholic taste,
in non-classical music, will be
appreciated [from what he writes].
After all, he is right when he
recommends Sinatra in mono, even
if he fails to tell us that, in times
gone by, the sound engineers did not
allow the stars to carry Neumann
mikes in their hands and cameras
were not around except in films.
Crespo Tavares, Portugal
Ken Kessler comments:
Ishould have mentioned that Ionly
auditioned the DTS version, not the
¡'CM. My system consists of aPioneer
DVD 414 through aLexicon MC- 1,
Acurus and Marantz amplifiers, and five
Martin-Logans. I'm comfortable and
confident with its performance, which may
or may not be 'better' than Sony's
processing; either way, the sound of the
Mitchell disc was precisely what Iexpected
of aperformance (and here's another
thing Ishould have mentioned in areview
of alive gig) recorded in theatre-in-theround style on amovie studio soundstage
— not acosy concert hall with fine
acoustics. In fact, the sound seems more
realistic with the visuals off This applies
to any DVD of alive gig in which the
cameras move around rather than focus on
the group as seen from the audience, while
the sound stays as if heard from the
audience. Yes, it even applies to the
Eagles' awe-inspiring Hell Freezes Over.
I'm guessing that Mr Tavares'
definition of audiophile sound in this case
should mean that the DVD would have
the luscious sound quality of, say, a
Chesky disc of studio (and therefore more
controllable) sound quality. But live
venues have bad as well as good
characteristics, and that's part of the
experience offered by the Mitchell DVD.
To sound real, it has to convey the
naffness of the venue.
Mr Tavares rightly describes it as a
hollow, vague sound. So his system
resolved it correctly! Does this therefore
preclude the disc from audiophile status?
Er, no, because the 'audiophile-ness' is in
the calibre of the reproduction: perfect
reproduction of lousy sound. Ibased the
score, therefore, not on the sound itself
being wonderful, but that the recording
conveyed the event. If there's alesson to be
learned, then maybe DTS should have
found aperformance of Mitchell in aclub
with killer sound By the way, the Pal
Joey disc Mr Tavares cites is ajoy, but he
should headstraight to the new edition of
Guys & Dolls, which is even better!
AUGUST 2000

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
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Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
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(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
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on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
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M P3.COM SETTLES WITH
BMG AND WARNER MUSIC
Following a court ruling on 28 April
against the My.MP3.com internet
music service launched late last year
by MP3.com, the company has
reached settlements with both Warner
Music Group and BMG. This resolves
the copyright- infringement suit
brought against it by affiliates of the
five major record companies.
Warner Music Group and BMG have
now reached licensing deals with
MP3.com, to allow consumers to store
and replay music including files they had
previously purchased using the My.MP3
service. Paul Vidich, WMG executive vice
president, strategic planning and business
development, said: 'The settlement
agreement clearly affirms the right of
copyright owners to be compensated for
the use of their works on the Internet.'
Kevin Conroy, Chief Marketing Officer
and President, New Technology, BMG
Entertainment, said: ' As we build our
global digital distribution platform, we are
interested in working with responsible
Internet companies that help us create
new avenues for music fans to access their

favorite music in away that protects our
artists' rights'.
Welcoming the BMG settlement, Robin
Richards, MP3.com's president and chief
negotiator, talked in terms of ' agiant leap
forward' and ' bringing the digital music
space one step closer to stability'. Of the
WMG settlement he said: 'The license
agreement... will put us in abetter
position to demonstrate how our robust
technical infrastructure can enhance and
stabilize the digital music space from a
consumer-marketing, royalty-tracking and
copyright-protection perspective. We look
forward to collaborating with WMG over
the coming years on many new and
unique promotions.'
Hailing the 28 April legal judgement
and subsequent settlements as ' avictory
for the creative community and the
legitimate marketplace, Hilary Rosen,
President and CEO of the Recording
Industry Association of America (RIAA)
said: ' Music on the interne will flourish if
everyone works together', sentiments
echoed by Michael Robertson, Chairman
and CEO, MP3.com who added: 'There

MINIDISC RECORDER
FOR PROFESSIONALS

HHB's Portadisc is a
portable MiniDisc
recorder aimed at audio
professionals, built into a
robust, compact and
portable package. Using
the ATRAC 4.5 audio
codee to record to
standard MiniDiscs, the
Portadisc also features a
USB interface to allow
data transfer to laptop
computers. Balanced
XLR line/mic level inputs
are included, along with
both co-axial and optical
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S/PDIF digital ins
and outs. The mic
inputs offer 48V phantom
powering and switchable
limiters. Recording time
of up to three hours is
claimed using the
supplied NiMH batteries.
The Portadisc package
includes acarrying case,
power supply/charger,
and an HHB 80-min
MiniDisc. Price is £995
exc VAT. HHB
Communications Ltd,
020 8962 5000

is value for all Internet companies to work
co-operatively with the record industry to
build new business models together.'
MP3.com claims to be the premier music
destination site on the Internet, with
nearly 1.1 million listens per day. For
further details visit nnow.mp3.corn.
Meanwhile, MP3.com and ReQuest
Multimedia Inc have formed a
partnership to produce AudioReQuest,
believed to be the first MP3-based home
stereo jukebox and encoder shipped to
the consumer market. AudioReQuest
allows users to navigate and manage MP3
music using aremote control. Music
content is viewed on abuilt-in LCD
screen and through an enhanced
television interface.
AudioReQuest records, stores,
organizes, and plays more that 300 hours
of MP3 music. ReQuest Multimedia
planned to demonstrate AudioReQuest
with integrated MP3.com services at the
MP3 Summit 2000, scheduled to be held
in San Diego from 20 to 21 June. For
further details visit wanornp3.comIsummit.
Jonathan Kettle

MARANTZ has unveiled its
new products for the year.
The range includes a high end (£5000) Super Audio
Compact Disc player, the
SA- 1, planned for launch
in September. As seen
here, the SA- 1employs no
less than four DAC7
converter chips ( From
Marantz's parent company
Philips) in balanced- mode,
these chosen for their BiMOS construction with
higher current capability. An additional digital filter for standard CD playback
is included, plus a switchable output filter to reduce ultrasonic noise on SACD
playback. Meanwhile, Marantz's CD recorder range has been expaaded to
three models, which all promise reduced jitter by detecting the brand of blank
media used and adapting their writing ability accordingly. The DR6000 (£500)
is a single- deck machine while the ' 6050 (£550, seen below) and £350 ' 4050
are dubbing machines, featuring twin trays for play and record. In the Marantz
CD player line-up, the CD6000 now attains KI-Signature status and can play
CD-RW discs: price is £500. Lifestyle products added this year include the
compact Ease range: System 1comprises atwo-channel SR2100 receiver and
DR2100 CD recorder; for System 2 there is a Five-channel PS2100 receiver and
DV2100 DVD player; while the System 3 comprises five-channel amplifier, DVD
player and CD recorder in three separate boxes. Marantz UK, 01753 680248.

Marantz adds SACD
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47 SEPTEMBER IECEP 2000, the Philippines ( Institute

of Electronics and Communications Engineers of the
Philippines Inc). Contact 020 7862 2090.
21 24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, Novotel London
West, Hammersmith, sponsored by HFN/RR. Trade only (no
public admission) on 21 and 22 September. Open to the
public, 23 and 24 September, admission £7. (Thee is a
Free admission ticket with next month's HFN/RR, on sale
4August.). Show organiser: Janet Belton, 020 8774 0847.
21 24 SEPTEMBER, Live 2000, Earls Court, London.
Admission £ 12 ( under 16s, £7). Contact 0870 736 2000
13 NOVEMBER, Top Audio Praha, Panorama Hotel,
Prague, Czech Republic. Contact +420 602 374222
10 -12 NOVEMBER Audio Show 2000, Sobieskie,
Sheratoi and Bristol Hotels, Warsaw, Poland
69 JANUARY 2001 International CES, Las Vegas,
Nevada USA. Tel 001 703 907 7600
36 FEBRUARY 2001 Middle East Broadcast 2001, 5th
Middle East International Exhibition
21 24 FEBRUARY 2001 Communications Technology
Indonesia 2001. Contact 020 7862 2093
23 25 FEBRUARY 2001 Sound & Vision Bristol,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio Excellence,'
Audio 7. Contact 01865 760844.

TAG MCLAREN AUDIO GETS BALANCED
Following TAG McLaren Audio's investigation into the physics of cable
design, anew analogue balanced cable is now available. It uses oxygenfree high-purity copper conductors insulated
with Teflon, and screened with Mylarreinforced aluminium foil. A separate
OFHC conductor runs through the centre
as adrain wire. The twisted bundles are also
interwoven with Dacron polyester to reduce
strand interaction, and cotton fibre is added into the space
between conductors. A one-metre pair costs £ 156.95, plus £44 for each
additional metre. For AV enthusiasts the company has also designed an
S-Video cable, comprising two AWG30 tinned-copper conduc:ors
insulated by high-density polyethylene and screened with tinned copper.
It costs £99.95 for 0.5m, plus £ 19 per additional metre.
TAG McLaren Audio has also announced
aprice cut on its entry-level
amplifier, the 72W/ch 60i,
reduced to £499 by the
removal of non-essential
accessories and ' aheavy
subsidy'. TAG McLaren
Audio, 01480 415600.

PHILIPS PUSHES HARDER
WITH CD RECORDERS
Continuing its efforts to bring recordable CD
to the mass market, Philips has launched a
£400 CD-R/RW-capable mini-system, as well
as aronge of separate CD recorders. Most
Japanese companies see Sony's MiniDisc as
the replacement for the compact cassette —
but Philips claims that CD recorders will take
abigger market share in the next two years.
The new models make CD recording and
editing easier, with features like auto level
control (to match levels between different
tracks), sync-start for both digital and
analogue inputs and an audio buffer ( helps
make sure the start of atrack is recorded
correctly), CD-text input and editing, A-B
programmming (to select asection for

recording, not
just acomplete track), auto-finalise and autounfinalise (CD-RW discs only). The FW-R7
midi system includes auto-level recording and
has athree-disc CD changer mechanism as
well as aRDS tuner. But Philips' audiophile'
CD recorder is the CDR 951 (£400), which
offers advanced editing features ( including
fade-in/fade-out) and allows 'direct line'
recording, bypassing internal processing to
give atrue 'bit-for-bit' copy of aCD. A high-

AS THE DIGITAL ONE multiplex rolls out its commercial
Digital Radio stations, Roberts Radio has unveiled the world's first
portable DAB radio, developed in collaboration with component
supplier Roke Manor, Loughborough University, and the BBC —
but only afew hand-built samples have been made so far.
Selling at a ' notional retail price of £800', the Roberts Classic
2000 features six presets, two rotary controls and alarge 1/4 VGA
transflective cold-fluorescent diplay, the Classic 2000. Exploiting
the simplicity of DAB in use, apush-in/rotary tuning knob
separates ' listen' from ' tune' functions, letting users scroll through
along menu to select stations. Stereo loudspeakers are mounted in
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performance output filter and
analogue output stage are said to give 'highend' quality. Other recorders are: CDR 785
(also £400), athree-disc CD changer plus
recording deck; CDR 775 (£350), a
'dubbing' dual-deck CD player/recorder; and
the CDR 770 (£250), the base model singledeck recorder. The CDR 750 (also £250) is a
mini- size version of the ' 770. Philips Cnsumer
Electronics, 020 8689 4444.

opposition behind aslim A4 fascia while a 12V rechargeable sealed
lead-acid battery gives about 10 hours use between charges. An AC
adaptor/charger is supplied. Toslink S/PDIF optical and RCA
stereo analogue output sockets are fitted to the rear panel.
Leslie Burrage, CEO of Roberts Radio admits: ' Initially alimited
number of Classic 2000s have been hand-produced and are being
shown to key opinion formers'. It seems that the plan is to use this
debut model to help prime the portable DAB digital radio market:
'Once awareness of the advantages of DAB starts to be recognised
and demand increases.., we will extend the distribution of Classic
through our dealer network'. Assuming sufficient sales, the
company hopes to be able to launch asecond model, the Classic
2001, at £ 500. And Roberts Radio is sufficiently confident in the
prospects for DAB to outline its goal to produce aportable DAB
radio for around £200 by the year 2002. ' Digital is to FM as CD
was to vinyl', says Roberts Radio's press release. ' It is the future of
radio broadcasting and in terms of sound it produces perfect clarity
with no interference, hiss or fade'.
Roberts Radio's product director Gerry Thorn is closely
monitoring initial feedback to the Classic 2000. He says the
company aims to develop arange of DAB portables with improved
software for better word wrap, preventing awkward word splits in
the 128 character text display.
A longer-term aim, says Roberts, is to develop more efficient
batteries and create injection-moulded casework to reduce
production costs in its next generation of more affordable portable
DAB radios. Roberts Radio Ltd, 01709 571722.
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Line/15 ph3no valve preamplifiers

MF 2500 Power Amplifier

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 020 8948 4153
Fax: 020 8948 4250 email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision
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CONSULTANTS
Consultants for Audiofreaks products*
and Canary Audio, EAR/Yoshino, Graaf, Pathos,
Wadia, Chario, Opera, Lyra.
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Audiofreaks products*
and Proceed, Marantz,
Monitor Audio,
Proac, Lyra.

Cardas Audio Golden Refeence

McCormack TLC1 Line Controller/DNA - 125 Power Amplifier

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

Demonstrations by appointment only,
Mondays to Saturdays to:oo to 18:3o, Camden Town, London NW1

12 - 14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 1AD

tel: 020 7380 o866
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news
SONY ADDS DIGITAL RADIO
The STD-777ES is the first Digital Radio tuner from
Sony. As you would expect in one of Sony's upmarket
'ES' range of components, the STD-777ES is fitted
with audio-grade electrolytic capacitors throughout
and an R-core power transformer in the power
supply. It incorporates a24-bit variable co-efficient
filter within its D-A converter, allowing achoice of
four different settings to suit taste. The DAC itself is
described as aSynchronous Time Accuracy Controller Pulse D/A converter, claimed to
minimise jitter distortion. In addition to its DAB tuner function, the STD-777ES also boasts
athree-band analogue tuner. A 35-dot two-line fluorescent display provides RDS text
information, and station names for AM and non-RDS stations can be programmed manually.
Sony was unable to quote aretail price at press time. Sony UK Ltd, 0990 111999

SHEARNE CELEBRATES WITH ANNIVERSARY AMP
Shearne Audio is celebrating ten years of hi-fi
manufacturing with the introduction of a special
Phase 2 Anniversary amplifier. This is conceived

.•
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as a 'no-compromise' remote-control integrated
amplifier offering over 70W/ch, with special
attention paid to the crucial pre-amplifier section.
The layout of the circuit board has been
revised, with better switching and
isolation, and the power amplifier section
utilises separate rectifiers for each
channel. In anodised natural aluminium
finish, the Anniversary model costs £999.
Owners of the standard Phase 2
Reference amplifier are offered a
retrofittable upgrade to Anniversary stabs.
Shearne Audio, 01438 740953

TANNOY
SUPERTVVEETER ARRIVES
Tannoy's Supertweeter is now available in two forms: the
Prestige, for use with Tannoy Prestige Dual Concentrics, and
the Universal version, for use with other speakers. It extends
response to around 501(1-1z, with adjustable level and crossover
point to match the main system. In awhite paper, Dr Paul Mills
of Tannoy explains why we need asupertweeter: ' We are all
used to the concept of asubwoofer, used to extend the low
frequency response of a
loudspeaker system for added
realism. A SuperTweeter in effect
does the same thing, but at the
other end of the audible spectrum,
extending the frequency range of
the loudspeaker several octaves
above the accepted limit of human
hearing. The result is increased
tonal accuracy of instruments and
improved transient response, with perceived benefits even at bass
frequencies... We expect our source material and audio
electronics to be of wide bandwidth and have excellent tonal and
transient accuracy. There is now no reason for the loudspeaker
to be considered the weak link in the chain in this respect,'
concludes Dr Mills. Tannoy Ltd, 01234 420199.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AU DIOCOM UK, suppliers of audio-grade
components and cables, has moved: Audiocom UK,
Unit 14 Haven Workshops,Pier Road, Pembroke Dock
SA72 6TR.Tel- 01 646 685601.
CERWIN-VEGA's new distributor in the UK is Lamba
Plc. It seems the 'very loud speakers' have lost their '!'
suffix, although the LS Series still has cited efficiencies of
between 89 and 102dB. Lamba Plc, 01727 840527.
SONY claims the world's smallest recording MiniDisc
Walkman. The ultra- slim MZ-R91 [ left] is described as
'not much bigger than the
actual MiniDisc itself'.
Price is 'around £250'.
The MZ-E90 is an even
smaller player, weighing
only.70g. Sony UK Ltd,
0990 111999.
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AC -2Power cable -Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
Fot the money,
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
thet's no mean hut'
HI-FI World June 99
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 211 £53, 311
£65, 4ft £77, 6f1 £99. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3f1
Flt Ft World - August 1999
of cable & MK Tough plug
'gamed speed control and me°.
ment. better CO... a. musteanty
£161, £ 194, £226.
Analogue Interconnects, IC- 50, IC- 80, IC- 100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BIWIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "
1C-50 - this months bargain"
-

CD/DVD MAT
from Ohio, USA.
A polymeric mat with an
uniform multilayer of a
specially formulated
mixture of organic
compounds. Clarity and depth in music from
CD's, sharper pictures with brilliant colours
from DVD's. £25.00 + £ 1.50 p&p - 14 day
trial period.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION

•teen tle need and steal of Hen Cane.

2700 wan True Subwooter Mk11
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwooter
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

UNISON
RESEARCH S6

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP

Unison Research of Italy has anew
stereo integrated amplifier. The S6
employs six EL34 pentodes in a
triple-parallel configuration to give
30 watts/ch in Class-A ultralinear
mode. Fine tuning of negative
feedback levels in the design
process has resulted in what
Unison Research describe as
'precise detail and control without
losing any of the enchanting
airiness, warmth and transparency
for which well-designed singleended amplifiers are renowned'.
Maintaining the brand's visual
style, the wood-trimmed So offers a
protective grille over the prwamp
triodes and output valves. These
are arranged in an arc on a
stainless- steel 'thermic reflector'.
Output transformers are adjustable
to suit 4 or 8ohm loudspeaker
loads. The S6 comes complete with
awireless remote control for
£1600. UKD, 01753 652669

optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA
GRAND five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x
5 - HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DTS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

T1PERWIRE- flat speaker cable
418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi

ewn

also 420, 212, 215 218, 222

Kingston Upon Thames

surrey

KT1 3RZ

Tel: 44 020 8241 9826
Mobile: 07967

652629

Fax: 44 020 8241 0999
E- Mail: cweere @ mcmail.com
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A Perfect Ten...
For the past 18
years the
Wharfedale
Diamond has
been the UK's
most popular
loudspeaker. In
contrast to almost
every other speaker
manufacturer.
Wharfedale
designs all its own
components and
builds almost every
part in its own
factories.
These award winning
speakers incorporate the
finest acoustic engineering that
Britain can offer. The advanced
technology of the decoupled
cabinets; the Audio Stealth'
moulded rock front and backs;
elliptically cut mineral loaded
sandwich cones;
magnetically linearised pole
pieces; double wound voice coils;
all continuing the dominance of
Wharfedale's technological lead
since 1932.
Across the world, the UK's No.1
best selling loudspeaker enjoys
the same reaction:Sound Quality

Value for money

Again confirming that in every
way she's a perfect ten.

edale International Ltd.
rmine Business Park
Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 6WA
Tel: 01480 447700
www.wharfedale.co.uk

Diamond 7.1'

£99.95

Diamond 7.2'

£129.95

Diamond Anniversary

£149.95
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TECHNICS' DVD-A SURPRISE
For its annual European press meeting,
Matsushita, parent company of Technics and
Panasonic, chose the glamorous setting of
Monte Carlo, just as the town was gearing itself
up for the annual Formula 1Grand Prix. The
first business was to finally announce the long
delayed launch of DVD-Audio, now set for
September, this choreographed with other
Japanese multinationals. The first two Technics
players, which both also function as DVDVideo players, are the DVD-A10 [already seen
at several hi-fi shows and assessed in prototype
form by MC last month] and the more
affordable DVD-A8, with aslightly slimmed
down set of features and fewer fancy audiophile
components. Technics seems to suggest that its
Digital Re-Master Processing technology, used
in the DVD-A10 and also in the SL-PS7 CD

player, can extend the bandwidth and
signal/noise of Compact Disc to pull it towards
DVD-Audio territory, aclaim suspiciously like
that of Pioneer's Legato Link; in fact, Technics
uses noise-shaping and resampling.
The real surprise was DVD-Audio model
number three, due in October: amoderately
priced DVD-Audio mini-system. Quite how any
such asystem will benefit from the superior
audio potential of DVD-Audio is amatter that
we will only be able to take aview on when it
happens, but the decision does show how
seriously Matsushita regards the future of the
medium, and how rapidly it is being promoted
to centre stage. DVD-Audio is not to be just
aimed at audiophiles; indeed, its powerful suite
of value-added features (embedded links to the
interne, video capabilities and so on) makes
this abundantly clear.
While the DVD-A gameplan became clearer
in certain respects, the silence on the topic of
analogue watermarking, which was threatening
to blow up just before Monte Carlo, was
deafening. It took about aweek after the press
conference for Technics Japan to come back
with aresponse to my questions on the subject,
in the form of abland statement that it
considered that watermarking had no effect on
sound quality. Well, that's OK then...
The other keynote theme of this year's

Matsushita event was the enshrinement of SD
memory architecture in wide range of portable
audio devices, especially in that part of the
market that is being addressed by MP3. First
seen at the Las Vegas CES in January, SD is a
flash memory chip not too much larger than a
thumbnail, in capacities up to 64MB (good for
64 minutes at 128kbps, or up to double that at
lower data rates, which is directly competitive
with Sony's Memory Stick.
Rather than MP3, Panasonic and its many
co-licensees are promoting AAC lossy
compression, derived from MPEG-2, and
compliant with SDMI (Secure Digital Music
Initiative) copy management. Panasonic showed
early working samples of wristwatch and neck
chain players, plus prototypes or mockups of
palm-top computers, telephones, personal video
players and viewers, camcorders, even a
microwave oven. SD memory should eventually
be available in up to 2GB size, making its use
with lossy video coding areal possibility.
Pride of place in the product demonstrations
went to DVD-Audio, of course, mostly a
mixture of 24-bit/192kHz stereo, and some
multi-channel material too, but limited to 24bit 48kHz, rather than 24-bit/96kHz which
MLP makes practical in 5.1 channel trim.
Sadly, the demonstration system was badly
misjudged and musical quality didn't come
close to exploiting the known capabilities of the
medium.
One major culprit seems to have been the
Technics flagship SB-M10000 four-way, 8driver monolith loudspeaker, which may please
passing bats with its 100kHz bandwidth, but
few others. To add insult to injury, we were
treated to Charlotte Church as asurrogate for
an opera singer (don't they know that winning
aClassical Brit, and then being publically
endorsed by Chris Smith at the awards
ceremony is acast-iron guarantee of naffness?),
and an amplified Elton John to showcase the
acoustics of the Royal Albert Hall — both in
Dolby Digital, by the way. Whoever was
responsible should be sentenced to spend the
interim before next year's press conference
listening to the stuff.
Many of the other announcements were for
DVD-Audio-ready products, including speakers
with bandwidths extending to 50kHz and
beyond ( the 'Tall Boy' SB-CA21 and compact
SB-CA11), though its new and modestly priced
home cinema speaker system, the SB-HT140,
and the supporting SB-AS100 subwoofer, look
more attractive, or at least more commercial,
propositions.
Alvin Gold

KEF UPDATES ` Q' AND REFERENCE SERIES SPEAKERS
KEF's established '0 series'
loudspeakers, with their
trademarked Uni Q drive-

units, have been revised, with
new cabinet finishes, and a
colour change for the main
driver cone. Natural cherry
and dark apple have been
added to the choice of vinyl wrap cabinet finishes, while

the enhanced polypropylene
cones now come in asilver
finish. The tweeter has a
larger magnet, and the bass
crossover now has an
inductor which will not
saturate at higher volumes.
The range includes the 015.2
bookshelf (£ 199.99), the
035.2 tvio-way floorstander
(349.99), Q55.2 (£499.99),
and three-way Q65.2
(£699.99). For surround sound, add matching 085s
rear speakers (£ 179.99/pair)
and the 095s centre speaker
(£199.99 each). Meanwhile,
the Reference Series has also
been re-worked. Four models
have been announced,

starting with the Reference
Series Model Two-Two
(£1750). This three-way
floorstander uses afourth generation Uni Q driver plus
apair of internal 160mm
bass drivers in coupled-cavity
configuration, mounted backto-back and linked by a 'force
cancelling rod'. The Two-Two,
and the smaller One-Two at
£1350, come in black ash,
cherry and rosenut veneers.
The larger Three-Two and
Four-Two are £2250 and
£3650 in these finishes, or
£2750 and £4250 in the
premium finishes, albino burr
and rosetta burr. KEF Audio,
01622 672261.

Digital giants like Wadia, at
the leading edge of technical
change, don't follow fashion.
They set trends. So why are
they still making CD players?
Should you change yours?

Whotg

Ls

tAbelLot choino?
Don't wait. CD will be with us for
years yet and it will be ages before
any new format has aworthwhile
LIBRARY OF RECORDINGS. Some
music has never appeared on CD.
The best plan is to buy an excellent
CD player which is UPGRADEABLE
once formats are settled — and
enjoy good CD sound until then.
The MAGIC of good digital sound is
more in the player than the format.
Fewer bits done well sound BETTER
than more bits done poorly. Really.
Or come and listen to some CDs
UPSAMPLED on dCS equipment —
very much like SACD, but here now.
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You

TAKES, enjoy

AVOID EXPENSIVE MIS-

music along the way and save

money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS. BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, C
ICS ELGAR, DELIUS AND P
URCELL.
MERACUS, P
ASS, S
UGDEN, WADIA. VINYL: BASIS,
CLEARAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL, DNM ,
(
THE) GROOVE,
GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE
POINT SPECIAL TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS:
ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY,
CAT,
DNM ,
GAMUT, LUMLEY, NAGRA. P
ASS, S
ONNETEER,
SPECTRAL, SUGDEN. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC,
BKS ,
E
THOS, L
UMLEY, MAGNEPLANAR, NEAT,
TOTEM, VERITY
AUDIO. TUNERS: ACCUPHASE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM .NORDOST,
S
ILTECH, SPECTRAL, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC
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Sony Super Audio CD. You want to hear every single detail?

SUPER AUDIO CD

OK, here goes.
The beginning.
As good aplace to start as any. In the
beginning, there was CD.
Co- developed by Sony in the early
1980's, it revolutionised the way we listen
to music.
CD used, and still uses, a multi- bit
Pulse Code Modulation or PCM recording
format that was the most advanced
technology available at the time.

120dB across the entire audible frequency
range at an unprecedented bandwidth of
over 100kHz. It allows the direct recording
of aSuper Audio CD.
No quantisation or decimation process.
And don't worry fellow music lovers, we'll
come on to what all this means for you
in amoment.
But while we're on the subject of
what this new DSD format doesn't do, we
should talk about digital filtering. Because
it doesn't need to do any of that either.

PCM: CONVENTIONAL CD
Recording Process

Input
Signal

Delta
Sigma

r\.)

Decimation
Digital
Filter

Modulator

Playback Process
CD

Interpolation
Digital
Filter

[Noise Shaping]

NEW TECHNOLOGY
This continuous progress in digital
technology has allowed the original team
responsible for developing the CD to create
anew format.
Super Audio CD.
A format that is fully compatible with
conventional CDs.
But one that acknowledges the fact
that too much sound quality is lost
during the recording of aCD.
One that acknowledges that we've
reached the end of CDs quality development cycle, so any innovations in PCM
technology may no longer lead to dramatic
improvements in quality.
One that ditches PCM technology in
favour of the very latest in Direct Stream
Digital technology.
One that leaves you searching for
adequate superlatives.
DSD technology is aone- bit system
and is fundamentally different to PCM.

Recording Process
Delta

s
r

Playback Process

COMPATIBILITY

Output

Signal

SACD

Modulator

[Noise Shaping]

Analogue
Low Pass
Filter

While CD technology relies on
PCM's complex digital filtering process
(decimation and interpolation causing
distortion and limiting the frequency
response to around 20KHz and dynamic
range to below 98dB), Super Audio CD
data retains all its freshness and purity.
Just high fidelity pure audio.
The closest possible representation
of the artist's work.
And that means the atmosphere. The
mood. Even the ambience of the room.
And unfortunately for any recording
artists who happen to be reading, it also
means every wrong note.
If it happens in the studio, your
audience is going to hear it.
There really is so much more that we
can tell you about Super Audio CD.
So we will.
As touched upon earlier, all Super
Audio CD players also make great
conventional CD players.
There is no need for any of that
infuriating rebuilding of music collections.
(Remember how long it took to replace
all those old LPs?)
Your only reason for throwing away
your existing music library will be shame.
Let's face it, some things will never
come back into fashion and that
probably includes some of your earlier
tastes in CDs.

DSD: SUPER AUDIO CD
Input

Modulator

Output
Signal

[Noise Shaping]

Notice the tense.
It was the most technologically
advanced format available.
Skip forwards almost 20 years
however and it's adifferent matter.
For just as music has progressed
since the early 1980's, so has the
technology for reproducing it.

Signal

Delta
Sigma

[Noise Shaping]

Firstly, it simplifies the recording
process, sampling the audio signal at a
much higher rate than PCM. 2.8224 MHz
as opposed to amere 44.1 kHz.
This creates adynamic range of over

This compatibility means a special
kind of disc is available.
The ' hybrid'.
It's compatible with CD players and
Super Audio CD players, as it features
both aCD layer and aSuper Audio CD
high- density layer of information.
But while aSuper Audio CD disc
is exactly the same size as acurrent CD
disc, its data capacity is in adifferent

www.sony.uk/SACD
Customer information centre 08705 111 999.
Sony and Super Audio CD are registered trademarks of the Sony Corporation. Japan

league altogether. Even the basic single
layer disc can store 4.7 GBytes rather
than the 780 MBytes we've become
used to with conventional CDs.
There is athird disc type as well.
The dual- layer disc. This is essentially
two Super Audio CDs combined in one,
with amaximum capacity of some 8.5
GBytes. Which means that as well as
being able to hear more of everything,
you can now hear more of everything.
All this capacity for information. But
we haven't finished yet.
On each Super Audio CD disc, space
is reserved for surround-sound recordings,
conventional stereo recordings and for
extra, non- audio data.
Perfect for text, such as song lyrics,
as well as video or still images.
This system of allocating disc space
should ensure that Super Audio CD is
ready to handle all future applications.
See, when we say you'll never miss
athing, we mean you will never, ever
miss athing.
When you've gone to this much
trouble producing something this detailed,
obviously you want to protect it.
That's why Super Audio CD incorporates copyright protection technology
not only on the hardware side, but on the
disc itself.
Anti- piracy measures in the form of
digital Watermarking are also present.
Pit Signal Processing, to give it its full
name, protects both you and artists
alike against illegal copying.
No Watermark. No playback.
PURE SOUND
So, let's have a brief resumé.
(Obviously you took all this in the first
time, but this is great news and as you
know, great pieces of anything will
always bear some repetition.)
Music recorded like never before.
Far richer playback quality.
Every nuance.
Every acoustic detail.
And a much greater capacity for
recording. Super Audio CD really is the
quantum leap forward in musical reproduction that you would expect from Sony.
You want more? Sorry, but this really
isn't the right venue.
For no amount of words can describe
just how good Super Audio CD sounds.
You'll have to hear it for yourself.
For ademonstration, visit your local
Sony hi-fi specialist showroom.
Just one last detail you may wish
to hear. Go with someone proficient in
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
You're going to have your breath
taken away.

go create
SON"Ir

Wooden it be

lovely

...if all your hifi looked this good

Pro-ject Classic Cherry
From around £450

...or was such great value

"Product of the Year

Pro-ject Debut
From around £ 110

Need apre amp?

Phonobox
Superb record playing systems from

Henley Designs

The Old Coach 1
touse. The Street, Croadnanh Garen V., alTingford, Oxfardshize, OX108EH.
Tel: 01491 834700 Fax. 01491 814722 %VW W.henleydesipaxo.uk e4nail4renley.designs«tvirgin.nd

From around £40

technology
statement claiming that ' all of the five
major worldwide record companies,
BMG Entertainment, EMI Recorded
Music, Sony Music Entertainment,
Universal Music Group, and the
Warner Music Group, as well as Sony
Music Entertainment (Japan), have

Will the
proposed
Verance
watermark,
intended to
to prevent
internet
pirate
copying,
nullify the
sonic
advantages
of SACD
and DVD-A?

*See also CB's
AVI Bigga-Tron
speaker review in
May '99, where he
adopted exactly the
same `modification'

IT

,
he stereo-only SACD player
and limited music catalogue
from Sony have hardly set the
world on fire. So expect an SACD
re-launch this autumn, when Philips
unveils its surround player with new
music material. This will create a
head-on standards battle with DVDAudio, driven by Panasonic.
So far, SACD has had one clearly
identifiable benefit over DVD-A;
Panasonic's ' official' Forum format
will from the outset be handicapped
by commitment to the analogue
watermarking system developed by
Verance, the joint venture between
US companies Ans and Solana.
Coded modifications to- the
analogue music waveform, so robust
that they will withstand transmission
by AM radio and MP3 over the
Internet, will identify the music
source and trigger copy control in
future players and recorders, just like
SCMS.
The Verance system was chosen by
the SDMI and 4C Entity test group,
and backed by the RIAA, IFPI and
DVD Forum, without any testing at
the DVD-A recording standard of
1921cHz/24-bit coding. The tests at
lower quality were run by the record
companies using ' golden ears' who
dare not identify themselves. Talk of
further tests, to be run by the UK's
Phonographic Performance Ltd, has
evaporated into the ether.
So with DVD-A, we know where
we stand. Although the system is
being sold on the strength of superhigh fidelity music reproduction, that
music will be doctored during the
recording process.
This is already causing concern.
Naxos now has nearly 20% of the
UK classical music market. Says
Klaus Heymann: 'We as agroup will
not use any watermarking, whether
on CD or DVD, that will downgrade
the audio signal'.
Paul Reynolds of Philips has
already promised that there will be
no 'tampering with the waveform' on
SACD. But there has been no similar
categorical reassurance from Sony.
Verance has already issued a
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licensed the Verance SDMI Phase 1
watermarking system'.
Verance also claims that Matsushita
Electric Industrial (Panasonic), Sony
Corporation, TDK and Toshiba have
taken licences to build watermarking
sensors
into
consumer
audio
equipment.
And Verance quotes Sony Music
Entertainment Senior Vice President,
Al Smith, as saying: ` As the
watermarking system chosen by
SDMI, Sony Music strongly supports
Verance; we believe that the adoption
of the SDMI standards by the music
and technology companies will speed
the growth of aviable, vibrant market
for digital music which will benefit
everyone
involved,
especially
consumers'.
Says Masao Morita, Corporate
Executive, Sony Music Entertainment
(japan): ' It has been our great
pleasure to see the developments of
watermark
technologies
for
transmission of music, which help
preventing unauthorized copying of
music without losing smooth user
experience in enjoying music. We
believe further developments of
watermark technologies will further
benefit both music fans and industry'.
Everything now points to the fact
that Sony will use
analogue
watermarking with SACD, but will
only admit it when asked the direct
question. So the direct questions to
ask this autumn when SACD
relaunches are these: does SACD
software
use
any Qtnalogue
watermarking; and if so what system
will be used and what tests have been
done to check on its audiblity?
But what's the betting that Sony's
relaunch will be handled like the
SACD launch in Berlin during last
autumn's IFA? On that occasion a
string of Sony hardware and software
executives made grand speeches and
then ducked the usual question and
answer session.

AT WHAT PRICE?
Anyone with half amemory of past
hi-fi failures is already predicting that
both DVD-A and SACD will flop
and be followed by aUniversal player
that handles all types of CD and
DVD, audio and video discs.
At the DVD Summit held in
Dublin recently, Jim Bottoms of
respected market research company
Understanding
and
Solutions
compared DVD-A and SACD with
metal audio tape. Twenty years ago,
80% of all tape decks had ametal

tape switch, even though very few
people paid the high premium for
metal tape cassettes. He could also
have said that, whereas there is no
evidence of consumer interest in
DVD-A/SACD, there was nearhysteria over the magic properties
promised for metal tape.
Bottoms suggested that adding
both SACD and DVD-A playback to
aDVD video deck would contribute
'less than $ 1' to the cost. Before this
figure gets into the factoid folklore,
let me add what Bottoms said
afterwards.
The additional manuacturing cost
will initially be around $ 10, to include
decoder chips and the licence on
Meridian
Lossless
Packing
administered by Dolby. This will add
around $ 60-$70 to the shop price.
The sub-dollar extra on manufacturing cost will only apply in the
future, when there is mass production
of audio players and bulk royalty
reduction. (The royalty on Dolby
Digital two channel is 50-60 US
cents and MLP is slightly less.)
Mass production will only happen
if the mass-market embraces the idea
of a super-hi-fi player or — much
more likely — Panasonic, Sony and
Philips save collective face by giving
SACD and DVD-A playback away
free with all DVD players.

ACURTAIN OVER THE TRUTH
How are reviewers going to evaluate
DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD
against conventional CD, using some
speakers that are 100kHz-ready?
The traditional approach has been
to hide different systems behind fine
gauze curtaining, which is transparent
to sound but blocks light, so the
listening panels cannot see what they
are hearing.
Iam pleased now to have B&O's
confirmation of what I have long
suspected. Acoustically transparent
gauze is not acoustically transparent
above 20kHz. In fact it is not truly
transparent below 20kHz.
As B&O rightly says, this does not
affect the comparison of like with like,
eg, two conventional 20kHz systems,
because the effect of the curtain is
tiny, and both systems are equally
affected. But once listeners are
straining to hear the difference
between 100kHz and 20kHz systems,
the comparison is no longer like with
like, and the gauze could have a
significant influence.
Am Ibeing finicky? Not if we are
going to be told that 100kHz
reproduction is aworthwhile advance
over 20kHz. And for many years
studio engineers used to hang athin
sheet of toilet paper* over the front
of their Yamaha NS10 speakers
because they wanted to tone down
the top-end atrifle.
Barry Fox
19
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SUPER AUDIO CD IS HERE!

SCD-777ES

Representing arevolution in the way digital data is
mastered and played back, Super Audio CD is
destined to become the new source media for the
21st Century. Play your old CDs and they'll sound
better than ever before. At Musical Imiges we have
the entire Super Audio CD
range from Sony on
permanent display at all
four branches in and
around the M25.

Musical Images is one
SUPER AUDIO CD
of the UK's finest Home
Entertainment retailers and installers. We believe being the
best isn't just about offering ahuge choice and top names,
it's about expertise, experience and providing long-term
customer satisfaction. From starter systems to state-of-theart Multi-Room environments and audiophile separates, our
award-winning team offers atruly five star service.
SCD-X13940

Experience the difference
at Musical Images.

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HAS

Tel: 0208 952 5535
Edgware lranch
Musical Images
45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH

• all
around the

Tel: 0208 569 5802
Hounslow Branch

+

0

Musical Image
18 Monmouth Street
Covent Garden
London WC2H 9H

Tel: 0207 497 1346
CEDIA

Founder Member

Covent Garden Branch

•M25
Musical Images
126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 lED
el: 0208 663 3777
Beckenham Branch

Intelligent Homes
in the Making

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Sony and Super Audio CD are trademarks of Sony Corporation, Japan
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Lumley LMS 500 loudspeakers worth £3500

'The adjustable speakers — now in any colour!'
section of the cabinet is formed to
provide a slotted compartment behind
the mid/treble baffle plate; in other

IT HAS OFTEN been said that
loudspeaker design is as much of
an art as a science, and it
certainly is subjective! Among
the crowd of more- or- less
conventional manufacturers, the
hi-fi scene has always been
enlivened by enthusiast- led
companies which have pursued
their own ideas to create
something more individualistic.
And one such product line is
Lumley Loudspeakers.
This month, one very lucky
competition winner will receive apair
of Lumley LMS 500 loudspeakers
worth £3500. And, if you're looking
at the picture and wondering about
the green finish, please note that
Lumley loudspeakers are now
available in any colour or any veneer!
Back in the early 1970s, one or two
manufacturers showed that by
mounting loudspeaker drivers on
separate baffles, it was possible to
reduce the effects of cabinet
resonances and to produce a more
open sound. Such designs tended not to
be very acceptable aesthetically, as it usually meant
mounting the midrange and high frequency drivers on top of the
main (bass) cabinet. This format also meant that the cabinet no
longer had adomestically-acceptable flat top.
Lumley Loudspeakers have long embraced the open baffle or
'free air' philosophy, as far as possible allowing the drive units
covering the various frequency ranges to operate in a free air
space. And thanks to its unique and ingenious cabinet design,
Lumley has continued to do this while overcoming the resultant
problems of domestic acceptability. Essentially, the upper front

words, the baffle on which the mid and
treble units are mounted is connected
to the main cabinet at the top and
bottom only.
A second major tenet of Lumley
design has been the idea that a
loudspeaker should, to some extent,
be adjustable to suit any particular
room environment, hence the slogan
'the adjustable loudspeaker'. Each
section of the frequency range can be
adjusted at the crossover via
substantial and robust controls, to
tune the loudspeaker to every
situation.
Lumley's
LMS
range
of
floorstanders extends from the
two-way LMS 150 up to the six-driver
1000
and
of
course
the
flagship Monarch 2000 speaker. The
LMS
500,
which
measures
1100x290x480mm ( hwd), uses a
complex array of high-tech drivers.
Bass is handled by a 200mm ( 8in)
Aerogel-cone unit, and the midrange
by apair of 130mm(5in) carbon-fibre
units, while the high-frequency range
is covered by apair of 25nun ( lin) soft
domes and a 50mm ( 2in) ribbon
tweeter. Each LMS 500 contains no
less than 7.5m of highest- quality
silver-plated cable.
Sensitivity is quoted as 89dB/1W/lm, with a recommended
amplifier power range from 50-300W.
Don't miss your chance to win these great speakers!

THE QUESTIONS
Answer the three questions below, and
send your completed entry form to Lumley
Competition, Hi Fi News & Record
Review Editorial, PO Box 531, Croydon
CR9 2ZA. Entries must arrive by first post
on Friday, 18 August.
RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only.

1. What length of cable is used for the internal wiring of each LMS 500?
a) 5m
b) 6m
c) 6.75m
d) 7.5m
2. What is the stated sensitivity rating of the LMS 500?
a) 83dB/I W/1m
b) 89dB/1W/1 m
c) 86dB/ I
W/ Im

d) 88dB/1W/1m

3. Which is the special treble drive unit that complements the LMS 500's two dome tweeters
in the high-frequency range?
a) 8in Aerogel cone
b) 5in carbon-fibre cone c) 2in ribbon tweeter
d) 5.5in Aerogel cone

Photocopies of the entry forms are acceptable, but only one
entry per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be
disqualified). No other correspondence should be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other

Lumley LMS 500 Competition

alternatives to the prizes offered. The winner will be the first
correct entry opened. 3) Employees of 1PC Media, Lumley

Address

or their agents, are not eligible. 4) Entries must be received
by first post on Friday, 18 August, 2000. The Editor's
decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will
be entered into regarding the competition. 5) The winner
will be notified by post; the results will be published in
HiFi News, November 2000 issue. 6) Entry forms received
become plops.ity of IPC Media. 7) Entry is deemed to

Name

THE ANSWERS

1E]

2

If you would prefer NOT to receive further
direct mail, please tick tisis box Li

3 rj

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

indicate acceptance of the rules.
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BASINGSTOKE 4 Feathers Lane
01256 324311
BRENTWOOD 30 Crown Street
01277 264730 open late Ino ,
BRISTOL 65 Park ereet
0117 926 4975 ciri:pen late Thursday

WE SELL THE FINEST PRODUCTS

CARDIFF 134/136 Crwys Road
029 2022 8565 Open late Thursday

and we bring you the benefits and security of buying from alarger
dealer, yet each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop.
We are enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge and experience
to satisfy your expectations.

CH ELTEN HAM
40/42 Albion Street
01242 583960

BOW Technologies was
founded in 1994 by Bo
E C H
Christensen and since its
N
L
inception has pursued the
holy grail of combining
G
E
S
wonderful aesthetics and
good sound quality. BOW Technologies is a
master of the art. It's electronics have won many
awards around the world and much praise for their
stunning looks and superb engineering.
The range consists of the ZZ Reference
Series and newly introduced W Series.

OW

Available at OXFORD, WEST HAMPSTEAD, HIGH VVYCOMBE, EPSOM

Wilson Benesch has, in less than ten
years, earned aworld wide reputation for
producing innovative, elegantly designed
audio equipment. From turntables to
tone-arms and in 1995 — the A.C.T. One — the World's
first curved floor-standing loudspeaker. With its multi
alloy baffles and advanced carbon fibre composite
structures, it remains as contemporary and successful
today as it was five years ago.
Available at BRENTVVOOD, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, EPSOM, READING,
SOUTHAMPTON, SWINDON, WEST HAMPSTEAD

EPSOM 15 Upper High Street
01372 748888 Open late Thursday
EXETER 156 Sidwell
01392 491194
HIGH WYCOMB
30-32 Castle Stree
01494 558585 Open

late Thurs ,

LONDON: W. HAMP
190 West End Lane
020 7794 7848 open ate Thursd..
OXFORD 19 Old High Street
Headington
01865 765961 Open late Thursday
READING 4 Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall
0118 958 5463
SOUTHAMPTON
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
023 8025 28271,011tierhursddy
SWINDON 60 Fleet Street
01793 538222
scia
SWANSEA 9
01792 474608
All shops , ire closed on Monda

• CHORD •
Chord Electronics has become
synonymous with outstanding performance.
The company's range of products fulfils every
stereo or multi-channel system requirement.
Continual dedication to research and
innovation, combined with excellence of build
and sterling reliability have been rewarded by
continued growth. Chord users include many of the
most demanding customers in the audio world, both from
professional and high-end customer domains.
Available at BASINGSTOKE, BRENTWOOD, BRISTOL CARDIFF, CHELTENHAM, EPSOM, EXETER, READING,
SOUTHAMPTON, SWANSEA, SWINDON, WEST HAMPSTEAD

FREEPHONE
0500 101501
(quoting NHE1)

and ask for a FREE copy of
our MUSIC AT HOME Guide

53 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE • 3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl SEPARATES
“FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES • PRICE PROMISE • 10 DAY EXCHANGES
30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES • PART EXCHANGES
INTEREST FREE OPTION Subject to status. Written details
HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

on request

o
gel3Aut..
"

CEDIA

For the very latest information
please check our web sites:

www.audio-t.co.uk
www.audio-excellence.co.uk
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Dubbed the a2i process, short for
Anti-Alias Intermodulation Distortk i i/
e .1 41. F
ion Process, it comprises afiltering
'
system which operates on inaudible
!'r J,,hIJ$I!lI'IJft,I,dlSIIlOflhlUIW"
frequencies which can cause audible
distortion, effectively creating acutoff above 20.5kHz. Applied at the
mastering stage, a2i requires no
.":
111.1,11 • 511,111111111111J1
hardware changes on the end-user's
part, so it is, effectively, an invisible
Band-Aid, unlike, say, HDCD, which
needs its own playback processing.
II '
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Amusingly,
HDCD
players
(whether playing back HDCD or nonHDCD-encoded discs) are the least
troubled by the distortions Richard
has targeted, along with full-range, flat
panel speakers like the Quad ESL-63.
his late in the day, you'd think
According to him, HDCD-equipped
that everyone had moved on
CD players demonstrate superior HF
from CD, and that in future
behaviour, while panel speakers '
seem
little effort would be spent on aformat
to have much lower levels of
just starting to issue its death rattle.
intermodulation' than conventional
If the music/hi-fi industry has its way,
types. It is therefore doubly ironic
we will be purchasing SACD or
that, when I first played the disc
DVD-A discs within the next year or
Richard supplied, Ijust happened to
so, and I've yet to hear anyone defend
be using a Krell CD player with
the sound of CD in comparison to the
HDCD, through the Quad 989s.
new formats.
Serves me right for not reading his
Be that as it may, CD has been
paper first.
around for 17 or 18 years, the existing
Changing over to a non-HDCD
catalogue is vast, and the penetration
player and conventional speakers, I
of CD players increases daily —
`re-sat' the listening sessions, and —
amusingly, with every DVD player
over a three-week period — Ialso
purchased.
CD
benefits
from
subjected most visitors to asession.
backward compatibility, all the way to
The supplied CD-R contained seven
SACD and DVD-A players and
tracks in both unprocessed and a2i
beyond, up to and including every
form, so as many variables as possible
form of computer-mounted CD or
were removed. Although Iknew which
DVD transport, Playstations 1and 2,
was which, my guests didn't, so the
most new cars, ad infinitum. It isn't
going to go away for some time yet,
remarks which follow are ablend of
their opinions and mine.
because — unlike the LP — CD
On the discs was amix of rock,
physically resembles and works in
classical and jam tracks, old and new,
every 5in optical disc system going.
With this in mind, maybe fellow- heavily studio-butchered and purist,
obscure and familiar. Ifocused first
audio scribe Richard Black isn't
on 'Woke Up This Morning' by the
flogging a dead horse with the
Alabama
3 on
The Sopranos
mastering tweak he's developed with
soundtrack and Dance The Night
US digital maven Randy Yates. Irefer
Away by the Mavericks (because I
you to AES paper 4966 (S8), for the
May 1999 convention in Munich, a had commercial copies available and
knew both tracks pretty well), but
paper titled 'Anti-alias filters — the
soon got fed up because the
invisible distortion mechanism in
differences were so subtle as to
digital audio?'.
border
on
the
insignificant.
Richard has identified this distortion
Moreover, my 'victims' — all audio
as contributing to the edgy, unpleasant
veterans — grew frustrated with
artefact which critics of CD have been
similar rapidity, probably wondering
pointing to for nigh on two decades
if it was a trick question. The
as the culprit which keeps them
differences were that small.
wedded to the LP.
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Just as the
hi-fi majors
start
promoting
frequency
ranges up
to 100kHz,
Fâchard
Black and
Randy Yates
tell us the
answer for
CD is to
make sure
it really
cuts off at
20kHz

Richard Black
may be
amtacted at
100115.37010v
c"nzpuserve.cont
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Spectra from a Stephane Grappelli/Martin Taylor track, 'Five At Five' (Linn Recorde), showing (left) harmonics
visible to above 20kHz, and (net) after processing, with everything over 20kHz cut back to residual noise
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It emerged that the changes were
clearly material-dependent, the more
raucous works masking any benefits.
The more sparse the recording, the
easier it was to identify changes. After
wrestling with the disc for more hours
than Icare to admit, I/we came to the
following conclusions: a2i sounded
slightly smoother at the top in most
instances, but at least two listeners felt
that something had been stripped
away.
If, then, they're saying that they
prefer non-a2i recordings with the
distortions left in place, so be it. To
argue with them would be to deny
valve lovers the warmth of higher
even-order harmonic distortions, horn
users the sharp honking which pushes
their buttons, or oyster-eaters the
delights of swallowing slime.
On the cleanest recordings, a2i
appeared to create aslightly deeper
soundstage, with more clearly-defined
spaces between the sounds. On at
least one recording, Donald Byrd's
'The Black Disciple', I thought it
increased
the
sound-width
substantially beyond the edge of the
speakers.
As regards bass, which probably
shouldn't have changed at all if the
process works above 20.5kHz, the
Alabama 3track seemed less confused
and they all sounded slightly 'tighter'.
But all of this is almost too subtle
for most systems, let alone listeners.
Richard, on the other hand, must
continue his research because,
apparently, it will also help with
DVD-A and SACD recordings
mastered from 44.1kHz originals.

A PRACTICAL NOTE
With disarming honesty, Richard
informed me that any owner of aPC
with aCD burner who wishes to have
his/her own a2i processing system can
now do so by acquiring a copy of
'Cool Edit 2000' ($ 69, available to
download from www.syntrillium.com)
using its 'FFT Filter' function to lowpass filter below 20kHz.
Tightwads and pirates can do the
process with the demo version of Cool
Edit as well. RB points out that,
'Irony of ironies: for less than Iwas
proposing to charge for mastering a
single CD, Cool Edit offers better
performance, enormous flexibility
(including compatibility with other
sampling rates), a whole bunch of
other features — and it doesn't suffer
from a minor bug which I've just
discovered in my programme, which
could in theory cause very occasional
gross distortion. Although it's likely
to be extremely rare in practice, one
or two milliseconds at atime and only
a handful of times in a CD, and
practically never in classical CDs
which don't run to such high levels.
Irritating even so.'
Ken Kessler
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...that's the first sound you'll hear at any branch of KJ West One
LONDON W1

NORTHAMPTON

PETERBOROUGH

There are some fabulous sounds
waiting for you at KJ West One, yet
none more important than the
welcome you'll receive.

Our demonstration facilities are
comfortably impressive in which, just
as importantly, you'll be more than
welcome to take all the time you need.

equipment choices like this, you can
confidently expect to find your
ultimate system at KJ West One.

Call into any one of our stores and
you'll discover an outstanding range
of superior hi-fi and AV equipment.

So, whether you're still enthusiastic
about vinyl, tuned into digital
technology, or a home cinema fan,
simply bring along some of your
favourite discs and experience them
like never before.

You'll also note that we share your
love of music (all types between us)
and as a result we can offer expert
system configuration to enhance any
musical preference.

rgii

Just take a look at some of the
examples we've shown here. With

interconnects, and is shown to full advantage
with this incredibly stimulating CD player.
Full Krell supporting CAST on demonstration.

WILSON
SYSTEM 6
Probably the most
'room friendly' high-end
speaker. A legendary
performer further refined
and now afirm favourite
for recording studios
and the most demanding
of domestic installations

McINTOSH
MC2000
Acelebration of
valve technology,
this amplifier will
more than impress;
it's apowerful
device capable of tremendous emotional
reach which connects you right to the spirit of
the music. The new MC2000 is one of those
rare devices that you hear with your heart!

KRELL KPS28sc
Krell's CAST system
minimises the effects
and variability of
AUDIO ANALOGUE
NAIM

NORDOST

AUDIO RESEARCH
OPERA

BOSE

ORTOFON

B&W
PMC

CASTLE
PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS

DCS

PIONEER

We've not heard a
hi-fi system that
hasn't 'opened-up'
when the Elgar has
been installed. This a
DAC par-excellence and its influence on
recordings seems to virtually eliminate them,
with music coming alive as if being enjoyed
in its recorded environment! Amust hear!
UNISON SR1 Hybrid Integrated
captivating
blend of the
strengths of both
valve and solid
state technologies
and achieved at a
remarkably tempting price. Power is on ascale
which works perfectly in typical British living
rooms while sexy looks and seductive sounds
make this the high-end without the big ticket.
A truly

SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
One of the world's most
beautiful loudspeakers with
cabinetwork that puts to
shame much contemporary
furniture, and amusical
presence that really lives.
The Amati Homage could
be alifetime investment,
it's amodern classic of
impeccable pedigree.

AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 2
An unimaginable
achievement - audibly
superior to both the
LS25 and Ref 1, and
now, inarguably, the
new definition for pre-amplifier performance

dCS ELGAR DAC

41iMak

NAGRA PLP + VPA
Switzerland's exquisite
statement of high-end
music reproduction.
Rare and deserving of
very serious consideration
this amplifier combination
demonstrates aseductively
emotive, and supremely
convincing soundstage.

MARTIN LOGAN
PRODIGY
This phenomenal new
real-life-scale hybrid
electrostatic creates a
huge soundstage with
breathtaking power,
startling realism and
unconstrained passion.

NACRA

If you're a keen music lover and
hi-fi enthusiast you know that sooner
or later, you'll want to visit us at
KJ West One. So why not make it
soon; you'll be very welcome!

THE WEST END?

New Cavendish Street is our flagship
store, it's where you'll discover more
state-of-the-art hi-fi equipment than
anywhere else! We believe the sounds
you'll hear are simply incomparable!

ARCAM

And, we do our best to make it
easy - part- exchange is particularly
welcome and, of course, finance terms
can be adoddle!

DENON
PROAC

DUAL
QED

EPOS
QUAD

THETA DREADNAUGHT
Atruly remarkable
power amplifier,
available in two
through to five
channel
configurations.
Choose the massive 200 watts per channel
stereo model, or add further channels - even
at alater date. In this way the
Dreadnaught's modular construction
promises ' future-proof' adaptability for all
multi-channel home cinema systems as well
as true 'audiophile' sound quality .
FUJITSU
REGA

GOLDING

ROTEL

REL

GRAAF
SENNHEISER

GRADO
SME

HARBETH
SONUS FABER

KEF

h
SON'
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NORTHAMPTON?

PETERBOROUGH?

For many years this branch ( known to
local music lovers as Listen Inn) has
specialised in the leading British hi-fi
marques where our enthusiast staff place
special emphasis on the evolutionary
enhancements and incremental up-grade
potential offered by such equipment.

Realistic music reproduction can be
achieved on abudget without having to
resort to ' brandfi' - that's a specialism
you'll appreciate at our Peterborough
store. If you want high-end sounds but
don't have aplatinum card, turn off the
Al or leave the train at Peterborough!

Now, with ahuge choice of high-end
and AV equipment; more than ever we're
the region's '
must visit' specialist store!

We also specialise in multi-channel
Home Cinema systems, including Plasma
Screen and large scale Projectors.

REGA NAOS
Rich, dynamic and fast!
This is asophisticated
Transmission Line which
combines many desirable
traditional qualities with
contemporary technology.

BOSE
LIFESTYLE 50
This sophisticated
five channel Bose
system can be
installed so discreetly it could be the answer
for anyone wanting abig soundstage without
large speakers dominating their listening rooms!

NAIM CDS2
Naim's legendary rhythm
and pace is afeature of

QUAD 988 and 989
The new electrostatics from
Quad are finally here for your
assessment. Truly phenomenal
performance proves the wait
has been worthwhile, but
you'll need to call in soon to
be sure of early delivery!

this new CD player.
Even if you're not a
Naim owner, the
CDS2 brings that
famed musicality to
amuch wider range of hi-fi systems. Hear it!
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius i
Transparency in sound
as well as physically!
A potent performer that
polarises the differences
between traditional and
electrostatic speakers.
If you have doubts about
the speakers you've
chosen for your own
system - come and listen!
LINN GENKI CD PLAYER
Preceded by
Linn's reputation
for realistic music
reproduction,
this new player
enhances the
marque's status and boasts variable output
level. Hear the Genko atK1Northampton,
then install it with or without apre-amp as the
heart of aquality CD based hi-fi system.
ARCM FMJ SERIES
Arcam has shown the world how to produce
serious hi-fi equipment at modest prices. Now
with this new range they're sure to win favour
with legions of loyal Arcam enthusiasts ready
to graduate towards the high-end - but still at
sensible cost! The full range is in stock now.

AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE
Apreferred choice
with our customers,
this remarkable
integrated amplifier
now has remote
control and some sensitive 'tuning' has also
elevated it far above its former competition.
MERIDIAN 568 PROCESSOR
The masters of
digital technology
demonstrate their
ability to combine
multi-channel
surround sound
facilities with state-of-the-art music reproduction
quality - an audiophile's dream. Call into our
Peterborough store for ademonstration.
DENON AVC-A1OSE (AV/Audio Amp)
The world's first
A/V amplifier
with Dolby
;
4)
.
Digital, DIS,
• gegnit
Lucasfilm's THX
Ultra 5.1 post
processing as well as the very latest THX
Surround EX decoding. Massively powerful
into all channels, the new AVC-A1OSE also
recreates music with the finesse of 2channel
hi-fi amplifiers - there's even aphono input!

ONE-OFF SPECIAL OFFERS
Ex-Dem & Display Stock - Fully Guaranteed
Audio Alchemy ACD2 ( CD Player)
Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power)
Audio Research CD2 ( CD Player)
Audio Research 1.55 Mkl ( Pre)
Audio Research 158 ( Pre)
Audio Research VT50 ( Power)
B&Vi TFIX Speaker System
Castle Avon Speakers ( Cherry)
Castle Severn Mk 2Speakers ( Black)
Denon DCD-S10/2 ( CD Player)
Epos E522 Speakers (Cherry)
KEF Model 3Speakers ( Black)
Krell KAY 300CD
Krell KRC-3 ( Pre(
Krell 250e ( Power)
Krell KAY 300i ( Integrated)
Meridian 501/2 ( Pre)
Meridian 518 ( Digital Processor)
Meridian 561 ( Digital Controller)
Meridian 562V ( Digital Controller)
Meridian 563 ( 04 Converter)
Meridian 566 ( 24 bit DAC)
Meridian M33 (Active Speakers)
Meridian DSP5000 (Speakers)
MicroMega Stage 5 ( CD Player)
Michell Gyrodeck Bronze/RB300 arm
Michell ISO HR ( Phono Stage)
Musical Fidelity X-AlOOR ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity X-ACT
Musical Fidelity X-DAC
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Speakers)
Pink Triangle Tarantella/118300 (T/table)
Quad E5163 ( Speakers)
Theta Miles SE ( CD Player)
Thorens TTA2000 Power
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
Wilson MATO (Spkrs)
Wilson 5.1 Speakers ( Grey)
Wilson Witt 1Speakers
Wilson Benesch Orators ( Speakers)
Wilson Benesch Ader ( Speakers)

£490
£495
£595
£3449
£5995
£1550
£3499
£4975
£729
£599
£1299
£1350
£2250
£4290
£3250
£3498
£2589
£740
£985
£2850
£995
£705
£1380
£1495
£3885
£750
£1200
£895
£1000
£129
£299
£1995
£899
£3500
£2390
£599
£1595
£34,995
£17,990
£10,995
£2900
£3999

FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CLEARANCE ITEMS:

Call 0870 608 8211 Now
PART- EXCHANGE
Best Trade-In or Re-Sale Prices arranged
for all carefully used equipment
EASY FINANCE TERMS
Interest Free Credit and Low-Cost Terms.
Subject to status. Written details on request.

kj WestOne
THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI
LONDON W1M 7LH
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 020 7486 8262/3
NORTHAMPTON
32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871
PETERBOROUGH
35-42 COWGATE
TEL: 01733 341755

Pima TO KNOW MORE?

KRELL
;TAX

LEXICON

STANDS UNIQUE

LINN
SUMIKO

LOEWE
TEAC

MAGNARANAR
THETA

MARTIN LOGAN

THORENS

UNISON

MERIDIAN
VIDICRON

MICHELL
WILSON

MISSION

MOTH

WILSON BENESCH

NAD
YAMAHA

£350
£395
£475
£2750
£2495
£1195
£2799
£2995
£499
£449
£999
£999
£1599
£3390
f2695
£2895
£2199
£595
£785
£1850
£695
£595
£995
£995
£3295
£495
f900
£695
£749
£79
£179
f1295
£699
£1795
£1999
f399
£1295
£P0A
fP0A
£6495
£1900
£2499

Call for FREE brochure
017 486
262/3

Naim's long-awaited all- new
flagship power amplifier sets the pace
for the 21st century
by MARTIN COLLOMS

T
SUPPLIER
Nairn Audio,
Southampton
Road,
Salisbury,
Wilts SPI 2LN
Tel 01722
332266

he development of this
completely
new
power
amplifier has been a major
undertaking for Naim. Up to now,
its designs have been essentially
variants on the late Julian Vereker's
founding concept, which led to the
first NAP250 stereo chassis some 25
years ago. Even now, the company's
biggest current model, the NAP135,
is a monoblock variant of the ' 250,
with more generous power supplies
allocated to the separated channels,
and fan cooling. The output ceiling
has remained at 70-80 watts per
channel for this series of amps. As
Julian pointed out to me some 20

years ago, you could get a more
powerful amplifier by operating a
'250 in mono bridge. The inverting
nature of the circuit allowed you to
connect the output of one channel,
suitably and resistively attenuated,
back into the input of the other to
get a self-contained, single- ended
input, mono 250W amplifier.
At that time, Nairn did not readily
support this mode of operation,
since prolonged drive with less than
truly comfortable 8 ohm speaker
loads could quickly warm-up the
'250 and result in premature safety
shutdown as the case- sensing
thermal trip took control. And as if

that were not discouragement
enough, it was considered that
bridge working detracted from the
amp's innate speed and bass grip.
Louder, more powerful Naim hi-fi
systems have generally meant active
crossovers, operating with multiple
amplifiers working in packs. So it's
perhaps ironic that Naim's newest
and most powerful amplifier is
designed from the outset to operate
in bridge mode. This was a design
goal from the outset, with the bridge
topology in part dictated by aspecial
development of output transistor.
The carefully-honed Naim power
transistor technology of the 1980s
and ' 90s was coming to the end of
its life due to changes in the
available silicon processes. The
project began in earnest with a
search for a new type of output
transistor , which would see the
company through into the first
decade of the 21st century at least.
There's no equivalent to the
AUGUST 201»
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a reference model, and was guided
through its long gestation by Julian
Vereker himself; he signed it off for
production late in 1999.
Under development, it became
clear that the amplifier was reaching
beyond anticipated areas as it rapidly
outgrew Naim's traditional alloy box
casework. Short signal paths meant a
compact construction; high power
implied the requirement for
significant heat dissipation.
The need for compactness has led
to an advanced design with deeply
finned integral heatsink casework,
and the opportunity was taken to
add some industrial design to the
mix, finally breaking the Naim
mould ( or more precisely, the
extrusion die for its slab cases). The
NAP500 amplifier enclosure is made
of beautifully machined, anodised
alloy panels finished to a high
standard. For access, the side
panels hinge away elegantly.
2"-4
t><
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Since
a proximate
integral power supply was
found to damage sound
quality, there is a
separate PSU enclosure,
also in machined alloy.
Two hawser- like cables
with military-grade locking

280W/channel respectively even with
continuous running. Early work had
shown that available combinations of
parallel or series output transistors
were unsatisfactory, and that anew
single device of great power was
required; this was finally obtained
after six years of co-development.
The British-made Semelab device
proved so powerful that sonically
invasive protection devices could be
left out. Bridge design not only
balances the output circuit, it
`balances' the power supply so that
return currents from the speaker do
not flow through the ground system.
Weakness in this area has
consequences for the dynamic range
and noise level of the input signal;
but circuit ground practice is a
critical issue. Indeed, reduction of
induced electrical noise in any form
is one of the key design platforms for
the NAP500.
The concept of fast, high-quality
supply regulation, long used in
Naim's top amplifiers, has been
taken further here. The toroidal
transformers and the first stages of
the power supply are ( as noted)
remote from the power amplifier and
linked by heavy duty multi
conductor cable. There are ten

Naim's most
expensive
power
amplifier by a
substantial
margin, it is
intended to be
seen as a
reference
model, and
was guided
through its
long gestation
by Julian
Vereker
himself; he
signed it off
for production
late in 1999

NAP 500

original Naim transistor, a custombuilt very fast TO3 device with
heavy-duty internal terminations.
And it was essential that the new
device should have the desired
sound quality potential.
Exhaustive
selection
and
subsequent fine-tuning led to agood
choice from Semelab, but one where
the favoured operating area was a
combination of higher current and
lower operating voltage than is
customary these days. This aspect
primarily drove the design to bridge
mode,
where
each
channel
comprises two high current ' 40 watt'
amplifiers operating in bridge
differential. There's upwards of
150W of power per channel under
normal conditions: a worthwhile
gain of some 4dB in power
headroom over aNAP135.
The new NAP500 is Naim's most
expensive power amplifier by a
substantial margin. Priced at
£10,000, it is intended to be seen as
Me NEWS 11 IIECOUDIEVIEW
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connectors link the units. The
smaller power supply box is of a
simpler form, not requiring heatdissipating fins. Mains power is via a
single rEc cord.
Looking at the amplifier casework,
you'd be right in thinking that the
fins were insufficient for a unit
which should deliver a total of
0.6kW or more into apair of 4
ohm loads. The explanation lies
in the installation of a low-noise
fan for forced ventilation. It
doesn't stir at idle and normal
powers, but if the amplifier is taken
towards its limit the temperaturesensing system switches in the fan.

stages of local regulation per
channel, the supply box providing a
total of 12 separate DC lines to the
amplifier proper.
Compared with the NAP135, the
'500 is claimed to have five
times greater open-loop gain,
a quarter of the
distortion and

Below: inside the
NAP 500's separate
power supply box

TECHNOLOGY
Naim explains that this amplifier
was required to deliver twice the
power, or 3dB more than its existing
models; the new level was to be
nominally 140W into 8 ohms and
also be comfortable with reduced 4
ohm loads, where the output rises to
27

RE CONTEMPLATING FULL RANGE MONITORS
SHE'S CONTEMPLATING DIVORCE

BUILDING BEAUTIFUL SOUND INTO BEAUTIFUL ROOMS.
REFERENCE SYSTEMS ( 20 HZ - 20KHZ )
£3.000 - £ 10,000 /

PR

EVERY SYSTEM PRICE INCLUDES:
-THE WORLD'S FINEST DRIVE UN1TS
-FULL INSTALLATION
-FULL TRIWIRING USING THE FINEST LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
-DECORATION TO YOUR EXISTING DECOR
-MEASUREMENT & ADJUSTMENT TO SUITYOUR TASTE IN MUSIC
YOUR ROOM ACOUSTICS
YOUR ANCILLARIES
USING PROFESSIONAL DESIGN & TEST EQUIPMENT
FOR A FREE COLOUR
BROCHURE PHONE
01844 278845 OR VISIT OUR
WEBSITE AT
W\X/NX/.WALLSOFSOUND.CO.LIK

WALLS OF SOUND LTD
THE BRIDLEPATH
LITTLE MILTON
OXON OX44 7PF

AMPLIFIERS
Left: seen from
below, the '500
casework opened
for access

a dynamic
noise floor 100
reduced.
times
Specification claims for
this fully regulated
power amplifier are:
greater than 140W per
channel 8 ohms; voltage
gain 29dB ( as with the other
Naim amplifiers); a modest input
impedance of 18k ohms; a I.5Hz to
100kHz frequency response (limits
unspecified); and an economical
60VA idle power. Judging by the case
temperature Ijudge the idle power to
be still less.
A 29dB gain is close on 30 times,
so aCD player's 2V output can give
'60V' from the amplifier. This
means that, if you wish, the ' 500 will
operate successfully with a passive
line controller.
Internal build quality is excellent
throughout and, as with its
predecessors, as much design
thought and care has been lavished
on the high-speed, low- coloration
regulated supplies as on the power
amplifiers themselves. The power
unit has a single 1.2kVA toroid
specially
built
to
Naim's
specifications for both sound quality
and minimal mechanical noise —
often aproblem with good-sounding
toroids. Separated secondary
windings feed the two channels.
Armed with the powerful, discrete
circuitry buffer amplifier develéeped
for the CDS II, Naim chose an
unusual route to create the balanced
signal internally for bridge mode.
Instead of using a bi-phase stage,
one section of the bridge amplifier is
operated as ashunt feedback current
input, the other in voltage mode, so
generating the required balanced
phase across to output terminals. In
overall concept, the amplifier is
actually constructed as two mono
amps in one main enclosure.
The CAD modelling was so
accurate that Naim has been able to
remove pre-set components, cg, for
bias, which have a finite reliability.
In production, the amplifiers are set
up, then instead of the previous preset components, aligned and selected
resistors are soldered in place,
resulting in improved sound quality
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and reliability. The special
power transistors are 350W devices
with a 70 amp rating which Nairn
has chosen to operate singly, well
into the safe operating area to allow
omission
of the
often- used
protection relays.
In fact, atotal of 16 of these very
costly transistors are fitted, eight per
channel: four for the regulators; and
two for each mono amplifier section,
forming one of the bridged channels..
The classic circuit H C Lin-based
circuit is operated as quasicomplementary with the usual
linearising diode present in the
relevant signal path.
The amplifier was modelled over
some months in B2 Spice, an
electronic CAD programme, and
using device models specified by
Naim. Supply- line noise was
considered to be avital issue, and by
painstaking analysis the sources of
supply and other noise were tracked
down, and solutions found. At high
power, cg, 200 watts into 4 ohms,
the supply noise is better than
125dB down, amajor achievement.

SOUND QUALM
To begin with, Itried out the NAP
500 in an all-Naim system with the
NBL loudspeakers, and was thrilled
by the degree of edge- of-the-seat
excitement and drama_ Maximum
level for the system was felt to be on
a par with the bigger and more
efficient DBL speakers when fed by
six actively coupled NAP 135s.
Dynamic range is akey quality of the
NBL speaker: an ability to read fine
low level detail in the presence of
heavy, complex modulation. With

Breaking the
Naim mould
(or more
precisely, the
extasion die
for its slab
cases),
the NAP500
amplifier
enclosure is
made of
beautifully
machined,
anodised alloy
panels finished
to a high
standard.
For access,
the side
panels hinge
away
elegantly

the ' 500, that quality was even more
clearly registered. Some synergy was
occurring!
The NBLs didn't suit the wide
open spaces in my studio listening
room, so Imoved them down to a
ground floor room which has along
brick wall, ideal for speakers, which
find asolid boundary more to their
taste. The next part of the test saw
the ' 500 working in my reference
listening system, before Ireunited it
with the NBL/Naim system
downstairs.
The NAP500 needed careful
matching to do it full justice, and
even then Icouldn't be certain the
end result wasn't influenced by the
foreign interfaces (foreig' n to Naim
that is).
When slotted into my audiophile
system, my reactions to its sound
were mixed. A special cable set was
made up for me by van den Hul UK
to allow me to link the Conrad
Johnson ART pre- amplifier to the
Naim via uniquely wired single channel XLR plugs. Ichose van den
Hul Integration, first series, which
has always given me good results in
the rhythm and timing department;
additionally,
it
meant
that
comparisons with other amplifiers
were much more straightforward.
I used Naim NAC5, 4mm to
spades for speaker connection, as
well as van den Hul 352 and
Transparent XL with Monster XL
locking adapters, 4mm to spade.
Hard-wired phono-to-XLR adapters
allowed me to try a range of other
interconnect cables including
Transparent XL, though Ifelt that
the dedicated van den Hul option
was preferable in this case.
There's little doubt that if Naim
wants wider acceptance of the
NAP500, then its connection
practice should be made more
universal — even on a customer
option basis. (Isaid as much in my
review of the admirable CDS II.)
When all was optimised, the ' 500
at last showed what it could do. The
drive to the Wilson 6 was to ahigh
standard, confident, with a wide
dynamic range and consistent in
quality over awide span of loudness.
It didn't cave in or compress at peak
levels, and its ability to hold tight to
complex detail, irrespective of

THE LISTENING SYSTEMS
1. Nlaim CDS II, Linn 1P12/Naim Armageddon/
Naim Aro/van den Hul Grasshopper GLA IV,
Nairn NAC52, Naim NAP250, Naim NBL
loudspeakers, matching Naim cables
2. Krell KPS25s CD player/control unit,
Conrad- Johnson ART, Krell FPB650M, Naim
CDS II, Naim NAP250, Wilson System 6 or Naim
NBL loudspeakers, van den Hul Integration,
Transparent XL and Naim NAC-5 cables

most transparent and revealing

well as a wider perceived dynamic

speakers, showing that greater stage

range.
In the full Naim system the

width, depth and focus than the ' 500
could provide was possible with
them. The Naim did not score
so well in this area and
was surpassed, albeit
at higher cost, by a
Krell FB600 — also
possessing a deeper
reaching, ' chunkier' bass
than the ' 500.
Picking at detail, the ' 500
bass was nevertheless very
good: notably articulate and
resolved, well extended, load
capable and fleet of foot. There was
power, was a hallmark of
its high quality design.
There were major strengths
which remained evident, in or out of
lively and sparkling. Rimshots, small
drums and delicate percussive
nuances were all very well expressed,
with explosive power when required

upwards of
150W of
power per

was mildly projected, faintly nasal,
reminiscent of the ' 250 but generally

case with the Krell FPB series. It

sounding more neutral than the 250.
Through the treble the ' 500 was very

international standards, and rhythm

a worthwhile

lines were firmly and strongly carried

gain of some
4dB in power

sparkling, lacking the marginal
'dryness' of the ' 250.
In my reference system, and

of the highest standards for certain

over a
NAP135

other, more cerebral aspects of
fidelity. So far, the Wilson System 6
loudspeakers have proved to my

LAB REPORT
With aregulated
power supply, the
output power was

aminimal drop
and areal power
of 230W. While it

relatively stable:

current limited
into 2ohms, the

was electronically

pure, beautifully balanced, light and

applying my usual listening- test
scoring, Iput the ' 500 a little ahead
of the ' 250 on points, perhaps 27, a
lead which it must be said was partly
the result of the increased maximum
level ( always worth something) as

result. Output
impedance was
determined by
fixed output
resistors at almost

typically better
than -86dB at low
and mid

Fig 2]. At IW the
mild crossover
non-linearity had

frequencies,

lifted the figure for
intermodulation to

0. 005%,
worsening

level fell only

precisely 0.2 ohm,
and was not an

(21.64dBWO from

about 3dB to

issue.

20kHz

the NAP 500 into
single 8ohm

18.8dB (82.4W

Despite Naim's
warning about
input bandwidth
and output cable

satisfactory 0.1%.
At 1W
distortion was

Imeasured almost
precisely 144W

loads. A double
4ohm loading
blew the power
supply protection
fuse at the IEC

8ohms) atrue
power of 330W:

NBL; the combination was sweeter
and better balanced than with a
'250, while other amplifiers could be
heard to clamp down on the known
dynamic range of the system and

was easy to appreciate at decently
high sound levels, where the capable

There's

headroom

the smaller speakers.
Some synergy was afoot with the

for example when compared with a
big Krell, or for that matter the

channel under
normal
conditions:

in the best Naim style.
The sound was up with the best
for listener involvement but fell short

a DBL, for that matter. However, it
would be tantamount to overkill for

perceptibly slow the beat.
The ultimate margin over the ' 250

transient sounds. Timing was
undoubtedly
very
good
by

and great subtlety on finer-grained

better amplifier to drive the NBLs —

a trace of ' roundness' in the mid
bass (an added warmth if you like,

Naim NAP 250).
The mid was open and crisp,
highly neutral, not creamy as was the

a Naim system. Dynamics were

demands were noticeably different,
and Ifelt that the ' 500 was definitely
more at home. Frankly, Icouldn't
lay my hands on, or even think of, a

moderately at
to

a

-96dB, which was
nonetheless still a
very fine result.
Fig 3shows the
frequency response
which was wider
than for earlier
designs. The

'250 didn't have the grander scale,
tonal grace and reach of the NAP
500; with the the ' 500, the NBL
sounded as if the bass units had
grown

and there was more detail

and purity to be had.
Conversely, if the system wasn't
driven too hard, the older ' 250 held
up superbly well, seeming a touch
quicker on its feet, sharper focused
and more ' direct coupled.' Ifor one
would find it hard to choose between
activation with a NXO and threepack ' 250, or alternatively, passive
operation via a single ' 500.
Substantially more sound level with
the ' 500 is one answer; but if you are
a successful dotcom entrepreneur or

excellent, typically
better than
110dB. Channel
balance was very

Including hum,

close, about
0.005dB accurate,
paralleled by

106.1d13;
excluding hum,
the figure was

under 200pF.

109dB. For the
'A' weighted

the unweighted
signal-to-noise
ratio was

Input sensitivity:
92.8mVfor 1W,
1.1Vfor full

measurement, l
got - 95.7dB for

power, was just
sufficient for
passive controls
though in this

1W, IHF OdBW,
and also - 113.2dB
for full power.
The results were

elevated context
their use is

excellent when
tested for supply

choice Ifound that
the NAP500 was

extremely low,
even if atrace of
crossover resulted

unconditionally

in some generation

Speakers of

stable, with fast
transient edges

of upper odd-order
harmonic

around 3Hz, close
to dc while the
equivalent high

substituted a 10A

normal sensitivity

and fast overshoot

components

frequency drop

unlikely. DC offset

modulation, an

quick-blow fuse at

should not fall

damping. Thus,

[Fig

was at 25kHz.

was negligible

indication of the

this point, with no
further mishap.

significantly below

it shouldn't be

harmonic at

For the more

thanks to the DC

4ohms if

-106dB, virtually

subjectively

Power bandwidth

electronic clipping

significantly
interface-

is to be avoided at
full power with •

dependent save for

relevant -3dB
points the bass

regulator
performance and
selected topology,

was excellent, the

harmless.
Full power high

servos (an AD711
IC).

frequency
intermodulation

goes below ¡Hz,

Signal to noise
ratios were very

[Fig 4].
There was no

this design.
Corresponding
to this power limit,
the peak current

special or weird
cables showing a
pure, undamped
and high load

was excellent, at
-99.25dB •

and reached up to
72kHz.
As expected

good, though there
was atrace of
hum which could

evidence of supply
line components,
even at - 130dB

capacity was a
little under 18A,
an unexceptional

capacitance.
At full power

indicated by
meter, and - 106

harmonic

judging by the

from avirtually
double-mono
design, channel

be due to the
balanced interface
to the test

for the full power
70.07Hz input
signal, 4ohm load

distortion was

spectrogram [see

separation was

equipment.

at 150W output.

cord inlet and for
testing only I

low frequencies
supported hy fine
regulation and the
higher frequencies
by ahigh slew
capability. Into
4ohms, the power
held to 21.3dBW,
30

nothing like the
successive doubling
into lower loads
seen with Krells,
for example.

ninth

0.5dB point was
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AMPLIFIERS
have a lottery win you could go
active with multiple 500s. Iimagine
such a set-up would break a few
hearts among the Nairn fraternity!
This amplifier definitely warms
up. From new it verges on the
clinical, with a highlighted treble.
After a week or so, the full bloom
and natural balance developed, and I
felt Icould leave it on indefinitely.
Even after long running it was still
really cool. It is clearly very efficient
and idles at very modest standby
power: awelcome feature.
With the NAP500 and NBL in
combination, the percussive quality
of the bass was outstanding, like a
fist to the chest, equally outstanding
were its speed and articulation.
More comment on the NBL must be
left to aforthcoming review; but this
speaker, when referenced against its
sound with other amplifiers, did help
illuminate further aspects of the
'500. It was the fastest, best-timed I
have heard at the power, while the
full bore dynamic range was simply
outstanding.
It defines the art in this respect,
bringing this often neglected aspect
of amplifier design and performance
into clear relief. Hearing the ' 500
reveals exactly what effect supply
line modulation has on sound
quality. The great stability of its
stereo soundstage, solid and
immovable no matter how hard the
going, was perhaps also to be
associated with this aspect of the

After aweek
or so, the full
bloom and
natural
balance
developed,
and Ifelt I
could leave it
on indefinitely.
Even after
long running it
was still really
cool. It is
clearly very
efficient and
idles at very
modest
standby power

amplifier. You felt that immense grip
and control were exerted on the
loudspeaker.
Particularly when partnering
complementary Naim equipment,
the NAP 500 had an upbeat lively
and involving sound, and in aNaim
system Igave it an overall, highly
creditable, score of 33 points.

CONCLUSION
The lab results describe atop quality
amplifier with low noise and
distortion, fine stability, wide
bandwidth and excellent dynamic
range. It proved relatively easy to
drive, and was load tolerant down to
4 ohms. However, its electronically
defined peak current limit
ruled
out
really
difficult loads. But it
does have about 50%
more peak current
than previous Naim
designs and is also
about 3dB louder.
In the listening tests this
amplifier proved a class act
as part of a Naim system,
delivering all that was
promised - admittedly at a
price. No Naim aficionado
could fail to be enthralled
by the superior dynamic range and
power, the improved neutrality,
more open treble and deeper bass.
However, in my view this great
strength is also this amp's Achilles'
heel.
The
NAP
500
rated

proportionately lower when used
outside aNaim system.
Out in the audiophile world, its
fine dynamic expression and strong
rhythm place it in the highest
category; but at the price and in this
context, for me this amp misses the
bull's-eye in respect of stage width,
transparency and image depth. Here
it rates as ' good plus to very good'
rather than excellent. To conclude:
this costly amplifier establishes the
state of the art for Naim systems and
makes sense for Naim enthusiasts.
Taken out of this Naim-system
context it is still aworthy example of excellent build and finish,
strongest on listener involvement but is complicated by non-

standard connection practice
and a degree of non-alignment with
the received balance of sound quality
parameters considered to represent
the high end.

Naim NAP 500

Rated Power 8 ohms

Fig 1. Naim NAP 500: distortion spectrum resulting

Fig 2. Naim NAP 500: intermochdation distortion,

from lkHz tone at 1W

19kHz120kHz tones
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Fig 3. Naim NAP 500: frequency response,

Fig 4. Naim NAP 500: supply line modulation,

IW, 8 ohms

150W, 4ohm load, 70.07Hz
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III

140W; 21d8W•

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
21.66 21.64
21.6
Continuous 4dims both
21.3 21.3
21.3
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
21.7
4 ohms
21.3
2 ohms
18.8
Output Impedance (
ohms) 0.2 0.204 0.221
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -80.5 -87.3 -60.35
At OdBW 8 ohms -90.1 -88.4 -71.2
Channel separation ( dB) > 110 >110 > 110
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -99.25,0d8W, -96
eak current via 1. ohm, 2.2pF
sec pulse
+ 17.5A- 17.5A
I-to-noise (
full gain) rol OdBW rol full level
2Hz 22kHz
-86.2dB - 106.1dB
'A
wtd
-95.7d8 - 113.2c18
nnel balance
0.005dB
Impedance
18.8k ohm < 0.2nF
sensitivity
92.8mV IHF, OdBW
1.1V for programme clip
offset, L/R
0.2mV/0.5mV
uency response
-0.5dB 3Hz to 25kHz;
-3dB 1Hz to 72kHz
nsions, (whd)
430x160x374mm (amp)
430x76x300mm ( psu)
Typical price (
inc VAT)
f9995
'
,where OriBW .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms

Upsarnpling CDs to a DJ/D-A high- bit standard is
just the same as oversarnpling. Or is it?
by ANDREW HARRISON
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L

ast year may be marked in
audiophile history as the year
CDs started sounding okay
after all. For many listeners, the
sound of the all- conquering
Compact Disc was always removed
from the high reproduction quality
available from good analogue
sources, like reel tape or vinyl LP.
Compact Disc sound has gradually
improved over almost two decades
to a point where it is synonymous
with 'high-fidelity', even if its limited
16-bit resolution was never going to
let it overtake legacy analogue
playback.
But a revolutionary, rather than
evolutionary, step was witnessed in
the world of digits when pro-audio
signal processing was applied to CD.
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It was discovered that the digital
datastream could be ` upsampled' to
24-bit/192kHz for decoding by highresolution DIA converters, with
surprising results. The cosy haven of
purist audio was shown that CDs
could be made to sound more
musical.
Even for the innovator and
manufacturer
of upsampling
hardware, Data Conversion Systems
Ltd, the mechanism for the sonic
benefits was not easy to explain. As
dCS conceded, `we have found that
upsampling reveals information that
is present in the master source, but
which is not audible when the CD is
played back normally. Upsampling
cannot increase the amount of
information in asignal and the exact
mechanism behind the perceived
sonic improvements is currently not

entirely clear. We are continuing our
research into this subject.'
Following the interest caused by
upsampling, questions were raised
about not only why it worked, but
what constituted upsampling
anyway. A comparable process that
has been used in digital audio for
over adecade is oversampling; and it
is confusion with this technique that
inspired areturn to the subject.
Late last year, Wadia Digital, an
authority on high-end digital audio,
was frustrated with the audio
community's misunderstanding of
the finer points of digital signal
processing. ' Recently', it stated in a
paper for distribution among its
dealers, ' some manufacturers have
claimed there that there are large
sonic gains to be had by processing
CD signals by using sample- rate
converters to " up-sample" them to
96kHz or 192kHz sample rates
before converting them to analog
[sic]. There have been statements

The mechanism
for the sonic
benefits was
not easy to
explain. As dCS
conceded,
'we have found
that
upsampling
reveals
information
that is present
in the master
source, but
which is not
audible when
the CD is
played back
normally'

far left: Wadia 860x
below: dCS Delius
DAC and Purcell
sample rate converter
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made that imply that there is some
fundamental advantage to this
approach compared with existing
CD decoding methods that use oversampled interpolation filters.
'When used to convert a CD
signal to ahigher sample rate, the
process of sample rate conversion is
mathematically synonymous with
over-sampling. Whether this process
is performed in adigital filter housed
in the same chassis as the D-to-A
converter or in aseparate chassis has
little bearing on performance. Any
advantage that can be claimed for a
rate-conversion system can equally
be achieved in a sophisticated oversampled system such as the Wadia
DigiMaster.'
The arrival of the latest revision to
Wadia's top-of-the-range CD player
provided us with a good excuse to
delve deeper into the minutiae of
digital audio nomenclature.

WADIA 860X
Wadia's
revised
860x
is
a
substantial, massive block of metal
intent on wringing about as much
music out of aCD as possible. From
its walled- in floating power
transformer to its customizable
balanced
analogue
output,
compromise, it can be seen here, is
patently not a word in Wadia
Digital's vocabulary. The latest xsuffix upgrade brings 24/96 support
to its D- A converter section,
accessible as a reference-grade unit
in its own right through aselection
of pro-grade interfaces on the rear of
the dreadnought chassis. This allows
the 860x to be used as D- A
converter for other sources like
DVD,
DAB
radio
or
MPEG/ATRAC audio. Likewise, the
transport section can be used alone;
like the DAC, this hosts AES/EBU
balanced digital, BNC and RCA
coaxial S/PDIF, and ST glass-optical
connectors. Even if no other digital
sources want for the Wadia D-A
treatment, adigital signal processor

48kHz

datastream

The latest xcan be inserted into the loop, taking
suffix upgrade
digits out of the 860x for processing,
brings 24/96
before returning back home for
support to the
conversion into analogue. RoomWadia's D-A
correction equalization is one use
converter
that springs to mind. One could
section,
even insert a digital- to- digital
accessible as
converter here, that piece of
a referencehardware that is also known as an
grade unit in
upsampler...
its own right
Differences in terminology
through a
between
upsampling
and
selection of
oversampling may in part be down
pro-grade
to semantics, but word-play doesn't
interfaces on
explain differences in perceived
the rear of the
sound
from ' mathematically
dreadnought
identical' processes.
chassis
To compare the results of the notso-very- different techniques of
oversampling and upsampling, I
spent some time listening to the
Wadia 860x CD player, and to the
dCS Purcell/Delius D-D and D-A
converters [
HFNIRR Dec ' 99 and
April 2000].
Wadia is proud of the high quality
of
its
oversampling
digital
interpolation filters, trademarked
under the name DigiMaster. This
uses dual Motorola DSP chips
configured with a proprietary
algorithm, and engineered, as Wadia
puts it, for music. Its Resolution
Enhancement Technology adds
uncorrelated dither to the extracted
digital data, a random noise signal
added to linearize the least
significant bit ( LSB) of the
datastream, while expanding the 16bit data to 24-bit. The amplitude
distribution used is Triangular
Probability Density Function
SUPPLIERS
(TPDF).
Wadia Digital
860x ‘7450
The Wadia was used as CD
do Musical
transport in both configurations;
Design Company
both Wadia 860x and dCS Delius
Tel: 01992
were balanced-connected to the pre573030
amp. A good ' window' into the
dCS Limited
front-ends' performance came from
Purce11,0450,
Chord Electronics CPA 3200/SBM
Delius £4995
1200C pre- and power amplifiers,
do RT Services
Tel: 01235
and Quad 989 and Harbeth LS3/5A
810455
loudspeakers. Speaker cable was

16x oversampling

Ecosse Reference Ultima, while
interconnects included vdH The
Second balanced, and Chord Co
Anthem and Chorus balanced.
In listening tests the Wadia 860x
held itself up as afirst-class player of
Compact Discs — one of the finest
available on the market today. Just
focusing on bass quality for a
moment, it showed an extremely
tight yet fluid quality with fine
texturing that had a good, tangible
'organic' feel to it. It carried great
weight. Overall presentation was
forward of neutral, in the sense that
the soundstage started in-line with or
even in front of the axis of the
speakers. I liked its midband
textures, too, which gave corporeal
body to vocalists and solidity to
instruments like cello and violin.
High frequency extension was
smooth and refined, and rarely
troublesome.
Switching to the dCS upsampled
version of events, the soundstage fell
back several feet relative to Wadia,
now describing an arc that naturally
filled one side of the room. In fact
the effect was comparable to the
entire wall being removed, and
musicians now performing live from
just outside the building. The
colourful richness of the Wadia had
disappeared, and with it the vinyllike rhythmic underpinning that
made music so engaging. In its place
Ifound clean, pure sound, bereft of
the sharpness and hemmed- in
quality of CD playback.
For me, the biggest difference
between the Wadia and the dCS
sound was in the upper frequency
extension. While the 860x played
CDs with beautiful aplomb, they still
sounded like CDs — CD played
with consummate excellence, but
nevertheless still aCD — where high
playback volumes could become less
relaxing in long spells. With Purcell
and Delius on form, the effect was
less like listening to aCD playing at
all. Harmonics seemed to extend

Analogue

768kHz
datastream

DAC

output

above: in asimple oversampling operation, digital data running at 48kHz (for ease of calculations) is
over-sampled I6x, providing a 768kHz signal to the DAC
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48kHz

96kHz

2x rate
conversion

datastream

8x oversampling

768kHz
datastream

DAC

Analogue
output

above: in the case of an upsampler, interpolation is carried out in the first box, but in this example
the datastream presented to the DAC is at the same frequency of 768kHz

beyond the upper threshold with
ease, in way Ionly remembered
before from native 24/96, SACD,
and analogue sources. Subtle-yetinsidious high-frequency distortion
was reduced enough to improve
extended,
relaxed,
listening.
Interestingly, Ifound the ' sense' of
music better unravelled, as if a
recording had better phasealignment throughout its bandwidth.
This was not intended to be a

shoot-out between two company's
technology, nor even between their
respective products. For the
moment, Ifind myself perplexed
again that high-powered digital
signal processing in the upsampling
instance can make Compact Disc
sound so palatable, allowing it to
lose some of its hallmarked 'closedin' signature and gain the air and
ease that makes music so enjoyable.
Several other companies are now

offering units billed as upsamplers,
either built within the D- A
converter, or as separate add-on
units. Perpetual Technologies, MSB
Technology and Dodson Audio, all
in the US, are advertising such
technology, and we hope to
investigate this trend to discover if
the technique does universally
improve CD playback or if it is
confined to particular applications of
the technique.

The soundstage fell back
several feet
relative to the
Wadia, now
describing
an arc that
naturally filled
one side of
the room

UPSAMPLING AND OVERSAMPLING
While there is certainly overlap ( but never 'uplap'!) in the use of the
terms 'oversampling' and 'upsampling', some guidelines can be
given to differentiate the processes.
Oversampling is typically used to describe atechnique used
when transferring between the analogue and digital domain, where
asignal is sampled many times over and above that actually
required by the sampling frequency.
Oversampling in the context of the DA process
involves multiplying the sampling frequency by a
whole number, typically between 4and 32, or even
higher. For example, in '8x oversampling', CD's
base rate of 44.1 kHz is raised to 352.8kHz by
introducing seven new 'empty' samples between the
original data samples. These new samples, though,
are often not just empty strings of noughts, but
based on mathematical models to assist the DAC to
work more linearly with the extracted data.
Oversampling, as well as easing the workload
of the anti-aliasing filter, which can now operate
more gently at ahigher frequency, can also
reduce distortion created when those analogue
signals are first turned from continuous,
analogue waveforms into stepped, digital, stairlike curves. This quantization noise is now
spread over alarger band after oversampling,
and can even be somewhat shifted out of the
audible envelope by the technique of noiseshaping. Sony/Philips' Direct Stream Digital, as used
in SACD, takes this idea to its limit, in order to dump high
levels of digital noise up to higher frequencies than are not directly
audible.
Upsampling is asolely digital domain process where the data
stream is also stretched out by interpolation - guessing the points in
between, again mathematically - and is typically used to refer to
small, non- integer changes, such as From 44.1kHz to 48kHz. When
the change is larger than this, such as 44.1kHz to 192kHz,
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'upsampling' is amore popular term.
'There is apparently no extra information in the upsampled
signal that was not present in the initial signal,' says Mike Story of
dCS. 'With a44.1 les input, both the input data stream and the
upsampled data stream will only contain aspectrum that must be
between 0and 22.05 kHz and is probably only between 0and
20kHz.
'This conventional analysis starts from the viewpoint that the
behaviour of the ear can be described in
mathematical terms using Fourier analysis. This
assumption is probably pretty good - it means we
are interested in frequency responses, for example,
and these do provide good guides to the
performance of equipment and to descriptions of
what we hear. The analysis was right at the heart of
the definition of the audio coding used on CDs.
'For those working with audio, it is also apparent
that theories based on these descriptions are not
completely adequate, and that there can be
significant differences in the performances of pieces of
equipment with similar "conventional" specifications. It
seems that two things are going on here: the ear may
have more than one mechanism at work; and sine
waves may not be the best function to use as the basis
for analysis. On the mechanism front, it seems highly
likely that the ear has asound localisation mechanism
("where is it?") that is fast, and independent of the
mechanism that says "it's aviolin", and that is related to
transient response. There may also be athird mechanism
at work. On the analysis front, it may be that some form of
wavelet is the best basis for mathematical modelling. The problem
here is that sine-wave theory is relatively simple, and has been fully
worked out by generations of mathematicians, following on From
Fourier. Wavelet maths is ¡ ust plain hard work, and does not yet
have anything like such asolid core of mathematical results to call
upon. Our ears, however, are not waiting.'

With the £550 SCD-XB940, Sony brings Super Audio CD capability into its standard hi-fi
CD player range: but will it change the world?
by ALVIN GOLD

y

ou
know
that
a new
technology is going mainstream when prices start
dipping out of the stratosphere into
the real world; so given that prime
mover Sony has finally launched an
SACD player for £ 550, the SCDXB940 reviewed here, you might
reasonably conclude that SACD really
has arrived. And in one sense it has.
SACD has been on sale since
autumn last year whereas DVD-A has
been delayed until this autumn; and
Sony is predictably bullish about
prospects, pointing out that its sales
of players costing over 1250 Euros
have increased by 20% year on year
in Europe. But Sony was never a
major player in high end CD, and the
only SACD players available so far
are from Sony, all of which shows
how easily the meaning of statistics
can be subverted.
The real fly in the ointment is that
SACD releases remain extremely thin
on the ground, and the plans
announced by Sony at arecent press
conference — recordings of the
Pope's birthday party, etc — are,
frankly, risible. The website devoted
to SACD disc sales (
www.superaudiocd.com) has no entries at all under
most of its alphabetic headings.
Where are the killer early releases that
you cannot do without?
The SCD-XB940 itself is a
straightforward, elegant and well
engineered member in good standing
of the middle-ranking QS range, with
a central loading mechanism that
goes about its stately business above a
clear and attractive display panel.
The player has an aluminium fascia,
some ES grade passive components
and two EI power transformers, one
for audio and the other for the digital
and servo circuits.
The indented rotary track selector
is far superior to the usual track
selector buttons, and the player has a
headphone socket and its volume
control. Rear panel connections are
limited to analogue outputs and a
choice of electrical and optical
S/PDIF digital outputs which operate
with compact discs only.
No digital output of any kind is
available from SACD from this or
any other player at present; note also
that SACD recordings are currently
free of the analogue watermarking
that threatens to derail the claims of
DVD-Audio to the sonic high
ground.
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SAC
Di
enters the
mainstream

Based on the
test player and
discs, Iam in
no doubt
whatever that
SACD, SCDXB940, style is
aquantum
leap forward,
but like all
such advances
it can be a
double-edged
sword

Auto-detection of CD and SACD
can be overridden from the remote
control
which
also
accesses
programming, repeat modes, index
search and various display options. In
CD mode, the player is CD Text
compatible, and it is possible to select
one of five filters (part of the new
VC24 24-bit variable- coefficient
digital filter, noise shaper and 128fs
pulse-generator IC) — anormal fast
'brickwall' response used for most of
the listening for this test, and four
gentler roll-off characteristics that
trade high frequency accuracy for a
smoother, silkier tonality. Shades of
Pioneer's Legato Link?
A new servo system speeds up disc
and track access compared with
earlier players, and the player is
equipped with a new technology
called
ACP
( Accuracy
Complementary Pulse density

modulation) which
ovides a clean,
stable current sourc< for the SACD
output. Note that the 50kHz low-pass
`compatibility' fil er, which on
previous SACD pl yen could be
switched out to extract the best from
appropriate
wxle-bandwidth
equipment, is inclue d here too. But
this time it cannot be defeated.
And now, ahealtà warning. As I
write, Ihave just seen SACD titles,
the
majority
lather
bland
compilations which 1•elp attest to the
behind-the-scenes recording activity,
but which do little t > provide afirm
foundation for making musical
judgements. Inde< d some of the
recordings are decie edly suspect in
various ways. A Yo/Yo Ma/Wynton
Marsalis sampler recording is a
curiously airless affas, while for me,
DMP Goes DSD,
aturing Steve
Davis, Manfredo Fast and others, is
about as exciting as damp Monday
afternoon. In genecal, much of the
test material is such that it would be
difficult to claim tha here is asound
quality revolution in he making.
But this certainly doesn't apply to
all the recordings. A though much of
it was musically anodyne, a Telarc
sampler, which has leen available for
some months, mad< exciting sounds
that stretched thi medium well
beyond compact di= standards. The
premier cru however was a Hyperion
recording of piano rios, an excellent
Tony Faulkner- engineered project
from The Florestan ''rio. Try track 9,
MUST 2000
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the second movement of the Ravel's
Piano Trio, and compare the already
very good CD transfer to the SACD
layer, which has a finer and more
complex string tone, amore sharply
honed and distinguished piano
sound, and acoustic imagery that is
articulated much more distinctly from
the direct sound. The SACD
recording is more rewarding in
every way. It even seemed to
time better, and in the same
replay system this was also
true of the other hybrid
CD/SACD recordings,
however
suspect
sonically they may
have
been
in
isolation.
Iwas also able to
compare anon- UK
specification player
(which on past form
may become available
as a parallel import) with the
official UK market model supplied
for this review. This has some
additional damping, non-magnetic
case screws and copper foil PSU
capacitors. Although the differences
were not night and day, the UK
model sounded less coloured, more
transparent and livelier.
Based on the test player and discs,
I am in no doubt whatever that
SACD, SCD-XB940 style, is a
quantum leap forward, but like all
such advances it can be a doubleedged sword. In SACD mode the
player drives its host system quite
hard, and at least one amplifier used
during the test ( a discontinued
model, so no names) was clearly not
up to the task, and Inoted increased
variability with changes in speakers
and amplifiers generally. But the best
available for the test, which included
McCormack amplification and JM
Labs Mezzo Utopia loudspeakers,
gained in stature from the superior
resolving ability.
The bottom line is that a good
system
is
disproportionately
rewarding when used with SACD,
and there is asolidity and range here
that often sets it apart from compact
disc. Complex sounds are handled
with
greater conviction
and
naturalness, while background events
that are ashapeless blur with CD are
resolved properly for the first time.
There is also a sweetness and ' air'
from SACD that is different in kind
from compact disc, and this works at
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Note the
the 50kHz
low-pass
'compatibility'
filter which,
on previous
SACD players,
could be
switched out
lo extract the
best fron
appropriate
widebandwidth
equipment, is
included here
too. But this
time it cannot
be defeated
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virtually
any
volume level. It is
possible to play recordings louder
without the sound degenerating into
caricature, so long as the rest of the
system can cope.
The SCD-XB940 arrived just too
late to make possible any serious
comparisons with the senior model,
the SCD-777ES, but they did
seem to be in broadly the same
ballpark, despite the difference in
price, though the sound of the ES
model was seemingly a little more
open and agile.
It is impossible to completely duck
the larger issue here, which is the
place of this player in the rollout of
SACD, and indeed whether SACD
itself has a place in our future. It
would be easy to be dismissive on the
latter count. There is no doubt that
SACD will soon be comprehensively
outgunned by the opposing DVDAudio camp — in much the same
way (though for completely different
reasons) that Beta video was
outgunned by VHS before it was
completely swept away. There is an
argument that the best that SACD
can now hope for is to be seen as the
serious
listener's
alternative

to
DVDAudio, and
the logic of
this is that
SACD may
end up being
an
added
feature on better
equipped
DVDAudio or universal
DVD players. The
justification for such a
view is that although
two-channel DVD-Audio
can be made to very high
performance standards,
there are trade-offs in a 5.1
channel configuration that
don't apply to SACD, which
should perform the same
irrespective of the channel
configuration.
If you believe that five channels
and high quality sound are
immiscible, that surround sound has
nothing to do with the future of
purist audio, Ican only suggest very
politely that you've missed the plot.
Japan Inc may be happy for now with
two-channel sound carriers, which
have provided a window of
opportunity for two-channel SACD,
but the rest of the world won't, at
least not for long.
But remember what the SCDXB940 is, and what it's not. This is a
player that addresses only asubset of
the SACD specification. It has no
video output for displaying titles on
external displays, although text data
is shown in the player's own display.
There is no digital output from
SACD, and there is no way of
delivering amultichannel mix, even
to a an external black box; though
when they become available, 5.1
channel SACDs will play as two channel downmixes.
None of this really matters right
now, but multichannel SACD has
been demonstrated ( to stunning
effect in some cases) and if you
accept that that is part of the future of
SACD, then the SCD-XB940 is not
really amainstream solution for the
future. But looked at from another
point of view, this model remains an
extremely good CD player at a
reasonable price, which happens to
have a stereo SACD capability
thrown in! It doesn't provide all the
answers, but is an excellent two channel bridge between the worlds of
CD and SACD.
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One step up from the Densen B-100 integrated amplifier
puts us in Beat B-200 pre-amp and
B-300 power amplifier territory
BY DAVID BERRIMAN

Good as the
little 60 watt
Beat B-100
integrated is,
Ithought it
would be good
to find an even
better Densen
amplifier,
slightly further
up the price
ladder

I

t's some years now since I
reviewed the Densen Beat B-100
integrated amplifier. Then, Iwas
struck by the sheer musical
enjoyment which oozed from every
socket. ` Life is too short for boring
hi-fi' is the company motto, and it is
quite apt, as is the `beat' appellation.
Good as the little 60 watt Beat
B-100 integrated is, Ithought it
would be good to find an even better
Densen amplifier, slightly further up
the price ladder.
So, when Densen's Russell
Kauffman and company boss
Thomas Sillesen arranged to bring
for review the Beat B-200 pre- amp
and 100 watt Beat B-300 power
amp, (the next level up from the Beat
B-100) Iwas naturally hopeful that
this pair would do the job. It's
sometimes the case that as designers
try to pump more power into
loudspeakers, sound quality actually
drops — despite the higher sound
levels achievable. While a bigger
amp, or a two- box pre/power
combonation may sound better,
there's also every possibility that it
might not. So it was with an open
mind that Ifirst fired up this new
combo.

First, though, just what makes a
Densen amp, and in particular the
Beat B-200 and B-300? On the
outside, there's the unmistakably
Danish minimalalist design, which is
rather cleverly made possible by
black- anodised
aluminium
extrusions which run left to right.
Internally, ridges serve as attachment
points for components, with sections
machined away as appropriate. The
tops and front panels are actually in
one piece, which makes for a very
sleek appearance, while the
baseplates are made from separate
flat sections held together by screws.
The B-200 pre-amp is dominated
by alarge protruding central volume
control knob finished, in the review
sample, in chrome ( gold is the
alternative). It's an essential part of
the design and the Densen amps and
pre- amps simply wouldn't be the
same without it. The motor-driven
volume
knob
is
flanked
symmetrically by IR receiver
windows and four small circular
chrome push buttons. The inner pair
offer input selection with indication
via a row of seven LEDs and toppanel legends, while the outer pair
are (left) for stand-by and (right) for

selecting the processor option,
(when the appropriate LED changes
colour).
The rear panel holds the usual
(and not so usual) array of inputs
and outputs. In addition to the
CD, tuner and two line- level
inputs, there are four sockets for
inserting an external signal
processor and no less than four
pairs of stereo preamp outputs.
These are there for connection to
additional Densen power amplifiers
for use in multi-way active systems.
Also, there's a 15-pin D-connector
for external remote control and use
with Densen's forthcoming twozone multiroom components.
These pins provide a balanced
audio output, two-way serial data
communication and a 5V power
supply for the remote wall-hung
control unit.
Inside, there's Densen's usual
attention to detail and, one could
argue, aminimalist work of art equal
to the outer skin. Virtually all the
parts are mounted to a Teflon
printed circuit board (for superior
sound quality). Along the rear are a
row of 18 high-quality air-free relays
chosen for the best sound. These are

lenSen
nterceptetl
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of the normally-closed type, so that
there is no magnetic field around
them when conducting audio
signals. Separate relays are used for
left and right channels for improved
signal separation. They are all
controlled via a microprocessor
circuit concealed in a metal can to
keep in any digital mush, which
could degrade the sound. Two
separate transformers to the lefthand side supply separate power to
analogue and digital circuitry.
Four 4700µF capacitors fed by
two sets of diode rectifier bridges —
one for the positive and one for the
negative rail — smooth the analogue
circuitry (that's 27,000g in total).
This is an uncommonly large
amount of smoothing for apreamp,
though in reality the B-200 is alowpowered power amplifier. Its
maximum capability is aclaimed 6W
of pure class-A output, with under
an ohm of source impedance, for
driving the longest cables without
fuss. In the central area of the
circuit board, crouch neat rows of
tiny surface- mount components,
including tiny individual transistors
not much larger than an ant. All
signal amplification is by these
discrete components. The only
analogue IC chip to be found has the
humble job of zeroing the DC offset.
Resistors are all one- percent
tolerance metal film types and all the
tiny parts are assembled by robot.
Apart from precise positioning,
another advantage of automatic
assembly is that each is checked for
value just prior to insertion. An
internal DP- 01 moving- magnet
RIAA pre-amp stage may be added
inside the B-200. With the DP-01
fitted, line input 3 becomes the
turntable input and there's a small
rear- panel thumbscrew terminal
provided for turntable earthing. In
the centre of the circuit board is the
motorised volume potentiometer.
Actually this comprises fourpotentiometers ganged together in
one unit. Only two are used for
controlling the signal level: the other
pair are very cleverly used to sense
the rotary position of the ' pot' by
means of measuring the electrical
resistance. As these are analogue
units, the gradation of control is
limited only by the microprocessor
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and so is very fine and accurate in
practice.
I only saw the hand-held
controller in prototype form, but this
will be arechargable unit, with arow
of infrared LED transmitters for
reliable communication, even with
the handset not pointing directly at
the preamp. One minus point for
tape enthusiasts is that the tape loop

rocker switch, that's about it. On the
front panel, there's just a single
central red LED indicating power
on. Taking the lid off reveals a
similar story to that in the preamp —
a very neat layout. To the left is a
large toroidal mains transformer,
feeding two printed-circuit-mounted
rectifier bridges ( as with the preamp, there's one bridge for the

•

oh

Ionly saw the
hand-held
controller in
prototype
form, but this
will be a
rechargable
unit, with a
row of infrared
transmitters
for reliable
communication

has been isolated from the signal
path for sound-quality reasons, so
that monitoring while recording is
not possible via the Beat B-200.
Densen suggests listening with
headphones via the tape machine
itself.

POWER AMP
Ile Beat B-300 power amp looks
much simpler. Just two pairs of
stereo inputs at the rear, plus two
pairs of paralleled loudspeaker
outputs, for easy bi-wiring. Apart
from the mains input and on/off

positive rail and one for the
negative). Densen claims this offers
improvements to sound quality. This
power section supplies both left and
right amplifiers ( it is not dualmono). However, the 60,004F of
capacitive smoothing is split between
40,000e for the high- current
output stage and 20,000µF for the
input
stages,
thus
avoiding
interaction between the two sections.
Inside and across the centre, a
large black anodised metal bar
clamps the eight output transistors,
drivers and heat sensors to the base
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Having said that, buying hi-fi is alw.
compromise -the only way to the total t
have the performing artists in your own living
room. Not too easy in most cases. At Sounds Of
Music however, it is our continual aim to
compromise as little as possible as our extensive
ranges will confirm. What you hear in the showroom
does not always offer the same performace at home
and that is where our superb one months home
trial system and extensive range really comes into
its own.

Quad

As you can see, this month we have featured a
varied selection of amplifiers and processors from
all over the world and at all price ranges. We
believe that many of these are capable of producing
'believable' sounds but this still needs confirming
by you in your own particular environment and on
your own particular hi-fi set up.
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We carry one of the largest ranges of specialist
products in the UK, as well as the amplifiers and
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you want them to be.
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Our aim at Sounds Of Music is to provide you with
all the best and latest products, all the best news
and technology and the very best sound you can
get for your pound.
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Buying hi-fi from Sounds Of Music could not be
more simple or successful and we assure you that to
the best of our ability there will be '
no
corn rcernise' either.
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plate so that the whole case acts as a
heatsink ( making the amp nicely
warm in operation). The rear right
section contains the Teflon PCB
holding all the active circuitry,
employing discrete components
which are almost entirely surfacemount in type ( apart from the
output transistors, etc). Tucked into
the rear right corner is a 12- pin
connector for plugging in the
optional SAXO electronic crossover
filter, which turns the B-300 into
part of amulti-way active system.
Densen's belief in the superior
sound
of
surface- mounted
components extends even to the
emitter resistors for the output
devices. These need to handle lots of
current without failing, but rather
than use a pair of large wire-ended
resistors in each channel, Densen
has gone for paralleled small-power
surface-mount devices instead. Neat
rows of multiple non-inductive onepercent metal film resistors are used
instead, these repeated for each set
of output transistors. At the front,
the central LED sits alone held in a
solid brass tube on an extruded
aluminium bracket. All you can see
from the front is the LED and the
end of the brass tube forming an
annular ring. Some manufacturers
would be satisfied with a cheap
bracket, as no one will ever see it.
Densen thinks differently.
Interestingly, no DC servos are
used in the amplifier, as Densen
firmly believes they ruin musical
dynamics. Another Densen tenet is
about the musically destructive
effects of negative feedback, which is
nearly always used in hi-fi amplifiers
to reduce distortion, keep output
impedance down and extend
frequency response. Densen avoids
global negative feedback like the
plague, using either as little as they
can get away with or, as with the
B-200 and B-300, none at all. It
does mean that the basic circuit
design has to be really spot on as
there is no ' safety net' and a few
internal
pre-set
adjustment
potentiometers are required.
SUPERFICIAL ELECTRONICS
But why go to all the trouble of
surface- mounting
everything
possible? The answer is in two
closely linked halves. Firstly, there
are no connecting wires with
surface- mount
devices.
The
component is soldered straight to the
board, eliminating not just the wire
(which is often of suspect purity and
may even have ahigh iron content to
aid internal welding during
manufacture)
but
also
the
connection between the wire and the
component. That's ahell of alot of
short pieces of sound-degrading wire
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and extra metal-to-metal junctions.
Additionally, the circuit can be made
smaller, which reduces the signal's
path length through the amplifier.
But, whatever Densen believes or
claims, its products must be judged
on their sound quality.
THE SOUND OF DENSEN
So much for the look, feel,
technology and philosophy behind
these two new Densen products. At
£1800 for the pair how do they
measure up in the subjective stakes?
Densen recommend all its products
are run-in and warmed- up well
before serious use as they take time
to stabilise and come fully ` on song'.
Indeed, it suggests leaving them on
permanently, switching to standby
when not in use and leaving the
mains power on continuously. This
is something Ireally do not like
doing for safely reasons. Despite
disobeying this rule, Iobtained
excellent results from the B-200 and
B-300 combination, using avariety
of loudspeakers and musical styles
(and yes, it did improve when left on
for several hours). Though it is some
years now since Itested the Beat
B-100 integrated, Ireckon the bass
of this new pre-power is tighter and
tidier. It retains the same beaty,
rhythmic bass quality, while avoiding
excess warmth. While the B- 100's
hearty low-end generosity may not
be strictly true, but can be welcome
when partnered with lean-sounding
speakers. Memory may be playing
tricks on me, but treble of the B-200
and B-300 seemed cleaner and
sweeter than the integrated too.
This pre/power combo are best
described
as
sounding very
controlled, focused, clean and
uncoloured. Bass was superbly
detailed, rhythmic, powerful and
deep, allowing bass guitar and drum
to be clearly differentiated (when
playing the Red Hot Chilli Peppers,
for instance), and later rolled out the
deepest bass lines on Nitin
Sawheney's Broken Skin album.
Treble was clear and extended,
managing to sound both sweet, crisp
and lacking in grain at the same
time. In Janacek's Sinfonietta, for
instance, the horns were pure and
clear, with just enough edge and
sonority, in a deep rich acoustic.
Interestingly, the Densen pair could
as easily play delicate chamber music
and full-scale classical, as belt out
the The Who's ' We Won't Get
Fooled Again' without merging into
ajumble of noise. They managed to
keep the strands separated, so that
you could follow the music —
whatever it may be.
The Densen pair are not lush and
warm in a `valvey' sense, and neither
are they lean and mean in the ' fast

below: Dense» Beat
B-300 power
amplifier

Densen
recommend all
its products
are run-in and
warmed- up
well before
serious use as
they take time
to stabilise
and come fully
'on song'
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and frantic' category. The Densens
have little sound of their own,
presenting recordings pretty well
accurately, but if push comes to
shove I'd say they are, if anything,
slightly on the dry side of neutrality
through the midrange and treble
(but not the bass). The B-200 and
B-300 are transistorised in sound,
though not ` in your face' as with
some detailed amplifiers. However,
cabling has alarge influence.
Experimenting
with
cables
suggested that the recommended
Nordost interconnect and speaker
wires worked best. Unsympathetic
cables could add glare and hardness,
so this should be born in mind
during any listening evaluations.
Interestingly, with the Nordost cables
in place, The Eurythmic's Peace
album (which seems to be recorded
with an almost intolerably fierce hard
edge, played through most replay
equipment) took on a very much
more listenable, smoother and

altogether better ' separated' quality.
But perhaps this had as much to do
with the Densen B-400 CD player
loaned briefly as auditioning drew to
aclose (and which will have to await
afuller later review).
The Nordost cables deepened
perspectives and softened the
midrange just enough to make a
good marriage of qualities — more
laid back, but undeniably easier to
enjoy. Rhythms flowed, bass drove,
voices and violins soared and guitars
played with subtlety and precision.
Yet we are not talking telephone
numbers here, but prices which —
while admittedly not cheap — may
be within reach of any serious musicloving enthusiast.
The Densen Beat B-200 and
B-300 are like aZeiss lens bringing
an image sharply into focus. They
seem to transmit small musical
clues, which pass many amplifiers
by. One can analyse hi-fi specifics till
the cows come home but it's
something intangible, difficult to put
into words, but to which the ear and
brain subliminally react, which make
these special. So, do Ilike this
Densen pairing? No, Ilove them. +
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High-end hybrid: Martin-Logan applies hard-won
expertise to combine electrostatic transparency
with cone- bass power
by MARTIN COLLOMS

I

tis more than a decade since
Martin Logan perfected atype of
electrostatic loudspeaker panel
element that was both audibly and
visually transparent. The company
has enjoyed success with its fullrange electrostatic designs like the
CLSII, but also introduced hybrid
models. Today, the range extends
from the compact Aerius to some
42

improbable but effective home
theatre systems, but the mainstay of
the range has been the larger hybrid
systems, Quest, Sequel and Request,
where a large electrostatic panel is
married to an on-board box bass
system. Martin- Logan president
Gayle Sanders will readily concede
that deep, powerful bass is not
achievable from apure electrostatic

design; and for the
flagship
Statement model, pistonic drivers
are also added for the lower
midrange to increase the headroom.
The big question with any hybrid is
whether the designer can successfully
integrate the performance of a
conventional cone bass section with
the fast, open and bi-directional
sound of an electrostatic panel
radiator. At this point the new
Prodigy steps into the picture, abig
speaker with avowed audiophile
intent and a price approaching
£9,000. It combines the latest
electrostatic panel technology from
the Statement with anew bass system
whose tailored directionality is
claimed to blend much better with
the natural dipole acoustic of the mid
and treble frequencies.
The Prodigy stands an impressive
1.75m high on its spiked feet but is
just 420mm wide. Its bulky bass
enclosure, necessary for its two highpower cone bass drivers, is hidden to
the rear and extends back about
720mm. The visual impact is
lightened by effective industrial
design, proving that ML no longer
subscribes to the simple ' plate on a
box' approach for this hybrid format.
Solid wood side cheeks are standard,
while the review pair had a matt
black enclosure and sub grilles, plus
the usual satin black electrostatic
panels. The speaker can be fully
customised for finish, veneer or
colour, or even supplied with marble
side panels. Colours for the main
panel have included pillar-box red! A
five-year warranty is offered,
transferable
under
certain
circumstances.
Specifications include a 28Hz to
24kHz response +/-3dB, presumably
when the bass is room- matched.
Claimed sensitivity is high at 91dB,
countered by a 4 ohm impedance
rating, falling at the highest
frequencies to a really low 1 ohm.
ML rightly suggest that if the
speaker is to be exercised to its
power limits, then 4/2 ohm load
capable amplifiers are preferable.
But if you don't need it so loud, a
notably stable 8/4 ohm amplifier will
suffice. There is a `+ 3dB' bass
control, operative in the 70Hz
region. Minimum amplifier power
requirement is 80W/ch, with a
suggested maximum of 200300W/ch; bigger amplifiers than this
are fine if you don't overdrive the
system. The Prodigy weighs some
130 lbs ( 59 kg), so some help will be
needed for assembly and placement.
Martin-Logan describes the semicylindrical electrostatic panel form as
a ' curved line source' (hence the
acronym CLS). In manufacture, two
AUGUST 2000
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strong steel sheets are precisionperforated for high acoustic
transparency, then powder-coated.
When fused, the powder coating
flows to auniform, highly insulative
layer, with a breakdown voltage
rating three times the operating
voltage used, which of course has to
be provided (at aharmless current
level) from the mains via a built-in
step-up transformer. These two
external plates, or stators, sandwich
the polyester film diaphragm, which
is just 0.0005in or 12.7 microns
thick. The film is metallised by
vacuum-deposition (this coating is
microscopically- thin and still
transparent) to form a stable, arcresistant
partially- conductive
surface. The diaphragm area is
subdivided by unobtrusive horizontal
translucent insulating bars, which
also serve to co-damp the stators and
to reference the air gap, the latter
essential for sensitivity matching,
effectively resulting in vertical array
of 14 strip units, each 350mm wide
by 7Ornm high. Some interference is
to be expected in the nearfield, but
at a normal listening distance the
output from this array should
integrate well. The tensioned film
diaphragm is operated in full surface
area drive push-pull, with a truly
linear relationship between input
voltage and displacement.
Good electrostatics can deliver
exceedingly low distortion. With only
the damped stators for structure,
diaphragm energy storage is very low,
leading to excellent transients. There
is no box to resonate, no enclosure
walls to vibrate; the sound from the
back is nearly as good as from the
front and contributes to the sense of
air and open energy balance in the
perceived room acoustic. The
controlled directivity can tame side
wall reflections, helping to stabilise
the stereo image.
The stators are open — there is no
bag or dustcover — and to reduce
direct contamination the field
automatically shuts down in
prolonged intervals between music
replay. After such an interval, afew
seconds of ` warm up' may be
noticed. The diaphragms are so
durable that if after a long period
some dust has got in, you only need
apowerful vacuum cleaner nozzle to
get rid of it. Martin-Logan's
electrostatics are also tropicalised.
The claim for superior bass
integration with the dipolar mid and
treble range is met by anovel dualwoofer design. The primary bass
signal is generated by a top-of-theline Scan Speak 250mm long-throw
woofer working in asealed-box with
room- matched alignment. In its
10-F1 NEWS ti RECORD REVIEW
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fundamental
range,
it
is
conventionally omnidirectional,
pressure-driving the room. Higher
in the range its output becomes
largely unidirectional, towards the
front,
by
this
is
dubbed
'ForceForward' by Martin Logan.
The trick is done by operating a
secondary 250mm driver, placed at
the back and connected out of phase
with the primary drive. If they were
both equal and always out of phase
you would get dipole upper bass
while the low bass would cancel out.
The partial cancellation of the
troublesome rear component in the
critical frequency range is achieved
by level, phase and frequency range

processing in the signal feed to the
secondary bass driver. A better
blend of bass to the dipole is also
married to superior room drive in
the mid and upper bass.
While it may be single-wired, best
performance is obtained if the heavy
current drive to the bass system has
its own cable run, so maximising
transparency to the electrostatic,
which runs without a further
crossover from 250Hz, the low mid
range, to beyond audibility.

SETTING UP
After assembly of the panels to the
base ( noting the finely crafted
components and the subtly powered

Good
electrostatics
can deliver
exceedingly
low distortion.
With only the
damped
stators for
stnicture,
diaphragm
energy storage
is very low,
leading to
excellent
transients

1-1
-e height of

parts, its also down to the different

speaker to its limit, the treble shuts

the line source
ard ils dipole
behaviour

way the room is driven. Both the
speaker and the room sound different.

down a little and the mid becomes

together drive

room reflections may be reduced
leading to a `cleaner' direct sound, but

however, is no side wall at all'.

a given
loudness a

Thus an open-plan room with the
speakers located on a long wall

long waj
down a room

blue

electroluminescent

logo

illumination behind the electrostat) I
went back to the excellent
instruction manual. This included a
strong reaction to proximate side
walls, to quote: ` an ideal side wall,

Because of the directional nature,

a consequence is a shade of `dryness'
in the overall acoustic, a degree of
narrowing of the perceived sound

about 1.5m out would be ideal. In
my long ' shoe box' room, and after
some trial and error, Inonetheless

stage, and alower overall sound level.
Thus the kind of all-out dynamic

managed a good placement, 0.9m
from the side walls and 1.4m on

cannot be achieved, even if in theory
this dipole design has equivalent

average from the front, with the
speakers about 4m distant, only
slightly toed in and very slightly

sensitivity and power handling.
Conversely, the height of the line

elevated on the front spikes: maybe
by just 2° or 3°.

together drive agiven loudness along
way down aroom, the volume barely
changing from one end to the other.
This ability to `throw' the sound field
is typical of the genre.

Before

power of, for example, a Wilson 6

source and its dipole behaviour

such placement trials, I

was aware of apinched nasality from
the side wall images, almost a
ringing sound on rim shot and

I knew better than to expect a

similar percussion. In this 35 foot

head-banging rock performance, but
was
nonetheless
favourably

long room Ialso achieved a good
balance with the bass at + 3. A truly
'European', lean, fast bass can be

impressed by its maximum
sound level combined with a
fast, expressive and notably

obtained from this speaker.

Switching from a cone speaker to a
electrostatic is always disconcerting.

well integrated bass line.
There was never any question
of running out of bass; ample
dynamic range kept up with the

It's not just the way the sound is
made, or the very different moving

feather- light panel transducer
element. As you drive the

SOUND QUALITY

increasingly prominent, gaining
attack but also an undesirable
hardness of tone. This is abit like an
overdriven single- ended tube
amplifier, and it's easy to tell where
the limits are (non-destructive in any
case) and back off the volume.
While not a genuine rock animal,
the Prodigy plays rock well, in that it
is truthful to the source and carries
rhythm well. This was an upbeat
performance, a powerful gain over
the previous generation of larger ML
hybrids. Seal's first album is playing
as Iwrite, sounding well-balanced,
crisp, very well resolved, clear and
linear with fine
reverberant
information; the complex changes in
recorded acoustic are faithfully
reproduced.
There's
musical
satisfaction in the subtlety, the
precision and the smoothness of the
sound, despite the sense of
`quietness' overall: afeeling of mildly
muted dynamics. Micro dynamics
are handled well, but the loud bits
do not quite blossom fully at realistic
levels. Conversely, the saner
dynamics of natural music, eg well
recorded classical, reveal the
Prodigy's pedigree. Piano is handled
well, with low levels of coloration, if

MARTIN-LOGAN PRODIGY
LAB REPORT

It was nwe to find
the Logan's
claimed high
sensitivity was on
the button at
91dBlwatt. Some
caution is needed,
however, in view
of the impedance

power into that
load. There are
some amplifiers,
such as the Krell
FPB series, which
can in any case
shrug it off with
impunity.
Nevertheless some
care has to be

aminimum amp
rated power of
50W is advisable.
Inroom
maximum sound
levels approaching
105dBA are
possible, which is
loud, especially for
an electrostatic: a

trace [Fig ?]
which revealed an

exercised over the
optimum choice of

notable

average 4ohm

amplifier, singleended tubes need

achievement.

not apply for the

Large acoustic
devices such as
this have complex

minimum of

job! Some

frequemy

1ohm, largely

consideration is

responses in their

capacitance, by

also needed in
view of the

nearfield; for a

impedance with a
severe fall to a

20kHz,
improving alittle
at ultrasonic
frequencies. This
would be dire
except for the
falling power
demand on
typical

potentially wider
bandwidth of
emerging higher
definition digital
players.
This speaker is
entirely safe on up
to 300W, but

standard 1m mic
position there's a
whole range of
distances to the
microphone from
this 1.4m high
radiator, sa
disfiguring the
measurement. Out

anechoic room
measurement. The
printed results
must be regarded
as an
approximation

prominence in the
presence range 1.5
to 3.3kHz on
what was
otherwise awell
balanced result,
extended to ahigh

was shown by this
set of traces

measurement for
energy decay ETC
nor the waterfall
exposition of decay
with frequency

24.5kHz, -6dB.
The bass extended

ascending the
panel vertically.
There was
significant
variation in detail
and balance with
position, though

probably the most

to auseful -6dB

less in absolute

unique simulated

accurate way of
assessing the

at 38Hz
(depending on the

terms than atall

point source can
provide

sound power

«3dB switch'),
and in room

save for the room
averaged trace
which was

actually delivered
to the listener
region.
Fig 1conveys
an idea of the
axial response at
2.2m with nearfield bass
correction added
to the trace. Note
the kinder
5dBldivision

extension to 35Hz
was typical, not
quite as deep as
claimed. That
powerful Scan low
frequency driver
took power well,

three-way
conventional
speaker. Using the

meaningful data
here. The 5dbldiv

normal 2dBldiv
vertical scaling the

0.1ms windowed
waterfall is shown

Prodigy was
measured in the

—while it may not

lateral plane for
0,15, 30 and 45°.
Just hanging in at

and distortion
from this source
was nearly as
good as the
excellent figures

45° (it is after all
an open dipole

employed here.
Some ripples are

obtained for the
electrostatic, in the

this electrostatic
has successfully

0.1 to 0.15%

achieved a

vertical scaling

mode made much
sense; only small
electrostatics or the
Quad '63 with its

radiator) the
+1-30° claim was
largely confirmed;

look very good, it
doesn't actually
reflect the true
decay rate of the
low mass
diaphragm
[Fig 4].
Fig 5, the room
averaged response,
provides the

programme above
8kHz, which

some compression

at 2m, the

in the electrostatic

still present, these
essentially clear by

range at realistic

usefully wide

was real after all.

a3m listening
distance.

sound levels.
In Fig 2the

directivity.

Note the useful
variation in mid

Typically there

complexity of the
neenfleld response

large source size,
neither the

meant that a

drive occurred

speaker's output is
just beginning to

given amplifier

towards peak level

settle down and

will almost never

and 150-200W is
more appropriate.

3m is safer,

be called on to
attempt rated
44

Given the loading,

impossible in a
normal pseudo-

was some

Because of the

MUST TWO

evidence that the
good sound heard

bass level given by
the bass switch,
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not
quite
as
perfectly as the
Quad. Conversely,
the Logan could
play louder, at
substantially
realistic levels. It
was generally less
coloured than any
cone speaker but
did sound a shade
livelier than the
Quad, suggesting
that
these
14
multiple
panel
elements have a
residual
audio
signature, as all
tensioned
diaphragms of a
related geometry
must. Of course, air damping is
significant but cannot be definitive.
With the ' Logan, the effect on
pianoforte is to add a touch of
'Steinway' voicing to non-Steinway
instruments. Despite this, the piano
performance was really satisfactory.
Voices of all kinds were
remarkably good. You could take
this speaker home for this quality
alone. Vocal images hung in space,
truly detached from their sources,
without a trace of boxy, ` cuppy' or

cone-like emphasis. Joni Mitchell's
'Blue' was rendered powerfully, the
inner swing of her singing and
playing brought out in away which
many other big speakers just can't
manage.
In my room Idid not feel that the
claimed 28Hz bass limit was
available; conversely, it was solid and
clean to 35Hz, still a big speaker
bandwidth. Organ tracks were
played with the proper authority and
resolution. In fact, this speaker was
so good that an enthusiast could well
consider taking it astage further with
a good 20Hz to 40Hz sub-woofer,
the big REL, for example.
Transparency was very good and
this speaker proved to be truly
analytical. Changes in the system —
to cables or sources — were readily
apparent, and while you can get
away with a moderate spend, the
Progidy is obviously capable of
operating
with
high
end
components. Indeed, the speaker
could be viewed as a ' bargain'
component sitting happily in the
company of complete systems
costing, say, £ 16,000 to £ 35,000
(including the speaker). Save for the
criterion for a load- capable
amplifier, I found it to be
surprisingly versatile.

CONCLUSION
Years of dedication to this hybrid

This speaker
was so good
that an
enthusiast
could well
consider
taking it a
stage further
with a good
20Hz to 40Hz

sub-woofer,
the big RE.,
for example

technology has paid off in the
Prodigy, which does all things well at
abelievable price, sounding properly
balanced and blended. It is finely
crafted and indicates high reliability.
This may not be Martin Logan's
biggest or most costly creation, but
the Prodigy is arguably the
company's most successful so far as
cost/performance is concerned. It has
stature, presence and tonal accuracy,
plus agile, electrostatic matched bass
and a wide dynamic range which
complements
the
MIL
exceptional spatial qualities
and fine sense of air. Add
the enhanced style, the
characteristic and arresting
optical transparency of the
main panels, and you have
an exceptional example of
the genre. If subtlety and
refinement matter more
than outright impact on
rock programme, then this
Martin Logan may well be
the one for you. Bearing in
mind what it does, the UK
pricing
makes
it
competitive, and so this
design must be warmly
recommended.
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Fig I.Martin-Logan Prodigy: axial frequency response
Im (dashed line represents nearfield correction)

Fig 3. Martin-Logan Prodigy: family of lateral

Fig 5. Martin-Logan Prodigy: room-averaged response

off-axis responses, 2m. Axial response (solid);
15° (clotted); 30° (dashed); 45° (long dash)

with bass switch at +3dB (solid trace) and OdB

Fig 2. ManinLogan Prodigy: family of vertical

Fig 4. Martin-Logan Prodigy: MLSSA 'waterfall' of

offaxa responses (note 5dBldiv scaling, instead of

energy decay, 0.1ms window (see text)

usual 2dBldir) at 2m, showing variation

of response

with Intnner's ear height: see text

is almost pmfectly
balanced out to
8kHz and shows
just the right
decay beyond for a
natural sounding
in-room energy

3dB as claimed,
seen here in the
60-80Hz range.
Note also the fine
blend with the
room: the response
is free from boom,
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FrellOre

balance. Yes,
there is still a
small prominence
in the presence
band but it's mild
and in wider
rooms than mine

would probably
vanish. This
system is clearly
very well balanced
and blended in the
intended listening
region.

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road, London
SW20 ODE.
Tel: 020 8971
3909

(dashed). Lower trace shows impedance, 2ohmsldiv

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
1750x420x720
Recommnded amplification
50W-250W
Recommended placement
free space, 1-1.5m from back wall
Frequency response
within 3dB ( 2m)
see text
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
38Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
35Hz
voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at 1m
91dB/W
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
1 ohm/4.3 ohms/difficult
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
see text
Forward response uniformity
good
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£8967

If you only know theis brand for its drive
units or its pro monitors, it's time you took a
look at the Dynaudio Contour 12.5
by

KEN

KESSLER

That Contour Moment...
M

Dynaudio's
factory is in
the same neck
of the woods
as Lego, the
region's most
famous
concern, an
area oozing
CEapproved
politicalcorrectness,
and reeking of
that
Scandinavian
coolness which
gave the world
minimalist
furniture,
Vikings with
attitude and
leggy blondes

SUPPLIER
Dynaudio,
29 Robyns Way,
Sevenoaks,
Kent
TN13 3EB
Tel: (01732)
4519.8

ost of us are familiar with
Dynaudio mainly because
of the ubiquity of its bass
units. You know the ones, with
the distinctive ( and oft- copied)
oversized dust-cap with slots around
the edges. But it was only last year,
when Ireviewed the small two-way
Contour 1.3SE for an American
magazine, that Iactually played with
a pair of complete Dynaudio
loudspeakers.
For that assignment, Iwas sent
over to the factory so that I'd know
abit more about Dynaudio than its
OEM successes. Understandably,
the company suffers amajor identity
crisis in that most people think of
these German-led Danes only for
supplying woofers to the likes of
Wilson Audio. During my visit Iwas
told that drive unit sales account for
as little as 5-10% of the company's
turnover. Dynaudio wants the world
to know that it's among the dozen
or so largest builders of complete
speaker systems in the world, having
been at it for over aquarter century,
and with possibly the widest range:
from £ 399 per pair for the entrylevel Audience 40, up to £ 50,909
per pair for the Evidence. How's
that for keeping hold of their
customers as they evolve from
beginners to lunatics?
Dynaudio's factory is in the same
neck of the woods as Lego, the
region's most famous concern, an
area oozing CEapproved politicalcorrectness, and reeking of that
Scandinavian coolness which gave
the world minimalist furniture,
Vikings with attitude and leggy
blondes. Moreover, there's a sense
of confidence which is evident
through Dynaudio's self-sufficiency.
What we have here is a speaker
company which makes everything
bar the speaker terminals ( gilded
WBTs, of course), a throwback to
the
days
when
a speaker
manufacturer was expected to have,
at the very least, its own cabinet
factory and awide selection of selfmade drive units.
What's occupied me this month is
a new floorstander in the Contour

series, a range specifically designed
for AN usage in that the models are
shielded and the line-up features a
centre channel voiced to match
every model in the range. I
auditioned the Contour T2.5 as a
stereo pair, which is the other way it
will be marketed, but Isuspect that
alarge proportion will serve as main
L/R speakers in a 5.1 surround rig,
with smaller Contours for the side
or rear roles; there are nine models
in the range including the centre
speaker and hit-rodded variants of
the basic designs. The T2.5 is not,
after all, a small speaker, with
dimensions of 203x1020x300mm
(whd), which give this 35- litre
enclosure the profile of afull-range
Euro speaker conceived to fill rooms
of up to 5x8m with ease.
Although it looks old-fashioned in
light of swoopier modern designs
with compound curvature, and
those which have moved away from
woods, the T2.5 is handsome and
imposing. The review pair arrived in
aluxurious rosewood veneer, with a
severe black grille. The finish is hard
to fault, the units are solid and hefty
at 24kg, but the overall image is
dated. Hell, even ATC has curvededge models which avoid the look of
the creases in cavalry twills.
Admittedly, Ispend most of my
listening time gazing at either small
Martin-Logans,
old
Quad
electrostatics or Sonus Faber
Guarneris, so it's been some time
since my field of vision was filled
with cubist constructs of an earlier
era; conversely, the Dynaudios will
not upset traditionalists who favour
boring boxes.
Having seen what goes into a
Dynaudio cabinet, including
copious amounts of bracing, I
expected nothing less than a robust
and resonance-free enclosure. It's
fashioned of multi-layer sandwich
construction with 19nun MDF sides
and a front baffle made from a
22mm thick MDF section. In
addition to the rosewood finish of
the review samples, cherry is also
offered at no extra cost, while most
other woods are available as options.

The cabinet is damped with
bitumen, and comes with substantial
spikes. In essence, there's nothing
which needs tweaking.
Housed in the upper half of the
front baffle are two 170mm singlepiece moulded polypropylene cone
woofers. They boast extra long
75mm aluminium wire voice- coils
for long-throw excursion, and are
fitted with a double magnet system
so they're fully shielded. They're
positioned above and below a28mm
soft dome tweeter, which is
`Magnaflux-damped' and has voicecoils wound with pure aluminium
wire. The tweeter uses a ' Hybrid
Double magnet system' composed
of both neodymium and ferrite, with
a damped rear chamber; the driver
is mounted on a 4mm die cast
aluminium front section. Below the
drive-unit array is aport, the frontfiring position making these speakers
more immune than you'd expect to
the influence of positioning close to
the wall. They actually prefer to
work at least 0.5m from the walls,
with 1m even better, but it's nice to
know, should you be forced to
locate them closer to the walls, that
the port is free to breathe.
Fitted with an impedancecorrected crossover, the T2.5 is
rated as a6ohm speaker. Dynaudio
is lavish with the specifications, so I
can tell you that the impedance
never dips below 4.4 ohms, with a
high of 10.3 ohms from 20-200Hz.
Sensitivity is only 86dB/1W/lm, but
it didn't seem all that hungry. In
addition to using the Dynaudios
with the 300W/ch Nu-Vista, they
were also driven with 25W/ch tube
amps from Nightingale without
problems. The crossover is made
with high quality metal- foil
polypropylene capacitors and lowtolerance air coils, and the crossover
point is 1600Hz ( 6dB slopes); the
reflex port is tuned to 32Hz, while
the frequency response is stated as
29Hz-25 kHz (+/- 3dB).
Although I'm easy on speakers
and have yet to blow a drive unit
with too eager atwist of the volume
control, Isuspect that the T2.5 will
AMU WU
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take all you can throw at it. The
amplifiers were barely working in
the main listening room ( 12x18ft),
and the levels and dynamic swings
were more than satisfactory with
powerhouse recordings like the
Glory soundtrack, The Sopranos
signature tune, ` Woke Up This
Morning', and ahost of 96/24 tracks
courtesy of Classic Records. While I
didn't feel any compulsion to schlep
the Dynaudios into the AN room, I
have no doubt that they'll withstand
the rigours of home cinema.
But, ironically, they're almost too
good for it.
It's too early in the history of
home cinema to be deliberately
contrary or smug, but Ihave anasty
feeling (which Ibelieve is shared by
others) that movie soundtracks
aren't anywhere near as demanding
as pure music. ' Subtlety' is not a
quality which seems a prerequisite
of home theatre — and, yes, Irealise
that such a statement oozes
hypocrisy when coming from one
who cherishes such high-end AV
wares as Lexicon processors and
Martin-Logan's
AV-targeted
speakers. But concurrent with
listening to this speaker, Ihad AV
tasks to complete and found
myself marvelling at the
differences — not the
similarities — in the two
experiences. All that I
admire
about
the
Dynaudios, including a
sweet, smooth top end and
superb retrieval of fine
detail, matters little in home
cinema for most of the time.
Let me make something
perfectly clear: Iexpect all
AV systems to be dualpurpose in the sense that
they'll be used for musiconly duties as well as video,
and therefore they need to
cope with the refinement of
music as well as the bombast
of cinema.
In that respect, speakers
used for home theatre have
to be as good as the speakers
you'd use for pure music.
But they won't show their
stuff during film playback
beyond demonstrating the
much-needed capability to
play loud, deep and clean.
And with five channels
surrounding you, they have
`help' in recreating aspace.
It just so happens that my sessions
with the Dynaudios followed a
demonstration in the USA which set
out to prove that two speakers are
all you need to cope with home
cinema. And while I have my
reservations, that demonstration did
sow seeds of doubt about multi10-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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more. What was missing,although
had Ianticipated it in a speaker
which is (1) AV-oriented and ( 2)
Teutonic in heritage, was any treble
edginess. Transients were crisp
enough to respond to staccato guitar
work and ragtime piano, while the
midband almost veered toward the
warm. Vocals lacked rasp or
chestiness, and Ihad to turn to
crappy discs to incite sibilance.
Ironically, the only area Icould
find fault with was the bass. Don't
get me wrong: there was plenty of it,
as you'd demand of two Dynaudio
woofers per side. But it was almost
too soft, the other extreme from the
overly damped bass which appeals
to modern listeners. I'd like to think
that this mild lack of precision way
down below was some form of
compensation for the sound of
amplifiers, source components and
source material which err to far in
the direction of synthetic bass.
However, when asked to reproduce
the deepest thwacks in Willy
DeVille's ' Assassin Of Love' and
Isaac Hayes' Theme From Shaft',
there was a decidedly lumpy,
indistinct sound which was out of
character with the rest. Then it hit
me. Twice.
Calling in asubwoofer
— the REL Strata II was
on hand — cured the
misbehaviour below
around 70-80Hz. Again,
Iwas reminded of the
speaker's identity in an
AV milieu, and it's the
only reason why Ikeep
on mentioning it, despite
this review appearing in
the pute audio section;
these speakers like asub.
Moreover, although I
couldn't find any in the
boxes Ihad, Dynaudio
supplies foam plugs for
tuning the ports. I
borrowed some from
another ported speaker
and they, too, helped
control
the
lower
registers.
At
the
risk
of
sounding like I've gone
all nationalistic, the T2.5
makes me think of the
larger classic British
speakers from the late
1970s, but with far great
power handling and
speed. And that's a compliment.
of speakers costing £2456 per pair.
What it does so well, something
(Would it have killed them to round
which, say, my old Spendor BC1s
off the price at £ 2450?) The
imaging is nearly as holographic as a cannot, is cope with AV.
Here, then, is a speaker to
small two-way, reminiscent of
Dynaudio's own 1.3SE, with a consider now for your two-channel
needs, with an ear toward
deliriously wide soundstage and
multichannel in the near future.
better-than-average depth when the
Believe me, they'll grow with you. 4speaker clears the walls by lm or

channel. Suffice it to say that the
Dynaudios reminded me of that
when Ifed them the soundtrack
portion from a few DVD movies
mastered for 5.1.
What made the Dynaudios so
special, and why they deserve not to
be considered solely as two-fifths of
a surround sound package, is their
capacity for sounding huge.
Blessedly, the enjoyment of this
quality is not restricted to the
listener in the hot seat; and Ihave to
admit that this virtue is a direct
result of creating a speaker to meet
home cinema requirements. (For all,
that is, bar those who watch films
alone.) Using this as aplatform from
which to create a sound signature,
the T2.5s then go on to excel at
good ol' stereo. Which means that
we're now witnessing turnabout as
fair play. In other words, and in
repetition of my experience with
Theta's ostensibly home theatre
Dreadnaught amplifier, there are AV
products which are actually of
benefit to those who listen only to
two-channel playback.
In all the key areas, the T2.5s
reproduce sound with the levels of
competence and cohesion expected

Drive unit sales
account for as
little as 5-10%
of the
company's
turnover.
Dynaudio
wants the
world to know
that it's among
the dozen or so
largest
builders of
complete
speaker
systems in the
world, having
been at it for
over aquarter
century, and
with possibly
the widest
range: from
£399 per pair
for the entry-
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but-dedicated American company,
and is one that seems able to offer
solid- looking, well- crafted valve
amplifiers at prices which are not
unreasonable — even when they've
been shipped across the Atlantic.
Our first encounter with Canary
came when Audio Connoisseurs
loaned the 608 integrated amplifier
[reviewed by AH, Oct ' 99 page 25].
'Wait ' til you hear the single-ended
monoblocks', they said. And here
they are.
Each mono CA300 measures
195x185x430mm (whd), with the
massive gold-plated terminals
projecting about 45mm further at
the back. The physical format is
logical and well-proportioned, with
the massive transformer-concealing
box at the rear and a nearsymmetrical valve layout in front.
The tube nearest to you is the
6SL7 driver; on the left is a 5U4
rectifier and then, on the right, is the
300-B itself. Price is £ 1995 a pair
with standard Far East 300- Bs, or
£2495 with a pair of Western
Electrics [
see box]. The other tubes
are selected and tested from
American ' new old stock' (Sylvania,
for example).
There's something very reassuring
about the way the Canaries are
made. This American company does
not invoke the retro mantra sung by
Nightingale in Italy, nor the kind of
glossy, super- detailed- model- kit

A singing canary
A California- crafted triode power amplifier that
exudes confidence: Canary's CA300 monoblock
by STEVE HARRIS
You might
agree that the
SET brigade
are just a
bunch of
Luddites trying
to go back to a
simpler place
and time. On
the other
hand, you may
have heard a
single-ended
triode produce
sounds that
seemingly
can't be got in
any other way
•18

I

f there's one subject which
arouses the ire of what Ben
Duncan calls the HLOs, it's hi-fi
cables. And if there's another, it's
the single-ended triode amplifier.
There was a time when all
amplifiers were
low- powered,
single-ended, directly-heated triode
types with no external negativefeedback, but that was in the 1920s.
So, from the Hard-Line Objectivist
point of view, today's advocates of
the Single-Ended Triode amplifier
are telling us that there has been no
progress since then — perversely
refusing to accept the merit in any
subsequent developments, up to and
including the transistor.

You might agree that the SET
brigade are just abunch of Luddites
trying to go back to a simpler place
and time. On the other hand, you
may have heard asingle-ended triode
produce sounds that seemingly can't
be got in any other way. If you've
already been seduced into the latter
camp, you will be interested in what
Canary has to offer. For less
dedicated hi-fi pilgrims, Canary
makes push-pull amps too, but the
subject of this review is the 300-Bbased monoblock, single- endedtriode amplification in pure and
simple form.
Based in Fremont, California,
Canary Audio is yet another small-

aesthetic offered by AirTight of
Japan. The Canary stuff looks good
in a quiet way, because it's well
thought-out, built without skimping
on materials and the parts are wellfinished. As you can see from the
picture, this doesn't only apply to
the outside: the internal wiring
exudes quality and care in
construction.
Many ' enthusiast' valve amplifiers
Ihave seen in the past consisted of a
crudely-folded chassis concealing a
rat's nest of wiring, sometimes
precariously close to the metalwork.
It's dangerous to make assertions
about any product's potential
reliability on the basis of short
acquaintance with a single sample
(or in the case of monoblocks, two
samples). But even from the outside,
the CA300s really just look as if they
are properly engineered. And, at the
risk of labouring the point, they
seem to have an integrity that's
AUGUST 2000
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absent from many valve products.
It's hard to imagine, for example,
that Canary would ever supply a
product carrying a control that
didn't do anything.

SOUND QUALITY
Most of my critical listening was
done with the Avantgarde Uno horn
speakers [reviewed May issue], with
asystem that also included an SME
Model 10 turntable, Exposure CD
player and Vidmar Viking preamplifier. The Avantgarde Uno's
quoted sensitivity is around 99dB for
1W, far beyond what can be
achieved with conventional conespeaker boxes. Although the Unos
don't quite match the 100dB-plus
sensitivity figures claimed by
Lowther horn proponents, or indeed
by the biggest Avantgarde models,
they certainly will produce adequate
levels and fine dynamics from the
single-figure output of an SET. The
Uno is in fact ahybrid speaker, since
below 200Hz the sounds come not
from the horn but from asealed-box
bass unit, driven by its own solidstate amplification.
This is in a sense a compromise,
but it works far better than some socalled full-range horn systems. While
it does make life easier for the
amplifier, it won't conceal any
shortcomings in bass response.
Anyway, Icertainly enjoyed the
sound of the Canaries. It was a
sound you could relax with and
listen to without strain. The mid and
treble character was just what you'd
hope for, alive and vibrant on vocals
and solo instruments. Bass quality
via the Unos was fair, but not really
comparable with what these
loudspeakers can now produce from
asolid-state amplifier.
So, the moment came when Iwas
ready to try out the Western Electric
tubes. At this point Ihave to confess
that I'd never before had the chance
to compare different 300-Bs in this
way. Eager to know the truth, but

having no idea what (if anything) to
expect. Iswitched off, and, burning
my fingers, pulled out the standard
300- Bs and inserted The Real
Things.
How long does it take a tube to
warm up? In this case, it seemed
hardly any time at all. The
comparison of hot newly-switchedon could hardly be fair, but Iwas
astonished by the sound Iheard.
There was absolutely no doubt that
Western Electric tubes transformed
the Canaries — or, should Isay,
unlocked their full potential — with
afar greater sense of solid realism. I
burn my fingers again as Iswitched
the hot tubes over to make sure I
wasn't mistaken. But it was true.
Now, Ifound Iwas really being
drawn into the music, on the edge of
my seat to hear some subtlety
unfold, or swept away by the
performer's emotion. There were
times, as I listened, when the
thought crossed my mind that it
didn't get much better than this.
The Canaries were very good with
the standard tubes; it's just that with
the Western Electrics, they were
something more than special.
If the Canaries do have an
Achilles' heel, it is the one you'd
perhaps expect with this type of
amplifier. On classical music, or
quieter music generally, however,
the effect was marred by a
discernible level of hum through the
speakers. How serious this is will
depend on how fussy you are, what
kind of music you like, the size of
your room and the ambient noise
level you normally live with. In this
case, Isuspect that the problem
might not have arisen with a US
home-market version running on its
native 110V mains, but may well
be to do with the adaptation UK
mains voltage — American
designers are not helped here by
the fact that UK mains can and
does go up to 10% above the
nominal, supposedly Euro -

There was
absolutely no
doubt that
Western
Electric tubes
transformed
the Canaries —
or, should I
say, unlocked
their full
potential —
with afar
greater sense
of solid
realism

SUPPLIER
Audio
Connoisseurs
Unit 7,
Claremont
Buildings,
Old Clanerbri.; .
Road,
Bebington,
[Wirral,
Merseyside,
CH63 4jB.
Tel: 0151 64s
0007

(WESTERN)
Western Electric's history goes back to the
telegraph era. But when the present
management decided to re- introduce the classic
300-B triode into amarket populated by Soviet
and Chinese copies, Western Electric could
justifiably call its own product the original and
best. The incredible retro packaging will strike a
chord with anyone who ever owned aHornby
train set or pressed his infant nose to ashopwindow full of Dinky Supertoys, but this
masterpiece of hi-fi kitsch is justified by what's
inside. The tube is painstakingly made to the
original standards, and each pair is calibrated
and carefully matched. They cost about $ 500
US apair, which when you buy them here
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translates to £ 500.
So for anyone
contemplating a300-B
based amplifier, the
question will really be
whether it's worth
paying nearly ten times
as much for the real
thing. The answer is,
yes! But now, with + e
recent announcement of
Western Electric's own
amplifier designs, it looks as if the
re- introduction of that classic tube
could have been just the start.

standardised 230V — in which case,
Canary can probably improve on
the result Igot. In the meantime, it's
probably worth making sure you try
the amplifier for yourself, with the
intended speakers. ( The more
sensitive the speakers, the higher the
noise level will be.)

CONCLUSION
Hi-fi valve amps, at least singleended ones, have always tended to
be made by enthusiasts for
enthusiasts. In the past this has
sometimes meant that they were
built with no regard for sane or
normal considerations of safety,
reliability or durability. The end
user, infatuated with the idea of hi-fi
that glowed, would put up with
almost any amount of danger,
inconvenience and abuse — not to
mention hum, hiss and distortion.
Ithink those days are gone. It's
still true that the single-ended triode
amplifier is a specialist product,
aimed at a tiny niche market
composed of dedicated enthusiasts,
who, in order to get closer to the
music, are also willing to suffer the
foibles of horn loudspeakers. But
Canary seems to have joined that
select band of small, craft-based
makers who do work to high
standards. The result is a product
that you can enjoy listening to —
and owning. And finally, if you can
afford the Western Electrics, get
them. You won't get your fingers
burnt.

MIRAGE 0M-7
Completing its move from 'bipolar' to the more ideal `omnipolar'
dispersion, Mirage has developed this non-active floorstander
by

IVOR HUMPHREYS

A

SUPPLIER
API UK Lid,
Fairfax House,
Goddard Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk IP1 SNP
Tel: 01473
240205

lthough it has enjoyed a
significant presence on the
world's hi-fi stage for many
years, Canadian loudspeaker
manufacturer Audio Products
International has only recently set
up an outpost in the UK. Previously
it was represented here as part of the
Audio Illusion portfolio but with just
the parent company to report to,
API UK should be able to raise its
profile more effectively.
API was founded in 1973 and
employs nearly 300 people in a
modern 165,000sq ft factory on the
outskirts of Toronto. This is no

mere design and assembly house
relying on third-party suppliers for
its ingredients. API has everything it
needs to be self-contained within its
high-tech facility, from computeraided R&D and testing to the
manufacture of drive units,
crossovers and cabinets.
There are three discrete brands —
Energy, Sound Dynamics and
Mirage — each catering for a
different aspect of the market and
with different aspirations. Mirage is
the high- end badge, representing
API's statement in high fidelity;
indeed the name Mirage was chosen

to suggest the ideal of a sound so
natural that it appears independent
of the loudspeaker.
To this end Mirage's first Bipolar
design, the M-1, was launched in
1987 — to widespread enthusiasm
and not alittle acclaim. After much
background work, including an
extensive study made in conjunction
with the Canadian National
Research Council,
API had
concluded, among other things, that
wide, constant dispersion was the key
to generating a believable musical
experience in the home. It argues
that since 70% of what we hear in
the concert hall or studio is reflected
sound and only 30% direct, the same
ratio should be repeated in the
listening room. Therefore the
loudspeaker needs to propagate
sound in a coherent fashion, and
with a similar tonal balance, in all
directions.
I'm not entirely
convinced of this, since if the original
recording already contains a 30/70
mix of direct and reflected energy
then surely repeating the effect in the
listening room is by definition an
exaggeration. What Ican more easily
appreciate is the benefit of
uniformity in tonal balance between
direct and reflected sound, an effect
obviously dependent upon the
characteristics of adjacent surfaces
but at least given ahead start with
linear all-round dispersion.
Other factors identified in the
API/NRC study were more obvious:
the need to achieve low distortion,
wide bandwidth and a flat on-axis
response, requirements clearly
related to good engineering practice.
High-quality, linear-response drive
units, close tolerance crossover
components, rigid, non- resonant
cabinets, etc are all central to
achieving top results in this respect.
The original Mirage models
achieved bipolar distribution
through the use of mirror- image
midrange and tweeter drivers
mounted on the rear of a shallow
baffle and connected in-phase with
their conventional forward-firing
equivalents on the front. (This is
quite different from dipolar
operation, as in anormal open baffle
design such as an electrostatic
driver, where the rear-going energy
emanates from the back of the same
diaphragm, or set of diaphragms, so
is by definition out of phase with
that from the front.) Bipolar
dispersion falls short of Mirage's
ideal, though, since there are
'dimples' in the output to the sides,
in the plane of the baffle. The
revision to a smoother, omnipolar
response has been achieved through
the use of astill-shallower baffle and
by a modification to the layout of
the midrange and treble drive units.
MUST 2000
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CONSTRUCTION
Whereas the other OM models are
hybrid active/passive designs, with
integral power amplifiers for the bass
drivers, leaving the user's normal
amplifier(s) to power the midrange
and treble, the 0M-7 is an entirely
passive three-way floor-stander,
configured for bi-wiring or biamplification. The bass unit has a
gently textured 200mm polypropylene cone impregnated with
mica and carbon, a butyl foam
surround, and is built into apressed
metal chassis. An oversized dustcap
is fitted and rear centring is via the
familiar pleated fabric disc. The
magnet is a massive ceramic' type.
The cone is protected by a
perforated metal cover which is
integral with the surrounding bezel.
The 114rrun midrange drivers are
identical to one another and similar
in construction to the bass. A
polypropylene/mica/carbon cone and
butyl surround are employed again,
but the cone here isn't textured and
the central dustcap is alighter fabric
type. The 25mm tweeters are also
twinned and have a titanium dome
married to a compliant cloth
suspension. Dome and voice coil
former are fashioned from a single
piece, ensuring low mass and
optimum integrity. Ferro-fluid is
used in the gap to provide its usual
benefits of cooling and control.
The cabinet is made of 44mm
thick MDF and is divided vertically
into two separate compartments.
The lower is the bass enclosure, of
course, and is strengthened by an
internal horizontal figure-of-eight
brace set just below the drive unit.
Reflex loading is provided by two
50mm diameter, flared- lip ports
situated close together near the
bottom of the rear panel. The multielement crossover is mounted
internally on aboard near the top of
the bass enclosure and wired back to
four gold-plated 4mm/binding posts.
A generous filling of fibrous wadding
helps damp resonance and dissipate
unwanted energy. The cabinet rests
on adjustable spikes on carpeted
floors, with the alternative of feet for
exposed hard surfaces.
The upper enclosure is sealed
(infinite baffle) and is shallow as
described above — some 115mm
thick overall — and is again filled
with wadding. The forward facing
midrange driver is mounted just
above the centre of this baffle on an
unusually shaped face- plate —
symmetrical in the horizontal plane,
asymmetrical in the vertical — which
presumably helps define propagation
across the baffle. The matching
tweeter is mounted above it in the
usual way, its face-plate continuing
the contour proposed below and
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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incorporating a shallow horn to
tailor dispersion. The arrangement
on the rear baffle is identical except
that the midrange here is above the
tweeter. The two sets of drivers are
paired electrically so that the frontand rear-going energy patterns form
acohesive whole.
All three baffle areas are covered
by elegantly profiled grilles made of
stretch fabric over open plastics
formers, and as near acoustically
transparent as makes no difference.
The crossover points are at 200Hz
and an exceptionally low 2kHz, the
latter chosen to help preserve the
omnidirectional dispersion of the
system as a whole. This is very a
beautifully made and presented
loudspeaker.
The
0M-7
presents
a
straightforward load to the amplifier:
6ohms nominal, 4 ohms minimum.
API suggests a minimum amplifier
power rating of 50 watts per channel
into 8 ohms though, as always,
instantaneous current delivery is
more important than the continuous
power rating per se. The pair are
intended to be placed at least two to
three feet from the rear wall: too
close and the depth of image will be
compromised. They are not overly
fussy about positioning in terms of
tonal balance but the imaging is
certainly better if some symmetry is
preserved with respect to nearby
surfaces.

SOUND QUALITY
These loudspeakers may not provide
the pinpoint image definition chased
after by most conventional designs
but it is Mirage's contention that
live music isn't perceived in this
way, that in the concert hall, church,
opera house, jazz club, or wherever
it is impossible to separate the
performers to such a degree.
Therefore,
it
argues,
the
loudspeakers shouldn't aim to
present such sharp articulation
either but rather should provide a
'proportionate sense of the relative
positions in space of the original
recording of the performers'.
I'm not sure about that, but what
I can say is that the 0M-7 has
provided me with a great deal of
musical enjoyment over several
weeks: so much so in fact that Ihave
spent much more time listening than
Iwould ordinarily devote to areview
assessment. Far from the somewhat
woolly image one might anticipate
from API's credo, the pair provides
anicely detailed and coherent sound
picture which is apparent over a
wide listening area — you don't
need to have your head in a clamp
to enjoy the best results here.
Tonally it is one of the
smoothest,
best
integrated

Bipolar
dispersion falls
short of
Mirage's ideal,
though, since
there are
'dimples' in the
output to the
sides, in the
plane of the
baffle. The
revision to a
smoother,
omnipolar
response has
been achieved
through the
use of a
still- shallower
baffle

MANUFACTURERS SPECIFICATION
Type
floor- standing three-way omnipolar
Frequency response
30Hz-20kHz ±308
Drive units
one 200mm bass
two 114mm midrange
two 25mm HF
Sensitivity
90d8 for 2.83V spi at lm
Nominal Impedance
6 ohms
Dimensions ( hwd) mm
1,110 x294 x365
Weight35.51%
Typical price (inc VAT)
£1890 per pair in Cherry veneer
£1990 per pair in hit gloss black

loudspeakers Ihave heard. To an
extent the results are dependent on
room position, as with all designs,
but once the best siting has been
achieved it offers a seamless
balance. The bass is subtle,
extended and always well paced,
the midrange and treble sweet and
wide open. Bi -wiring produces
noticeably better definition than the
regular two-wire feed and biamplification a better result still,
the detail just a tad sharper and
more clearly separated.

CONCLUSION
This is asound which initially pulled
me up short because of its departure
from the pin-point definition Iam
used to with electrostatics, but
which rapidly drew me in with its
sheer integration and musicality. It is
a wholly involving loudspeaker. To
cite just one specific example, the
second release in Naxos' Bach
Complete Orchestral Works series
[8.554603] comprises the two bestknown solo violin concertos plus the
concerto in D-minor (more familiar
in
the
version
for
harpsichord) and the
famous Double. Kolja
Blacher (son of composer
Boris and leader of the
Berlin
Philharmonic
Orchestra) is the solo
soloist, so to speak, with
the Cologne Chamber
Orchestra under Helmut
Müller-Brühl.
Fine,
unfussy
playing
is
supported by a clear,
detailed and naturally
balanced recording,
the
exceptional,
relaxed coherence of
which
is
quite
beautifully conveyed
by the 0M-7. Icould
listen to sounds like
this for hours. On
more overtly dynamic
material the 0M-7
was no less impressive,
capable
of
fine
rhythmic drive, precise
timing and overall
cohesion. If you're in
the market for an
elegant, essentia
musical loudspea
around this price,
it for atest run.

Meridian at Musical Images
If you seek the best in CD M,,L
pic and DVD Video players,
nothing compares withjenew Meridian 800.
From Meridian Audio, inventors of MLP - the code chosen for
DVD Audio - this product combines the perfect disc player
with an

diophile preamplifier in a card based format

ensiffg future compatibility.
Meridian 800 at Musical Images - a fruitful combination.

4011

BOOTH Roy°. STUAd,-T

ftlERIDIAN

On permanent demonstration at:
Covent Garden, 18 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB
Tel 020 7497 1346

Branches at:
173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX Tel 020 8952 5535
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH Tel 020 8569 5802
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB Tel 020 8663 3777

LOUDSPEAKERS

Special Severn

Now in its third incarnation, the Castle Severn attains

Special Edition status. How does this affect the classic floorstander?
BY TONY BOLTON.

T

Frequency response has extended
to
45Hz-20kHz, +/3dB
(previously 47 — 20 kHz) and the
efficiency has increased from 87 to
a more
amplifier
friendly
89dB/m. Impedance remains at a
nominal 8 ohm, and the power
handling capabilities are a claimed
110 watts.
The speakers require a small
amount of setting up before
listening can begin. The plinth,
with its spacers to give clearance for
the downfiring port, has to be
attached to the bottom of the
cabinet by four large crosshead
screws. These require a big
screwdriver! The instructions
supplied in the box are simple and
contain a clear drawing to ensure
that assembly is trouble free. Once
MODIFICATIONS
this has been done, then all that
Anyone familiar with the Castle
remains is to make sure that the
Acoustics Classic range will
speakers are placed with the grills
recognise the curved grill on the
curving down towards the centre,
front which covers here the 150mm
the offset tweeter position improving
bass/mid cone and the offset 19nun
the stereo imaging. Iactually tried
tweeter unit, but the fitments
the Severns both ways round
themselves are both of atotally new
and there is a noticeable
design. The bass/mid is of awoven
carbon-fibre construction with a sonic benefit in
following
the
profiled phase correction plug
instructions. The
mounted on the face of the poleimaging was tight
piece.
Internally,
this
is
and
precise
complimented by a 30mm coil,
whether driven by
wound using copper- coated
the Quad
33/
aluminium wire with the intention
bi-amped
303
of minimising mass. The tweeter is
combo, or the
made from
a low- modulus
rather more hefty
polymide which is claimed to give
Creek
P43R/
greater efficiency and smoother,
A52SE bridged
extended high-frequency response.
monoblocics. Both
The signal for these cones arrives
of these outfits use
via the bi-wirable, gold-plated
two
power
terminals fitted low down at the
back, and is routed through a amplifiers bi-wired
to the speakers
hardwired crossover network of
with TCI Python
`audiophile-grade' capacitors and
and
Ecosse
CasWire OFC wiring. One other
Monocrystal cable
modification, which again is hidden
on duty here. The
from view, is the slight flare given
single-wire option
to the downward facing resistivelywas
taken
up
loaded reflex port. Thishas been
by
a Musical
done to reduce port turbulence and
Fidelity
X- Al
therefore give a smoother, more
amp and Cyrus 7,
consistent bass response. All of
connected
by
these alterations have resulted in an
either DNM or
improvement in the quoted
Ecosse lead.
performance
specification.

he Castle Severn 2 can
probably be described as one
of Castle's most popular
products to date, and has now been
updated to SE specification. The
changes
are
internal
and
concentrate on the drive units and
crossover network. Externally the
new models are identical to their
predecessors. The 810x210x
230mm (hwd) dimensions of the
18mm
MDF
cabinets
are
unchanged, as are the choices of
nine real wood veneer finishes.
Seven of these, including the
mahogany example supplied for this
review, are available at £ 699.90.
Rosewood and yew finishes are
available for £839.90.
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The speakers proved to be very
amplifier tolerant, blending into the
sounds that they were being fed
with few noticeable colourations.
They preferred the bi-wired option,
which resulted in a far more open
and involving sound. The sonic
image also got bigger along all three
dimensions, to the point where
vocalists appear pretty much lifesized. The bass response is smooth,
but quite full, one listener
describing it as a ' luscious pear
shape! At higher volumes the faster
bass of the Cyrus 7, compared to
the X-Al, left an impression of a
very tuneful, non-rumbley, welldefined sound, which stopped and
started seemingly as quickly as the
amp would allow. The only real
deterrent to anti-social volume
levels was a slight hardening of the
higher frequencies. The vocals
and
trumpets
suffered
slightly when playing
Von Karajan's recording
of the last movement
of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony [ EMI
BOX505307], but that
was playing at avolume
which seriously inhibited
any sort of speech
between the listeners. At
the opposite extreme, of
late night listening levels,
the tonal balance stayed
remarkably steady, until
mere whisper levels were
reached. The new LP
Suzuki by Tosca [ GStone Recordings K7
085LP] displayed the
good rhythmic control
that these speakers exert,
apparently effortlessly,
the hip-hop sourced beats
possessing a hypnotic
entity of their own.
Overall, Ifound the
Castle Severn 2 SE
speakers to possess
good looks, excellent
sound capabilities and
an amp and room
V
-friendliness whia mad
them apleasure to live y
and, to listen to.

Heatherdale Audio Ltd.
202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN14 OEJ, UK
Tel: 01903 872288

Fax: 01903 872234

Web Page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com

After hours: 07860 660001

E-mail: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

Mark Levinson / Revel

The Perfect Combination
"SEE NO EVIL"
"SPEAK NO EVIL"
and above aft
"HEAR NO EVIL

Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Mark Levinson 380 pre- amp

£5,495
£3,995

Mark Levinson Reference series
No.30.6 DAC 24/96 khz with power supply. . £ 16,495

Mark Levinson 380S pre- amp

£6,495

No.31.5 CD transport

£9,295

Mark Levinson 334 power amp

£ 5,495

No.32 pre- amp and Controller

£ 14,495

Mark Levinson 335 power amp

£7,495

No.32 phono modules for above

Mark Levinson 336 power amp

£ 8,995

No.33 mono amplifiers

Mark Levinson 33H mono amps
Mark Levinson 360 DAC
Mark Levinson 360S DAC

£ 19,395
£4,395
£6,895

Mark Levinson 37 CD transport
Mark Levinson 39 CD player

£3,995

£2,495
£29,995

The full Mark Levinson Reference system is
only on permanent demonstration at
HEATHERDALE AUDIO LTD.

£ 4,995

The main U.K. Dealer of Mark Levinson Reference Products
Thiel - Orchid speakers - Absolute sounds - SME - Copland - Audionote
See our pre- owned listing in the classified section
0% Finance available* (* subject to status)

Toft and much more

Primare enters AV with aflourish
Scandinavian brand Primare has entered

the AV world with three new products: a
DVD player, asurround processor and a
five-channel amplifier. The V20 DVD
player claims to use the best components

available, and to have audio replay quality
comparable to CD-only players within the
same price category of £999.99. The P30
is the processor and pre-amp for decoding
Dolby Digital, Pro- Logic and DTS
soundtracks. When listening to music, the
AV section can be bypassed to reduce

interference from the digital circuitry. It
includes one balanced analogue input and
output (For stereo use), plus seven
unbalanced audio inputs, and can accept
five video inputs. The matching power
amplifier is afive-channel monoblock
design, rated at 120 watt/ch. Agenerous
aluminium heatsink ensures cool running
for the bi-polar push/pull output stage. The
processor and power amplifier are priced
at £ 1999.99 and £ 1699.99 respectively.
UK distributorCSE Ltd, 01423 359054

Marantz has AV line-up

Best known in this country at least as a pure-audio brand,
Marantz ( UK) is now launching its complete home cinema
range. There are three DVD players, DV-4100 (£400) and
DV- 7010 (£600) with improved features and sound, plus CDRW playback, and the
top-of-the- range DV- 17
(£1200); receivers range
from base model SR4000
through the SR5000 ( 5x
70W, with DTS bLilt-in),
SR7000 ( 5x 100W, DTS
built-in) and SR8000 ( 5x
100W, DTS built-in, with
MSM, multi-source/multiroom facilities); amplifiers ( all THX Ultra approved) include
the AV9000 pre-tuner, AV91000 pre-tuner with THX
Surround EX and MSM , the five-channel MM9000 ( 160W
x5) and two mono power amplifiers. These are the 200W
MA700 and the slim 125W MA6100 (£250), which is
designed so that five placed side- by- side match the width of
a receiver. Also promised is the compact VP8000 projector
(around £6000), using Texas Instruments' CLP technology,
and the FT4200 plasma TV ( around £ 10,000) with 42in flat
screen and built in tuner. Marantz Hi Fi ( UK) 01753 680 868.

HarmanIKardon adds new receivers
Distributor Gamepath Ltd has announced anew range of
Harman/Kardon AV receivers — the AVR 500, AVR 300 and
AVR 200. Leading the series is the AVR 500 RDS at around
£600, which sports the usual decoding Facilities of DTS, Dolby
Digital and Dolby Pro-Logic, plus proprietary DSP technology
billed as 'Lexicon Logic 7' and 'VMAx 3D VirtualTheater'. The
DAC is 24- bit 96kHz capable, to match current 24/96
sources. It additionally offers an RDS FM tuner. Power output is
5x70 watts of high-current, wide-bandwidth power with
'immeasurably low transient intermodulation distortion'.
Similarly specified but without the extra DSP Functions, the
£500 ' 300 offers
5x50W; the £400
'200 is rated at 5x
40W. Gamepath Ltd,
01908 317707.

Tannoy adds
Revolution, nil( and Saturn AV speakers
Tannoy has added four home
cinema models to its Mercury mX
speaker range, launched earlier this
year. The mXC centre channel
(£99.90) combines two 145mm (6in)
bass units with asingle 25mm ( Iin)
soft-dome tweeter, and is
magnetically shielded by alarge
internal steel plate which also adds
stability. The mX4 '
front' speaker
(£349.90) is afloorstander, again
using twin 145mm drivers, to give
the bass weight demanded by home
cinema applications; the mXR rear
(£99.90/pair) has asingle 100mm
(4in) bass unit
plus a25mm
TIIMUY
tweeter.
Finally the
mXSub 10
(left, £249.9C)
has a250mm

New centre and surrounds from AIR
AudioPlus, UK distributor of the
German-made ALR/Jordan
loudspeakers, has new centre and
surround speakers. The £700 Note
Centre has solid wood curves, and
includes aracetrack passive radiator
on the rear panel. It uses two 130mm
aluminium-coned mid/bass drivers
and a25mm polyester-dome HF unit

Musical Fidelity continues AV drive
To complement its Home Theatre

Processor, Musical Fidelity has
announced the HT600 (£ 1999), a
matching five-channel power amplifier.
With five separate monoblock
amplifier modules based on the
company's A.,cR
a amplifier, but minus
the latter's unusual choke- regulated
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(10in) driver powered by a150W
amp. Tannoy has also been ringirg
the changes in its Saturn range, too.
All Saturn speakers are now
available in cherry/champagne
finish or black, while the new Saturn
rear speakers, S6LR and 58-12
feature 165mm (6.5in) and 200mn
(8in) drive units and sell at £380
and £480 respectively, and so more
competitively priced than the LCR
models they replace. Completing the
Saturn range is the new S-Sub15,
based on a38Ornm ( 15in) twin
voice-coil driver, driven by a400W
amplifier. Variable phase adjustment
combined with an input level control
allows fine-tuning to match the rest
of the system. Finally, there's now a
centre-channel speaker in the
Revolution series, the RC ( 229.90).
Call Tannoy on 01234 420199.

power supply, the HT600 boasts a
power output of 5x120 watts. High
stability and good load tolerance are
claimed, along with reliability that 'can
be taken for granted'. It is finished in
the same stylised brushed aluminium and-gold as the HIP and A3 range.
Musical Fidelity, 020 8900 2866.

mounted atop the cabinet. A new
dipole surround has been added to
the Entry series. It uses apair of
110mm ceramic-coated abminiumconed drivers either end ol a365mm
box. These are supplemented by two
25mm soft-dome HF units. The Entry
Dipole costs £400/pair. AudioPlus,
0208642 4436.

Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

allaerts
amazon
argento
ars acoustica
art
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
decca london
dnm
ear yoshino
ergo
final
graham
helios
living voice
morch
musical fidelity
mv1
Audio Physic Virgo 2, from £2999

Avantgarde Uno, from £ 5300 (white)

When you buy aWalrus System ...

EAR Yoshino V20 £2699

... strange things start to happen in your life.
You may lose interest in going beyond your front door.
The art of conversation in your household will almost
certainly suffer. The television will sit neglected in the
corner, and the computer will remain unused (you'll
save a packet off-line). The dog will develop neuroses
through lack of attention. Your appetite will probably
suffer ( might be a benefit depending on your waistline)
and your partner will be cursing us ( unless they share

your interest in music, of course).
But we don't consider ourselves responsible for all this.
We're only trying to make a living, and anyway, you're
a responsible adult and quite capable of making your
own choices in life. Someone, somewhere, though, is
bound to blame us, and you can be sure our solicitor is
ready waiting ...

Transfiguration Spirit £950

Amazon Audio Model 1 £ 2500
Morch DP6 Gold £800

noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
phy cables
plinius
pro-ject
rega turntables
strumenti acustici-di precisione
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tci cables
tom evans
totem
townshend audio
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamura-churchill

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items, subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Roksan

Building home cinema products to audiophile standards isn't easy: but Roksan tries
harder than most with its DSP processor' controller
by

KEN

KESSLER

)

O

nce
upon
a
time,
manufacturers could bank
on a masochistic streak in
audiophiles which allowed the
proliferation of much minimalist
nonsense. It travelled under the
guise of purism, anotion that ' less is
more', which — while it was true up
to a point regarding the cleanliness
of the signal path — was allowed to
run rampant. While the cynics
suspected that the more dastardly
manufacturers used minimalism as a
way to increase profits (leave out
loads of stuff but charge absurdly
high prices), many consumers
actually believed the guff.
And so, in the late 1970s and early
1980s, we found ageneration of selfabnegating music lovers willing to
hand over bags of cash for... nothing.
In return for high-end outlay, they
were denied balance and tone
controls, remote control, extra
inputs, filters and anything else
beyond source select and volume
which might make life easier, hi-fi
more pleasurable to use. Hell, some
people were so gullible that they even
denied themselves the ' luxury' of
more than one speed on aturntable.
It was during this bleak era of
wholesale deception — truly audio's
Dark Ages — that Roksan was born:
yet another turntable manufacturer
out to topple Linn, another hero out
to defeat the Minotaur. Roksan
always marched to a different beat
(tweeters suspended on springs...),
and for that we admire them. So it
was at first with a sense of
exculpation that I approached
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Roksan's Caspian DSP, a fivechannel A/V surround sound
processor from a manufacturer with
its roots in analogue lunacy. But I
still think that there's no excuse for
proffering acomponent so far out of
touch with consumers' requirements,
and that Roksan deserves a solid
thwack upside its collective head to
force some sense into it.
It appears to me that the Caspian
DSP must have been designed by an
analogue-born Rip Van Winkle, who
woke up one day to find himself
working in a sub-genre of home
entertainment where ( 1) stereo is the
secondary format, (2) analogue the
secondary technology, and (3) video a
key part of the formula. Only he didn't
have aclue, but went ahead anyway.
Note that Iwas granted the review
of the Caspian DSP because I
adored the five-channel amplifier to
which it should be mated. Hell, I've
been aCaspian fan since Day 1, and
have used the integrated amp and
CD player as mid-price references.
So, to criticise the series' latest entry
with such seeming vitriol is not easy.
Iwant the world to have need for a
UK-made, £ 1295 processor. Iwant
this chamfered-cornered, built-likea- vault, alive- against- all- odds
outsider to vie with the Denons and
Onkyos and Yamahas and TAGS, if
only to disprove the industry adage
which argues that AN hardware is
so complex — video being an
entirely different discipline — that it
will sort out the men from the boys.
In other words, we need the A/V
equivalent of, say, TVR: a

The Roksan
wins the
biggest battle
in the war by —
above all else
— sounding like
an audiophile
product. Once
Igot it
working, which
wasn't easy, I
was rewarded
with the sort
of silky sound
quality which
bridges the
gap between
the artifice of
home theatre
and the
naturalness of
purist audio

SUPPLIER
Roksait Azidl
Ltd,
6Northfield
Industrial Estate,
Beresford Ave,
Alperton,
Middlesex
HAO 1NW.
Tel: 020 8900
6801

stubbornly
British
car
manufacturer of minuscule
market surviving amidst the
Porsches and BMWs.
At first examination, the Caspian
DSP seems to have hit the mark. Its
sheer heft and rather large
dimensions (435x70x420mm, whd)
inspire confidence: no empty box
here containing little more than a
mother board and power supply.
This is clearly 'serious' equipment.
And the Roksan wins the biggest
battle in the war by — above all else
— sounding like an audiophile
product. Once Igot it working,
which wasn't easy, Iwas rewarded
with the sort of silky sound quality
which bridges the gap between the
artifice of home theatre and the
naturalness of purist audio.
The sound is not impressive,
which may or may not be ademerit
depending on how you like your Die
Hard 3, Armageddon and Lost In
Space. Instead, it suggests afreedom
from the sort of fatigue- inducing
artefacts which mar entry-level
home-theatre components. For
those entering the A/V waters with
but atouch of the toe, this unit can
serve as an audio-only (read: stereo)
pre-amp without fear of upsetting
the purists.
Curiously, though, the Roksan
doesn't sound 'big' — the downside
of its refusal to impress in motion
picture terms. Ican liken it only to
going to experiencing a small twoway monitor after alifetime with big
panels. Unfortunately, Iwas listening
to it through panels for the entire
session (Martin-Logans). To my ears,
this system was voiced by a team
which never visited amovie house —
impossible, Iknow, but the unit had
no sympathy for the cinematic. Sure,
the 5.1 processing worked as it
should, but that's as far as it goes.
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The reference speaker
with Parisian style

NIL speakers
"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even more amazing they disappear into the vast
soundstage they create. " — What Hie?

BC
Acoustique

is distributed in the UK by

The Audiophile Club

Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax: 020 8372 3772

You got your surround sound, but
almost grudgingly.
To my dismay, it sounded just
like what it was: apurist audiophile's
interpretation of a home theatre
product. It's as if the unit was
designed in a vacuum,
despite boasting Dolby
Digital 5.1 and DTS
decoding, the sort of setup facilities which allow
you to fine-tune 5.1 channels
(including speaker delay), DAC
level trim to match inputs, dynamic
range compression for late night
While
listening, and afew other unique-toit's easy
home-theatre elements. But that's it.
Take them away, and you're in a to applaud
Roksan's
Flat Earth hell-hole, circa 1979.
attempt at
Let's start with the remote. While
breaking away
I'm certain Roksan thought it was
from the
being trendy, surely the frosty-blue
button-filled
iMac look is already past its sell-by
overkill of
date. The remote control is finished
most Japanese
in that tedious see-through blue
AN receivers,
plastic in a feeble attempt at
some with 50
appealing to Mac owners. But,
buttons ,
ar
unlike clear-blue-coloured computer
more, the
peripherals such as printers and
Caspian's
scanners, which at least relate to
dearth of
something computeresque, this is out
controls
of place next to a solid-metal piece
borders
of sculpture like a Caspian
on the
component.
sadistic
And it's as minimalist as the unit
itself, with only two buttons each for
input and volume (up-and-down),
test tone and level trim select with
plus-and-minus control, DAC and
delay select, select and set-up
buttons for the various surround
modes and stereo, a mute and
power-on. Spoiled as Iam by the
Lexicon, I'd prefer at the very least a
button for direct access to each
input, instead of having to scroll
through them.
Then, the front panel. While
it's easy to applaud Roksan's
attempt at breaking away from the
button-filled overkill of most Japanese
A/V receivers, some with 50 buttons
or more, the Caspian's dearth of
controls borders on the sadistic. No
volume control, for ****' ssake!
Flanking the display, which tells you
which source, what processing type,
what level has been set, and if you've
hit overload, are three buttons to the
left and three to the right. On the left
are on/off from standby (the main AC
on/off is at the back), and two buttons
for scrolling up and down the inputs;
on the right are buttons to choose
stereo (2ch downmix), Pro Logic or
5.1. That's it. Er... doh. Icould just
about live with that array, but no
volume control? Iuse the Lexicon's
rotary all the time, and not because
I've misplaced the remote or the
batteries have gone dead. It's a
HI-F1 NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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natural extension
of using the system, full
stop. Maybe I'm the only schmuck on
the planet who does so, but it
wouldn't have killed Roksan to allow
users the option. No volume
control... gimme abreak.
But the real demonstration of
detachment from the real world is
around the back. What you get are
four sets of analogue inputs, a
cluster of phonos for
surround, centre and
sub inputs from, say,
DVD
players
with
analogue multi-channel
outputs, analogue tape out
and the requisite six outputs
for the 5.1 channels. On the
digital side, you get one coaxialonly output and one optical and
three coaxial digital inputs, one for
AC-3/RF, the others for two-channel
sources. Then, as athrowback to the
very worst days of computing, a
cheap and nasty DIP switch array for
selecting subwoofer on/off, centre
speaker on/off and surrounds on/off.
Quite clearly, Roksan is so locked
in a two- channel mindset that it
treats 5.1 channel like a necessary
evil. On auser-friendly, modern A/V
processor, the DIP switches'
functions would appear on a dropdown menu, accessible via remote.
But that presupposes an on-screen
display...
So now, we get to what's missing.
On the back is anine-pin computer
socket marked ' video switch port'.
Yup, video switching is an optional
extra (not supplied for review), and
with aprice pegged at 'maybe COO
or 000', which puts this perilously
close — at upwards of £ 1500-£1600
— to a truckload of rivals with
comprehensive video switching as
standard. If my maths (see above) are
correct, there's only the one 5.1

digital input, compounded
by no S-video inputs,
no balanced
inputs, no
coaxial
video,
no
SCART —
nothing, nada,
nyet. So Icalled
Touraj and had to
cut the conversation
short before Ilost my
rag: he had the chutzpah
to tell me that Roban fitted
so few inputs on the back
because consumers didn't want
all of the leads going to one place,
and that his DVD player wasn't in the
same place as his processor. Which
makes him the only schmuck on the
planet...
And there Iwas, thinking that the
beauty of those massive Japanese
A/V receivers, if you can deny your
high- end tendency, was the
concentration of everything in one
place. One AC cable, one cluster of
video inputs, another for audio
inputs, a remote that operates your
entire system including TV and
most sources and the controller, all
in one tidy array. Silly me.
Idon't want to go on any further
with this, because it's starting to
look like I'm kicking a man when
he's down. So, to sum up, Roksan
missed agreat opportunity here; I'm
sure that I'm not the only one who
awaited an ideal mate for the
company's superb multi- channel
amplifier. And, sonically, the
Caspian DSP is areal alternative for
those who just can't abide the thin,
overly-processed interpretation of
surround sound according to the
mass-market manufacturers.
But this product should never
have left the factory in such a
stripped-down, feature- less form.
Unless, that is, Roksan was misled
by market research which involved
canvassing people who have never
operated an A/V set-up, or who plan
to use their A/V system only for
listening to two-channel CDs, and
who gave them a resounding, ` Yes!
Give us an A/V processor with no
video switching, a shortage of
inputs, a masochist's remote! And
then charge us the same as Yamaha
or Denon or Nakamichi would while
throwing in all the extras AND five
channels' worth of amplification!'.
Wake up, guys: this is 2000 and
you've tossed your hat into the home
cinema arena. If you want to
pretend otherwise, then stick with
stereo audio, which you do so very
well. Otherwise, you should know
that the 'V' in `A/V' does not stand
for 'vinyl'.
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here's no doubt about it.
Home cinema is making abig
impact — not necessarily with
traditional hi-fi oriented music
lovers, but certainly with film
enthusiasts and those who just want
it as part of a certain ` lifestyle' —
and although that term is much
overused, it does say something
about adifferent approach to audio.
There are aproportion of people (I
suspect most readers), who grew up
with hi-fi, and who are quite happy
to sit in front of two or more large
loudspeaker boxes. But this is

quality sound, they should be
capable of offering the best of both
worlds — quality and discretion —
and, at just under 90mm thick in
total, including their curved grilles,
you can't get much more discreet.
Because all loudspeakers change
their performance depending on
where they are located, AR has
included aplacement compensation
network ( not in the 252C centre
channel), which may be switched to
either 'wall' for wall mounting or a
`stand' setting for placement away
from the wall boundary.

Phantom in the house
Ifyour mansion house needs haunting, just call for
Acoustic Research's Phantom surround speakers
by DAVE BERRIMAN

anathema to the vast majority of
new customers coming to home
cinema, who simply want sound
without bulk and bother. One
solution is to build speakers into the
walls. While that's OK in the
birthplace of custom installation,
the USA, where hollow stud walls
are the norm, it's not so simple in
Britain, with our solid walls.
Another problem is that the
majority of in-wall speakers are not
really up to the demands of home
theatre or real hi-fi in either powerhandling or sonic fidelity.
Acoustic Research is, of course,
an old name in hi-fi, pioneer of the
modern type of sealed-box, speaker
(or Acoustic Suspension as AR used
to call it) and dome diaphragms, not
to mention the suspendedsubchassis turntable. After a few
years of absence it's good to see the
AR logo adorning loudspeakers —
and now happily reverting to its
original curvy and more attractive
form!

OFF THE WALL
In case you hadn't guessed by now,
the Phantom system is Acoustic
Research's elegant solution to the
wall-mount problem. By designing
five very slim and stylish units that
can be mounted directly on to walls,
AR has overcome amajor objection.
For astart, there's no need to knock
holes. Also, as these are proper
home-cinema speakers, designed to
take the power and deliver good60

Each model in the Phantom range
is made from aluminium extrusions
— in asimilar vein to the Celestion
C series Itested in HFNIRR July.
The advantages of aluminium
include a very thin cabinet wall
thickness, which means the external
size of the speakers can be
minimised (ideal, when designing
something as slender as possible).
Another benefit is that grooves and
ledges can be moulded in to help
assembly and hold the front grilles,
for example. The extrusions are
simply cut to length, anodized and
finished off with front baffles and
metal tops and bottoms.
The metal cabinets are vibrationdamped internally, to minimise
unwanted sound output, and the
front baffles are covered in an
elastomeric neoprene damping
material for the same reason — as
well as avoiding reflections and
diffractions from the baffle edges.
The AR system under review
starts with Phantom 8.3 speakers
(£900/pair) for front left and right.
Drive units are a 25mm plasmahardened titanium dome tweeter,
50mm MagAlloy dome midrange
and 200mm Illusion long- throw
carbon-fibre woofer. The rears are
the Phantom 6.2 (£525/pair), atwoway speaker, comprising the same
tweeter as the 8.3 with a single
165mm Illusion long-throw carbonfibre woofer. The centre-channel
252C (£300) uses the same 25mm
plasma-hardened titanium tweeter
AUGUST 2000
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Sowed
plus two 130mm long- throw
carbon- fibre woofers, again by
Illusion. This has a very simple
single foot, which makes for very
stable support on a flat surface.
What would happen on top of a
curved TV, though, is anybody's
guess, but of course, when wallmounted this is not an issue.
The fronts and centre-channel, at
90dB/W/m, are just a dB more
sensitive than the rears, which
makes for ease of setting-up. The
loudspeakers certainly do look
smart. Viewed from the front, their

£499. With a 300mm long-throw
woofer, tuned by two flared ports,
nearly 80mm in diameter and just
over 270mm long, firing downwards
into the 45° angled lower front edge
of the cabinet. It's powered by a
300W Bob Carver-designed Sunfire
amplifier, which is mounted along
with the inputs, outputs, and mains
on/off, on a large smooth metal
panel, which doubles up as a
heatsink. The usual inputs for LFE
or normal stereo are provided here,
while there's also an LFE out —
perhaps for daisy- chaining sub

frequency (40Hz-120Hz), the frontmounted slider or the cheap-looking
escutcheon for that proud gold AR
logo. Why aslider, Iwondered, with
its ghetto-blaster associations, when
a rotary control would have been
not only more credible but also
more durable?
And why not put it around the
back like virtually every other
manufacturer, where kids can't
fiddle with it? Once set, it shouldn't
need adjusting, and if it does, then
there are usually programmable
controls in the receiver for just that

matt- anodised aluminium edges
contrast with the dark grilles to
make aperfect match with the latest
widescreen plasma video displays.
They may all be wall- mounted to
create a complete home- cinema
system, but AR also makes available
the very smart MS1 aluminium
speaker stand (£ 239/pair), for
situations where wall-mounting is
not appropriate. Four of these
stands were supplied.

woofers. High-level (speaker level)
inputs are also on the rear panel for
use in systems with no bass LFE
output, such as two-channel music
systems. A linear level control is
mounted at the front, running in a
plastic slot adorned by the AR logo.
Compared to
the
elegant
aluminium main speakers, the
subwoofer is, in my view, not
exactly the most attractive box on
the planet. It wasn't just me either:
all who saw it declared it a dog!
Unfortunately, the impression
wasn't enhanced by the thin and
somewhat bendy control for
adjusting the low-pass cut-off

purpose. Sorry AR, but this woofer
just doesn't look the part. Indeed, I
learned only later that this sub is not
part of the Phantom range, and so is
not really the correct sub for the
system — apity really, as the review
would have made more sense if a
genuinely matching one could have
been supplied.
The Phantoms were set up with
five- channel
home- theatre
electronics; on stands and close to
the walls, with the placement
compensation switches set to `wall'.
They produced very good results
with movie soundtracks. The dome
midrange units may well do a little

AND THE SUBWOOFER...
Finally, the review system package
was completed by the the Acoustic
Research S 300 active sub-woofer at
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The metal
cabinets are
vibrationdamped
internally, to
minimise
unwanted
sound output,
and the frcnt
baffles are
covered in an
elastomeric

neoprene
damping
material
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STATE OF THE ART

THE NEW MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY HAS ARRIVED ,

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

WE ARE ONE OF THE FEW TO BE DEMONSTRATING THIS

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING

MARTIN LOGAN PRODOGY
We believe the prodigy to be
unbeatable at it's price!
Incorporating the latest technology

KRELL KPS28 CD PLAYER - afantastic new CD player from our favourite
manufacturer priced at £7777
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 6 - amajor advance on what was our benchmark
MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY - afabulous new speaker from this world-class company
LOEWE TELEVISIONS - we now stock this premium range incl the top of the range ACONDA
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MAHLER LOUDSPEAKERS - top-class sound and finish
MARANTZ CD7 CD PLAYER • outrageous value for money
LEXICON MC1 HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - superb quality
THETA DREADNOUGHT POWER AMP - awesome!!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company
NAIM AUDIO CDS Mk2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money
-audition an absolute must!
NAKAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8 -perfect on the wall
DENON AVC-A1OSE HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - aknock-out for £ 1300
SHARP LCD MONITORS - 15" AND 20" ON DEM
NEC 4r GAS PLASMA MONITOR - just brilliant!!

'STATEMENT SPEAKER

from their 'Statement' reference
speaker. A truly remarkable speaker
that should be on every-one's
shortlist.

THETA CASANOVA
We thought that we

INTEREST

should remind our

FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

readers of the
Casanova. Truly an

SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £1249
ROTEL RDV985 - sets the DVD standard at £600 • multi-region to boot

audiophile product

AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled
sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13.582 PREAMPLIFIER • agreat sound

cinema performance!

with unbeatable
Theta, the only
manufacturer that

CABLES & ACCESSORIES FROM TRANSPARENT NORDOST, CABLE TALK,

makes completely

GM AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - the elite • now even better looking and superb value

upgradeable cinema
products!

NAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAIIABLE

SALE LIST 20 APRIL 2000
B & W NAUTILUS 805 EX DEM CHERRY INCL STANDS
KRELL KSP7B PREAMPLIFIER

THETA DREADNOUGHT
Theta has come up with a

£ 1295
£795

1800)
SH

COPLAND CSA14 AMPLIFIER
«
£795
MERIDIAN 506 CD PLAYER 24 BIT
£795
CASTLE ISIS SPEAKERS EX DEM
£ 150
NAIM CD3.5
£895
NAIM NAT 3AMPLIFIER EX DEM
£550
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO WALNUT
£479
SONUS FABER CONCERTO WALNUT
£750
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAND PIANO
£ 1395
RUARK TALISMAN
£350
ARCAM ALPHA 5PLUS CD PLAYER
£275
B & W 802 BLACK
£3950
CASTLE HARLECH MAHOGANY
£595
MARANTZ DR700 CD RECORDER EX DEM
£350
PIONEER PDR 555W CD RECORDER EX DEM
f249
NAIM NAP90 POWER AMP
f350
MARANTZ DVD690 DVD PLAYER EX DEM
£350

SH
SH

from your amplifier? Do

SH

you simply need a stereo

XD
XD
XD
XD
XD
SH
SH
1£6000)
XD
SH
XD
SH
XD

AUDIO ALCHEMY V3.0 D/A CONVERTER
£ 195
TEAC P30 CD TRANSPORT EX DEM
£1750
DENON AVR900 NV AMPLIFIER
£295
ONKYO TX DS838 NV AMPLIFIER AC3 EX DEM
£750
YAMAHA DSP Al NV AMPLIFIER BLACK EX DEM
£895
AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN BOX PHONO STAGE
£ 100
TEAC VRDS25 CD PLAYER EX DEM
£895
ORELLE XTC CDT TRANSPORT/DAC
£795
VIDIKRON HELIUS PROJECTOR - OUR DEMONSTRATOR £7995

SH
XD
XD
XD
XD
SH
XD
SH
XD

NAIM CD3
£595
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK 1
£2995
LINN MIMIK II CD PLAYER
£595
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5MINT BLACK
£9995
THETA JADE CD TRANSPORT OUR DEMONSTRATOR £ 1960

SH
SH
SH
SH
XD

RE VOX B77
P.O.A.
DAVIS LITEBEAM PROJECTOR
£2295
AUDIO RESEARCH VT60
£ 1395
KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP
£5495
P.O.A.
ATC SCA 2PREAMPLIFIER
B & W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD
£2495
WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM
£9495
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - OUR DEMONSTRATOR £ 1995

XD
XD
SH
SH
XD
XD

TA X-FFI/E/E EXPORT" _
s- Fir
IL-IA ic -GORVJEOTA leA ILA E3LE CI,A1 MANY 17-E/leS_
Agencies include Audio Analogue. Audio Research, BOW, Cable Talk, Castle, Copland. Denon, GM Audio Tables, Goldring. Graal. Jadis,

power amp and what an
amp! What do you want

amp or perhaps bi-amping?
With the Dreadnought you
can have up to five channel
for your cinema system!
THETA CARMEN
Due in this month the long awaited Theta Carmen DVD/CD transport.
Based on the reference David DVD/CD transport, now made affordable'
The Carmen will enable you to play your CD's and DVD's at a
new performance high!
A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG McLAREN SPECIAL OFFER
WAS
NOW
EX-DEM
ADCOM GFP555 PER AMP DC/DEM
£499.99 £200.00
CASTLE AVON SPEAKERS MAHOGANY EX/DEM
£729.90 £585.00
DENSEN DMIO INTG AMP EX/DEM
£ 13795.00 £ 1100.00
TAG McLAREN 60iRV INTO AMP DC/DEM
£999.95
£700
SECONDHAND
Audiolab 8000 per amp
£550.00
£250.00
£5150.00
Audio Research SPI IPre Amp s/h
£1600.00
£24000.00
Accuphase DP90/91 Transport & D to A s/h
£8500.00
Angstrom Cinema Director s/h
£3495.95
£900.00
£700.00
Amain 170.2 Transport s/h
£275.00
£6000.00
B&W Naut802 Speakers Cherry s/h
£4250.00
£3998.00
Duntech Marquis Speakers s/h
£999.00
£1698.00
Exposure 17 & 18 Pre Power s/h
£800.00
£3200.00 £ 1400.00
Gryphon Phono Stage s/h
JBL 4425 Speakers s/h
£1700.00
£600.00
£3395.00
KEF 107 Speakers (with Cube) s/h.
£ 1400.00
Krell KBW ( for Wilson Whow)
£900.00
Muse 18 Sub Woofer s/h
£4000.00 £1500.0)
Nakamichi RX-505E Auto/Rev Deck s/h
£999.00 £600.00
Nakamichl CA-7E Pre & PA-7E Power
£4405.00 £ 1500.00
NVA PRESO and Power70 + Cabling s/h
£ 1400.00 £550.00
Revox B77 Open Reel s/h
£2450.00 £900.00
Ruait Broadsword speakers black s/h
£800.00 £300.00
Rotel RC972 Remote Pre
£250.00 £ 125.00
Theta Data MK2 (Silver) s/h
£3290.00 £ 1500.00
Wadia WT3200 Transport s/h
£2400.00 £700.00
Wadia X64.4 D to A
£5000.00 £1500.00

Jamo. Koetsu, Krell. Lexicon, Loewe. Lyra, Manants, Martin Logan, Michell, MRS, Musical Fidelity, NAO, Nain, NEC Gas Plasma Screens.

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR 'BUY NOW PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

Nordost Cables. Onle, Opera. Ortolon, Pioneer, Proac, OUAD. ROL Subwoolers, Role), Sennheiser. SME, Sonance, Sonus Faber, Stands

INCLUDING 2 'CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W ( INC 800 NAUT), BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON, CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, [WA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KRELL, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJEKT, GUADRASPIRE, QED, REL, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON

Unique, Stax, Tannoy, Target. Teac, Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables. Unison Research van den Au), Vidikron. Wilson, Yamaha

Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm
WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH BIGGER PREMISES WITH SUPERB PURPOSE-BUILT DEM ROOMS

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
Website: HYPERL1NK http://www.oxford-audio.co.uk

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
Tel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798 Email: acoustic-arts.co.uk
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)

AL'
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Surrouded
something extra. Logically ( from
AR's persuasive argument stressing

home cinema set up. The Phantom

the superiority of dome mids), AR
should have put a dome in the
centre channel too, as the centre
channel not only handles punishing

Tested as part of the overall system,
they are a lot better than some rear
speakers — which may use cheaper
tweeters and woofers than the fronts

dialogue but often compromises
dispersion for the convenience of
two side-by-side woofers.

in abid to save cost.
Here, you get drivers just as good
(though without the mid- dome of

In reality, though, those two
carbon- fibre woofers in the 252C
are quite clearly more than up to the
job, as the dialogue from the centre

course) as at the front, and the spec
is similar. With a claimed response
of 60Hz-20kHz (+/- 3dB), these are

channels

was

very

clear

and

articulate, making this one of the
best Ihave heard. Not only that, the
background sounds from the centre
channel and the others are really
clear and convincing.
The front pair of 8.3 speakers
were tested both within the 5.1
channel system and individually
with agood-quality stereo set up.
Perhaps not surprisingly for an
American product, there was plenty
of bass from the 8.3s without the
addition of asub. Bass was not only
full, rich and well controlled, but
quite deep. For many users, they
will be quite adequate on their own,
for music if not for movies.
Midrange delivery was excellent,
although the top end bordered on
the fizzy when used in a top-notch
hi-fi system, despite those plasmastiffened tweeters.
But perhaps that's missing the
point. They did sound great in the

6.2 rears also worked very well.

more than adequate for the 80Hz
internal high-pass filter cut-off in
many home cinema receivers. I
suspect you could just as easily use

Igot the feeling that something like
a REL, with its comprehensive
filtering arrangement, may have
been a better choice, but even so it
would add merely one octave.

CONCLUSION
While they might not be my first
choice for a hi-fi music system, the
Phantom 8.3, 6.2 and 252C made
up a very competent home cinema
set up; and in stereo, the pair of 8.3s
mounted close to the wall were
quite creditable Idon't think Iever
found the ideal subwoofer setting in
the 5.1 set-up, but with a well-

four of these 6.2 models all round,
plus a 252C centre with a sub to

blended sub I'm certain results
would be even better.

handle the low bass. Indeed, they
might even blend better within a

These may be ' lifestyle' products
and are certainly not inexpensive

sub-based system.
the

but, pretty as they are, the ultra-slim
Phantom wall speakers are not

subwoofer to a system which
included the Phantom 8.3 —

merely for show. They create very
convincing and enjoyable sounds all

already generous in bass delivery
and extension — was not as

round with movie soundtracks. At
this price level — £ 1725 without the
active subwoofer — there may
indeed be better conventional

Paradoxically,

adding

successful as I had hoped. The
specification of the 8.3 claims a
45Hz-20kHz
which is quite
sealed box it
below 45Hz at

response (+/- 3dB),
healthy, and being a
will roll off slowly
12dB per octave.

Ifound it difficult to adjust the
sub to blend in the woofer without

floorstanding and stand- mounting
loudspeakers, but the AR Phantoms
certainly
seriously.

deserve

to

be

taken

In situations where on-wall is the
preferred option, they really do have

boosting the bass already there, and
when Ithought Ihad it right, on the

to be on the ' must hear' shopping

very lowest turnover frequency of

little else out there that does abetter
job of it.

40Hz, it still drew attention to itself.

list, as I suspect there's precious

DRIVE UNIT TECHNOLOGIES
One major design challenge with the Phantom series was the
woofers. Clearly, home cinema places strong demands on bass
delivery and power handling. Wimpy woofers are just not up to
it. Air must be moved - and lots of it - especially with those
heavy special effects. So, large cones are needed, and this
usually means deeper cones, too. Conventional drive units would
simply be too deep, with their large rear- mounted magnets, to
meet the brief of asuper-slim cabinet. The answer came from the
Nevada-based loudspeaker engineers at Illusion Audio,
who designed an ultra-slim bass driver with a
curvilinear cone made from extra- strong woven
carbon fibres. Compared to softer
materials, carbon-fibre allows the use of
ashallower cone for the some stiffness.
The other innovation is the
positioning of asuper powerful
Neodymium magnet on ashort stalk
protruding from the centre of the convex
side of the cone. This occupies asmall part of
the air space between the front of the cone and the grille,
adding little to the depth, while the position behind the diecast
aluminium chassis normally filled by the magnet is left entirely
vacant, allowing the rear of the woofer chassis (or basket is it is
usually called) to be very close to the rear of the cabinet. The
total depth of the 200mm driver, for example, is only 56mm ( 85
or 90mm is typical). Add to that avoice-coil made from edgewound aluminium wire on ahigh- strength Kapton Former, an
aluminium 'shorting' ring on the magnet's pole piece, to reduce
second harmonic distortion, plus alinear long-throw motor
system and you have aunit which is claimed to handle deep,
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powerful bass. The basic concept of using afront-mounted
magnet is not new, having been applied to inexpensive lowpower car loudspeakers many years ago. But with the high-tech
neodymium-powered carbon-Fibre Illusion woofer, AR claims to
have achieved real hi-fi performance from this old idea, which
was further developed and patented by Illusion Audio for survival
in modern high- power in-car hi-fi systems: hardly surprising, for
the company that pioneered dome midrange and tweeter units,
AR, uses both in the Phantom. AR virtually invented
the dome diaphragm, afact surprisingly not even
mentioned on the company's publicity material!
The classic AR3a had both adome mid and a
dome tweeter - the first to do so - although
dome tweeters are now commonplace. Dome
midranges, though less common, provide good
dispersion and, if designed properly, smooth highFrequency performance. In the Phantom models, AR has
eschewed soft-cloth domes and gone instead for diaphragms
made from ametal it calls MagAlloy, comprising some 83%
aluminium and 17% magnesium. AR claims that this offers high
strength and stiffness to suppress the primary resonance, while
offering stable behaviour for low distortion. The dome is coupled
to abutyl rubber suspension to control its movement and absorb
energy. AR claims both awide dispersion and asmooth sound
from this midrange driver. The tweeter used in the Phantom series
has atitanium dome, but this differs from the norm by having
undergone aplasma-transfer hardening process, developed for
the semiconductor industry. This is said to create an even higher
stiffness-to- mass ratio than titanium alone, pushing the main
dome resonance beyond 20kHz.
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Af The British HUI
AreAudio Awards s
RECO

The British
Federation
of Audio
Back in 1965, agroup of
30 British hi-fi
manufacturers founded a
new trade organisation,
known then as the
Federation of British
Audio — their aim was to
promote the widest use of
the products of this
developing industry, both
at home and abroad.
Those pioneering hi-fi
makers helped gain
worldwide respect for
British equipment and to
set standards for a
thriving global industry.
Since then, and with a
change of name to reflect
its developing role, the
British Federation of
Audio's membership has
broadened to include a
mix of manufacturers and
distributors of audio,
home theatre and

2001

We need your vote!
In association with the British Federation of Audio, we've
initiated a new Awards programme designed to recognise
excellence of performance, design and all-round quality in every
audio/home cinema product category.
We believe that HiFi News & Record Review's readers are the most
knowledgeable, enthusiastic and dedicated hi-fi users to be found on the
planet. So we're asking you to nominate what you believe to be the best
products in each component category, using the form opposite.
We realise that completing this form will be quite atask — you may
have to draw on experience of friends' systems, dealer auditions or
exhibition demonstrations. So there's an incentive!
All completed voting forms will be entered in our prize draw — so you
could win afabulous £ 5500 home cinema and music system.
Throughout its long history, HiFi News & Record Review has sought
out and assessed the best equipment. We've always believed that every
product must be judged on its merits, regardless of price tag, brand
name, styling or marketing hype. So we're delighted to participate in an
Awards programme which does just that.
The winners of the The British Audio Awards 2001 will be announced
at The HiFi Show, which is sponsored by HiFi News & Record Review
and will be held at the Novotel London West on 21-24 September 2000.

VIEW

Hi Fi News
& Record
Review
First published in 1956,
HiFi News is easily the
longestestablished hi-fi
publication in the UK.
The magazine has seen
the hi-fi industry grow
from its hobbyist roots,
through the introductión
of stereo records and
broadcasting, on to the
mass-market hi-fi boom
of the late 1960s, through
the launch of compact
disc and on to today's
world of digital audio,
home cinema and
computer audio.
Throughout its history,
HiFi News has stood as
the leading technical
authority on hi-fi
equipment, with searching
laboratory tests
complementing athorough
and serious approach to
hi-fi listening. HiFi
News is also widely read
for the contributions of its
star columnists and for its

accessory products.

groundbreaking technical

Among the BFA's aims

articles. Since 1970, when
it officially became known

and objectives are to
present aunified voice for
the industry; to improve
the promotion of quality
consumer audio; to
promote high standards of
quality, design and
workmanship; and to
monitor and lobby
government regarding UK
and EC legislation.

Win this £5500 AV system!
One reader must win afabulous home cinema system, comprising:
Arcam Alpha 10P and Alpha 10P3 power amplifiers worth £ 1450;
Cable Talk interconnects and speaker cables worth more than £600;
Castle speakers worth over £2000; aCyrus AV5 processor/control
amplifier worth £ 1000; aHarman/Kardon DVD player worth £450
and TC1000 intelligent touchscreen remote control worth £230.
The winner will also receive a VIP wekome at the HiFi Show,
including one night's stay at the Novotel and an invitation to the
industry-only British Audio Awards dinner.

as HiFi News E
N Record
Review, the magazine has
included an authoritative
record review section too.
And, each September
since 1983, HiFi News
& Record Review has
sponsored the UK's
leading international
audio exhibition,
The HiFi Show.
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VOTING FORM

The British HUI
" *'Audio Award

Cut out this page
and post to:
The British Audio
Awards,

7(eyttly.

Hi Fi News & Record Review

2001

Complete

this

Editorial,
PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA

voting

than 4 August, 2000. In

to

form to nominate your

each category, name the

Awards, a product must be

choices for The British

product (give the full make

Audio Awards 2001.

and model) which you think

currently available in the
UK and where appropriate
must carry CE certification.

Simply fold, stamp and
post. To participate in the
Prize Draw, please make
sure you

have

nomination

made

for

a

every

is the best.
You may vote for any
product,

regardless

of

be

eligible

for

the

Please also note that the

country of manufacture. We

final Awards categories will
be confirmed, the votes

welcome

counted and in the event of a

votes

from

category and have included

overseas readers but regret

tie the winners determined at

your name and address.

that they cannot be entered

their

Also, please ensure we
receive your form not later

in the prize draw.
However, please note that

HFNIRR's committee of

BEST COMPONENT UP TO £500
Up to £300: in each of the followmg categories, you should vote for one product

discretion,

by

expert judges.

Completed forms should arrive by
21 July 2000
Name
Address

Tick here if you are asubscriber
Tick here only if you do not wish to receive
further mailings from HFN/RR, the BFA
or its member companies

BEST COMPONENT OVER £500
In each of the following categories, you should vote for one product which has a UK

which has a UK retail price of up to.000 inc VAT

retail price in excess of ‘500 inc VAT. Please note that there is no upper price limit, but
products must be in current series production and must be supplied with CE certification

Amplifier

Amplifier

Stereo Tuner

Stereo Tuner

Analogue Source

Analogue Source

Digital Source (two channel)

Digital Source (two channel)

Stereo loudspeaker

Stereo loudspeaker

DVD player

DVD player

A/V Processor

AN Processor

Receiver

Receiver

Multi-channel amplifier

Multi-channel amplifier

A/V front UR loudspeakers

A/V front UR loudspeakers

Centre channel loudspeaker

Centre channel loudspeaker

Surround/Rear loudspeakers

Surround/Rear loudspeakers

Subwoofer

Subwoofer

Cables up to £ 100

Cables over £100

Loudspeaker cable (5m/pair)

Loudspeaker cable (5m/pair)

Interconnect cable

Interconnect cable

Video cable

Video cable
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From the revolution...
The evolution...

The stretched mylar sheet found in every
Quad electrostatic loudspeaker is over 100
times lighter than the diaphragms you'll
find in any moving coil speaker. The
speed and fine detail resolution of an ESL
is therefore unsurpassed, revealing a level
of musical information that simply defies
belief. Furthermore, Quad's patented
system of concentric anodes and delay
lines produce aspherical wavefront unlike
that from any other manufacturer. The
result is aspeaker that mimics the
behaviour of atrue point source more
accurately than any other loudspeaker in
the world. 'Walk through stereo imaging' is
one of the more popular phrases used to
describe this effect.

Being full range electrostatic loudspeakers
the all new Quad ESL 988, and ESL 989,
require no crossover circuitry thus
eliminating another of the notorious evils
of conventional speaker design. The taller
ESL 989 incorporates larger panels, so
giving improved dynamic range and
substantial bass reinforcement for those
requiring a bigger sound. Compared to the
previous ESL-63, both models incorporate
90% new components offering more rigid
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construction and acleaner signal path.

The Closest Approach to the Original Sound

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd. IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon PE29 6XtJ. Tel: 0845 458 0011 www.quad-hifi.co.uk

N,5
Audio Cables, Inc.

Purchase Factory Direct

www.noscables.com
1 ( 612) 371-4528

H,5
Electronics, Inc.

The NIBS/Shields Amplifier

sidelines
The answer is a matter of
arithmetic, not acoustics. If one
makes agiven fractional change to
any
linear
parameter,
the
proportional difference between its
old and new versions depends on
whether the change involves amove
up or down. Thus reducing 90 by a
third (=60) represents aratio of 3:2,
whereas increasing it by the same

Small rooms
OK for hi-fi,
Dopplerian
frequency
ratios,
pentagramic
magic,
ultrasonic
skullduggery

Below: Doppler
Effect with waves
on water. Vertical
agitation at a
constant rate
produces equal
wave-spacing in all
directions (left) but
source moving
steadily in one
direction (right)
spaces waves further
apart to rear and
closer together at
front, with
corresponding
frequency differences
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orne
clarifications
and
explanations this month in
response to queries arising
from remarks in recent issues. The
first involved Ken Kessler's May
'Headroom'
piece,
where
he
correctly quoted me as declaring that
my listening room is ` small and
dead'. The room has been discussed
here
before,
particularly
in
connection with an ongoing problem
of acoustic asymmetry and the need
to control reflectivity. However,
Ken's comment caused several
readers to ask me for the actual
dimensions, as they had rather small
rooms themselves and wondered
how a hi-fi guru such as myself
could manage to tolerate something
which may not be much larger.
The figures are 14ft 2in x 9ft lin
x 8ft 8in = 1115.5 cu.ft (4.32 x 2.77
x 2.64m = 31.6m 3)and while more
space would indeed be welcome, I
do live alone and rarely need to
accommodate more than two others
for listening purposes. So those in
similar circumstances can take heart,
as with proper acoustical care one
can obtain excellent reproduction
even in amere 1100 cu ft.
The next point arose from my
June piece about the Doppler Effect,
where again I've received anumber
of puzzled enquiries. These concern
my allocation of unequal frequency
shifts to front and rear at a given
velocity. The shift, it was argued,
must surely be the same in the two
directions, so how does it come
about in my example of what
happens at one-third of the speed of
sound that the upward and
downward changes correspond to
differing ratios?

AUGUST 2000

factor (= 120) gives a ratio of 4:3,
and this is exactly what happened to
the wave spacings in the case cited,
where that same fraction produced
corresponding
before-and-after
situations in wave-length, and
thereby reciprocally in frequency.
Regarding
the
Dopplerian
paradigm in general, Iomitted to
mention an important difference
between the cases of a moving
source and a moving observer. In
the former, the actual waves undergo
shortening or lengthening in the
direction of movement — as in the
two-dimensional aquatic version
illustrated here — but there's no
equivalent physical change with a
stationary source until sounds arrive
at the observer, whose own
movement then causes him/her to
sample the waves at a greater or
lesser rate, thereby altering their
frequency at the ear. The perceived
outcome is the same, but the
differing mechanism often goes
unmentioned in dictionary or
encyclopedia entries.
On a lighter note, Ishould have
tickled the fancy of motorists by
going beyond 70mph/minor-3rd
connection to point out the regions
of greater consonance at 85mph
(major-3rd) and 110mph (perfect5th). But these raise the risk of
dissonance with the law, so be wary.

PENTAGONS AND ENERGY
TRANSFERENCE
A further query concerns last
month's venture into the realm of
mathematical curiosities via the
Golden Section in relation to cable
design. A friend to whom Isent a
copy has complained that, having
dismissed the 6-core hexagon-based
cable which triggered the exercise, I
didn't then pursue the point that a
pentagon was needed to provide the
crucial ratio of 1.62, and thus
sidestepped the possible golden
option for cables with five cores.
Now
past
experience teaches
me that if friends
raise queries in
advance, readers
will follow after
publication. So in
the
cause
of
further enlightenment
regarding
audio connectors

featuring
the
supposedly
advantageous Golden Section in
their geometry, note that five
conductors of equal diameter should
be arranged in contiguous and
regular fashion around a stabilising
cylindrical core, when the distance
from the centre of each to the
centres of its two more distant
companions will be greater than that
to the centres of the nearer pair by
the golden ratio of 1.62. Moreover,
multiplying the diameter of the inner
core by that same figure would give
a2:3 relationship to the diameter of
the circle on which the five
conductors' centres lie — each at a
vertex of the underlying pentagon.
With the musical perfect- 5th thus
also hovering in the wings, one could
hardly ask for more, while it
wouldn't have escaped the notice of
some readers that a pentagon is
closely related to the pentagram.
Many believe this to have occult
properties, adding apossible extra
flavour to the associated publicity:
'Golden Ratio brings pentagramic
magic to audio connectors'.
And having broached promotional
matters, afew months ago Inoticed
anews item about a super-tweeter
where one point made in support of
its extended frequency range was
that cymbals generate sound up to
100kHz. They may indeed, but
radiation from the sun includes
energy at wavelengths vastly smaller
than
the
400
nm (0.4u.m)
characterising the extreme violet end
of visible spectrum, yet the optical
industry doesn't in consequence
exploit ultraviolet technology to
enhance the supposed realism of
domestic
photography
by
reproducing things we can't see.
To be fair, asupporting claim was
made that the customary 20kHz
upper limit is now widely believed
to be transcended by supplementary
bone conduction. How widespread
that belief actually is, and how firm
the evidence, Idon't know, although
an intriguing possible inference is
that better sonic contact with the
skull may aid the subjective impact
of clashing metal, etc.
But human hair introduces
increasing attenuation with rising
frequency, thus impairing ultrasonic
access to the bone beneath, so
perhaps we oldies who've avoided
baldness yet remain afflicted with
the usual declining HF acuity should
consider shaving our heads. Or is
there amarket opportunity here for
clip-on Hi-Fi Boosters, featuring
sonic catchment devices which feed
all that vital 100kHz information
directly to
the
cranium via
conductive rods? You never know,
skull clamps might soon be all the
rage.
John Crabbe
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TRIFIELD: A MISSED
Originating in the work of the late Michael Gerzon,
the Trifield system deserves wider recognition
by KEITH HOWARD

F

or many in the audio industry
the late Michael Gerzon enjoys
the status of a latter-day Alan
Blumlein. Although different in
many respects — for instance,
Gerzon
was
a
talented
mathematician whereas Blumlein
generally shunned the use of
equations — the two shared an
intense interest in and rare insight
into the reproduction of natural,
three-dimensional sound fields.
Sadly, both also met untimely
deaths: Blumlein in the hushed-up

Trifield, a
sophisticated
process using
an additional
channel to
create better
stereo,
originates
with the work
of the late
Michael
Gerzon ( seen
below).
Despite the
proven,
benefits
Meridian
(whose
products are
seen here and
on page 73)
remains the
only Infield
licensee in the
domestic
audio field

crash of Halifax V9977 on 7 June
1942, while developing H2S radar;
Gerzon as the result of an asthma
attack on 6May 1996.
When such talented people die
prematurely the temptation is to
speculate about what they might
have achieved had they survived. But
another characteristic shared by
Blumlein and Gerzon is that they left
legacies of important work which had
yet to be fully commercialised. In
Blumlein's case, his seminal research
into stereo didn't bear fruit for 25

Before Infield:
the concept of
using multiple
speakers to
reproduce a
two- channel
stereo signal
was given this
novel twist
(right) by
Peter Walker
and D T N
Williamson in
the 1950s. A
multi- section
electrostatic
panel and
delay line are
used to
generate
angled
wavefronts
which subtend
the same
angle
wherever the
listener is
located in
front of the
panel

years; in Gerzon's, the audio industry
appears to be busy forgetting one
aspect of his work just when it should
be looking to exploit it.
Readers who know of Michael
Gerzon's important contributions to
surround sound theory in general
and Ambisonics in particular may
think I'm about tg launch into a
diatribe on the subject of multichannel recording and reproduction,
and how the arrival of DVD-A will
reveal that record companies still
haven't aclue how to do it properly.
While Iwon't be greatly surprised
should that prove the case in many
instances, it's not the subject Ihad
in mind. Rather I'm thinking of an
offshoot of Gerzon's multichannel
work, published in the early ' 90s,
which was prompted by the

—(YYYY
LEFT CHANNEL

PC

Michael Gerzon (1969):
photo courtesy Stephen Thornton
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OPPORTUNITY?
increasing popularity of home
cinema surround systems and a
realisation that herein lay a golden
opportunity to enhance the
reproduction of two-channel ` legacy'
recordings.
If you know of this work at all it
will probably be through Trifleld,
the signal processing algorithm
which allows enhanced reproduction
of two- channel stereo signals over
the three frontal loudspeakers (left,
centre, right) of a 5.1- channel or
similar surround system. Picking up
on an idea briefly pursued by Paul
Klipsch in the late 1950s and early
1960s, Gerzon realised that multiple
loudspeakers could be used to
improve (not artificially enhance or
otherwise ' frig') two- channel
reproduction, and developed

psychoacoustically rigorous schemes
for doing this involving three or
more loudspeakers.
Trifield — the three- speaker
variant — is the only one ever to have
been exploited commercially, and
then only by Meridian in its 568
Surround Processor, 561 Digital
Sound Controller and 861 Reference
Surround Processor. Every review I
have read of these products has
enthused about the improvements in
image focus wrought by Trifleld, yet
the concept continues to stimulate
apparently zero interest elsewhere.
With high quality multichannel
sound reproduction about to enter an
important new phase with DVD-A
and SACD, you might have
imagined that industry minds would
be bent to the matter of minimising

system redundancy: of ensuring that
multi-channel systems offer the best
possible value to their users even
when reproducing two- channel
source material. But there is little
evidence that the importance of
Gerzon's conception has been at all
widely appreciated.

PHANTOM MICROPHONES
AND SIGNAL MUTUALITY
Alan Blumlein was not the only
stereo pioneer; there were others,
working around the same time (early
1930s), based at Bell Telephone
Laboratories in the US. With film
stereophony foremost in mind, the
Bell team developed athree-channel,
threeloudspeaker stereo system, use
of a centre channel being favoured
because it better locked the sonic

Gerzon's
multichannel
work,
published in
the early
'90s... was
prompted by
the increasing
popularity of
home cinema
surround
systems and a
realisation
that herein lay
a golden
opportunity to
enhance the
reproduction
of two- channel
'legacy'
recordings

YY1
RIGHT CHANNEL

•
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image to the screen image for
viewers offset to one or other side of
the auditorium, and better tracked
movement of sources across the
screen. In 1933 Bell's engineers gave
an ambitious demonstration of the
system to a distinguished audience
in Constitution Hall, Washington
DC which involved transmitting a
live three-channel signal from the
Academy of Music in Philadelphia,
where the Philadelphia Symphony
Orchestra played a programme of
music for the purpose.
So far as the domestic application
of stereo was concerned, none of the
advances in understanding and
technology made in that golden
period, either by Blumlein at EMI or
the researchers at Bell Labs, were to
become of significance for a further
25 years. When the first singlegroove stereo LPs were released in
mid- 1958 they were inevitably twochannel discs based on the Blumlein
45°/45° cutting system (although at
the time it was generally credited to
Westrex). There was no practicable
method whereby amodulated groove
could carry more than two channels,
although twin pickups playing twin
grooves were suggested and afurther
15 years on JVC would conceive the
multiplexed CD- 4 system for
providing discrete quadrophony from
LP, as well as the Shibata linecontact stylus required to play it.
Two-channel stereo had won out
because it was more practicable, but
that did not mean the end of the threechannel concept. Drawing on part of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories work
in which its full three-channel stereo
system was compared with various
alternatives including two- channel
recording reproduced using aderived
centre channel' ( see figure), Paul
Klipsch began aseries of experiments
from which he concluded that using
three loudspeakers with two-channel
stereo offered superior results'''.
This is how Klipsch himself
described the underlying principle':
'The concept of 3-channel stereo
derived from 2 sound tracks is
predicated on the principle that if 2
microphones are properly placed
relative to each other and the sound
source, their combined output would
be that of a microphone between
them, and that this microphone that
wasn't there can be recovered by
recombination.'
Klipsch termed the high level of
commonality present in the two
channels of a stereo system ' signal
mutuality'; today we would more
likely express the same idea by saying
that there is a high degree of
correlation between them. Signals of
equal amplitude and phase in either
channel represent acentral image: by
summing the two channels and
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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approach (two recording channels,
two transmission channels, three
loudspeakers) — ' All the stereo
recording systems are amenable to
0=
3,3,3
using aderived central channel and
the expense is small for alarge gain in
01
stereo geometry' — the idea of using
a third loudspeaker simply did not
catch on.
DI
0- 1
Probably there were various
reasons for this, not least among them
2,2,2
being (despite Klipsch's assertion ' the
expense is small') that audio
01
consumers
were
sufficiently
intimidated by the prospect of having
to buy and house two loudspeakers
0=
and power amplifiers for stereo, let
alone three. It could also be argued
3,3,2
that better loudspeakers and better
recording techniques were to
demonstrate that two loudspeakers
were
adequate
for
music
reproduction — an outcome that was
presaged by the Bell Labs pioneers
who in 1934 wrote: '... two-channel
2,2,3
reproduction of orchestral music
gives good satisfaction, and the
difference between it and threechannel reproduction for music
probably is less than for speech
reproduction or the reproduction of
sounds from moving sources'.
0=
01
3.2,3
Whatever, it was soon fixed in
0=
most people's minds that stereo
UI
meant
two
channels,
two
loudspeakers. In fact it became a
presenting the summed signal via a high fidelity credo. But in 1991/2,
Michael Gerzon tried once again to
third, centrally placed loudspeaker,
challenge that assumption.
Klipsch made real what was
otherwise virtual — acentral sound
TRIFIELD
source.
If Klipsch had failed because athird
Although largely forgotten these
loudspeaker and amplifier were
days, abroadly similar idea had been
financially
and
domestically
mooted by Peter Walker and D T N
Williamson in the 1950s, as part of
unacceptable in the early 1960s, then
developing what would become the
the arrival of home cinema systems —
original Quad Electrostatic. Within
equipped with a centre- channel
speaker as standard — should
the
patent
describing
their
represent aopportunity to resurrect
developments' and the series of
the concept. That was Gerzon's
Wireless World articles Peter Walker
subsequently wrote about them 8,a thinking when he presented apaper
on the subject to the 91st Convention
multi-panel electrostatic loudspeaker
of the Audio Engineering Society in
was described which utilised adelay
October
1991,
which
was
line to generate a spreading
subsequently published in the AES
displacement across the diaphragm.
journal 6.
One channel was fed in at one side,
Although the idea was inspired by
the second channel at the other, the
home cinema and the need identified
delay line and vertically disposed
all those years previously by Bell Labs
radiating strips thereby causing two
to provide better locking of the audio
angled wavefronts to be produced
and visual images over a wider
that subtended the same angle across
listening area than can be achieved
awide listening area (see pages 68with two loudspeakers, Gerzon didn't
69). Although the concept was never
exploited, the potential for using a only have this application in mind.
Although the principal benefit of his
delay line to control an electrostatic's
reworked 2,2,3 concept was that it
radiation pattern was of course to reemerge, with rather different
stabilised the stereo image over a
wider listening area — on the basis
motivations, within the later Quad
that home cinema is more commonly
ESL-63 loudspeaker.
agroup activity than is listening to
While Klipsch, a man of
music — that was not the only
considerable reputation in the
justification for it. On the contrary,
American audio community, was
Gerzon also claimed advantages for
bullish about the benefits of the 2,2,3
-01

Left: although
Bell Telephone
Laboratories
chose a 3,3,3
system as a
result of its
pioneering
stereo
research in
the early
1930s, it
experimented
with four
alternatives
including a
2,2,3 derived
centre channel
arrangement
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DIGITAL PROCESSING
the listener comfortably ensconced in
the stereo 'hot seat', in the form of
improved
image
focus
and,
intriguingly, reduced listener fatigue.
What Gerzon was suggesting was that
acentral loudspeaker, by reducing the
amount of unconscious work our
brains have to do to reconstruct a
credible three-dimensional soundfield
from just two fixed sources of sound,
could not only improve the quality of
the stereo image but also reduce the
mental workload involved in
sustaining it.
Implicit in these claims, of course,
is
an
understanding
that
conventional two- channel, twospeaker stereo is not the paragon
some stubbornly claim it to be.
Although, particularly as expressed
by Blumlein, it has undeniable
elegance, 2,2,2 stereo is in reality
merely the minimum necessary to
provide some sense of the acoustic
space in which a recording was
made. It is not by any means a
nonpareil. Far from it: the audio

the express intention of refining the
stereo image rather than synthesising
something ersatz.
The Bell/Klipsch approach to
generating the signal for a third,
centrally placed loudspeaker from a
two-channel input signal had been
almost childishly simple: the two
channels were just summed and
subject to appropriate, perhaps
variable, attenuation. The Gerzon
Trifleld scheme is significantly more
complex, in recognition of the fact
that the psychoacoustic imperatives
are not so easily satisfied.
A block diagram of the Trifield
'optimum reproduction matrix'
(OR/V1) is shown in the figure below.
First the left and right channels are
passed through an MS matrix to
convert them into sum (M) and
difference ( S) signals. In the
Bell/Klipsch scheme the M
component would be fed directly to
the centre speaker, but not here.
First it is divided into two
overlapping frequency ranges by
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literature teems with descriptions of
its inadequacies, beginning with the
original Bell Labs work, and Gerzon,
an admirer of Blumlein, probably
understood the sources and
consequences of these limitations
better than anyone.
Given his established interest and
expertise in the psychoacoustics of
sound reproduction, much of it
forged during the development of
Ambisonics, it should come as no
surprise to learn that Gerzon's
variation on the three-speaker stereo
concept was significantly different to
the simple Klipsch idea. In fact it
represented only one, albeit the most
important, of a hierarchy of MxN
reproduction systems, utilising M
channels and N loudspeakers (where
N is greater than M). No source
encoding was involved — the
elaboration was entirely at the replay
end — nor was there any suggestion
of creating apseudo-surround signal
in the manner of the Hafler
ambience extraction concept. In
Gerzon's
scheme
the
extra
loudspeaker(s) were disposed
between the normal stereo pair, with
HI-F1 NEWS d RECORD REVIEW
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complementary low-pass and highpass filters, with their corner
frequencies set at 5kHz or above.
Gerzon's listening tests showed that
the exact frequency, and the filters'
rate of roll- off, were uncritical
although the transition should not be
too rapid. Each filtered signal then
passes to apotential divider, which is
set differently for either frequency
band.
Only with this arrangement,
Gerzon found, could a wide stereo
image and sharpened central focus
be traded off effectively across the
entire audible spectrum. The
outputs of the potential dividers are
then summed as shown, one sum
being fed to the centre speaker and
the other being passed to a second
MS matrix where, in combination
with the difference (S) signal from
the input matrix, feeds for the left
and right speakers are reconstructed.
A variable attenuator in the S line
provides a stereo width control;
otherwise the difference signal is
unaltered in its passage through the
ORM provided that the crossover
filters in the M path introduce no

NEW HORIZONS?
To implement Trifield processing in
a DSP (digital signal processing)
environment is almost trivially
simple, yet to date Meridian remains
the only audio manufacturer to have
done so. Trifield Productions Ltd of
north London, which owns the

Society, vol 6, April

Audio, vol AU-8,
potential

phase distortion (something which is
easily achieved with digital filters). If
the filters are phase distorting, then
an all-pass network has to be added
to the S path in order to mimic their
phase error.

July/August 1992
7) British Patent
815,978
8) PI Walker
(1955), ' Wide
Range Electrostatic
Loudspeakers - part
3', Wireless World,
August 1955

Above:
Gerzon's 2x3
optimum
reproduction
matrix, as
used in
Trifield
processing.
The DSP
power
required to
implement it
is almost
trivial

rights to Trifield, has confirmed to
me that no other licenses have been
granted in the domestic arena,
although there are a couple within
the pro audio field. So far as
Philips/Sony and the DVD Forum
are concerned, it seems that Trifield
processing might as well not exist —
despite the fact they both
acknowledge that the forthcoming
SACD and DVD-A discs will often
carry two- channel signals and be
listened to over surround sound
systems with a (redundant) centre
front loudspeaker.This astounds me.
Although I'm relishing the prospect
of high resolution multi-channel
sound as avidly as anyone, I'm also
looking forward to buying backcatalogue recordings in their original
two-channel form, but now with the
benefit of 24/96 or even 24/192
encoding. The widespread adoption
of (switchable) Trifield processing
would
only
heighten
that
anticipation, and provide the audio
industry with another lever for
prising people away from CD.
So why isn't this happening? Simple
ignorance of Trifield's benefits,
despite the fact they have been
attested in so many reviews? 'Not
invented here' syndrome — difficult
to believe considering DVD-A's
adoption of Meridian Lossless
Packing, which Michael Gerzon codeveloped? Unwillingness to pay the
royalty? Or is it just one of those
apparently inexplicable oversights?
Whatever the reason, it represents
a major disappointment for anyone
concerned to maximise the pleasure
of listening to older recordings over
multi-channel hardware. For Trifield
to wither on the vine in the way of
Ambisonics would be a crying
shame; more importantly, it would
be afumbled opportunity.
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Transfiguration
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ttack
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£400
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40owpc
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£350

SH
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SH

Sound Design DC0-15o OTL mono block valve
power amplifiers
Leak TL- 12 Point One mono- blocks, BBC spec,

Clearaudio

new inputs and speaker terminals

valve phono stage
Beautifully designed turntables
that harmoniously combine
mechanical perfection,
individuality and sonic accuracy.
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scheme available, call for details.
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SH
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transformer supply
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whole thing together. You have to
realise at this point that construction
was occurring on the day before the
recipient was due to leave the
country. The slate base was placed
on a bicycle inner tube to impart
In the beginning was the Record Player Mk I,
some degree of low- frequency
isolation. The underside of the tube
proving that turntable design is not complete rocket was supported by aperforated MDF
sheet so that air could escape from
the void in the middle, thus lowering
science. Now read on...
the isolating frequency. The legs and
the spring assembly were bolted onto
by PAUL CHAPPELL
the slate and the plinth hung from
the springs.
fibreglass composite for the plinth,
So far so good. The plinth was
ever again, I had said to
then raised slightly to accept the
which was considerably lighter than
myself after the last one. As
motor underneath, and then lowered
the
double- layer
aluminium
you might remember from
back and... it didn't fit. And so, a
sandwich used previously. A flaw
my last article [
HFNIRR July ' 97],
Doh!' rang out across
with using this material is that it is a Simpson-es que '
my first record player had to be
complete chore to cut with a jigsaw
Surrey, and my sense of humour
finished ready for a Christmas
entered serious failure mode.
as the thin blade follows the
delivery; but this time would be
Luckily, my father is apractical chap
hexagonal voids, rather than the nice
different. Iwould plan it better and
and he suggested cutting a small
smooth line laid out for it. The
leave lots of time before any
finishing touch was provided by a slither off the plinth with the jigsaw
deadline. Oh yes indeed, Ihad it all
before Iset fire to the thing. This
few coats of deep pearlescent blue
worked out; and so when my
appeared to do the trick, and so the
paint. Legs were turned from
girlfriend had asked me to make her
project was rescued from almost
aluminium and made in sections that
a turntable Ireasoned it would be
certain incineration. The rest of the
could be bolted together for ease of
done in plenty of time for her
parts went together relatively easily
construction and dismantling.
departure to America. Hmm...
The Mk Imotor block had been a and within a few hours it was
I had decided that the next
complete. This was the first time that
rather simple steel-tube affair with
turntable would be a quantum leap
three spiked feet in its base to level it.
forward in terms of complexity,
For the Mk II, I had in mind
rather than merely an evolutionary
step. The previous model was anonsomething that was easier to adjust
and requiring no tools to do so. The
suspended design using spiked feet
design I came up with was too
on a thick layer of marble. The
motor was mounted remotely in a difficult for me to make, so I
lumbered my friend Brian with the
steel jacket, also spiked to the
job. Three thumbwheels protrude
marble, and the platter driven
from the side of the lower tube, and
through aflat belt. Ifancied the idea
into these are inserted threaded
of designing asuspended chassis, and
spikes. The spikes are held captive by
set about the task with pen and
paper. Idecided to cheat and use a a framework such that turning a
thumbwheel raises the spike, thus
secondhand turntable to pillage arm,
motor, belt, platter, bearing and a levelling the motor mounted in the
top section. If Brian had had access
few other goodies. Ikept the same
to alarge lathe or CNC mill it would
three-legged format as before, but in
have been a piece of cake. But
an asymmetric layout with the arm
without such luxuries and only a
counter- balanced by an opposing
Myford Super Seven to rely on, the
steel mass. The motor would sit
job was, to be honest, a bit of a
under the platter as per the donor
Acknowledgements
turntable, and so requiring acut-out
bugger. Luckily, Brian is a Ihad actually seen it in one piece,
As before, agreat
and it was with some excitement that
professional and he now only
to clear the motor housing. Ifancied
thank you to
Irealised the turntable actually
develops amild tic whenever metal is
adifferent look and feel from marble,
everybody who helped
looked better than Ihad envisaged.
mentioned in conversation.
and set myself thinking.
me with this project
Ichose a DNM Mica cartridge
Working out how to suspend the
including Adam,
turntable wasn't too hard, but
from favorable reviews and because I Brian, James, Nick,
AND SO TO WALES...
Tim and my father.
felt that it should be agood match
Then, while on holiday in Wales, I deciding how to cover the suspension
mechanism was. Three extensible
for the rest of the system. The
found apiece of slate from adisused
setting-up process was the usual eyesprings, one for each leg, suspend the
mine. It was alarge block that had
straining exercise, but made more
plinth from the top of a threaded
been dressed but subsequently
acceptable by the overwhelming
adjuster. In this way, the height of
broken, and so had five clean
desire to hear the first record played
surfaces and one sharp, broken one. I each corner can be adjusted to level
on it. Iwas not disappointed by the
did toy with the idea of creating a the plinth. But what to cover them
listening session, especially as the
regular shape, but decided to make a with? Iwas about to concede defeat
cartridge was fresh from the box. It
when Isaw something that would do
feature of the rough edge. First
was quite a step forward from the
hurdle was to schlep the 20-kilogram
the job. A chocolate shaker tin for
Mk Iplayer: not quite as immediate
cappuccinos, inverted and with the
lump back to the car.
at first acquaintance, but the
mesh removed, was just the right size
Three holes were bored into the
soundstage was far more expansive
and shape, and had a rather good
surface by a stone mason to
and it played music in amuch more
chrome finish too.
accommodate some legs. Imanaged
satisfying manner.
And so came the time to put the
to acquire a piece of aerolam/

HOME DECK II
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qiinovood
CAudie
CAST
CAST is a major breakthrough by KRELL in the
quest for the most accurate signal possible from
source to speaker.
CAST - Current Audio Signal Transmission - does
exactly what it says: it locks the signal into the current
domain right the way through, so that acomplete Krell
CAST System becomes one global unit working in
harmony as opposed to separate components with
minds of their own linked by voltage cables with their
own arbitrary variables.
Pinewood's ears were well and truly pinned back with
the recent arrival of the KRELL KPS-28c CD Player
and KCT ( Krell Current Tunnel) line level preamplifier
-and significantly, by upgrading our KPS-25SC to the
latest 24bit/96Khz DAC and board.
With micro-detail, glorious perspectives and width,
clean and natural tonal colours, sledgehammer
dynamics and crisp, toe-tapping rhythms, CAST has
found its way into Brian Rivas's hard-to- please heart.
If you already own acast component, our advice is to
audition acomplete CAST system at Pinewood Music
via the Wilson X-1 Grand-SLAMM speakers before
deciding on your next purchase. Please telephone.

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9c1B F to 8 33 7tiB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested DI.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send aWet SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just alist of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ
Personal Callers by appointment only.
Closed Wednesdays
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND 11IBR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WHIN« HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Higher
The IRIQ Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance.

The Pinewood CAST list:

With IRIO, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.

Krell KPS-25Sc CD player/preamplifier

Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, lighting, curtains etc. with IRIO.

Krell KPS-28c CD player

cThe programmable, backlit touchscreen

Krell KC1 preamplifier
Krell FPB-600c stereo amplifier
Krell FPB-650Mc mono amplifiers

MieferedAtb1ie Kriiefpy

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
le Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
eChoose from thousands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.
eThe innovative new selector wheel
make IRIO the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
'RIO combines aPC- programmable
touch- screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premier@path.co.uk

Still in orbit.

I

Use your computer to enjoy music from satellite radio
by REG WILLIAMSON

F

or the computer buffs, something of
special interest this time — two very
interesting new cards from the giant
German company Technisat, that permit
reception of satellite programmes on ahome
computer. In the nowstandard PCI fitting, there are
two versions. The first is the
MediaFocus PC card that
allows reception of analogue
TV and radio as well as Astra
Digital Radio (ADR) and will
process for reception PAL,
SECAM and NTSC signals.
Amongst the many options, it
will also receive teletext and
allow printout of individual pages. There are
additional functions available with
accessories, such as an IR remote control
and for transfer to a digital recorder, a
S/PDIF coaxial and optical interface. Cost at
the time of writing is DM365 inclusive of
carriage to the UK, so with the DM
currently at about DM3.22/£, this makes it
about £ 113, including VAT. The other,
SkyStar 1 (illustrated) is a little more costly
but designed for all digital TV and radio
(digital video broadcasting, DVB) and data
services such as access to the Internet via
satellite (Europe Online). Cost is DM516 or
near enough to £ 160. Again, inclusive of
VAT and carriage to the UK. Both are
available for Windows 95/98 only for the
time being. More information on sources of
supply are available from me by e-mail or an
SAE.
Although frequently asked to
recommend
stations
for
background listening, Ihesitate
since this is not a regular habit of
mine. To be honest, music is too
important to be relegated to the
equivalent of aural wallpaper. Well, all
right; maybe Ilie a little! Evening
meals at the weekends in the
Williamson household are Special
Occasions and so we do have musical
accompaniment. Whilst there are about 20
stations of this kind, provided on both ADR
and DVB, our personal preference is for
Swiss Classic on Eutelsat 12.399/H. There is
no advertising, which would be anathema
here. Each item is introduced before and
afterwards so the listener is not left in the air
trying to identify what it was just played.
Quality is excellent.
On the subject of programmes that have
given special pleasure since my last
contribution, again it is Bayern 4Klassik that
comes top of my list. The superb
Bayerischen Rundfunk Symphonieorchester
under its new musical director Lorin Maazel
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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has given some fine live concerts from the
Herculesaal in Munich that included an allBeethoven series, comprising all nine
symphonies and five piano concertos, the
latter played by the American pianist Yfrah
Bronman. Iespecially enjoyed
hearing for the first time the fine
organ in the hall in aconcert later
which included the Saint-Saens
Symphony 3. As always, a
splendid sound from Bayern 4
Klassik, MP2 at its best.
Icannot overlook TV; from the
Continent we get more music in a
month on the Box than we get in
ayear from BBC. On average, an
opera every two weeks and as Iwrite in midApril, we are looking forward to aMarriage of
Figaro after dinner the coming weekend.
During the week, a recital on Arte by the
American Thomas Hampson of leider by
Mahler and Schoenberg. A recent highlight
was a stunning concert performance of
Strauss' Elektra that had us rivetted to our
seats. The Cologne Symphony orchestra
under Semyon Bychkov, with Deborah
Polaski as the eponymous heroine (if indeed,
that is how one can describe Elektra!). And if
you hadn't noticed, this year we
commemorate the death of J S Bach 250
years no. So for Bach lovers there has been a
rich diet of music coming from the continent
including at Easter a choice of two
performances of the St John Passion; for
Wagner fans, a Parsifal under Sinopoli.
Again, via my Lemon
Volksbox,
digital
picture quality you
could peel off the
screen
and
magnificent DVB
sound to match. And
in answer to another query
about my system, it is all Quad including the
ESL-63 speakers, into which Ifeed the audio
signal. The S/PDIF coaxial output Ihave
permanently connected to my DAT recorder,
with acassette always loaded and ready.
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A FEW MORE VOLKSBOXES
So, what news of the Lemon Volksbox?
Sadly, the company is still in receivership but
afew samples of its latest model the Volksbox
2000 did appear. One of my correspondents
acquired one and is delighted with it. Ifind it
difficult to believe that such an excellent
product should disappear without some
enterprising backer being found although
rumours abound all the time of a take-over
bid. However, there is still signs of life: the
latest software upgrade has just appeared on
the Volksbox Corner website.

Visit our web site at

www.mdc-hifi.co.uk

-The muicei Dgeg,
co Ltd,
Tel; 01992 573030,
Fax; 01992 574030
e-mail; mdc.hifi@virgin.net
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• Widest choice in the arca
• independent advice
•Qualified staff
•Comfortable dom rooms
Superb showrooms
• Main rood location
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• insurance estimates
•Over 30yrs experience.
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•Delivery & installation
• Part Exchange
• Open 10:30-5:30 6days
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HI-End Audio & HOME Theatre
Unbiased Advice & Support
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Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES

Bow Technologies
-Wa zoo

Multi-Room Design & Installations
E„o€mo

Part-Exchange Avallabk

e
HomE
Demonstrations
AquiPment
vanabk
Demons

0% crEdit avallablE Written quotations on rEquEst. SubjEct to status

Tel/Fax: + 44 0208 707 4849 Mobile: + 44 ( 0)973 471 426
Email:info@audiovEnuE.co.uk
Rangos available. . .
Audio Analogut • Boston • Bow Technologies • Chanto • Diapason • Grail
Michell • Monitor Audio • MRS • Nakamichi • Opera • Parasound • Proceed • Project • ODD • tEL
Revel • Straight Mire • Etas • Target • Unison Research S other leading components 6 accessories

... the RIGHT cables
▪. . in YOUR system
.for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9H8
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 020-8348 5676 (
2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 020-8341 9368

blackbox

In which the
aims of this
challenging
and holistic
technical
column are
recapped,
plus new
discussion
concerning
directionality
in cables

References
I. By which 1mean
all human music,
taking in the whole
planet and well over
10,000 years of
tradition, and not
just the low dross
that flows from
much of today's
media
2. B Duncan, Black
Box, HFNIRR,
April 1999.
3. D Blackburn,
This can't be right
(letter), p.19, Oct
'99 Stereophile
(USA). Back issues
in UK from
Wollaton Audio,
Nottingham. TeL
01159 284147.
4. email: dougbbn@
frontientet net &
www.soundstage.com
S. B Duncan, Black
Box, HFNIRR, Feb
1999.
Bound reprints of
Ben Duncan's
popular investigative
articles on audio
system mains-supply
quality are now
available from the
Accessories Club

polarity is flipped in the digital
domain, using the invert switch on a
CD player or DAC. Some might
wonder, is this final proof of the total
musical
ineptitude
of digitalaudioland? Or is digital in fact
revealing atruth here — that polarity
itself is not abig sonic issue? Is it not
far more common, perhaps, to hear
differences when the overall (absolute)
polarity is flipped physically, in the
analogue domain? Here, it's being
done by flipping both speaker cables
+/over
at
the
speakers.
(Simplistically, this should do one
thing only: flip the signals absolute
polarity, with no presumption as to
either way being more correct, due to
column wasn't named after
the polaritychaos in most recordings).
an Italian dance tune, or even
You could equally flip both sides at
the data-recorder that's sought
the amp end. Or flip the balancedline
after air accidents. It takes its name
or (vinylplaying) cartridge signal(s),
from ageneric form of problem or
usually with crosswired changeover
thought-experiment
that's
well
switches, as polarised connectors are
adapted to signal flow mysteries,
not as flippable as speaker lead ends.
where signals (in electrical format)
In my AMP01 DIY preamp design
enter adevice or network, symbolised
of 1983, you could flip the line
in circuit drawings by a rectangle.
outputs. The first interesting point
This symbolised box remains black
made here is that however it's done,
because the contents are unknown or
one may hear adifference.
DIRECTIONALITY
mysterious. The challenge with the
Ah! But maybe it's not polarity
Ideas Anyone?! The notion that audio
Black Box, in examination questions
one's hearing. That's true because this
signal cable (or even worse, AC mains
and the real world, is to work out,
anarchic thinker notes that the
supply cable) affects sonic quality,
somehow inductively, what is in the
speaker's innards — if not also the
box. The clues are in the form of dependent on the way it is pointing,
cable, depending on the end that's
appears to be violently disallowable
some relevant stimulus (music, noise)
been flipped — are now all wired in
by those who feel they have agrasp
fed in, versus its state when it comes
reverse. If granted that all wires and
of fundamental electrical and/or
out. In fact, all audio systems may be
parts with wire leads have apreferred
electronic theory. Yet in aprevious
seen as being made from infinitelydirection for sonice, this upsets our
issue 2 Ishowed how adeeper look at
layered and nested sets of such boxes.
whole set-up direction-wise —
AC theory changed the picture,
Each box may be in, or part of, the
regardless of whether it is optimallymaking it much harder to be so
hi-fi signal path. It could be acontact
aligned or blissfully random. A second
dogmatic. For example, ahigher-level
point, two wires, or awhole system.
interesting point is an assertion then
model of electrical signal transmission
For useful results, distinctly holistic
reality reminds us that (musically- made; that areversal of the preferred
attachments are also required, so the
direction may be overcome after the
coded) electrical energy travels down
process includes your hearing; generic
system becomes acclimatised to it, le,
the space between both wires, and
human listening psychology; the state
predominantly in one direction.
of avocalist's tonsils; or the recording
And, amazingly, that preferred
engineers mixing policy.
direction is from amplifier to
Classically, the solution to aBlack
Box must be demonstrated as a speaker! Hence music signals
do themselves have apreferred
mathematical equation. For example,
direction.
Meanwhile,
asimplistic, perfect amplifier may be
aBlack Box labelled Vout = 22 xVin . electrical wires have direction
embedded in their molecular
This says the box performs one
memories, since they are all
operation: output voltage is amplified
made by the conductor metal
by 22 times with respect to the input
being repetitively drawn or
voltage. Still, the real world is
extruded; strongly directional
infinitely more joined-up and messy
processes. If wire and its
than this. So meaningful solutions to
coverings could be cast in
audio mysteries may retain multimoulds, there would probably
dimensioned complexities. Hi-fi
be nothing to write about. The
generally benefits from continuous
directional make-up of both
Black Box analysis while human
conductors and insulators
knowledge is far from complete. It so
after a burnin period. This would
allows individual conductors (send
happens
that
the
accurate
and return sides) to figure, in spite of tally with relaxations in the molecular
reproduction of music'
using
memory in crystalline areas, both in
the energy having its own net
electronic means, is one of the most
the wires and the associated
direction.
taxing areas of engineering to be
In an important letter in Steneophile3, insulation, in that part of the path
apprehended thus far by mankind.
where polarity has been flipped.
Doug Blackburn (editor of another
Unhelpfully, the audio world suffers
Meanwhile, readers are invited to try
US magazine 3)raises some interesting
from ideological sceptics — hardline
listening for themselves.
questions. He asks why it is very rare
objectivists (HLOs) — who would
Ben Duncan
to hear a great difference when
appear
to
have
humanity's
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consciousness-restriction on their
karmic agenda. The upshot is that an
already challenging, subtle and highly
complex subject — hi-fi — is made
all the more confusing for everyone.
In this column, with the help of
world experts and free-thinking
individuals, somewhat unexplored
territory has been entered. The
metaphorical steel shutters that these
HLOs have, in their deep fear of the
unknown, so rudely slammed down,
are lifted. The light admitted
translates into the audio mysteries and
controversies for which this column
has already offered solid explanations.
In detective-story- speak, the HLO
denies even the crime (
eg, damage to
sonic quality!). Evidence is concocted
and/or rigged to show each such
crime was an oddly coincidental
accident or suicide — or else is
imaginary. In this column, the aim is
to demonstrate to the jury that the
(metaphorical) crime, known quite
instinctively to the majority of people,
has indeed occurred, using all and any
evidence that's available.
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Bow Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis CD player . Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical parts and
components specifically selected for iheir electrical performance, long term thermal stability
and audiophile grade sound quality For the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RCA and balanced XLR analog outputs and three digital outputs
Extreme stability - polished granite and solid hardwood
modular racks, loudspeaker stands and plinths

Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements The Wizard is asound investment in every sense of the word

tel/fax 01777 708673

-mail: info@hne.co uk
www.hne.co.uk
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Imagine the London Philharmonic playing

Ella Fitzgerald
performance.

in your living room.

giving you apersonal

The Rolling Stones
entertaining at your party

Choice

Hi Fi can arrange all this. Our Hi Fi

systems take you right inside the concert hall, the dub the
recording studio recreating the atmosphere, emotion and
pleasure of the original performance.
At

Choice

Hi Fi we make the process of acquiring

the ultimate system simple and straighttorward.VVith
prices ranging from £ 1,500 to £ 150,000 each system is
uniquely tailored to suit your deconlifestyle. budget and
of course musical taste.
We provide acomplete consultation, installation and
after sales service, leaving you to enjoy your system to the
full, with complete peace of mind. Once on the road to
Hi Fi Nirvana, the temptation to
So

Choice

pgrade

can be strong.

Hi Fi offer agenerous part exchange or

trade in policy.We therefore also have awide range of
perfect previously owned equipment from which to
choose, which further increases your buying power (see
our classified ad).
Visit our London Showroom by calling us on

020 8392 1963
STOCKIST OF
Acoustic Energy, Advantage, Alen. ATC, Audible Illusion,
Audio Physics, Boulder, Bryston, Cary, CAT., Chord,
Clear Audio, Denon, DNAI, Dynovector, Egglaston Works,
Graham, Michell, Musical Fidelity, Oracle Analogue and
Digital, PMC, Plinius, Rockport, Shahinion, SME, Stay,
Tara Lobs, Target, Teac,Totem, Transfiguration, Trichord,
Trilogy, Van den Hul, VP!, Wilson Benesch, XL0, Zlngoli
DVD Players now available from Sony. Panasonic
and Pioneer
'Wee who bee mus,c choose Chace

For footle details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Pork Rood,
High Wycombe, Buckinghomshire HP12 3RD
Tell 01494 441736 Fax 01494 440360 Email: premier@poth.co.uk

The Hi- Fi Show
200c
And here's to the next time...
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will be held at the Novotel,
London West, on 21st- 24th September, 2000.
All enquiries to the Show's organiser,
Janet Belton, IPC Magazines,
Link House Exhibitions,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA
Telephone + 44 (0) 208-774 0847
Fax + 44 (0) 208-781 1158
e-mail janet_belton(a lhm.co.uk
The Hi -Fi Show: London's
le

international home
entertainment show.
The Hi -Fi Show 2000 will mark
the event's 18th successful year.
The Hi -Fi Show is sponsored
by Hi -Fi News & Record Review
magazine, the leadng audio
and music journal.
Known and respected all over
the world, Hi -Fi News was
founded in 1956.
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The Four Seasons of Buenos Aires

101

86
89
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BEETHOVEN
Symphony 6 Pastoral'
Piano Concerto 3
Fidelio

98

HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT
Trouble Over Bridgewater

101

JOE SIMON
Easy To Love/A Bad Case Of Love

87

PROKOFIEV
Flute Sonata

JOE TEX
25 All- lime Greatest Hits

87

RAVEL
Chansons madecasses

101

86
87

CHOPIN
3 Scherzi; 24 Preludes
Various piano works

COREY HARRIS AND
HENRY BUTLER
Vu- Du Menz

SPARKS
No 1 In Heaven

91

RACFIMANINOV
Piano Sonata 2, Etudes- Tableaux

101

86

BERLIOZ
Romeo & Juliet

87
87

DEBUSSY
The Martyrdom of St Sebastien
Syrinx, Bilitis, La plus que lente

83

84
84
84

88

88

89

DUKAS
Symphony in C, the Sorcerer's
Apprentice, etc
ELGAR
Symphony 1, Introduction & Allegro,
Enigma Variations, etc
FAUNE
Piano Quartets 1 & 2

86
93

SCHUBERT
Symphony 8 Unfinished'
Wanderer Fantasy, Fantasy for
violin and piano
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lime After Time

101
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Best Artist Of The Century
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DR FEELGOOD
Chess Masters

101
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The Pye Anthology 1963-67
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98
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Get Me Some
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HELICOPTER GIRL
How To Steal The World

98

THE JAYHAWKS
Smile

99

DAVID MEAD
The Luxury Of Time

101

83

VARIOUS
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(Scandinavian Songs)
An Ellington Songbook

93

VIVALDI
The Four Seasons

99

KEVIN MONTGOMERY
AND PE171BONE
Another Long Story
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Clarinet Quintet

99
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Gimme What IWant
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The Best of The ' 50s Masters
(1957-59)
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GOT
Tir

OOD

ND THAT AIN'T BAD

WE GOT IT GOOD... AND
THAT AIN'T BAD
AN ELLINGTON SONGBOOK
André Previn (pno)/Donald Finck (d-bs)
DG 463 456-2

72m 55s

'ANDRÉ PREVIN
DAVID FINCK

let

This disc is apleasure throughout. Andre Pr evin and his bassist Donald Finck have
chosen some of the greatest standards in th eEllington and Strayhorn repertoire, and
through acombination of ingenuity and shee rmelodic invention have produced an
album of consistently high quality.
Ithink Previn is the first artist Ihave
heard to play the head of Take the
`A' Train in three rather than four.
This sets the scene for the rhythmic
exploration that Previn's acute
instincts make possible, with the beat
often subdivided and syncopated in a
way that recalls Bill Evans's solo
style. What is also notable is a
constant feeling for variety of texture
that reflects the Duke's treatment of
his band; Previn opts for a
Biisendorfer Imperial (like Oscar
Peterson before him) whose powerful
bass can suggest the Ellington
orchestra in full swing as well as the
more delicate, sparer textures of an
imagined instrumental solo.
Although these works are well
known in vocal versions, Previn
makes the point that the composition
of the music invariably preceded the
words. This gives him license to
conceive each piece as aminiature
tone-poem with its own parameters
of mood and taste. Where he is
upbeat, as in Johnny Hodges's
polytonal Squatty Roo, his neobop
style recalls Monk in its angular,
driving momentum, whilst in the
ballads he is more conscious of the
connections of this music with the
style and forms of an earlier era: note
the ' impressionist' beginning to In A
Sentimental Mood that then gives way
to asimple, ' unsentimental'
treatment that shows afull awareness

of the melodic and harmonic
potential of this glorious tune. Here,
as elsewhere, Previn is ably supported
by the refined, tasteful bass of
Donald Finck, whose solos are always
telling reflections of the established
mood.
My personal favourite among the
Ellington songbook, the exploratory
Come Sunday, is given an
interpretation that is the result of
thorough understanding of the
Ellington idiom, yet reaches out
beyond the expectations of those who
see this repertoire as restricted to a
jazz categorisation. Through his
subtle variations on the work's
changes, Previn makes clear its
connections with contemporaneous
views of advanced tonality within the
classical sphere, and proves his grasp
of the essence of most of this music:
that its sophistication and complexity
of influence are such as to defy those
who would seek to pigeonhole it.
There is much here that both
classical and jazz fans will find of
interest, in interpretations of
intelligence, subtlety and flair, and
beyond that, this disc is asuperbly
entertaining experience.
DG's recording is fine, capturing
Previn's distinctive sonority in a
clean, natural ambience.
Recommended: adisc that Ellington
would surely have loved madly.

B:2 Good

CPI BACH:
Sonatas — in B-flat, W62:1 ID in G,
W62:2 • in F, W65:1 in in G,
W65:6 III in A, W65:10 II in g,
W65:11
Miklos Spanyt (clavichd)

C:3 Moderate

BIS BISCD 963

Allegretto grazioso, which Darrell M
Berg, the booklet-annotator, says was
CPE's substitution for the original
Presto finale. Oddly, this new
movement appears to be alengthened
and substantially embellished version
of that designated Cantabile. What's
the connection?
These Six Early Sonatas from
1731-1740' are all three-movt pieces;
and except for W62:2 they were
revised because, Berg believes, CPE
considered them student efforts. At

David Gray's re-released
White Ladder is the Rock
Album in Focus: page 97

We must apologise for any
confusion caused to users of
our CD Service by some
misleading price codings in last
month's review pages

review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance

are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies las stated). An additional star'
denotes

outstanding

quality.

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a

John Kersey

A:1* 0

CD price coding: • full price; • mid
price; A budget price; V special price,
see Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown -

Sound quality : Performance
Very Goad

Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Historical source,
eg, 787pm

H:H Historical

D:4 Poor

78m 30s

First, asmall mystery. In a 19thcentury French edition of W65:11,
republished by Dover, (iii) is marked
Cantabile. What we get here is a
movement directed to be played
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JS BACH:
Toccata in c, BWV911
Partita 2
in c, BWV826
English Suite 2 in
a, BWV807
Martha Argench (pno)
DG 463 604-2

50m 16s 01980

When listening to the recent EMI
coupling of Amsterdam recitals from
1978/79 [CDC 556 9752] Iturned

least they weren't destroyed, as were
many early works, by the composer
himself two years before his death.
Spanyi continues to use the
clavichord because ' in Germany the
clavichord was much the most
important keyboard instrument
throughout the 18th-century'. And he
describes the character of the model
used here as ' rich and somewhat
dark'. Its timbre has been captured
well. The presence of heavy breathing
(was it such an effort to play?) speaks
of close miking, but at least we are
spared excessive mechanical noises
exaggerated by ahigh level of
encoding, as was the case in BIS CD878.
Spanyi's interpretations remain
controversial but are within the
bounds of validity. He takes a
leisurely view of such markings as
Allegro and Presto (
perhaps he didn't
want to emphasise mild Scarlattian
influences that break through from
time to time) but precise articulation
gives the music both point and
purpose. He still believes in agogic
hesitations to highlight innovations,
but now he doesn't allow them to
disrupt rhythmic flow. If he is atrifle
severe in W62:2(ii) — reminiscent of
JS Bach — then he is also relaxed in
W65:1(ii) which is played most
feelingly.
These works are by no means the
finest of CPE (he was between 17 &
26 at the time) but they offer a
foretaste of the composer he was to
become.
lalen Anthoni

8.1

B:1 0

This year sees
the 250th
anniversary of
the death of
JS Bach

for comparisons to Martha Argerich's
studio recording of the Second
Partita as reissued on `Galleria' (
in
fact the matrix number was
unchanged from DG's earlier fullpriced CD version) noting with
disappointment some hardness in
forte. Now, still at the same high
level, there is an improved ` Originals'
transfer replicating by way of cover
design the lovely Argerich portrait
which graced the analogue LP sleeve.
Although the live version reflects a
greater variety of touch and aless
determinedly angular style (or
'stringent' as the booklet note has it),
now one can listen with greater
relaxation to what must be amore
true facsimile of Heinz Wildhagen's
1979 Berlin taping. Some would
argue the differences were subtle but,
given the unique qualities of the
playing, readers should think of
replacing their old CD copies.
Christopher Breunig

A:1 •

JS BACH:
Cantatas - BWV6: ' Bleib bei uns',
BWV6 ' Erfreut euch, ihr Herzen',
BWV66
Soloists/Monteverdi Ch/EBS/Gardiner
Archly 463 580-2
'As one
%VOL

Ed

expect
from these
forces, the
perk rmonces are
fill of life
and light'

48m 16s

Glorious as are Bach's only two
completely preserved cantatas for
Easter Monday, proud and exciting as
are the performances, the purchaser is
likely to feel short-changed when the
playing-time catches the eye. And,
since this is the first issue in the
planned series of church cantatas, one
might add the recommendation that
future issues should indicate the
scoring of each movement
(performers and their instruments
too, as used regularly to be the case
with Archiv) — Bach's
instrumentation is aconstantly varied
joy. As one would expect from these
forces, the performances are full of
life and light, with rich dynamic
shading and crisp enunciation. For
my taste the opening chorus of
BWV66 is atouch too hard-driven
for the full impact of scoring and text
to come through. But better this brisk
attack than caution or dullness. Of
the vocal soloists (different for each
of the works) the ones who have
impressed me most are Bernarda Fink
with her rich yet pure contralto, the
clear-toned, flexible tenor Mark
Padmore, and the warm, crisp bass,
Dietrich Henschel; on this occasion
Michael Chance sounds rather
mannered. John Eliot Gardiner
catches finely the very different
moods and qualities of these works,

especially perhaps the flamboyance
and delicacy of ` Erfreut euch', with
which Bach sought to impress the
citizens at his first Leipzig Easter
festival; by comparison the
introspection and weight of ` 131eib bei
uns' seem less impressively conveyed.
Peter Branscombe

A:1/2 0

JS BACH:
'Actus tragicus' - Cantatas ' Christ
lag in Todes Banden', BWV4
'Gottes Zeit ist die allerbeste Zeit'
BWV106 ' Der Herr denket an
uns', BWV196 ' Weinen, Klagen',
BWV12
Cantus Coln/Junghanel
Harmonics Mundi HMC 901694

70m 23s

The title of this generously full CD is
traditionally tied to Cantata 106; it is
misleading only when applied to
BWV196, which — the smallest of
the four — is awedding cantata. All
four are early works, three of them
composed in or around 1707, one
(BWV12) in 1714, long before the
great series of Leipzig cantatas. They
are fascinating works, and Konrad
Jungliânel with his expert performers
(who number just 19 all told) convey
felicitously the character of each, even
if they are sometimes tempted into
over-brisk tempos. The cantatas are
on the whole lightly scored, which
highlights the pair of recorders in
BWV106 and the trumpet, oboe and
bassoon in BWV12. Even in BWV4
and 196, where the scoring is limited
to organ and strings, abundant variety
is won from rhythmic variety.
Some listeners may miss afull
chorus in these works, but so spirited
and immediate is the singing of the
soloists that the chamber (or rather,
small chapel) feel is more than
adequate compensation. In the
chorale cantata ` Christ lag in
Todesbanden' Bach achieves wonders
within the unlimiting limitations of Eminor and common time; indeed, the
richness of his invention is felt
throughout, and the performances
eagerly match the beauties and
poignancies of the music. Recording
(apart from its closeness and
occasional bass-heaviness) is fine;
presentation in the leaflet is
admirable.
Peter Branscombe

A-8:1 0

MAGNIFICAT
IS BACH: Various works
Soloists/Ch of King's College
Cambridge/AAM/Cleobuty
EMI CDS 556 9942

2CDs, 152m 35s

This issue is generous in every sense:
marvellous music, splendid
performances, two expertly planned,
long CDs. Whether one chooses to
play the discs straight through, or
light on particular works, the results
are unfailingly splendid. The contents
range from the Missa brevis in A and
the radiant Sanctus in C via the Dmajor revision of the Magnificat to
the church cantatas Wachet au? and
AUGUST 2000
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Weinen, Klagen', the motets ` Lobet
den Herm' and ` Der Geist hilft unsre
Schwachheit auf, and smaller-scale
vocal, instrumental and organ works.
The tone, as the title of the disc
implies, is predominantly celebratory.
The performances are expert, lively
and deeply felt. The EMI engineers
have caught to near-perfection the
sometimes difficult acoustics of
King's College chapel, the bright,
forward tone never threatening clarity
of detail. And the performers are on
top form: Ihave had particular

pleasure from the contributions of
Lisa Milne, Ian Bostridge and
Michael George among the singers;
the AAM plays with warmth and
spirit, and the choir is fresh-voiced
and ardent. Stephen Cleobury enjoys
afield-day both as conductor and
organist (especially in astirring
account of the Prelude & Fugue in G,
BWV541). The booklet note contains
everything one could reasonably
demand. This is aset to return to
again and again.
Peter Branscombe
A:1 0

JS BACH:
Six Cello Suites
Mischa Maisky (vlc)

without the introduction of rubato,
whilst his attack ranges from a
feathery pp to apercussive, vehement
ff in the grand Romantic manner.
And yet, as amusical experience,
this is one of the most thoughtprovoking and, ultimately, convincing
versions of the Suites that Ihave yet
heard. Iwould compare it in effect to
Glenn Gould's approach to Bach; a
re-invention of the music through the
eyes of an interpreter whose
conviction has the power to suspend
the listener's disbelief. Maisky takes
considerable liberties with the music,
but in his hands it becomes once
more the living, breathing entity that
it was conceived to be. Every phrase
here grabs the attention, not merely
for the outstanding technical control
with which it is played, but because it
is the product of awholly individual
view of the work born of passionate
involvement and sustained vision.
Individual felicities abound; in the
Bourrée /of Suite 3, Maisky's ricochet
bowing cannot fail to raise asmile,
whilst his concentration is apparent in
the C-minor Sarabande, which he
describes as his favourite.
Casals, of course, is indispensable
[EMI CHS 761 0272], but this
version is the one which Iwould
choose as alatter-day companion to
that set. No lover of this music
should miss the chance to hear these
discs.
John Kersey Its:1* 0

DG 463 314-2
2CDs, 154m 52s
with bonus disc of computer program
This issue is agood example of the
intelligent use of technology. With the
aid of asuitable computer, the third
disc of the set enables you to
download complete scores of the
works, to follow them whilst they are
being played and, indeed, to edit
them for use in practice or in order
to create your own version of the
work. Furthermore, there are
extensive notes on the work, artist
and composer, together with aseries
of photographs of Mischa Maisky in
appropriately decorous poses.
[I remember a Wigmore Hall recital
where he had on adifferent coloured
silk shirt for each Suite! — Mus Ed.]
Maisky's new edition of the work
î that he uses here is distinguished
mainlyby the writing out of all the
(although he does not observe
1. repeats
them in da capo sections), and is
otherwise based on the Anna
Magdalena Bach manuscript. His
approach has refined somewhat since
his 1985 DG recording, but remains
characterised by his highly individual
stance on the interpretation of these
works.
Such, indeed, is Maisky's
iconoclasm here that one is compelled
to either accept or reject his
conclusions outright rather than
tread amiddle path. For those
who like their Bach presented
in ahistorically-aware manner,
with consistency of tempo and
conventional dynamic
parameters, Maisky will
remain thoroughly
beyond the pale; barely
two bars are played

HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

JS BACH:
Cantatas BWV82
BWV58
BWV56 II Two sinfonias from
BWV35
Matthias Goeme (bar)/Salzburger
Bachchor/Camerata Academica
Salzburg/Norrington
Decal 466 570-2

60m 20s

These are sound and pleasing
accounts of Bach's three cantatas for
solo bass, in which Matthias Goeme's
rich, essentially serious vocal presence
is matched with some very fine
playing from the accompanying
ensemble.
The opening of `Ich habe genug'
(BWV82) seems to me to get matters
absolutely right; Norrington's tempo
is slow and has acertain weightiness
to it, whilst his obbligato oboe
(Albrecht Mayer) is allowed the aerial
freedom that he needs. Each phrase is
carefully considered in relation to the
next, so that the music appears to
unfold spontaneously. Moreover, the
recording (from the Kapuzinerkloster,

Matthias
Goerne

Maisk'y new set
of the six Bach
Cello Suites
is in DG's
'CD-pluscore'
series

Salzburg) has amarvellous sense of
depth and spaciousness to it, tending
towards ahomogeneous presentation
of the ensemble rather than the
spotlit tendencies of some
alternatives.
Goerne is at home with this
repertoire throughout, singing with
conviction and asimplicity of
presentation that suits the music well.
Despite competition in
habe
genug' from classic versions by
Fischer-Dieskau [Archiv 427 128-2]
and Hans Hotter [EMI CDH 763
1982] he remains highly competitive,
equipped with the crucial advantage
of afirst-rate accompaniment and
recording. This is really avery
distinguished set of performances.
Someone had the bright idea of
filling up the disc with the two
Sinfonias from the joyous cantata
'Geist und Sede wird verwirret'
(BWV35) that was first performed
seven weeks before the ` Kreutzstab'
cantata BWV56. These pieces, with
an important solo part for the organ,
here ably taken by Johannes Strobl,
form an effective contrast to the
darker moods that prevail in the
surrounding works. An impressive
release.
iohn Kersey
AM(*) 0

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 6 ' Pastoral"/SCHUBERT:
Symphony 8 ' Unfinished'
BPO/Cluytens
Testament SBT 1182
67m 51s imono recorded 1955/60
André Cluytens, Belgian by birth,
studied conducting in the early 1930s
in France, working has way up to a
post at the Paris Opera. From 1946
he had arecording contract with
Pathé Marconi and after the
conductor's success at Bayreuth in
1955 aBeethoven symphony cycle
with the Berlin Philharmonic was
planned in conjunction with
Electrola, beginning with the Pastoral.
The remaining symphonies were
recorded in stereo, so in 1960 the
Sixth was remade; but this earlier one
[in the UK, HMV ALP 1408] was
considered musically superior and
second-hand copies were eagerly
sought by collectors. Listening to it
now, Ifeel disproportionate value has
accrued to Cluytens's account.
Although the playing is enjoyable
(and this rather comfortable account
is somewhat similar to Beilun's with
the VPO) it's aSixth that lacks the
motivation so apparent in Karajan's
Beethoven with the Berlin
Philharmonic.
No, Iincline more to the Schubert,
which although moving slowly
throughout, is both dramatic in its
dynamic terracing and poetic when
becalmed; here Cluytens offers
something more individual in
concept. This recording was
produced for the French market (for
whose customers apparently neither
Giulini nor Klemperer with the
Philharmonia would have had much
appeal at the time) and so was an
even greater rarity in the UK.
Cluytens was dropped altogether
by EMI afew years after. Testament
has also reissued his Ravel recordings
with the Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra in the belief that they
preserve aunique sound quality lost
with the ` homogenisation' of
international orchestras. Iam glad to
hear the present transfers, which
typify the parent company's best work
from the period.
Christopher Breunig

B:1(2)

Fidelio
Nielsen/Lienbacher/Winbergh/Pecoraro/
Titus/Moll/Glashof/Hungarian Radio Ch/
Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia/Halász
Naxos 8.660070-71

2CDs, 114m 49s

Here is avery remarkable Fidelio, by
any standards an outstanding
peformance, very well recorded —
and at about one-third the price of
most of its serious rivals. Few of the
singers are top-rank international
stars; the orchestra is hardly an
obvious draw; and Michael Halász is
not aname one would immediately
light on to conduct the opera. Yet he
has blended together an ensemble to
86

share his burning commitment and
enthusiasm, and the result is both
thrilling and deeply moving. The
choral work is highly impressive, with
fitting contrast between the
downtrodden prisoners of Act Iand
the jubilant throng of the finale.
Edith Lienbacher is adelightful
Marzelline, touching, unfailingly
fresh-toned; and Herwig Pecoraro
partners her ably, deservedly there to
pick up the pieces after her selfdeception. Alan Titus is a
disturbingly sinister, powerful Pizarro,
Kurt Moll in good voice as a
familiarly equivocal Rocco.
Inga Nielsen as Leonore is thrilling,
radiant-toned; she is properly
challenged but unstrained by the
difficulties of the role. Giista
Winbergh is avery fine Florestan,
conveying equally well the grim
ordeal of the starving prisoner and
the elation of the husband rescued.
The solo prisoners make what they
can of their small solos. The only
disappointment is Wolfgang Glashof's
wobbly Minister.
The accompanying leaflet contains
abrief introduction, detailed synopsis,
and the German libretto. The
dialogue, somewhat abbreviated, is
impressively handled, the feel of alive
performance vividly created and
sustained. Naxos have already given
us many superb bargains; Idoubt if
many of them can equal this Fidelio
for all-round excellence.
Peter Branscombe

A: 1 *- 1(2) A

11411.110Z:
Romeo & Juliet — dramatic
symphony
Daniela Barcellona (mez-sop)/Kenneth
Tarver (ten)/Orlin Anastassov (bass)/
LSO & Ch/Davis
LSO Live LSO 0003 CD

2CDs, 99m 12s

This is Colin Davis's third recording
of Romeo & Juliet, and his second
with the LSO, although the package
on offer this time makes avirtue of
coming from
highly praised live
performances.
These took place
in the Barbican
Hall last January,
and as ` own label'
productions of
public concerts
permit very
modest pricing,
these two discs
should be
distinctly
recommendable.
But this assumes
that concert-hall
enthusiasm will
still seem apt
sitting in front of domestic
loudspeakers, and that the event is
captured well enough to permit a
blind eye to be turned towards Sir
Colin's 1996 VPO Philips version of
the work [
HFNIRR Jan ' 97], for
which, after much comparative

'The LSO

listening, Ihave to confess a
preference.
This is primarily because Ifind
with beauty
Daniela Barcellona's wide vibrato
and
totally inappropriate to her expository
precision,
role in the Prologue and strophic
never once
verses, and Orlin Anastassov's rather
crossing that thin, bodiless tone asad
crucial line
disappointment for Friar Lawrence,
into the
despite the singer's earnest manner. It
will take only afew seconds' listening
distorted
to Borodina and Miles in the Vienna
edginess
recording to discover what Imean.
which my
But Kenneth Tarver is fine in his brief
ears so often
appearance as asurrogate Mercutio,
register in
and the LSO Chorus sing with beauty
response to
and precision, never once crossing
massed
that crucial line into the distorted
voices.
edginess which my ears so often
register in response to massed voices.
Indeed,
Indeed, in this particular respect the
in this
Barbican production outclasses its
particular
Musikverein rival, while the orchestra
respect the
itself is in fine form and Davis's vision
Barbican
of (and love for) the work is always in
production
evidence despite the above misgivings.
outclasses its
However, there is one negative nonMusikverein
performing point, arising from the
Barbican Hall's difficult acoustic.
rival'
Although the Mallinson/Faulkner
production team have achieved a
convincing and consistent balance
while preserving awide dynamic
range, this is offset by asoundstage
that's short on depth-perspective, plus
RECOMMENDATION arather unreverberant overall setting.
Berlioz sRomeo & In consequence, the orchestral texture
Juliet, with soloists fails to open up or the climaxes to
chorus and the
expand as much as one might wish.
VPO, conducted by
But at least the audience remains
Sir Colin Davis, is remarkably quiet (and we don't have
on afiillprked
to suffer any applause until the very
2CD Philip set
end), while any readers who suspect
442 134-2
that I'm being too fussy need only
spend £ 10 in order to judge for
themselves.
Chorus sing

'Review

John Crabbe

A— B:1*- 3

CHOPIN:
Scherzi 1, 2 & 4 111 24 Preludes
Op.28
Hávard Gimse (pno)
Naim noimcd 028

72m 58s

One must question the wisdom of
programming only three of the four
Scherzi in this context; the result is
inevitably less than satisfying.
However, given that the booklet
contains no information whatsoever
about the music, and consists simply
of abiography of the artist and an
advertisement for the disc's sponsor,
perhaps the choice of works takes
second billing here. What we do learn
is that Hávard Gimse is ayoung
Norwegian pianist who has given
concerts internationally since the age
of 14 and won anumber of awards.
He is equipped with alithe and
flexible technique, even if his power
and velocity are scarcely in the same
league as Pollini's (
Scherzi: DG 431
623-2; Preludes: DG 431 221-2),
whose whirlwind command transports
the more exultant of the Preludes (
No.
16 being the acid test) into territory
where the adjective ' transcendental' is
MUST 210
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truly merited. More importantly,
although Gimse has things to say
about the Preludes, they have yet to
coalesce into anatural frame of
utterance and not sound like selfconscious point-making. Prelude 23 is
acase in point: Ican see merit in
Gimse's desire to slow the tempo in
order to focus attention upon tonal
and harmonic variety, but the result
does not quite come off.
Elsewhere, Iam tempted to risk
damning Gimse with faint praise by
saying that he gets very little wrong:
this is playing of poetic intelligence
and taste by someone who clearly
cares about this music and is eager to
share his enthusiasm for it. The
difficulty that strikes me above all is
one not uncommon in pianists of
Gimse's generation; it is that his
imagination in making full use of the
keyboard's range of colour is directed
towards specific moments and effects,
usually in cantabile playing, rather
than suffusing his entire approach to
the instrument — witness the lack of
variety in his tonal range in Prelude
12. An ear that has heard Cortot
recreate the Preludes as magical,
other-worldly tone pictures [EMI
CDH 761 0502 — his 1933 version]
does not easily regain its innocence;
and similar beauties may be found in
Cherkassky's 1968 version [Orfeo
C431961]. Gimse does abetter job in
the Scherzi, although Ifind his rubato
in 4 rather unconvincing, tending to
proceed in fits and starts; and his
phrasing of its main theme lacks
rhythmic spring. Against this must be
set his fine playing of the cantabile
sections, his feeling throughout for
clarity of texture and his awareness of
the inner voices of Chopin's
counterpoint, often achieved through
minimal use of the pedal.
Gimse is very well recorded, and
there is enough evidence here to
suggest that he will certainly be a
talent to watch.
John Kersey
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CHOPIN:
Polonaise in b-flat, Op.Posth
Nocturnes - in E flat, Op.9:2 II in
c, Op.Posth U Fugue in a, Op.Posth
• Lento con gran espressione in csharp, Op.Posth II Waltzes - in fsharp, Op.Posth U in a, Op.Posth
• in a, Op. 34:2 III in e, Op.Posth/
FIELD: Nocturnes - 2 in cU 5 in B
flat • 10 in e MI Romance in E-flat
III Largo in c • Preludio in c
Waltzes - in E • in A
Helge Antoni (pno)
Etcetera KTC 1231

57m 39s

Imaginative idea this. Etcetera says
that ' the dynamic interlocking of the
different composers' works is aimed
at highlighting parallels and influences
to pinpoint the specific musical
uniqueness of each. The aim of this
first Crossfire recording is 'to help the
listener to discover Chopin's
revolutionary genius by also
discovering the tender lyricism of his
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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precursor John Field'. Herein lies a
snag. As portrayed by Antoni, there
doesn't seem to be much difference
between the two. Start, if you like, by
sampling Field's 2nd Nocturne in Cminor. A sense of melancholia is
conveyed and the gentle drift of the
music is acceptable. But let the disc
run into the next item, Chopin's Cminor Nocturne Op.Posth, and the
temperament needed for this piece is
disconcertingly unforthcoming.
Antoni's approach is similar, his
range of expression only slightly
wider, but wide of the mark for the
heated emotional intensity of the
music.
Nowhere does his playing reflect
the fact that though Field invented
the Nocturne, Chopin transformed
the genre. And subjective responses
to Chopin have to be of ascale well
beyond anything envisaged or
required by Field. Antoni's restricted
tonal compass and generally
phlegmatic disposition equalise both
composers. Not even agood
recording can compensate for this
shortcoming.
Nalen Anthont

B:2-3 0

Günter Wand
unexpected
repertoire in
live recordings
from 1982
and 1999

is the more recommendable of these
two live recordings: Wand yields
nothing to Monteux and the LSO
[Philips] — if anything, the reverse,
for Wand shows greater patience.
Although dating from 1982, the
recording is also preferable to that of
Pictures: it is far easier to relate to a
real-life experience than the overseparated, slightly strainedsounding
1999 coupling. This, surely, will
satisfy only Wand's more fervent
admirers: the NDR Orchestra's rather
thin upper strings and brass sonorities
fall short of what one expects in this
work; and although well prepared (
as
one would expect with this
conductor) the sections are oddly
characterised. Ienjoyed the Polish
Oxcart and BabaYaga, but the
Unhatched Chicks dance awkwardly
and oddest of all is the monumental
depiction of the first of the two Jews
(Goldenburg) — the characterisation
made me think, instead, of amassive
architectural facade with, at the back
(je, Schmuyle) all the plumbing pipes
and waste outlets!
You need only dip into the Usher
Hall Pictures with the Philharmonia
under Giulini [BBCL 4023-2] to be
drawn into areally inspirational live
(and unedited) reading, and to realise
the disparity between what the BBC
were achieving (in mono) in 1961
and NDR's current production
standards.
Christopher Breunig
A- B:1

B- C:2

DEBUSSY:
Syrinx U ' BMW (ed. Lenski) •
La plus que lente/RAVEL: Chansons
madécasses/PROKOFIEV: Flute
Sonata
Emmanuel Pahud (60/Stephen
Kovacevich (pno)/ Katarina Kaméus
(mez-sop)/Truls Mork (vio)
EMI CDC 556 9822
Debussy,
photographed
in 1909 by
Nadar

DEBUSSY:
Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien symphonic fragments/MUSSORGSKY:
Pictures at an Exhibition (orch.
Raven'
NDR Orch/Wand
RCA 74321 72788 2
54m 31s rec. live 1982, 11999
So strong aconnection has been
forged between Günter Wand and the
symphonies of Bruckner that this
coupling may surprise some (though
his earlier RCA recordings have
included works by Stravinsky,
Tchaikovsky, Frank Martin, etc,
besides the classical symphony
cycles). For Wand, the quality of a
piece is what counts: he admires
Pictures, finding in it alogical unifying
pulse — the booklet contains his
observations on the work, which he
first performed in 1953 at Gürzenich.
His interest in Debussy also dates
back to his days there, first
conducting Jeux in 1959 and the four
St Sébastien fragments in 1967. This

61m 13s

A disc of many pleasures, above all
the immaculately stylish playing of
the BPO's principal flute, Emmanuel
Pahud. His Syrinx is amiracle of
limpid purity and grace, and the
delights continue with ` Bilitis', Karl
Lenski's adept transcription for flute
and piano of the Six Epigraphes
antiques (
originally conceived for
piano duet in 1913 and derived from
Debussy's 1900 incidental music,
Chansons de Bilitis — not to be
confused, by the way, with this
composer's eponymous 1896 vocal
triptych). Stephen Kovacevich could
not be more supportive here, and
goes on to give abewitching
rendering of La plus que lente, the
1910 waltz that Debussy penned for
`for the brasserie at tea time and the
pretty listeners who meet there'.
For Ravel's magical Chansons
madécasses Pahud and Kovacevich are
joined by cellist Truls Mork and
mezzo Katarina Kaméus. They're a
classy team, lavishing exquisitely
subtle and stunningly articulate
advocacy on these by turns bracingly
87
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but in the poème dansé itself a
pervading literalness rather scuppers
proceedings (it's no match for
Zitunan's beautifully engineered 1978
Rotterdam PO account, now reissued
on mid-price Philips ` Solo'). As for
L'apprenti sorcier, well, some effective
details from the lower strings
notwithstanding, Imiss the
mischievous ebullience and sheer
sense of fun that both Fournet
[Denon, nla] and Slatkin [RCA] find
in this most irresistible of scherzos.
López-Cobos directs athoroughly
workmanlike performance of Dukas's
glorious Symphony, but his
conducting lacks the nobility of spirit
and unswerving long-term rigour
that, say, Armin Jordan brought to
this magnificent edifice on his
treasurable 1984 Erato recording with
the Suisse Romande Orchestra — an
ideal candidate for reissue within

wczamireti
Sir John
Barbirolli
The Barbirollear Álbum
Symphony No.I in A flat resett«...t.0
Enigma Variations O./ rncodu0
Innaluction & Allegro 0.47 e Mitorteedoe.)
Eleay for Strings (NV e. late
Bavarian Dance No.2 ( 1.7 re.a..)

Emmanuel Pahu
Stephen Kovace
Debussy and Pro

above) a
ks by
MI

chaste and sensual settings. Pahud
and Kovacevich conclude proceedings
with an exhilarating performance of
Prokofiev's irresistible Flute Sonata
(better known in its alternative guise
as the Second Violin Sonata). Just
once or twice in the finale
Kovacevich comes close to forcing the
tone; otherwise, Ihave nothing but
praise for aperformance of such
consummate artistry and
interpretative charisma. A simply
wonderful collection, then, whose
first-rate sound and balance were
masterminded by Mike Hatch.
Andrew Achenbach
A:1 • 0

Symphony in C II ' Fanfare' to La
Péri II La Péri U The Sorcerer's
Apprentice
Cincinnati SO/López-Cobos
Telarc CD-80515

72m 20s

Expert, beefy orchestral playing,
better suited to the post-Franckian
world of the invigorating Symphony
in C than the diaphanous half-lights
and perfumed exoticisms of La Péri.
Actually, the marvellous ' Fanfare' to
the latter comes off very well here
(an unusually extrovert presentation),
88

ELGAR:
Symphony 1 in A-flatl
Introduction & Allegro (two
versions' 2) 1M Elegy for Strings (two
versions' 2) U Enigma Variations2
Bavarian Dance 2 tullaby' 2
Hallé Orchearbirolli
Dalton Labs CDSJB 1017
2CDs, 116m 48s
recordings from 11956, 21947 mono
Iwas intrigued by apiece of
reproduced artwork, part of acollage
on the back of the Dutton booklet
(which includes as abonus a
complete Barbirolli-Elgar discography
— though failing to list the orchestras
involved) relating to the Pye
recording of the First Symphony —
'first three movements.., microgroove
record 33rpm', it reads [
see below].
Of course: the first mono release, a
2LP set, coupled the Cello Concerto
(André Navarra); Iwell remember
the heavy Pye originals, in their
glazed paper liners.
CD2 groups the four EMI mono
recordings, which is logical but does
not facilitate comparisons with the
two stereo alternatives here (CD1).
Incidentally, Dutton's 1970
publication date for the Elegy
overlooks the 45rpm original,

Warner Classics' Ultima' series, I'd
have thought. Nor does the
Spaniard's admirably drilled
Cincinnati band display the
characterful poise of Tortelier's BBC
Philharmonic [Chandos] or the
Orchestre National de France under
Slatkin. Ultimately, there's awant of
light and shade about this wellmeaning newcomer that makes for
fatiguing listening, and, frankly, I
found my concentration wavering
more than once.
Telarc's sonics are tonally
exemplary, but the acoustic is
comparatively small, and tuttis need
more air to breathe; genuine
pianissimi, too are in very short
supply. Slatkin offers this same
programme, and his typically stylish
RCA anthology remains the one to
go for.
Andrew Achenbach

B- C:2-3

coupling 'Nimrod', excerpted from
the Pye 1956 complete recording, and
Grieg.
Michael Kennedy notes that this
earlier ( 1947) Enigma disappeared
with the old 'plum-labelled' HMV
78s — Boult's Elgar was premium
'red-label' in those days! Music snobs
would thus have missed asuperb
account of the work — Barbirolli may
be typically expansive in gesture with
the Theme, but drives both GSR's
bulldog, Dan, and the piano-playing
Troyte at ahell of alick (far more
excitingly than in his much later
Philharmonia recording) — and Mike
Dutton has performed alabour of
love in restoring it for us.
Ifind the two earlier versions of
Elegy and Introduction & Allegro
musically superior to their Pye
counterparts, but the real point of
this set is surely JB's luxuriant
account of the A-flat Symphony, with
his beloved Hallé players in peak
form gloriously at one with him. As
Kennedy writes, there's the 'sweep
and immediacy of alive performance'
apparently the work was finished
in aday. And the late Bob Auger's
Free Trade Hall recording sounds
finer than Iwould have dreamt
possible; it really captures the Hallé
sound in agenerous ambience.
Christopher Breunig

B/H:1*-2

E
SYMPHONY NO.1
in A Flat Major, Op 55
SIR JOHN BARBIROL1.1
conducting the Mlle
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FAURÉ:
Piano Quartets 1 & 2
Schubert Ensemble of London
ASV CDQS6237

but it also happens to make good

64m 48s

The June 1998 recording (Keener/
Timperley) of the First Piano Quartet
originally surfaced on acovermount
CD for the BBC Music Magazine.
Just under ayear later, the same
personnel returned to St George's,
Brandon Hill in Bristol to tape its Gminor successor. Sound and balance
are just fine, and both performances
will give oodles of pleasure.
I've praised William Howard's
nimble pianism before in these pages
and once again I'm mightily
impressed by his deft assumption of
Fauré's tricky piano writing. Purity of
expression and meticulous fidelity to
the text have always been these
sensitive artists' watchwords, and
their interpretations are as elegantly
sculpted as they are judiciously
blended. Both slow movements
benefit from their affectingly
restrained approach, and there's a
strong sense of architecture
throughout. Iparticularly like the
nervy, sinewy toughness they impart
to 2(ii) and (iv). Some will still
incline towards the famous Domus
accounts [Hyperion] for their extra
ardour and sheer joy in musicmaking, but the Schubert Ensemble
of London's intelligent, watchful
advocacy brings its own considerable
rewards.
Retailing at bargain price, this
`Quicksilva' CD from ASV represents
stupendous value for money.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1-1 • A

Nalen Anthoni

Violin Concertos 1-5 • ' Haffner'
Serenade - excerpts
Pamela Frank (vIn)/Tonhalle Orch
Zurich/Zinman

MOZART:

Arte Nova 74321 72104 2
2CDs, 139m 28s

Piano Concerto in E- flat K482/
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 3 in c'
Annie Fischer (pno)/Concertgebouw
Orch/Klemperer/lBerlin RSO/Fricsay/
Palesa CD-0515
(67m) mono rec. live 1957, 11956
dist. Complete Record Co
Annie Fischer's husband was the first
postwar director at the Budapest
Opera, working with Klemperer as its
music director; conductor and pianist
often performed together (and
recorded Liszt and Schumann for

ANNIE I SI
78m 59s

SIveart (.t]rbrerb,
liedthnvon : Uslogr:erh,

which had about 56 players, while the
premiere of Symphony 34 took place
in Vienna with agroup numbering
87. Doubtless the combination of six
bassoons, ten violas, eight cellos and
ten basses produced an ample bottom
end. Muti probably settles for
something like 45 overall, though it's
impossible to be precise because this
is the solid, sonorous VP0 writ large.
Obviously, it's not asonority that
Mozart would recognise and some
may find that objectionable. As
expected, the sharp contrasts between
winds and strings, so characteristic of
period instrument bands, are missing.
You'll notice that in 29(ü), where the
oboes and horns blend too smoothly
with the muted violins. Muti's chosen
tempo is right for Andante but his
hold on the the double-dotted rhythm
of the movt should have been tauter.
Yet there is agood snap to
while
the trio is slower. This may be
reminescent of ' authentic' practice

I,' 3

M.. ', P.m...

MUST MO

Annie Fischer:
wonderful
playing in live
concert
)
V

AC

D(H ): 1 ( H )

MOZART:
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Nothing wrong with big-band
Mozart. The first public performance
of 31, the 'Paris', was given by the
orchestra of the Concerts Spirituel
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MOZART:
Symphonies 29, 33 & 34
VPO/Muti
Philips 462 906-2

Op.111 was one of the great losses
when the Carlton CD series was
withdrawn), and her stereo LP of the
C-minor Concerto with Fricsay and
the Bavarian State Orchestra gained
something like cult status. Their
concert performance and that DG
studio alternative from the same
period are as different as chalk and
cheese, the latter subtle in detail but
`safe', whereas here Fischer throws
caution to the winds, plays with
enormous power and accuracy,
expressive depth in (ii) and dash in
the rondo finale. The heartfelt nature
of this live broadcast shines through
patches of gross distortion; Ialso
noted two momentary signal dropouts
[track 4, 7m 34s; track 5, 1m 19s].
At least the mono signal is centred
between the speakers...

sense, given the lyrical nature of the
music. Conversely, 33(iii) is in an
'old-fashioned' threeinabar style:
which is unusual considering the
buoyancy and lightness Muti brings
to the other movts.
The recording of 29 and 33
captures much of the bloom of the
VPO on its home ground
(Musikverein) but there is, from time
to time, alack of inner transparency.
It's rather like amist passing through
the middle of abright landscape.
Reach 34, though, and the mist
settles permanently, veiling all
textures. And amore distant image
probably exacerbates the negative
qualities of the performance. Muti's
turgid, dispassionate view of this
symphony doesn't reflect the
effervescent energy suggested by the
markings Allegro vivace for the outer
movements and Andante di moho piu
tosto allegretto for (ii). His lazy pace is
barely Andante. Most disappointing.

performances
with Klemperer
and Fricsay

EMI — Fischer recorded K482 with
Sawallisch and the Philharmonia) and
this Holland Festival broadcast tape is
fairly familiar to collectors; it was
available here first on an American
import LP. The solo playing is
Fricsay too was
wonderfully articulated and alive; and
invited to work
Klemperer at that time took Mozart
allegros at challengingly fast tempos — at the Budapest
Opera, when
the Dutch wind players are as
only 31; he
eloquent here as they were in the
Concertgebouw/van Beinum K491
stood in for
with Kathleen Long, recently reissued Klemperer (who
on Music & Arts. But someone has
was indisposed)
mastered this disc with higher LH
to conduct the
channel levels than right, at worst in
1947 Salzburg
(i); and both recordings have
premiere of
distortion.
Gottfried von
Annie Fischer was especially
Einem's
renowned as aBeethoven interpreter
(her BBC solo recital including
Danton 's Death.

These are delightfully fresh and
sprightly performances. It is
immediately obvious that soloist and
conductor have worked very closely
indeed on the interpretations. Even
the cadenzas (with the exception of
the Joachim in Concerto 5) are
composed by the conductor. In every
case they are modest and stylish —
there is nothing anachronistically
daring here. It is always agood sign
when the cadenza begins with a close
derivative of the main theme of the
movt. This is very much an 18thcentury convention and Zinman is
wise not to stray too far from that
tradition.
One of the most attractive features
of Pamela Frank's approach is her
lightness of touch. Aided by elegantly
rhythmic orchestral playing, her
interpretations are refined yet direct.
In the past, my preference has been
for the direct, classical approach of
Schneiderhan and Suk (not forgetting
Johanna Martzy's wonderfully
gracious 4 for DG). Pamela Frank is
similarly classical in her view. She
never hurries slow movts yet the flow
of the music is always graciously
constant. The slightly neglected
K207 comes fully alive because of
the sparkling approach. The
orchestral playing is adelight and
David Zinman is not afraid to let the
horns exploit their exciting high parts
— especially in (iii). Ihave always
thought their parts particularly
interesting in these works: they lie
very high in 1, 3 and 5, yet
conductors rarely exploit these
interesting timbres.
No.3 is performed in aslightly
firmer and more dramatic way than
its companions but it suits the music
very well. The soloist has full
understanding of the long melodic
89
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lines — a confirmation of this lies in
her sensitive approach to grace-notes
— she never fails to use the long
grace-note where required and in
18th century music this is most of
the time. The last few notes of 3(iii)
are agem because Zirunan keeps in
absolutely strict tempo — for years I
have been irritated at the
conventional final sagging so often
imposed.
All in all these are joyous
performances. In 5 the rhythmic
stresses in (i) are pointed with great
subtlety and the quaintness of the
Turkish finale is gently exaggerated.
The calm beauty of 4 is fully brought
out and even the nursery-rhyme
simplicity of 2(iii) is given amature
dance-like quality.
The violin concerto which comes
from the Haffner Serenade is an
excellent choice of coupling; despite
the unusual sequence of movts
(Andante-Menuetto-Rondeau) this
makes an excellent concerto. The
tremendous pace of the finale turns
the simplistic nature of the melodies
into asparkling tour-de-force.
Frank's immense sympathy with
the music is so inspiring that only on
asecond hearing did it occur to me
to examine her confident technique.
To be super-critical there are
examples of the occasional passing
note that is not perfectly audible:
notably so in the finale of K250
where, at this lively pace, noteperfection would in any case be
virtually impossible. No musical
purpose would have been served by
re-editing these tiny details however.
The recording is wonderfully
transparent: agood example is the
ease with which the listener can hear
oboes joining or leaving the violin
line. The soloist is excellently
balanced and the orchestra has what
critics years ago used to call 'good
stereo spread'. Such precise
instrumental detail even pinpoints the
fact that the superbly balanced horns
are not always located in the
identical position. Compare Concerti
1 & 3 for example and you will find
them further to the left in the former
work. This detail is perhaps a
compliment to the engineer, but a
criticism of having more than one
producer for a series of recordings,
and this is the only reason why Idid
not add a ' star' to my favourable
technical grading.
Antony Hodgson

A:1* -1 A

MOZART:
Clarinet Quintet K581
Allegro
KAnh91/WEBER: Clarinet Concerto
Op.34
Emma Johnson (c10/Gabor Takács-Nagy
(vIn)/Rebecca Hirsch (vIn)/Tim Boullan
(vIa)/Andrew Shulman (vIc)
ASV CD DCA 1079

66m 05s

Given asuperb balance with, for
once, the clarinet as part of the
ensemble and never over-close, this
disc seemed bound to succeed.
1041 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'The
tremendous
pace of
the finale
turns the
simplistic
nature of
the melodies
into a
sparkling
tour- deforce'

Engineer Martin Haskell has
exploited the medium resonance of
the Henry Wood Hall in an ideal
way. The engineer's own enclosed
photograph of the ensemble is
intriguing: Emma Johnson is depicted
extreme right, yet the recording
places her firmly in the middle. The
strings are suitably mellow but the
strong tone of Emma Johnson's
clarinet never overwhelms the
timbres of what Iassume to be her
selected partners: four distinguished
names but no corporate title as a
quartet. This does not prevent the
most sensitive rapport being evident
throughout.
The Mozart performance is easy
and expressive. Occasionally aslight
easing of speed is permitted but only
for the purposes of rounding musical
'corners' as one theme gives way to
another. Because of this, the push
forward of tempo at the very last
appearance of the minuet in (iii)

Freddy
empf
t,ays
l
achmaninov

RACHMANINOV:
Piano Sonata 2 ( 1913 version)
ÉtudesTableaux Op.39/KREISLER:
Liebeslied ( arr. Rachmaninov)
Freddy Kempf (pno)
BIS BISCD 1042

67m 12s

In his foreword to the Boosey &
Hawkes edition of Rachmaninov's
Études-Tableaux, Peter Donohoe
counsels against over-romanticising
and distorting them, though he
concedes their literary or pictorial
inspiration. Writing to Respighi, who
was to orchestrate aselection, the
composer gave ' secret explanations'
for three of them: No.6, for example,
told of the Wolf and Little Red
Riding Hood. Would one guess at
anything like that from Kempf s
account? You Might well do so from
Lugansky's, whose account of Op.39
[coupled with Op.33 on Vanguard]
shows even greater depth than
Ashkenazy's and which Imost
strongly recommend. (No-one would
guess that ICissin, unaccountably
omitting Nos.3, 7 & 8, was only 17
when he recorded these studies for
RCA in 1971. He's fantastic but

comes as asurprise.
The Weber is approached alittle
more robustly. The problem of the
opening of (i) is solved brilliantly.
Weber's introductory bars are an
illusion, they are not really aslow
introduction, merely notes written at
much greater length to give that
impression. This ensemble is careful
to keep the pulse unvaried: it really is
Weber's marked Allegro throughout,
and constancy of impulse when the
repeat begins is the ultimate
justification of this approach. The
calm (ii) finds Emma Johnson
exploiting the few sudden contrasts
— above all her pianissimo playing is
remarkable. Weber's ' echo' effects
really do sound as if they were being
played at adistance. The Menuetto is
alively scherzo in all but name and
is treated accordingly. Here, there is
no forward push at the final return.
In (iv) the time has arrived for
virtuosity and the quartet rejoices in

sounds more like amiddle-aged
pianist just on the point of getting
tired of them!)
Freddy Kempf, whose second BIS
disc is as musically inscrutable as his
Schumann debut programme, sounds
at his most engaged in No.7, the
funeral march; 4 and 6 also stand
out. With Nikolai Lugansky you get
strong characterisation and contrast
(sometimes the effect is quite harsh),
and the whole set makes aunified
experience. Idon't find those
qualities here to the same degree.
Rachmaninov's tribute to his friend
Kreisler typifies 'the problem'
(though Kempf sstaunch admirers
would deny any such exists): he
contrives an elaboration of the piece
but thereby charm slips through his
fingers. Shelley, in his admirable
Hyperion boxed set — and if you
have it, you could well ignore this
BIS CD — is far more ` straight', but
says all that's necessary. He's more
impressive in the Second Sonata, too,
but less so than Fiorentino on APR
or Ashkenazy on Decca. Kempf, with
his fluent technique, unfailingly
elegant yet powerful when necessary,
at first makes you think this is how
Rachmaninov himself might have
sounded. But the reading palls, never
really amounting to much. Where
Fiorentino builds the structure farsightedly and Ashkenazy creates
something wholly individual, in
profound emotional response to the
music, Kempf glides over its surface:
someone who, as it were, never wants
to get his hands dirty.
Ates Orga's booklet essay, over six
pages long, is an almost unstoppable
torrent of words: Icounted
quotations from at least 28 sources!
The piano sound has greater body in
Op.39; in parts of the Sonata it can
sound clangy — perhaps that's in the
nature of the Yamaha.
Christopher Breunig
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dawnofElEChrOrliCa UNCUT
GIORGIO MORODER From Here To Eternity
ULTRAVOX Slow Motion
TUBEWAY ARMY Down In The Park
JAPAN Life In Tokyo
JOHN F0)0( Underpass
SUICIDE Diamonds, Fur Coat, Champagne
FAD GADGET Ricky's Hand
VISAGE Fade To Grey
SOFT CELL Memorabilia
DEPECHE MODE Dreaming Of Me
B- MOVIE Remembrance Day
ASSOCIATES White Car In Germany
AFLOCK OF SEAGULLS IRan
DAF Kebabtráume
CABARET VOLTAIRE Yashar
YELLO ILove You
ART OF NOISE Beat Box ( Diversion 1)
PROPAGANDA Dr. Mabuse
"If you like Teutonic techno and krautronica, the
bleep and booster sounds of Warp, the digital
hardcore of DHR, and the big beats of The Chemical
Brothers, then you'll love " Dawn Of Electronica", a
collection of prolo-synthpop that tells you everything
gou need to know about the roots of today s
electronic dance music".
CO available at all good record stores.
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Classical Reviews
the ' equestrian' rhythms while Emma
Johnson darts brightly among them.
The rare Mozart fragment (recently
dated 1790, the year before Mozart's
death) is thought to be the beginning
of an incomplete second Quintet. It is
abeautiful and sober piece ending
inconclusively just as the development
commences: asad but very
worthwhile chip from the master's
workbench.
Antony Hodgson

refined care, of passion suggested
rather than overtly stated. These
artists certainly have the composer on
their side here, because he doesn't
raise his voice too often, reminding
us that Kempff once said, ` Schubert
reveals his innermost secrets
pianissimo'.

duetting passages for Kremer, and
contrasting romantic episodes, makes
even more shocking juxtapositions
with Vivaldi, where Kremer and his
marvellous string players take to vivid
extremes the pictorial elements
(though, as Inote, the innocent
listener is left clueless as to what
these sounds represent) — but Ithink
the intention is to absorb the
programme as awhole, and not try
isolating the Vivaldi concertos.
Excellent sound.

Nalen Anthoni

e-A:1*- 1

SCHUBERT:
Wanderer Fantasy D760 II Fantasy
for Violin and Piano D934
Andras Schiff (
pno)/Yuuko Shiokawa
(yin)
ECM 464 320-2

AUOUST 2000

A:1* 0

DIAMONDS IN THE SNOW
Songs by Grieg, Sibelius,
Stenhammar, Alfvén and Sjoiberg
Barbara Bonney (sop)/Antonio Pappano
(pno)

50m 02s

What was Schubert asking for when
he marked (i) of the Wanderer
Fantasy Allegro con fuoco, ma non
troppo? Did he mean 'not too fiery'?
Or 'not too lively'? Schiff appears to
believe that the composer wanted
restraint in both forms of expression,
so the usual clarion onslaught that
launches the work is conspicuously
absent. Instead, the tone is
effortlessly deep (was Schiff using his
own Brisendorfer?), shorn of strident
attack. The close-miked piano
occupies awide area but the image
narrows as the performance
progresses and the sound becomes
mildly constrained in places.
Reversed channels are, however, a
permanent feature (so is the
unhelpful absence of index points
throughout) and listeners bothered by
inaccurate perspectives will have to
switch leads for the whole disc.
Listeners bothered by Schiff's
unconventional approach are advised
to be patient because his is apatient
exploration of the whole piece.
Richter [EMI] fires big guns superbly
and so does Curzon [Decca or
Philips] in aslightly less spectacular
manner; but this has never been
Schiff's way, though the final fugue
goes at afair clip, alittle stiffness
towards the end notwithstanding. But
it is in the Adagio that the virtues
really stand out. This is Schiff
territory, marked out for his
superlative command of the softest
tones, half-lights and subtle pedalling
while there is no want of power in
the middle section.
The softest tones and half-lights
are to the fore again in the opening
of D934, the pp tremolandos calling
for the sort of touch and dynamic
control that Schiff delivers with
aplomb. There is an apparent lack of
substance in Shiokawa's tone, but the
filigree quality may be partially due
to an aural balance that is
appropriate for the music. Her
position on the soundstage, though,
is extreme right, which is absurd, and
contrary to what one might expect
from the session photograph in the
booklet.
Production anomalies apart, this
performance too is an example of
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Christopher Breunig

Decca 466 762-2

EIGHT SEASONS
VIVALDI: Concertos Op.8:1-4 ' Four
SeasonsVP AZZOLIA: The Four
Seasons of Buenos Aires (arr.
Desyatnikov)
Kremerata Baltica/Gidon Kremer
(vin/chr)
Nonesuch 7559 79568 2

63m 55s

On the face of it, Gidon Kremer has
here further indulged his
preoccupation with the music of
Piazzolla and at the same time
updated his recording of Vivaldi's
Four Seasons (
he made alikeable DG
version in 1982 with LSO/Abbado),
alternating Vivaldi's programmatic
concertos with shorter arranged
representations of Summer/Autumn/
Winter/Spring... porteño by the
Argentine composer. There are
shades of ECM presentation here:
Kremer's rather nebulous foreword is
followed by an idiosyncratically
chosen poem, Joseph Brodsky's
'Clouds', printed first in Russian,
then track timings and apage of
credits. Not aword on any of the
music. Artwork is white on black/grey
and the CD comes in sombre card
packaging styled like athin book with
an insert wallet. (A sponge rubber
button secures the disc: one wonders
how long it will last.)
The urbane bustle of the Piazzolla
`interludes', with their cadenza or

Gdon Kremer:
'Eight Seasons'
a programme
of Vivaldi and
Piazzolla

71m 37s

A lovely programme, sung with
obvious affection and pleasing style, if
without ever quite banishing
memories of Flagstad or von Otter in
this same repertoire. Truth to tell,
Barbara Bonney takes alittle while to
get into her stride: some of the bestknown songs in the extended Grieg
sequence (`Varen', `Jeg elsker Dig'
and Solveig's Song' from Peer Gynt)
find her sounding just atad
lightweight and uncomfortable.
(There's also adistinct lack of bloom
in the upper reaches, but the ear soon
adjusts.) By the time we get to ` Med
en vandlilje' and Prinsessen', though,
Bonney has well and truly settled. 'En
svane' is adelight, as is the glorious
`Fra Monte Pincio' (one of Grieg's
finest
compositions). The
six Op.48 Lieder,
too, are agreat
success, especially
the heavenly setting
of Walther von der
Vogelweide's 'Die
verschwiegene
Nachtigall' with its
delicious bird-call
refrain of
`Tantaradei!
Tantaradei!'.
Elsewhere, we
get five songs by Sibelius (including
the much-loved ' Say, say, susa' and
War det en driim?') and Stenhammar.
Back-to-back programming allows us
to compare the two composers'
treatment of `Flickan kom ifran sin
alsklings mote': with the youthful
Stenhammar's haunting setting we are
firmly in the drawing-room, whereas
Sibelius (in nearly less than half the
time) paints an almost operatic,
scena-like canvas. Two songs by
Hugo Alfvén and Carl SjOberg's
pretty `Tonerna' boost the playingtime to ahealthy 71m+. Antonio
Pappano (better-known for his baton
skills) accompanies with self-effacing
accomplishment, and Decca's sound
is excellent. If the selection appeals
(and it certainly should), this is well
worth alisten.
Andrew Achenbach

A: 1-2
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artwork:
Song Of
The Sun

Reviews by Ben Watson
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY
PHENIX
FANTASY FCD-79004

'An attempt
to push
jazz into
tlie future:
uneven,
eclectic,
flawed —

73m ®

An oddity from 1975, as producer
Orrin Keepnews reconvened some
heroes of ' 60s soul jazz: Cannonball
Adderley (alto), his brother Nat
(trumpet), with Sam Jones or Walter
Booker on bass and Louis Hayes or
Roy McCurdy on drums. The real
stylistic arbiters here are George
Duke (synthesiser) and Airto Moreira
(congas). Adderley's tart, vocalised
alto does not suit Moreira's luxuriant,
samba-drenched rhythms and George
Duke's swooping electronic keyboards
sound most at home (check out the
humorous, Zappaesque funk of
'Domination'). An attempt to push
jazz into the future: uneven, eclectic,
flawed — yet event-filled and fresh.
A:1 0

yet eventfilled and
fresh'

BENNINK/CHADBOURNE/
KONDO
JAZZ BUNKER
LEO GOLDEN YEARS GY7/S

2CDs, 93m 58s
When Toshinon Kondo hurls his
molten-hot trumpet line into the eye
of adrum storm created by Han
Bennink, or Eugene Chadbourne
twangs amoonshine-drunk
accompaniment to Kondo's trumpet
on his dobro, you know you're
listening to three of the most
inventive musicians on the planet.
The strio's art-brut approach — these
impeccable passages arise amidst
nonsense and bricolage — is designed
to trash the formality that makes for
adull listen. Recorded at the Jazz
Bunker in Rotterdam in February
1980, even the most 'out'
improvisations cast the spell of good
design, like the delicious patterns
created when Cy Twombly took an
eraser to his pencil scribbles.
Sublime. A:l• V
ROB BROWN QUARTET
JUMPING OFF THE Pr.GE
NO MORE RECORDS No. 8

54m 57s

An appropriate title for spiky, zinging
jazz that jumps out of the speakers at
whatever volume it's played. Rob
Brown blows alto with such
expressive urgency he sounds spedup. It takes astrong musician to
94

sound absolutely authoritative on
flute, something Brown achieves on
'Step With Care'. Trumpeter Roy
Campbell is also gleeful to be in the
spare, active company of Chris
Lightcap (bass) and Jackson Kra11
(drums). Recently, various so-so
talents have been promoted by
EMI/Blue Note under the banner
'New Directions', aproject that
sounded as if the marketing
department were strong-arming the
musicians into imitating Eric Dolphy
(a confused imitation at that). Rob
Brown's voracious, multi-angled way
of pecking at notes — akind of avian
avidity — has some of Dolphy's
uncanny ability to tap instinctual
impulses, but there's no hint of
pastiche. This quartet crackles with a
new, superfine energy; Brown's
febrile genius takes wing. A:1*
TYRONE BROWN STRING
QUARTET
SONG OF THE SUN
NAXOS JAZZ 86038

54m 17s

There have been many attempts to
inject the weight and grit of jazz into
string ensembles. Usually, without
the edge of high-art composition
(Béla Bartók, Michael Firmissy) or
the élan of ademotic genre (Western
Swing, Flamenco), the results lack
both intellectual rigour and emotive
punch. Having played bass with Max
Roach, Grover Washington Jnr and
Freddie Hubbard, Tyrone Brown has
the right pedigree. The
'compositions' — by Swni Tonoolw
and Umar Raheem, Jerome Kern and
Sigmund Romberg, plus four by
Brown himself — are simply
arrangements of melodic ideas, but
powered by Tyrone's bass (usually
upright, though ' Bittersweet
Rendezvous' features an exemplary
funk line plucked on acoustic bass
guitar), William ' Duke' Wilson's
brilliant hand drums and with violin
star John Blake (McCoy Tyner,
Washington Jnr) playing pentatonicblues solos, the Sextet carries
complete conviction. Anyone who
loves Billy Bang or the String Trio of
New York will thrill to this. A:1 A
KONK PACK
BIG DEEP
GROB 103

64m 33s

Percussionist Roger Turner is one of
the liveliest you can witness, and his
unique sizzle is immediately
recognisable on these trios recorded
between 1998 and 1999. However,
though Turner deems this his most
important recent project, Tim
Hodgkinson (electronics) and
Thomas Lehn (sythesizer) fail to
match what Alan Silva and Johannes
Bauer achieved with Turner [see
HFNIRR Sept ' 97] — or Martin
Klapper [Nov ' 98], or even
Hinteregger/Kazuhisa [February].
Sounding like rock musicians who
have caught the improv bug,

Hodgkinson and Lehn rely on effects
(echo, ambience, train-rhythms),
rather than the instant
comprehension and retort that make
for high-level jazz. Though Konk
Pack can perform well (I've witnessed
agood first set followed by apoor
second), these six excerpts come over
as irritatingly scrappy. Beyond a
vague notion of ' rocking out' with a
trendy skronk vocabulary, the trio do
not seem to have determined what
they want to achieve. A:1 /2 0
LONDON IMPROVISERS
ORCHESTRA
PROCEEDINGS
EMANEM 4201

2CDs, 131m 18s

The London Improvisers Orchestra
comprises 30 musicians assembled in
1997 to play under the improvising
baton, or 'conduction', of Butch
Morris. Monthly gigs since — sans
Morris — have kept things going.
Here there are two lengthy, unguided
improvisations (' Proceedings'), plus
ten tracks where different musicians
step forward to provide compositional
concepts, or conduct (or both). It's
notoriously hard for large ensembles
to improvise effectively, and there is
much directionless (ambient?)
scrabble as players strain to assess the
total sound and make appropriate
gestures. To avoid ameaningless
racket, everyone must hold back. The
muffled sighs of post-war art music
become grey and predictable when
unstressed by any rhythmic charge.
Only Steve Beresford (aconcerto
for the socking trombone of Alan
Tomlinson) and Simon H Fell (an
Ellington melody compressed into
chordal simultaneity which
foregrounds the harp of Rhodri
Davies, the bass/drum pairing of John
Edwards and Mark Sanders, and the
heartrending soprano sax of Lol
Quaid» manage to unleash the latent
power of these fine musicians. Adam
Bolunan, London Improv's surrealist
maestro, finishes the set with asendup of bureaucracy that turns all the
players into extras from Terry
Gilliam's Brazil. Given that these
three worthwhile pieces occupy a
mere quarter of the running time,
one understands why amilitant
improvisor like Derek Bailey prefers
to avoid both compositions and the
large ensembles that call for their aid.
A:1/2
MICHAEL MANTLER
ALIEN
ECM 827 638

35m 47s ®

Great moments cannot be replicated.
In 1979, trumpeter Mike Mantler
toured with ex-Mothers of Invention
synth-player Don Preston in aheavy,
heaving, steaming classico-rock
quintet with Gary Windo on tenor,
Carla Bley on piano, Steve Swallow
on bass and D Sharpe on drums. In
1985, Mander recorded Alien, aduo
album with Preston. Deprived of the
MUST 2000
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MOO REAM NANY/SURGAL
LOST TO THE CITY
INTAKT C0055

k".

f
spritzer of Sharpe's clattering beats
and Windo's hot solos, Preston's
synths create aportentous pastiche of
symphonica. Mothers-fans who'd
applauded the vile-and-foamy lyricism
of Preston's solos in Mantler's earlier
quintet ground their teeth in
disappointment. A:2 0

Michael Montler
and Don
preston

62m 30s

There is amanifesto quality to this
release, as Sonic Youth's guitarist
Thurston Moore uses drummers from
two different generations — Tom
Surgal and William Winant — to
show how free-improvised dissonance
can restore rock's rebellious spirit.
Recorded at the Rote Fabrik, Zurich,
in March 1997, it's one of Moore's
best. The lack of any competing
harmonic voice allows Moore to
unleash waves of electric-guitar
feedback without the tight-angled
logic demanded in much Free
Improvisation, and there are
remarkable patches of sustained
drama. In alengthy booklet
interview, Moore explains how, in
reaction to the ' MTV mainstream',
radical rock bands have abandoned

The Rudy Van Gelder Legacy
THESE ALBUMS were recorded by Rudy Van
Gelder at his stud .° in Englewood, New
Jersey, and they all sound fantastic: deep,
sonorous and detailed, music and technology
in perfect sync.
The past illuminates the present. Anyone
suffering from the delusion that the
'Ambient' category is anouveau departure
need only consult Ron Eyre's liners to

photo; Don Schhnen

At Ease With Coleman Hawkins [Original
Jazz Classics 01C20 181, 42m]. Eyre explains

how the extended LP format had produced
aflood of 'mood' albums ('Music to..
Prestige's Moodsville series was meant to
answer the lad with 'honest jazz
performances'. With Tommy Flanagan at
the piano, Hawk could work at both levels:
this is soothing and warm, but each
extemporised sax motif becomes part of the
ongoing harmonic development. Wendell
Marshall ( bass) and Osie Johnson (drums)
helped realise these quietly devastating
ballads on 29 January 1960. A:1 :=
On 1April 1960, multi-reedist Eric
Dolphy took trumpeer Freddie Hubbard,
pianist Jaki Byard, bassist George Tucker
and drummer Roy Haynes into Van
Gelder's studio, and waxed aclassic:
Outward Bound [
01C20 022, 36m 52s].
Stimulated by Omette Coleman's tart and
clashing soundworld, Dolphy retained his
love of tight bop form. His bass clarinet
spins and coils round the changes to
'Green Dolphin Street'; Freddie Hubbard
blows sweet and confident. An album for
which the term 'sparkling' was coined.
A:1
Soul Battle [
01C20 325, 47m 02s], also

from 1960, is fronted by three tenor
players: Oliver Nelson, Jimmy Forrest and
King Curtis. They play sanctified hard bop
backed by Gene Casey ( piano), George
Duvivier (bass) and Roy Haynes (drums). It's
aseries of tenor solos enclosed by theme
statements, but the Joi se and dignity recall
Miles's Kind of Blue and Nelson's own
masterpiece Blues and the Abstract Truth.
A: 1 LI
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Kirk's Works [
01C20 459, 33m 08s] by
Rahsaan Roland Kirk and Hammondorganist Jack McDuff is also abluesy affair.
Unlike Dolphy, Kirk was amultireedist in
simultaneity: occasionally he'd blow all his
three horns at once, producing obagpipe
effect. His balladry on tenor is intimate and
persuasive, and his out- fireworks
exhilarating, though his folksy jigs sound
somewhat quaint in the club atmosphere.
Joe Benjamin plays string bass; drummer

teen pop and chartbound restrictions
for hardcore experimentation: 'John
Zorn and Eugene Chadbourne and
Derek Bailey and John Stevens, Han
Bennink and Peter Bffitzmann et a/
have become as radical to punk as
Darby Crash or Kurt Cobain'. There
is bound to be strain and confusion
when naive musicians seek to gain
such heights, but before you scoff, try
this. You may be surprised. A:1 0
PARKER/GUY/LY1TON/
CRISPELL
AFTER APPLEBY
LEO 18283/284

2CDs, 132m 06s

The trio of Evan Parker (tenor),
Barry Guy (bass) and Paul Lytton
(drums) is alongstanding affair. They
were terrific in the ' 70s, but they
sound jaded today. Parker's famous
circular-breath trick — akind of
fountain of sax harmonics — stops
the dialogue and makes the music a
matter of pretty textures. The
solution is not to bring in pianist
Marilyn Crispell, whose sententious
theatrics limit the harmonies, her
impressionist tinkles the wrong
medicine for Parker's circular autism.
Occasional flurries between drums
and sax, or drums and bass, perk up
the proceedings, but this quartet has
become self-regarding — not what
*Free Improvisation was designed for.
The first disc's aura of resigned
melancholy suggests an audition for
ECM's high-brow nt tuak
Unsatisfactory. A: 1/2
MAILRY/TACUMA/WESTON
MIRAKLE
TZADIK TZ7603

Coleman
Hawkins
is the great Art Taylor. The album was
recorded by Van Gelder on 11 July 1961.
A:1 LI
In his liners to Richard 'Groove' Holmes's
Soul Message [
0.1C20 022, 43m 45s], Tom
Wilson makes atelling point: during the
'60s many pianists adopted the Hammond,
but because it's all Groove ever played, he
sounds particularly convincing. It's true:
rather than fleet fingers, he relies on the
organ's power to deliver chords that
breathe sweet and hot. Another authentic
feature is that he plays the bass parts
himself on the foot pedals. With Gene
Edwards on guitar and Jimmie Smith on
drums, this is irresistible funky stuff from
1965, blues originals bookending standards
by Clifford Brown, Erroll Garner and
Horace Silver. As ever, Van Gelder's
recording is exemplary: despite the
technological 'progress' of the intervening
years, no jazz recordings today sound
better. A:1 Li

70m 46s

As style-counsellor John Zorn may be
less than convincing (the chic
Masonic iconography decorating this
release tells you nothing about the
music), but in his role as executive
producer he has the chutzpah, not to
mention financial clout, to forge
some extraordinary liaisons. Guitarist
Derek Bailey has improvised with
many an oddball — from soundless
Zen performance-artists to veteranjazz tapdancers — but this line-up is
still ashock. Philadelphians
Jamaaladeen Tacuma and Calvin
Weston are the bass/drums dream
team of Harmolodics, brilliant at
boiling up contorted funk behind the
likes of Omette Coleman and James
Blood Ulmer. Recorded with state-ofthe-art clarity by Robert Musso,
Bailey improvises with vehemence
and raw passion, upsetting afunk
that is designed to thrive on upset.
Starting out with ariff derived from
'The Creator Has A Master Plan',
Tacuma and Weston show that a
vital idiom can devour any
transgression. After abrief pause, the
final track appears, replete with
bizarre vocal effects that seem to be
coming from Tacuma's bass. Who
says No Wave hasn't afuture? Hey,
Derek, let's funk! A:1 1'0
95
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Rock/pop Reviews

Album
in focus

With the
marketing
might of EastWest thrown
behind him,
and the
unexpected
dance- floor

success of
an Orbital
re- mix of

DAVID GRAY
WHITE LADDER
East West 8573 829832

opening track
'Please

52m 40s

If there's a more passionate songwriter than
David Gray working in the UK right now,
I'd like to know about it, because, despite
having mellowed somewhat since his first
couple of albums, this man crams as much
intense feeling into everything he does as
any five other singers put together. There's
ahint of Van Morrison in the voice; but
Gray avoids Morrison's excesses, delivering
his lyrics with an affecting sense of
pragmatic resignation. ' Nightblindness', the
tale of afamily approaching poverty,
brilliantly combines tenderness with despair
as Gray's words lead inexorably towards
the churchy organ melody that brings the
track to aperfect end. Indeed, Gray's
choice of instrumental colours and licks is
unusually astute, as witnessed by the
simple, chiming, mesmeric two- note guitar
part that runs through the six- minute long
'Silver Lining', perfectly complementing the

Forgive Me',
David Gray's
time may
finally have
come

lonesome sound of his voice. There's very
little cheer in Gray's world, so this is one
for those fate nights when you feel the
world is caving in on top of you, and
there's comfort to be had from knowing
you're not the only soul in the world who
feels that way.
And I'm not the only one who feels this
way about David Gray. Joan Baez has
called him 'the greatest lyricist since Bob
Dylan', Melody Maker has described this
album simply as 'Glorious'; and The Daily
Telegraph rates it 'A remarkable piece of

EVA CASSIDY
TIME AFTER TIME
Blix Street Records G2-10073

40m 02s

As promised, here's the CD of
previously unreleased material from
the late singer [ see 'Finale', July],
and it does nothing to ease the sense
of loss because it's actually better in
many ways than the music which
preceded it. Some studio, some live,
all of it achingly beautiful, this is
Eva Cassidy:

previously
unreleased
material on
Time After Time

work.., literate, heartfelt, bitterweet.'
Technically, White Ladder is actually a re-

release, because it originally appeared on
Gray's own label, lit, in the autumn of
1998. Despite virtually no promotion or
marketing, it sold 100,000 copies, quite
aitonishing for such asmall venture. Now,
with the marketing might of East West
thrown behind him, and the unexpected
dance- floor success of an Orbital re- mix of
opening track '
Please Forgive Me', David
Gray's time may finally have come.
Johnny Black
A:1'

material which both suited Cassidy's
voice and which she could interpret
with style: aslow, unplugged `Ain't
No Sunshine'; adelicate take of
Paul Simon's ` Kathy's Song'; a
torchy version of the Box Tops'
'The Letter' worthy of Dana
Gillespie; aheart-rending
interpretation of the immortal 'At
Last'; and the title track sung with
as much pain as Lauper's original.
In retrospect, it appears that Eva
could do no wrong. This CD
ensures that her reputation will
grow, not just plateau, and I, for
one, pray there's even more in the
vaults. It's the first CD I've ever
reviewed with tears in my eyes.
Ken Kessler

A:1*

47m 53s

Given that the group should have
disbanded after the passing of
founder and leader Lee Brilleaux
back in 1994, they are keeping the
flame burning. And this is a
reasonable soundalike, vocals
notwithstanding: the guitar-work is
HI-F1 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Ken Kessler

A:2 0

GRANDADDY
THE SOPHTWARE SLUMP
Will WR 101 2252

DR IFERLOOOD
CHESS MASTERS
EMI 525 8442

like ahalf-scale surrogate of Wilko
Johnson's chopping attack, the harp
as close as this to Brilleaux's. But the
bravery stops with the compositions,
as this set contains covers primarily
from the legendary R&B label,
including Chuck Berry's `Nadine'
and `Talkin"Bout You', Willie
Dixon's « 29 Ways', and 11 others, all
suitably Dr Feelgooded. Maybe it's a
bit harsh to point out that this just
happened to arrive just as Virgin
published ahistory of the pub rock
scene (
No Sleep
Canvey Island by
Will Birch). But it did.

46m 49s

Everyone mentions that frontman
Jason Lytle sounds like ayoung Neil
Young. Which is no bad thing.
Neither is there much wrong with
songs like the cactus-cute 'Hewlett's
Daughter', or the more exploratory
'Broken Household Appliance
National Forest', which lurches
erratically from soft-haven pop to
grunge and back again. There are
97

one or two worrying aspects: a
pianist given to florid interjections;
synth sounds that edge things out of
Grandaddy's personal desert (one
filled with broken computer parts)
and almost into New Age nevernever territory. But that still leaves
plenty to hang on to. Cult status is
established. A couple of albums
from now, tickets to view the fivepiece from Modesto, California,
should be at apremium. Betcha.

Instant Karma KARMA 1

A:1 0

HALF MAN HALF BISCUIT
TROUBLE OVER BRIDGWATER
Probe 48CD

51m 38s

Somewhere up in Liverpool,
something continues to stir.
Something that says rock'n'roll can
make a point yet still be fun. The
opening track, ' Irk The Purists',
indicates that Nigel Crossley,
basically the whole Biscuit, is in
good form these days, as he slots in
abrief remake of 'Agadoo' that
commences ' Husker Du Du Du,
Captain Beefheart, ELO'. The
name-checks, as ever with this lot,
come thick and fast amid the strums
and thrashes, while 'Mathematically
Safe' gets as close to atouch of pop
surf as HMHB will ever deliver; but
it's surf that unmistakably washes
onto Mersey shores. There's a
brilliantly accurate self-interview that
ends with the now obligatory Nick
Drake question. And Dylan comes
clad in black via 'With Goth On
Our Side', an anthem that pays due
reverence to Cradle Of Filth and
Placebo. Eight albums on, HMHB
are still funnier, and more relevant,
than Vic and Bob will ever he.
Fred Deliar

B: 1 J

COREY HARRIS AND
HENRY BUTLER
VU- DU MENZ
Alligator ALCD 4872

98

Eagle EAGCD 142

Jeff Healey
Band: Get
54m 20s

It's as if the five-year-hiatus never
happened: Healey is back with band
intact, and the thought of a coversonly album a mere memory. The
sound veers from fuzz-laden boogie
to gentle acoustic, with some
delicious twang along the way. But
this is amixed guitarfest full of gems
aimed at showing versatility. It's as
if Healey wanted to come back on
his own terms, with no niche to
hold him. ' Hey Hey' could have
worked for Led Zep, while ' IShould
Have Told You' sounds like Healey
wants to challenge Beade-bred retropoppers and ' House Is Burning
Down' bangs head in the best riffrocking manner. Pure craftsmanship.
Ken Kessler

Me Some
is pure
craftsmanship

A:1 0

Live Stuff

54m 17s

Corey Harris is an acoustic blues
guitarist-vocalist of distinction, with
three previous Alligator albums to
prove the point. He's pulled in a
plethora of enthusiastic reviews by
means of his time-machine visits to
the sounds of the 1920s and ' 30s.
And it says much for the ability of
his current piano-playing partner-inazure that Henry Butler steals the
show. Butler, is simply magnificent
throughout. No slouch vocally,
either, he rates among the finest
keyboardists to grace bluesdom in
recent years. His work touches many
bases — jazz, gospel, boogie, blues
and funk — with such tracks as the
stomping 'Mulberry Row' and the
opening ' Let ' em Roll', revealing
influences ranging from Don Shirley
through to James Booker. And the
fact that his playing stands
comparison with that of the latter is
praise enough. Jools should sign
these up for Later forthwith.
Fred Dear

JEFF HEALEY BAND
GET ME SOME

UNUSUALLY, THIS MONTH'S BATCH of inconcert sets contains something lar country
and rockabilly fans, a delicious pair
recorded ' Live At The Big D Jamboree' for
Dallas radio. Rockabilly Jamboree and
Country & Western Jamboree [
Rollercoaster
RCCD3042 and RCCD3043 _,] contain 54
rarities from Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash,
Gene Vincent and others from the 1950s,
replete with MC and commercials. Delightful
hokum. H:1/2
Also from the vaults is glam artefact
Sweet Live At the Rainbow 1973 [
RCA

47m 20s

As the first release from the new
label set up by former WEA
supremo Rob Dickins, there's a lot
riding on the success of Helicopter
Girl, aka Jackie Joyce. She writes or
co-writes all of the material but,
even in this age of corporate rock,
there's something decidedly spooky
about the fact that her collaborator
on three tracks was not merely what
we've come to expect — some
anonymous middle-aged backroom
songsmith — but an entity calling
itself The Past Present Organisation.
Hmnun. As the presiding genius
behind the unlikely success of (to
name just two) Enya and The Corrs,
Dickins has presumably spotted
something here that completely
eludes me. She veers from sounding
like Eartha Kitt lost in space on
'Individual' to Bjork strapped onto
the assembly line in a robotcontrolled car manufacturing plant
in ' Cry Mississippi'. Icould be
wrong, but Idon't think this is what
the world is waiting for.
Johnny Black

A:3 0

THE JAYNAWKS
SMILE
Columbia 497971-2

53m 22$

To the best of my recollection, Iwas
the only critic in the world who
thought that, rather than being an
unrivalled masterpiece, the last
Jayhawks album, Sound Of Lies, was

74321 69859 2
a complete gig from
the band's peak. A/B:1/2 Billy Joel
celebrated the change in centuries with
2000 Years - The Millennium Concert
[Columbia 497981 2 1, a 2CD live affair
with some curious omissions. A:2
Quiet for too long has been the great
Dave Edmunds; fans can at last groove to
A Pile Of Rock Live [
Essential ESMCD 876
1, recorded in Sweden in ' 97, with
Rockpile drummer Billy Bremner on board.
B:1 Bluesers and boogie merchants should
check out Omar & The Howlers' Live At The
Opera House Austin, Texas, August 30,
1987 [
Provogue PRD 7122 ] B:1 and
axemaster Pat Travers' Boom Boom
[Essential ESMCD866 1, recorded in his
home town of Toronto in 1990. A/B:2
Two marvellous in- concert sets on Arista
celebrate female vocalists: the 2CD Lilith
Fair [
07822 19007 2
with Paula Cole,
Shawn Colvin, Susanna Hoffs (with a
magical ' Eternal Flame') and 22 others
A:1, and the glossier VH1 Divas Live ' 99
[07822 14604 2 ] with Cher, Tina
Turner, Whitney Houston and, somehow
appropriately, Elton John. A:1/2
Rather bizarre is Elvis - The Concert
[RCA 74321 644292 ], with live
musicians backing Elvis on video; maybe
you had to be there. A:1/2
Ken Kessler
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Rock/pop Reviews
the worst of their career. So maybe
I'll be the only one who thinks this
is astaggeringly impressive return to
form. The loss of founder-member
Mark Olson, which left ahuge hole
at the heart of Sound Of Lies, has
now been firmly consigned to history
and the band's other main
songwriter, Gary Louris, is smack on
form again, writing the kind of
hook-filled, close-harmony enriched
songs that very quickly worm their
way into your brain and refuse to
leave. Even the obligatory trip-hoppy
drum patterns and swirly electronics
grafted into ' Somewhere In Ohio',
'Queen Of The World' and 'Wildest
Dreams' by Producer Bob Ezrin,
presumably in adesperate attempt
to give the band some singles chart
potential, can't overpower the
identity of the band or disguise the
strength of the tunes.
Johnny Black

Montgomery
writes
bittersweet
country- rock,
the kind of
thing
The Eagles
excelled at
before they
went over
the top

The Jayhawks:
a staggeringly
51m 51s

If this debut album from New Yorkbased songwriter Mead has any
problem at all, it's only that he
doesn't fall into any of the
immediately recognisable marketing
niches. He's not a country rocker,
an AOR-meister, or a powerpopper... just a superb songwriter
with aparticular gift for creating
long, elegant strands of twistingturning melody, which he then
counterpoints with equally freewheeling instrumental
accompaniments, and sassy, tunedin lyrics. Because of their subtlety,
the songs don't immediately sink in,
but repeated plays reveal the kind of
telling details that ultimately turn an
album from apassing thrill into a
life-long friend. There's a
wonderfully dreamy feel to 'Apart
From You', an intimate tenderness
to ' Breathe You In' and awhisper
WINER' & RECORD REVIEW

Johnny Black

A:1*

DAVID MEAD
THE LUXURY OF TIME
RCA 07863 67721-2

of soothing 1940s jazz to ' While The
World Is Sleeping'. If there's more
where this came from, Mead could
become the first truly great new
songwriter of the 2000s.

impressive
return to
earlier form?

Ken Kessler

A: 1 *

KEVIN MONTGOMERY AND
PETTIBONE
ANOTHER LONG STORY
Rood Trip Records 698847 000125
45m 29s
Los Angeles-based singer-songwriter
Montgomery writes bittersweet
country-rock, the kind of thing The
Eagles excelled at before they went
over the top. On his second album,
he's still keeping things simple,
focusing attention on soaring tunes
and heartache lyrics rather than on
glossy production or virtuoso
playing. His main collaborator is
Doug Pettibone (brother of top
producer
Shep
Pettibone),
whose
sympathetic,
varied guitar
work and
sweet backup vocals are
as impressive
as they are
tastefully
understated.
With the
latest word
being that
that this
gifted young
artist is likely
to enter into
along-term
alliance with
the former
members of
The
Mavericks,
left in the
lurch by the solo aspirations of
songwriter/vocalist Raul Malo,
Montgomery's future could be rosy.
Johnny Black

makeover, and you'll never again
think of ' Dry Bones' as even
remotely corny. Praise the
Persuasions...

A:1 0

THE PERSUASIONS
SUNDAY MORNING SOUL
Bullseye Blues/Rounder BBB 9628
39m 51s
It's been abusy year for the World's
Greatest A Cappella Group, with
their Zappa tribute due at any
moment. That set harks back to
their early years, Zappa having given
them their first shot at a major label,
and this album is equally rearwardlooking: unbelievably, it's the
Persuasions' first pure gospel set,
despite the name being biblicallyinspired. Now, this concentrated
dose of old time religion may upset
the sinners among us, but it
shouldn't: I'm not even Christian
and the stuff gives me chills. As
you'd expect, the hoary old
chestnuts benefit from this quintet's

A:1-1• V

PILLBOX
RIME WHAT IWANT
NYC Records 5019148 624745 45m 48s
The scuzzy, distorted riff that
propels opening track ' Me And My
Rhythm Box' is very much a
statement of intent for this whole
album so, right from go, you'll know
whether or not this is for you. The
band is led by Susan Hyatt, formerly
of late lamented Los Angeles girlrockers The Muffs. After they fell
apart, Hyatt moved to the UK,
formed Pillbox way back in 1994,
and promptly got lost in convoluted
record company machinations that
prevented her recording for several
years. However frustrating that gap
must have been, it's given her plenty
of time to get her songs and her act
together, so that she now sounds
like Chrissie Hynde backed by a
bunch of hard-nosed electronic
punks; and she writes the kind of
snotty but intelligent rock that
Garbage probably think they do.
There's no harder-edged chick-rock
than this to be found anywhere, so if
the world can cope with it, Hyatt
deserves success on ahuge scale.
Johnny Black

A:1 0

CARLY SIMON
THE BEDROOM TAPES
Arista/BMG 07882 146272

57m 13s

As asongwriter, Carly was never
quite on apar with Joni Mitchell or
Carole King, but even on off-days
she could craft abetter-than-decent
tune with asmarter-than-average
lyric. She's also blessed with one of
the loveliest, most evocative voices
in all of late 20th century popular
music, and after five years without
an album it's adelight to have her
back. After recovering from breast
cancer in 1997, Simon set about
recording this album in a studio
she'd built at her New York home,
and it could just be her best. ' Scar',
an astonishingly unsentimental
exploration of her post-cancer
experiences, is simply awonderful
achievement from a strong woman
refusing to wallow — as she would
have every right to do — in misery.
At the other end of the emotional
scale, ' Big Dumb Guy' is a
wonderfully sly piece of hi-tech
erotic whimsy that will give heart to
all the big dumb guys around the
world who dream that awoman as
gorgeous as this one might give
them abreak. It seems that the last
five years have given Carly Simon
the impetus and the emotional depth
to develop into asongwriter who is
finally the equal of the best of her
generation. Or anybody's.
Johnny Black
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you meld to get the b.., out of your
turntable, onr and tortnden•

THE

iabt iv\IFIAÍS
TEST RECORD

O

nly abold audiophile would dare to
call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados.., which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut. and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record ir adecade- plus He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the ' wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the same
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears. but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( 1.+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

ORDER FORM
Iplease send me
copies of TEST LP HFN001
Iat £ 14.95 each.
11
enclose remittance of £

My Card number is

INAME

Expiry date

(
CAPS)

ADDRESS

I

Postcode

atangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azmuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves And this one will
prove to be areal party tr ck if you use an
idler- drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's oquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have 3 fresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record ' in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
Ken Kessler

Ienclose Cheque/PO/M0'
—I Iwish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex'

1

Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline 2e (01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage I
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
•
Please delete as necessary.:

Rock/pop Reissues
Reissue

sub-titled 'The Best of the
Epic Years' and provides new
fans with the pre-fame stuff.
You won't believe this is the
same woman, as Lynne's early
stuff is fairly anonymous C&W,
but it's worth investigating for
akiller take of ` Don't Get
Around Much Anymore'.
A-8:2 0

of the Month

THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL
GREATEST HITS
Ittedclah-RCA 74465 997162
67m 26s

GENE PITNEY
LOOKING THROUGH - THE
ULTIMATE COLLECTION

Undeniably, this much- needed retrospective is the best
single- CD set yet from founders of the mid- 1960s goodtimey folk- pop genre, 26 expertly remastered tracks
(from the ' long- lost master tapes') in a handsome
package. Subtitled ' The Official Collection', it offers all
the hits - ' Daydream', ' Do You Believe' In Magic',
'Younger Girl' and many more - plus comprehensive
liner notes, chart info and great pics. Basically, it's
impossible to fault. But it does not negate the need for
a comprehensive box set. A: 1-1

MAGGIE BELL
SUICIDE SAL
Repertoire REP4663

BILLY FURY
WONDROUS PLACE UVE
38m 11s

Ideal mate for the recent Stone
the Crows retrospective, their
lead singer's best-known solo
LP from 1975. As with her
group work, another display of
covers from Free, the Beatles,
the Pretty Things and others.
A - B: 1-2 V
BODAST
SPECTRAL NETHER STREET
rpm RPM198

53m 14s

Truly obscure, ultra-rare,
previously unavailable material
by aSteve Howe-led group,
the Yes-link making this a
must for prog-rockers. (Are
there still those who'll admit to
liking that aberrant form?)
British post-psychedelia from
the late ' 60s. A-C:2 D
FLAPAIN' GROOVIER
SUPERSNAZZ
Sundozed 5C6130

47m 21s

FLAMINGO
Buddah-RCA 74321 71691 2
57m 01s
TEENAGE HEAD
Buddah-RCA 74321 71690 2
60m 37s
Three complete albums, all
with extra tracks and new liner
notes, by the world's greatest
never-quite-made-it band. The
Sundazed release is their 1969
Epic debut plus both sides of
two rare singles, while the oftreissued Buddah releases have
been remastered and
repackaged. Note that most of
the ' previously unreleased'
tracks appeared here on the
earlier Ace CDs.
B:1' V A-B:1* A-B:1 O
HI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

Castle NEECD380 2CDs, 138m 10s

()zit CD0052

38m 23s

A perfectly timed discovery of
ultra-rare, previouslyunreleased, long-thought-lost
Fury: live material, raw demos
(including his first-ever demos
cut on a78), some chat and a
gorgeous booklet with rare
photos. The selling point? A
live version of the posthumous
smash now used to flog
Toyotas. C-D:1-2
RONNIE HAWKINS
ROCK'N'ROLL RESURRECTION/
THE GIANT OF ROCK'N'ROLL
See For Miles SEECD709

60m 195

At last: someone's seeing sense.
This 2-on- 1from 1972-4 pairs
solos by the Band's first
employer, pre-Zimmerman.
Swampy rock'n'roll by a
genuine legend, produced by
no less than Fred Foster for
Monument. A-A•:1 0
IAN HUNTER
ONCE BITTEN TWICE SHY
Columbia 496284 2

78m 57s

After the comprehensive Mott
reissue program, here's an
equally righteous 2CD-38
track ( 18 previously
unreleased) set covering
Hunter's solo career. A live
duo with Def Leppard, aclassy
32-page book with chronology
and discography: a scholarly
study of akey player from the
glam era. A- B: 1-2 0
SHELBY LYNNE
THIS IS SHELBY LYNNE
Epic 497635 2

60m 05s

Containing 18 tracks culled
from her first three albums
(never released here), this is

AUGUST 2000

Don't groan: in the wake of all
those two-on-one CDs, here's
amilestone 2CD/50-track bestof issued with Pitney's blessing,
the liner notes consisting of a
major interview conducted
specially for this retrospective.
Every hit, some odd demos,
rarities — right up to and
including the duet with Mark
Almond on ' Something's
Gotten Hold Of My Heart'.
A- B: 1- 1 7
ELVIS PRESLEY
BEST OF ARTIST OF THE
CENTURY
RCA 07863 67910 2

70m 29s

A tough one, but they
managed in style: asingle
CD/25-track distillation of the
magnificent triple-disc set,
hence an ideal purchase for the
casual listener. While no two
people can agree on what
constitutes the King's very best
(three or four tracks here make
me cringe), the smashes are all
present, and sounding
magnificent. Simply the
greatest male vocalist ever.
A-A*:1*
THE SEARCHERS
THE PYE ANTHOLOGY 1963-67
Essential NEECD381
2CDs, 148m 24s
More remastering, this time a
new 2CD, 60-track
condensation of the 3CD
anniversary set afew years
back, with new liner notes and
better sound. (Think: MoFi's
Pye re-workings.) Sublime
Merseybeat beat pop which
inspired the Byrds, Tom Petty
and others. A:1-1• V
BRIAN SETZER
THE BRIAN SETZER
COLLECTION '
81-'88
EMI 7243 5225382

67m 36s

With Setter maintaining ahigh
profile thanks to his love for
retro, here's aconvenient
primer compilation from the
Stray Cats rockabilly phase and
the pre-swing revival period. Its
18 tracks include singles,

outtakes, b-sides and
unreleased material, the latter
featuring an alternate of his
`Summertime Blues' for the La
Bamba OST. A-8:1-2 D
SHIRLEY & LEE
LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL
Ace CDCHD751

73m 52s

Thirty-three early tracks
(1952-59) from aNew Orleans
R&B boy-girl duo best known
for the title track and Shirley's
tweeter-challenging vocals.
Primal rock before the sound
(cg, Paul & Paula) became a
cliché used to evoke that
decade. A-8:1-2
JOE SIMON
EASY TO LOVE/A BAD CASE OF
LOVE
Ace CDSEWD128

77m 31s

From two contrasting LPs
from 1977 by the legendary
soul singer, revealing his
versatility: funky and smooth.
His voice lifts this above the
era's standard fare, Simon
being alesser-known fave of
the cognoscenti. A:1-2 0
SPARKS
NO 1 IN HEAVEN
Repertoire REP4768

33m 51s

Their eighth album, essentially
aQueen pastiche, from 1979,
with disco-techno-shaman
Giorgio Moroder applying the
gloss by the buckedoad.
Beneath the studio overkill,
some fine pop. A:2 V
JOE TEX
25 ALL-TIME GREATEST HITS
Varèse Vintage 302 066 101 2
73m 41s
Gritty soul from 1965-77, all
but one track originally issued
on the Dial label. Sexy and
sexist, ahigh point being the
deliriously dated ' Skinny Legs
and All' and 'Ain't Gonna
Bump No More (With No Big
Fat Woman)'. A-B:1 V
BILLY WARD St HIS
DOMINOES
THE BEST OF THE ' 50S
MASTERS ( 1957-59)
Varèse Vintage 302 066 102 2
45m 33s
Nineteen exquisite tracks from
one of the most important of
all the doo-wop era groups; the
line-up once featured no less
than Jackie Wilson and Clyde
McPhatter, to give you
perspective. Smooth, post-Ink
Spots vocals which pointed the
way to Motown, Barry White
and others. A-B:1• V
Ken Kessler
101
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Midpriced Pop Reviews

Reviews by Ken Kessler

C

'Universal
has gone
the luxo route with
its reissues
of the three
prime A&M
Joe Cocker
albums'

astle, best known for getting the
most out of the Pye catalogue
and the British Invasion, came
up with areal non-sequitur this
month: arange of budget-price
Country & Western CDs.
Admittedly, these are not the sort of
collections to rival, say, the recent
run of reissues from Sony,
but they're so inexpensive
that it's hard to carp —
especially if you need a
cheapo introduction to
C&W. (The Johnny Cash
set, for example, is alive
recording of near-bootleg
quality.)
The first ten titles in the
'Famous Country Music
Makers' series are Patsy
Kline [PIS CD 351], Conway
Twitty [PIS CD 352], The
Jordanaires [PIS CD 353], Hank
Locklin [PIS CD 354], Vern
Gosdin [PIS CD 355], Gene
Autrey (PIS CD 356], Billie Jo
Spears [PLS CD 357], The
Carter Family [PIS CD 358],
Bill Monroe [PIS CD 359] and
Johnny Cash [PIS CD 360].
Conversely, Universal
(which now owns so many labels that
it's easy to lose track) has gone the
luxoroute with its reissues of the
three prime A&M Joe Cocker
albums. Joe Cocker! [A&M 480 420-2]
and With A Little Help From My
Friends [A&M 480 419-2] — arguably
the most important albums in his
career — feature bonus tracks,
remastering and upgraded packaging,
while Mad Dogs 8, Englishmen [A&M
480 449-2] lacks bonus tracks but
puts the double LP on one CD while
selling for the cost of amid-priced
single disc. If you prefer an
introductory course to this legendary
British soul/blues/rock legend,
Universal has shown considerable
largesse with Joe Cocker - The
Anthology [
A8A 480 390-2], aspecialpriced 2CD set with 37 tracks from
his A&M, Elektra and Island
catalogues, taking us from ' I'll Cry
Instead' ( 1964) to 'Up Where We
Belong' ( 1982).
If you now have an insatiable urge
for the smooth, lounge-lizard
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crooning, the easy-listening/ bachelor
pad material immortalised in the
Music To Watch Girls By TVadvertised sets, Columbia has ahost
of two-on-one packages which would
have made my old man glow. From
the 1960s, Andy Williams is
represented by Honey/Happy Heart
[497600 2] and Call Me
Irresponsible/My Fair Lady 8, Other
Broadway Hits [497604 2], while his
Canadian sound-alike, Robert Goulet,
appears with On Broadway/On
Broadway Vol 2 [497605 2]. Pushing
the schmaltz envelope abit are two
packages circa 1959: Ray Conniff s
Broadway in Rhythm/Hollywood In
Rhythm [497602 2] and The Kirby
Stone Four's The 'Go' Sound/The
Kirby Stone Touch [497601 2]. As
you'd expect, the sound is so lush
that it's fattening — borderline
audiophilia.
More typical of the Sony/Epic/
Columbia/CBS axis are the rock and
blues titles such as the Jayhawks'
breakthrough set from 1992,
Hollywood Town Hall [491794 2], just

Timely, in light of ahalf-dozen of the
group's albums re-released by
Sundazed over the past few months,
is The Very Besy Of The Meters [Rhino
8122 72642 2], classic, burnin' New
Orleans funk worth checking out
before you go the whole hog with the
individual titles. And in that
staggering digi-pack range of
Atlantic's 50th anniversary sets
(gorgeous editions apparently not
sold in the USA...), there's Chuck
Berry's under-appreciated Rockit
[7567 80759 2] from 1979.
EMI's mid-priced contributions
under the EMI Gold banner include
another volume of obscure Northern
Soul treasures on the 25-track Talcum
Soul 2 [07243 526036 2], supermodel-turned-actress-turned-Joan-ofArc-portrayer Milla Jovovich's The
Divine Comedy [07243 827984 2] from
'94 (sounding better than I
remember), and an enhanced version
of Ultravox's Vienna [07243 525523
0], with four bonus tracks and the
'Vienna' video on CD-ROM.
The EMI group is also responsible
for some cost-effective 'best
ofs', including Diana Ross's
Love From... [07243 525521
2] covering 1981-94, Duran
Duran's Girls On Film - the
Collection [07243 5 25519 2],
Carter USM's Anytime,
Anyplace [07243 525762 2],
and some heavy metal excess
on Thunder's Gimme Some
[07243 525520 2]. Lastly, if
you can bear it, is an acoustic
tribute to Queen by Stephen
Lloyd, Accolade [07243 5
25522 2].
Completing the round-up
of the four giants' budget
offerings, RCA/13MG weighs
in with Aretha Franklin's A
Rose Is Still A Rose [07822
189872] from '97, which
showed she still cooks, The
Artist Formerly Known As
as their latest is about to hit the
Prince's first Arista outing, New
shops, the posthumous Stevie Ray
Power Soul [74321 605982], blues
Vaughan collection, The Sky is Crying
prodigy Kenny Wayne Shepherd's
[468640 2], aToto 'best of. Past To
debut, Ledbetter Heights [74321
Present 1977-1990 [456998 2], and
288292], and my bargain of the
Shawn Colvin's A Few Small Repairs
month, the Camden Deluxe 2CD set,
[484327 2], which earned abrace of
Chicago Blues [74321 727092].
Grammy awards.
You gotta love it: 40 tracks from
Warner/Elektra/Reprise/Atlantic's
Big Bill Broonzy, Leroy Carr,
latest mid-price batch contains a
Roosevelt Sykes, Tampa Red,
number of West Coast standards,
Memphis Slim, Washboard Sam and
including two more Randy Newman
others, all culled from the Bluebird
titles for those catching up on the
vaults and recorded between 1933
genius in the wake of Toy Story 2: his
and 1953.
classic, Sail Away [7599 27203 2]
Like the C&W sets which opened
from 1972, and the captivating
this month's round-up, this bargain
Live [7599 26706 2] from 1971.
blues smorgasbord exemplifies the
Linda Ronstadt's hit-filled Simple
way mid-priced sets serve one role
Dreams [7599 60510 2] from 1977 is
better than all others: that of acting
worth grabbing just for her rousing
as cost-effective introductions to
'It's So Easy' and `Tumbling Dice';
genres you might otherwise never
Taj Mahal's 1977 release, Music Fuh
sample. At around atenner (unless
Ya' [7599 26810 2] gives the blues
you shop with the avaricious
crowd something to munch on, while
multiples), Chicago Blues is as good
Bread's Guitar Man [7599 60918 2]
primer as you're gonna get, covering
wouldn't seem out of place with the
the blues from rural to urban,
easy listeners from Columbia.
acoustic to electric.
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LISTEN TO SOME VALVES
At the Listening Rooms we won't giveyou across-examination on how derent bits of kit
sound - we'd much ratheryou listen to music... while we listen to you.
From the momentyou enter our shop you can relax in the knowledge that our success depends on your àatilaction.
We offer two demonstration studios, installation and design service, credit and exportfacilities and the world's
finest audio and AV equipment. Whetheryou want afunky little mini estern, or afull-blown wide screen home
cinema extravaganza, we have the knowledge, experience and products that will get the best out of your music
and movies.

-listenin

room

ACOUSTIC

ENERGY

ARCAM.

ASH

DESIGNS AUDIO RESEARCH AVANCE
TECHNOLOGIES

B&W

CELESTION

COPLAND CRESTRON CYRUS DENON
KEF

KRELL

LEXICON

LNN

LOEWE

MACIAREN AUDIO MARANTZ MARTIN
LOGAN MERIDIAN MICHELL MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO MUSICAL FIDELITY
NEAT ACOUSTICS PIONEER

12 ,
DAC.

OED SYSTEMLINE OUADRASPIRE REt
SELECO SME SONUS FABER SONY
VISION

STANDS

UMIQUE '; TAX

TANNOY THETA VIDIKION VVILSON
AUDIO YAMAHA

AND MORE. AT

P: 161 OLD BROMPTON ROAD LONDON SW5 OU MONDAY-SATURDAY 10:00-18:00 T: 020-7244 7759
F: 020-7370 0192 E: tIr@dial.pipex.com WEBSITE: www.listeningrooms.com

ORCHID
PRECISION AUDIO
Notice that we didn't say " love". It is possible to fall in
love with many things including hi-fi components that
tell seductive lies, but you will grow tired of anything
less than musical truth in the long run and search yet
again for new promises. PLL1 is a loudspeaker that
tells the truth. Does your music deserve less?
Truth in honestly covering the entire musical range,
from 20 Hz to 25 kHz. Truth in timing due to its unique
phase linear crossovers. Truth in realistic level, PLL1
can reach 117 dBA in average listening rooms. Truth
in natural, distortion free presentation, owing to using
each driver, from the powerful studio woofer to the
high power ribbon tweeter, over

only their optimum

frequency ranges.
PLL1 is an open window, without curtains, for your
music to pass through. Hear them at:
HEATHERDALE AUDIO, WORTHING, 01903 872 288
ZOUCH AUDIO, ASHBY, MIDLANDS, 01530 414128
SOUNDS OF MUSIC, TUNBRIDGE,
KENT, 01892 616383
Or call Orchid on:
01608 684 694
Orchid is real hi-fi from England.
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Why pay

£3.10
when

you only need
to pay

£2.48?
Save £14.94
Subscribe to Hi -Fi News today and you'll only pay £29.76 for the

OWL'

20% OFF!

next 12 issues instead of the usual price of £37.20. That's a saving of
£7.4-1! Plus we'll send you a special Hi-Fi News binder worth £7.50

Subscribe now for only £29.76 and
save £ 7.44 on the usual price of
£37.20. PLUS get a FREE binder
worth £ 7.50, a total saving of

absolutely FREE. A total saving of £ 4.9-1. And there'll be no charge
for posting your magazine either. SUBSCRIBE NOW! OFFER
ENDS 5th MAY 200e.

Tel: 0800 980 2225

£1.4.94!

Or complete and post zhe coupon to the address below.

Send this coupon with your payment to:
Hi -Fi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST B59305, Bristol BS32 OZZ

Ye S

WIN o £2C100 stale-of-the-ort Cyrus A/V s stem

Iwoulc

like to ::ubscribe to HiFi New; Magazine: £29.76 for 12 issues 6 But hurry - Offer ends 5t11 May 2000
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: M̀agic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00 C1
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer £70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber O /steel IC mounting
£10.50 D
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465nun wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345nun, h/d)
£70.00 D
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 E
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 El
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720mm x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 O
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 D
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00 O
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 D
per 100 £ 19.00[1 per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 III
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.00 E
HFNIRR 028 Soft Shoes: soft isolation feet,
Pack of 12, 40mm dia.
£ 18.00

VARIOUS

Hi-Fi Newsrack
Standard set, black E or walnut D £365.00
Base unit,
black ID or walnut E £150.00
Upper unit,
black D or walnut ID £120.00
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 ID
large (three) £12.00 ID
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£29.00 D
Big Feet 63nun dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four
£60.00 E
Michell 4tnm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 0
Insert Audio 4mm plugs: (
four) £8.00 0
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 0
large ( 12trun) pair £ 14.00 ID
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': System
demagnetiser £69.00 0
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 D
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£ 14.00
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £ 70.00 O
Six-way £85.00 0
Ten-way £95.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 D
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier £95.00 D

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £225.00
Ready-built £400.00 0
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £15.000
five litres £35.00 0
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £20.000
per 100 £38.00
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in, sealable
per 50 £5.00 7.
per 100 £9.00 D
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00
(chrome) £70.00 ID
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit
£299.00
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NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads
£40.00 III
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£185.00
Ringmat: 3mm XLR 'Universal' £50.00 D

CD CARE AND PROTECTION

CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £. 50
pack of 10 £. 50
maxi-single, slimline,
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 D Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50 0
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit
£15.00 D
Densen DeMagic: de-mag CD
£10.00 D
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £13.00
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 D
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 E
KT88 (new) £35.00
6550WE £25.000
EL34WXT £12.00
6L6WXT (new) £12.00
EF86 £12.00
5881 (KT66) £8.00
EL84M £ 12.00
EL84 £6.00
ECC81/12AT7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC83/12AX7WA/7025 £6.00
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922 £ 10.00
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £9.00
pre-amp tubes £7.00

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

0
D

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 ( 0)1234 741152

Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 D
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No I 19 designs (s-bk)
£7.00
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell b-bk)
(
£50.00 ED
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 D
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 D
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles £8.00
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 El
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 D
The Life and Times of AD Blumlein by
Russell Burns bard-back)
(
£60.00 El
The Life and Works of Alan Dower
Blumlein by Robert Charles Alexander
(bard-back)
£30.00 El
Horn Loudspeaker Design, JDinsdale*
£28.000 The Best of Audion* £12.50
(*see ` Headroom' June 2000)

CATALOGUES

0
El
C

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk)
£40.00 O
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan b-bk)
(
£40.00 0
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 0
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk)
£17.00
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00
Complete Guide To High End Audio
Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00 0
(signed h-bk) £45.00 0
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk)
£ 18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set CJ each £17.00
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt
£10.00
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 LI
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur £20.00 O
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 ID
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
£30.00
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 D
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00
b -bk) £50.00 D
(
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 D
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00 D
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.00
Audio & Hi-Fi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk)
£30.00
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£125.00

Accessories Club
full review catalogue O
Book, technical CD and software
catalogue O Audiophile LPs/CDs

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre El
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre 0
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 0
Extension kit: two 24in sections
£40.00 0
Smooth Cooler fan controller £75.00
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 O
Built unit
£295.00
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 O
Built unit
£399.00 D
Pure Transfer Digital Interfink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner
In line or switched output use:
1000VA 230/230V Euro/UK £450.00. O
1000VA 120/120V USA/Japan £450.00. D
1000VA 110/230V or 230/110V £500.00. O
1000VA 230/230V Euro/UK £450.00. LI
500VA 230/230V Euro/UK £315.00. E
500VA 120/120V USA/Japan £315.00. ID
500VA 110/230V or 230/110V £395.00. ED
Adjustable Voltage facility, extra £80.00. O
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 El per two-pair £110.00 O
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.000
Self build kit £38.00 ID
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00 E

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safer is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £198.00 D 2-way £99.00 O
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00 CI

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEMS
Spurred into Action:

AUGUST 2000

see list prices above
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SPURRED INTO ACTION
together with
hints, tips and
all the ancillary
components
needed to
complete anew
and improved
mains supply to
the listening
room.

BEFORE THE

autumn sets in,
perhaps it's time
to consider the
state of the
mains supply
Dowering the
system. Ben
Duncan's Super
Spur audio

quality mains
supply covers all
aspects of
installation and
mains
improvement,
from meter tails to wall sockets IMK
Metal, unswitchecl).
The Super Spur distribution box,
engineered to separate input and
output circuits, accommodates large
diameter cables, and uses audiofriendly fuses and isolators. The
unique Super Spur lightning
protector is designed to save
sensitive and costly audio
equipment.
Pure Power, atransformer- based
mains purifier, now available in
500VA and 100VA versions, has
been proven in hundreds of
installations, both professional and
domestic, across the world.
Radex earthing systems - cables
and earth rods - improve grounding
and minimise RF intererence.
There are cable systems, line
inductors and distribution blocks,

The Super

Spur reprint,
detailing both
components and
applications,
with prices and
availability, is free of charge. To
order, complete and send in the
form on the lacing page, or
telephone ;01234 741152), fax
(01234 742028) or email
(hi-finewsaccessoriesclub
@britishaudio.co.uk) the Accessories
Club - or arrange to call in person
at 10 Dane Lane, Wilstead, Bedford.

The CD Service can
normally supply all
titles reviewed in the
magazine.
The price code for each record
will be found at the foot of the
review. List the discs you require,
with the format and price as indicated,
then acd 50p per disc for post and packing, up to amaximum
of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed here as special
price, sets are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single
CD figure. LPs/Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles
where this format is available. Telephone + 44 ( 0) 1234
741152 for details and prices. The CD Service will also supply
st,pply any back- catalogue item still currently listed.

PRICE CATEGORIES
•
A

FULL PRICE: £ 12.95 each
MID PRICE: £7.99 each
BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each

✓

SPECIAL PRICE: as listed below

•

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz - Jazz Bunker £ 15.99;

Proceedings £ 16.45;
After Appleby £ 18.45
Rock/pop - The Persuasions £9.99
Live Stuff - 2000 Years - The Millennium Concert
£14.55
Rock reissues - Maggie Bell, Flamin' Groovies
Supersnazz,
Gene Pitney,
The Searchers,
Sparks £9.99;
Joe Tex, Billy Ward
£15.45
Finale - Lester
Young 4CD set

£11.99

ACCESSORIES CLUB & CD SERVICE ORDER FORM
Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name

Address

Catalogue number & tide

Postcode

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number • delete as appropnate

r
Expury Date

+postage and packing (see text): £
Issue Number

Signature

order by post: send completed order Form (tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or fax: +44 (
0) 1234 742028
Orders are also accepted by telephone: 444 (0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-finewsaccessoriesclub@britishaucbo.co.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishaudio.co.uk
To

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VA -.
Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges (see CD Service text).
Export Sales: export sales are very welcome. Where applicable they will be
VAT (Sales Tax) free, bu ,will oe subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotation Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

specialist guide
NORTHERN IRELAND

ERIE

Hearing is Believing

TURNTABLES - AVID, Clearaudio, Michell, Nottingham Analogue,
Roksan, SME, PI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTFIIDOES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Not) Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - total, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, Musical Fidelity, Copeland, Krell, YBA, Meracus,
DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, Gryphon,
Arcam. Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graaf,
Audio Research, Anon.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL, Roark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Living Voice, Klipsch, Mission, Ulu.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Krell, Denon, Yamaha, Roksan,
Maranta, Davis, Sony, Mission, JBL, Triangle, Roark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Flatlino, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington,
Base, Precious Metals, ICI, Sordos), [ AT, Optimum. Custom Design,
Stands Unique, Leiden.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE, DUNGANNON
BT70 lAR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. David@KronosHi-Fi. demon.co.uk
Web Site. http:/hvww.KronosHi-Fi.demnn.co.uk

Arcades
Beall

CLON

Asseltediala
Castle
allertellaa
Classe
Raga

Iiarnacs
IkPos

30 years of Excellence

mielealse
»my

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477

Hahn

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

CHESHIRE

New Shop Now Open at 19F High Street, Omaha
Tel: 01662 259966
Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

DEVON JE CORNWALL

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA! 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Academy Sound
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

QUAD 33 Upgrade
Rear Panel

Chantry Audio

Conversion

with Gold Phono

Sockets

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo

Itelo, Copeland, Meridian, Audio Research, Auden, Pink à,
D.N.M, SEW speakers Mc Nautilus BOO Series, Wilson Audio, Marlin Logan,
Some Fa6sr, keno line Come Series), Epos, myryod, Creek, C.R.D.L.,
S.M.E., Rd, Rad, Denon, Rose, Harmon Kardon,O.T.Produch.

GREATER MANCHESTER

'
SIMPLY

THE BEST'

NAMES IN HI- FI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •
TDL • Mission • Copland •

ears

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL
12-14 Shaw Road,

OLDHAM
0161 633 2602

I

AUDIO COUNSEL
14 Stockport Road,

CHEADLE

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5 .30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

ORPH<V5 AVD10
,
•
S oc Amustie Precision • kouslit Signer*, •!who naive
•
Synthesis • Art Autto•Auào Physic • BIT. • Boulder • Burmester
•Corny Audio • Contelohnsen • Croft • Dal • Davis Projectors • Demo
Diemen • DM • EAR. • atchoainpmiet • Roll • Fuytsu Rona Satan
Golden Tube • Stool • liatuum-Kordon • Hero • Holminge InfAmy • 1111. • Ilysdi
Eying We • Lowther bpi •Jyrn • Mogan • Musitúlim
Ily • HAD • Oracle
Woo • Pathos Acoustics • Pupa Proydors • Fink T' • Mom • Reid
boo • Slox •
co • Tort Auk • Teac•lethnia • Thule • Temshend Audio
Made •
Research • Totem • Unison Research • Voic • 1
1.P1. • XT(
Yornantwo Churcholl mid others
deinery/rmlallalaun • Pon ezrhangrlartlen

Ca for lisr of part rodwinge boa/sins
Dercesebirs4 crispier, knishIS makes filditriffiler proinFareietimoblgorn
5mins horn 127 of die M6

01257 473175
EVENING CALLS WELCOME

CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Audio Research 159 pre amp (remote) (Ex Doue) ...£2,600 £ 1,595
Jame Concert 8speakers (mint condition)
£1400 £895
Audi. Prender pre valve (inc phono)
lEu Dam) ...£ 1,500 £995
Audm Research LS7
(5/H) £1750 £875
Swim Faber concertinos (boxed - mint) . . IS/H) £599 £395
B.K.S Ribbon Hybrid speakers
(boxed in cherry)
£1500 £795
Arcom Delta 290 int (boxed)
(S/H) £550
200
Arcam Alpha 7CD (boxed)
(S/H) £799 £400
Lumley M75 mono amps line full covers) .. (S/H) £2500 £750
INK. AD Ex Dern iterns are as new, unmarked, and booed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering ominium of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon the pended.
Mail Order Available ,
i..i,:ei,********

,

Also Rebuilds for QUAD Il Fisher
Lowther

etc.

Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Unit 3Bosleake, Pool, Cornwall. TR153YG Telephone 01209 716236
Office Hours 10am - 6:30pm

GREATER LONDON

0,ASH DESIGN, AUDIO
.-1A/Nt3& OLUFSEN, CABLE TALK, CHORD CO,,
EPOS,HARMAN KARDON, KEF,
FIDEUrY, NAD, ONKYO, OPERA,
QUAD, »AARE, ROKSAN, ROTEL, RU
SOMIC INC. SOUNDSTYIE, STANDS

-tom
Imam

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, leotard, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

SURREY

n idli
et Y
indecently good hi-fi

9High Street. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames.
Surrey KTI -IDA Tel: 020 K943 3530
Open Tues
10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

I
oc,

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

o

0

audio think...

Auditorium

specialist guide
LONDON

die O'Brien Hi-Fidee

AUDIOANALOGUI.:

•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • QED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

(A)PELAN;)

0% Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5reins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 reins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 8282 exit) • 25 mies M25 Jures 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fifitiname.com

KRI-.1 I.

Tel: 020 8946 1528

te
n

SOUTH EAST LONDON

il
.
e INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE

Now On Dem. As acomplete system:-

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

.

AUDIOJOY Co.

Front End Problems?
then contact:

ORANGES
& LEMONS

"The Cartridge Man ,"

Juicy fruit from London's
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO! VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, LINN, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHL REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARK, SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA

It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca-

New Michell Delphini Phono Stage, Alectos and Orca.
P3 P7 Harbeth Speakers.
Clearaudio, Graham Tonearm, Transfiguration Cartridge.
Trichord Research Transport/Dac.
For an audition telephone 020 8363 4963
Enfield, North London

eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re- tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

YORKSHIRE

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST!

studio

Our sixth succulent year

020 7924

2040
www.orangesandlemonshificom

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL

61 / 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

TEL. 01482 587397

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

NORFOLK

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

The Old School

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD

School Road, Bracon Ash

SONUS FABER YAMAHA

•ti' Near Norwich, Norfolk

le Tel: (01508) 570829
Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,

BADA BONDED DEALER
81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY I
TEL 020 7624 8855
FAX 020 7624 5315

Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,

1iir friend's ads ice or to arrange sour demonstration of some or
ihe World .;finest audio equipment contact JOHN 141.EAKLEY
on LEEDS 011131252 88.50 (
evening calls uelcomei. (jetterons
exchange altos% ance alnays available.
\
gencies include ATC • AVI • Br»ltin • Charlo • Chord
•Nordosl • Primarr Ss stems • BEL • Spendor • Wilson Benrsch
• . 1he l'egifes,ional Monitor • Madia and nmn store.

Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,

SOUTH COAST

Unison Research and others

Ntn

Choose from the
finest e

SUFFOLK
atc

harbeth
lyra
michell
nordost
nva
royd

nais
se
fi
for grown-ups

hi-

01

73 622866
01 473 631588

email

eng@signals.uk.com
signals.uk.com

sumiko

fax

sugden
totem

)

I /N I 3 /N,

Weia

REL

ë_.949.06

Oer eSCIT.)

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
E- Mail: infoeaudioreflections.co.uk

•HOME CINEMA

chord company
densen

AVI
SPEAXERZ
ELEC11.011111C3

•HI-FI

audio physic

. 0i

trichord

W

and more

martle ham heath ipswich IP5

W

W
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•TV & VIDEO

THE HI-FI

•MULTI-ROOM

hI.11

effries
EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

!

STUDIOS

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren. Electrocompanet. Prolo Rurk, Caste, WAG. Unison
Research. T & A. Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio. Barbell, Althemist, Michell Turntables.
Nottingham Analogue Studios, Bluepnnt. Audio Analogue, Expitsure, Living Voce. Densen.
Gelestion (ASenes only), Opera, Audio Physic, Tnchord Restad. Nordost, Stands Unique.
Stax Electrostatics, Ortolon, Goldnng. Yamaha AV, Proceed Digial Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa, Finance avadabli.
TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10aen-OpeTue-Frl, 10am-aprn Sat, Closed Monday

BADA & CEDIA
109

specialist guide
YORKSHIRE

WEST SUSSEX

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage, Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kora , Harbeth, Myryad, DRA.,
OreIle, Trichord, Sonic Link, OreIle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others.

epoWeideeff7

PREMIER AUDIO

W ould

you like to hear more)

0091.4.4retee.
PiRCDJ EC.T

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

eS o-tc.o.oerao...er

0 113

L.A1418.

L.8

2 3 0

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab. Regs,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATO,
Marantz and other fine equipment

1

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

4 5 6 5

Telephone 01273 775978

WEST MIDLANDS
Maclaren...

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Bloxwich, Walsall,

_ Tear...Mimion...Stands Unique..
and much. small

moro

01922 493499

QUALITY

Hi-fi for

t

ntidl gds
3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445

In House Service Department Mail order available
Interest Free Credit crvolabl

and NOW AT Ill The Parade, Sutton Culdfield. Birmingham

(On Soioded Om, soled to 20% depose WA,en doses on tempest)

IVU ILJ
HI-FI
I17\ I ) 7\

I
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from Arcana, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC. Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

CEDIA

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD.

BIRMINGHAM B17 801.

WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 3541933

WALES

SLATE AUDIO
Take

away

vibration &

unwanted

frequency

out

of

your

system/speakers with natural slate bases & isolation platforms.
To give better clarity & tighter bass cut to any size/holes for
spikes ect. Olive green also in stock.
ALSO SPECIALISTS IN:
•Slate/marble speaker cabinets • Turntable bases/cases
•Speaker/Hifi stands. Made to any design.
Nationwide delivery. Send £ 1.00 for samples.

bue to

Quarry House
Windsor Road
Adamsdown
Cardiff
CF24 2FY
Tel: 07769 658274
(24 hour)
Fax: 02920 470616
demand prices are now

lower. Stock

sizes

from£60.

Now you can hti

online.

audioatmospherc.com

Now you can buy online.
audioatmosphere.com

Don't forget the Hi Fi Show
21st - 24th September 2000
The Novotel London West Motel Hammersmith
III)
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The Tabu CDP Icompact disc player marks the introduction of the very first Gryphon
source component, arethinking of integrated single-chassis CD transport/DAC design
to complement both the performance and the appearance of the highly praised
Callisto amplifiers. In addition to decoding for HDCD CD's, the CDP Iincludes true
differential 24- bit, 96kHz digital-to-analogue converters and arevolutionary
upsampling circuit.

equipment by
AUDIO NOTE, DCS, GRYPHON, SUGDEN, LAVARDIN, BORDER PATROL,
CANARY AUDIO, NAGRA, LFD, AVID, LYRA, ACCUPHASE
loudspeakers by
AUDIO PHYSIC, LIVING VOICE, TOTEM, ART,
AVANTGARDE ACOUSTIC, HARBETH

Scotland's leader in High Performance Audio Systems and Installation.

KEVIN GALLOWAY audio
telephone 01563 574185 fax 01563 573207 email kevingalloway@btinternet.com Website www.gryphon-audio.dk

reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE

Croft OTL monoblocks, Series 3, 45wpc,
expensively upgraded with Audio Note parts etc,
magical open soundstage, detail and speed, ulti-

Sonus Faber Extrema speaker and stands £3500

mate match with horns (cost £3000), mint, bargain £850 ono, Tel/message: 01865 862745.

(£6800), Tel: 020 8295 2715 ( Bromley Kent)
[G0527]
Symo LS5-SX Swiss-made transconductance
wire, phase- aligned, high-current reference
speaker cable 3.05m ( 10) pair £295 (£640) stunning with Apogee and Wilson, Tel: 020 8295
2715
[G0527]
B&W DM603 floor speakers with spikes, black
finish, new 1997, boxed £245 ( 500), Tel 020
8295 2715 ( Bromley Kent) [00527]
Audiolab 8000C, excellent condition, boxed,
manual £200, Tel: 020 8546 3890
Quad 34/306, excellent condition £350, Linn
Sara 9speakers, rosewood, superb £350, Quad
67 CD player, excellent £ 500, Tel: 0114
2303619 ( Sheffield)

evenings

or

email

tom@powel11935.freeserve.co.uk [G0528]
Naim 82 pre amp, 13 months old, excellent condition £ 1500, Seismic Sink Stand ( Mod 1, 3-tier)
£500, Versalabs £50 each (£ 160 new), woodblocks £20, Transparent Audio power cords £50,
OnAir Support Systems Airpod ils £40, QED
Genesis speaker cables I . 5m pr £40, CAD
cables - Anacreon, Silurian, Czar, ask for
prices, email: barig@sbx.com, Tel: 00352021
1285621 or 0035 2407811

[G0529]

Trichord Transport £345, stable platter, 3power
supplies, Clock 3, AES/EBU and BNC, Trichord
Pulsemaster £ 195 jitter buster BNC, Audioquest
3.5m Midnight & 3.5m Cobalt bi-wire speakers
cables £ 129/£179 respectively, Tel: 01229
747852.
GODMT]
Audio Synthesis Passion, stunning passive
attenuator, silver-wired, Vishays £345, Michell
Alectos, awesome monoblock amplifiers, wide
bandwidth, low distortion, 125W 8olun, 200W
4ohm, boxed £ 1145 (£ 1950), Tel: 01296 747852
(A lylesbury)
Quad 34/306/FM4 track grey £ 595, Linn
Keilidh speakers, cherry £450, Technics SUCl 000M2 battery-powered pre-amp/SE-A1000
M2 power amp (£650) £365, all mint boxed,
Leak stereo valve power amp (rare) £350, Tel:
0121 602 2591
[G0530]
Naim Supercap P50 £ 1450, Snaxo 2-4 £500,
black Snak 17 interconnect £ 150, 2xNAP 250
power amp £ 1200 each, 2x7m, NAC A5 speaker cable £40, flash remote £ 100, all items boxed
and unused, Tel: 0131 538 4861 [G0531]
Audiolab 8000P power amplifier and Audiolab
8000C control amplifier, Tel: 07881 613235.
Sonus Faber Concerto grand piano loudspeakers, immaculate piano black and leather finish
£1250 ovno, Meridian 500 Mk2 CD transport &
563 DA, both mint condition, complete with
MSR remote £ 1095 ovno, may consider p/x for
AV equipment, Tel: 01450 860676 or 0403
632236.

[00532]

Marantz CD94 Mk11, additionally fitted AT&T
(ST) optical output for high fitted transport, little used and in excellent condition, boxed £495,
Sony MiniDisc deck MDS E10, as new, boxed
£95 (£ 165), Tel: 01483 2823634. [G0534]
SME Series V ( 5) arm, mint, as new, boxed, full
original toolkit, manual, superb legendary quality and sound, sensible offers secures, tel/message (John) Tel: 01865 862745.
112

High-end house clearout: Trio LO-7D turntable,
PSU & arm with Ortofon Rolunann MC, superb,
rare excellent condition £ 1500, DNM 3C Primus
preamp, as new, under warranty, superb £ 1100
(£2300), Muse Model 300 monoblock power
amps, 300wpc, silver, as new, under warranty,
£1500 (£4200), Pro-Ac Response 3 speakers,
vdH rewired, light oak, superb £ 1200 (£3600),
Infinity Modulus speaker, piano black with

Meridian 206 Delta Sigma CD player, immaculate, as new, with all original packaging including remote and instructions, one owner £ 1000
new, sell £325, can demonstrate, Tel: 01384
374982
[G0550]
Nakamichi 1000 Mk Isuperb, spare head set,
all manuals, mint condition, fantastic sound,
offers call Ian, Tel: 0961 823979 [G0551]
Wadia 15 DAC £ 1450, Wadia 6 CD player
£1600, Threshold FET 10E rep amp £ 1500,
Threshold SA/4E pure class A power amp

stands, vgc £225 (£ 1000), all with original
boxes, Tel: Adil 020 8673 3850 / 020 7918 559

£2600, KEF 107 Mark 2 reference speaker
£1700, all mint, Tel: 020 8311 7182. [G0552]
Quad ESL-63 speaker, excellent condition,
boxed with manual, full Quad service
September 99, Gradient SW 63 subwoofer and

/07979 53881
[G0560]
Krell 3001 amp, fine condition with original
packing £ 1500 ono, Tel: 01432 870245 [00539]
Audio Innovation 2"° Audio monoblocks,

active crossover double as stands, may split
£1950, Tel: 01772 315723.
Leak Stereo 30 and two Leak speakers, boxed
with
manuals,
offers,
Tel:
01784

excellent condition, recently re-valued £ 1100,
Tel: 01208 872316
[00536]
SME 3009, latest factory re-wiring and socket
conversion kit (£ 100 plus) £ 110, Moth m-m/m-c
phono preamp £90, Celestion £600s £245, SME

434587.[G0554]
Harbeth HL Compact 7 SE with Target 3- leg
sand- filled stands £700, Tel: 020 7222 67481

3009 detachable head £45, Shure V15 VMR
limited edition, mint £85, Tel: 01483 284997
[00537]
Complete system for £900, no offer ( new
£2460). All items nearly new. Delivery possible.
Shearne Phase 2 Reference m-m amp, TEAC
VRDS9 CD, Dali 350 Red reference floorstanders, van den Hul Thunderline interconnect,
7m Chord Myth. Come and listen. Tel: Tim 0017
9246 297. [G0538]
Naim Njatlo new £ 120 ono Rogers LS3/5A, as
new £400 ono, Copland CTA 401 mint £800
ono, Linn Kan Il stands £50., Tel: 020 856 1047.
[G0540]
Cambridge R50 transmission lines, vintage
1973, well-deserved classic status, beautiful
light oak veneer, rather large, £400 or swap
decent power amp, Tel: 01457 765292. [G0541]
Audiolab 8000C £300, two 8000Ps £350 each,
Arcam Alpha 8 £250, all mint, Tel: eve or day
01772 762027 / 01706 81240. [G0542]
Out of funds finally peace, pure hassle following high-end Krell, Martin Logan, Michell Orbe
Evolve 99 Combo plus tasty leads cable etc.
under half price, Tel: 01865 450822 system sold
intact 16k, Tel: Oxford 450822.
Pro-Ac 3.8, 9 months old, rosewood, immaculate condition, new £4300, £3500 ono, Tel:
02380 224422 after 6pm.
Roksan ROKDP1, ROKDA1, power supply
£625, Naim 62 140, Snaps m-m/m-c boards
£650, SD acoustics SDI £ 350, Tel 01580
764949.
[G0542]
Audio Research balanced convert single-end
into XLR, fully BAL 3295, Madrigal CZGEL
interconnect 5m XLR £ 150, Olso YCZ Gel
interconnect 5m for bi-amp XLR into dual XLR
box £ 150, Tel: 0120 8850979. [00540]
Apogee Caliper Signature, anthracite bi-wirable
£1350, Jeff Rowland Model 5 power amp,
150wpc SE/Balanced £ 1750, Meridian 208, CD
player/preamp, 209 remote £500, Target 2-shelf
floorstander £40, Tel: 907941 279826. [G0547]
Alon Y speaker 2200 ( 55000, Ruark Crusader li
speaker 850 ( 1650, Mark Levinson 331 power,
No 38 pre 2650 ( 50000 2200 (50000 Traxdata
CD recorder 200 (4000 Tel: Kenny 01493
856899 Norfolk
[G0548]

[00555]
Tannoy Berkeleys 15in HPD dual-concentric,
walnut, excellent condition £600, NVA A80
mono amps, 80 wpc, boxed, perfect £500, P90
pre-amp £ 100, Creek OBH 12 remote passive
pre, boxed £ 110, QED digit + PSU £50, Tel:
01889 583275
[G0556]
XL0 Reference 5.1 speaker cable, 12 foot pair
£350, MAF three-tier to support VPI turntable
(new £ 1000) £350, Professional monitor LB1
speakers, Stereophile magazine recommended
£60, Tel: 020 8363 4963
[00557]
Pass Labs Aleph 3 Stereo power amp, singleended class A output, Stereophile class A recommended £ 1275 ( was £2000), 2 recently manufactured horn cabinet suitable Lowther DX4M 2
metres high so buyer collects at E375 only, Tel:
01457 820375
[00568]
Bargain £ 1500 of sound quality for £700, due to
unexpected upgrade opportunity taken Ihave a
rosewood pair of Mission 754F to dispose of,
Tel: Kevin 01245 251235 or swaps [G0573]
Marantz CD94 Mk I, fitted brand new transport
by ATW ( Marantz trained) £485, CD94 Mk I
additionally fitted AT&T ( ST) optical output for
high grade transport £495, both mint, boxed,
manuals, Tel: 01483-282364 [00572]
Monitor Audio Studio 20 Sec Cherry, as new,
boxed with plinths £ 1400, may p/ex for DVD
player, Tel: 07720 061885. [G0558]
Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck/Benz Micro
Glider £800, Conrad Johnson PV- 11£1300
(boxed) both vgc, will accept £ 1500 if bought
together, Tel: 0796 7603166. [00559]
Cello Audio Suite preamp and master supply,
retail £29,000, sell £5995 Mark Levinson no20
reference class A mono amps £4495, Ruark
Accolade speakers £ 1595 very reluctant sale,
Tel: 07939 266182.
[G0561]
Krell KSA50 (£4200) new, just £ 1850 with
acoustic mass dampers, boxed and in very good
condition, will drive the most demanding loads
with great low- frequency control, email:
ian.gilbody@virgin.net or 07978 832320 / 020
8335 3521.
[00562]
EAR 549, 2x200 watts pure valve power £3250,
802 preamp £900, the head m-c transformer
£200, Townsend Rock, Excalibur, AT 0C9 £850,
Diamond Acoustic Ref 2speakers, piano black
£650, Tel: 01344 841337. [00563]
AUGUST 2000
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reader sales and wants
Rotel RT950 BX tuner £50, Nakimichi DR3

Exposure XXI remote preamp, current model, 2
yrs, mint as new condition, boxed, full demo

Quad ESL-63, excellent condition with
American Arcici stands £ 1750, Tel: Aruv 020

£200, all boxed with instructions good condition, Tel: John 01386 841353 [Cr0563A]

given £550 ono gloso new), Tel: 0131 538
9073
[G0443]

Cable clearout, phono pairs: Cardas Golden
Cross half-metre £220, Transparent Music Link

Revox B-200 Series Gold, cassette tape deck
B215-S, B260-SFM tuner and B250-Samplifier £ 1475, Tel: 0121 243 1830 or 07958 481087.
[GOBE]
Krell FPB200 amp, excellent condition £4250
ono, XLO signature 4ft speaker cable £450 ono,

8868 0369 leave a message, no time wasters
please [G0515]
Jeff Rowland model 2BP52 power amp, mint

Arcam Delta 150 Nicam Stereo Tuner £40,

super metre £210, XL0 ultra metre £85, all
mint, Cardas Golden power cord (older type)
£95, MIT terminator 3 digital metre £50, also
Cyrus

dAD3,

mint,

boxed £260,

TEAC

P700/D700 CD combo £450, Tel: 020 8871
5089 daytime 020 8871 2345 evening, no offers
[G0564]
Quad 33/3/303 amps and tuner £375, Rega
Planar 3 record player £ 175, Denon DCD860
CD player £75, Heybrook HB2 monitors £ 125
the pair, all ono, Tel: 01233 860288. [G0566]
Quad ESL-63, brown, boxed, excellent condition, can demo (3500) £ 1000, REL Strata subwoofer Mk II immaculate boxed £260 (550)
Linn Sondek Valhalla Basik plus arm £220
(1100) five-level Soundstyle stand with isolation
top, immaculate (290) £ 140. Musical Fidelity X1OD line buffer £50, Tel: Nick Days 020
7784002 eve 01473 273810. [G0569]
Mark Levinson No26 fully-balanced pre-amp
with PLS226 power supply and award winning
Levinson m-cphono stage, mint, boxed, superb
£1795 (original) £5450, Tel: 020 8325 6147
[G0570]
Transfiguration Temper Supreme cartridge,
new £ 1500, Clearaudio Reference Turntable,
Souther TQ parallel tracking arm, spare armboard Silent Running Isolation Base, shaped to
fit reference, mint. (new £6400) £2500, Tel: 020
8363 4963
[G0571]
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 reference
speakers, 5 star reviews, excellent condition
£995, Tel: 01869 878249

[G0412]

Muse power amp model 160, 160 wpc stereo, as
new £ 1350, Hales speakers concept two large
floorstanding speaker, mahogany £ 1500, Tel:
0121 449 3803.
[G0420]
Mana Acoustics 4-tier amplifier stand with
Soundstage
good
condition,
idbrunt@lineone.net or Tel: 01738 444719
[G0428]

Tel: Marc 01708 471727 [G0472]
Focal drive units Audiom 15VX £500, Audiom
7k2 £ 140, tweeters TC 120TDX £60, networks
£70, cab for above units, complete with damping
INT volume 123L and 19L £200, Tel 020 8531
5979
[G0480]
Wilson 5.1 WATT/Puppy speakers (piano black,
original wooden packaging £8500, cost £ 1800,
Krell KPS201/L CD preamp player £6000 ono
boxed, Krell KST-100 amplifier, mint £ 1495,
Krell KSP-(balanced) + PSU £ 1600 boxed,
Krell FPB600 amplifier boxed £7495, Jeff
Rowland Consummate + phono £3250, Wadia
850 CD player, boxed £3500, Sonus Faber
(Alimati) speakers £9000, Tammy 15in monitor
golds in Tammy cabs, near mint £900., Rogers
LS3/5A (BBC) 15 ohms £350, Quad II valve
mono ore £595, Krell Pam-7 preamp + PSU
£995, Tel 020 7349 9675 / 0958 607613[G0484]
AVI Nu-Neutron loudspeakers, black ash £250
with target stands, Sony TAFB 920 black
amplifier £ 100, Tel: 01582 414915 email
Em9009@comouserve.com [G0489]
ATC SCM20 speaker in teak with stands,
immaculate £450, REL Stadium 2subwoofer in
black, Tel: 01482 342535 evening (Hull)
[G0490]
Stax Lambda Nova Signature Electrostatic
headphones, SRM 3Energiser, stunning sound,
mint condition cost £ 1000, sell £500 11.01685
871753
[G0492]
Musical Fidelity A2 amplifiers £250, A2 CD
ES() tuner £ 150, KEF Rom 2 £350, Target R2

020 8518 1367 or 07714 321080 [G0520]
Art Audio valve pre-amp and monoblocks, VP1
special pre (chrome ) inc phono stage (m-m),
separate valve power supply, Quintet 15W/ch,
ultra- linear monoblocks, some new valves,
boxed mint £ 1900, also Rotel power RB970BX
60W/ch £ 175, Tel: Chris 020 8677 7055 (eves)
[G0524]
WANTED
Wanted Decca Deccola system, Tannoy
Canterbury, York speakers, Garrard 301, Quad
II-22, Tannoy black silver red speaker units,
Ortofon arms cartridges, email: Bkoo52hotmail.com or Tel: 020 8337 8146 or 07808
473820.
[G0459]
Wanted swap for to large Epos ES25 9th wireable 0 for similar quality standmounters, cg,
ATC 20s, Concert 8s, also swap my FM4 for
405-2 or WHY, Tel: 024 7646 9363. [G0549]
Wanted REL Stentor subwoofer, black, Tel:
01865 862745.
TRADE - FOR SALE
Sims D-200 power amp £ 1995, BKS 107 Mk H
Hybrid speakers £ 1195, Basis 2000 turntable
£1195, Audion Silver Knight 300B monobocks
£995, Audio Innovations L2 pre-amp £395,
Audio Note DAC 1 £395, Impluse H2 horns
£995, Apogee Duetta II Ribbons £495, Audiolab
8000Q £495, Tel: 01403 272931 Horsham Hi Fi
[GOHH]

stands 3150, Rotel RQ970BX £60, Chario
Academy walnut £900, all mint condition, Tel:
07967 646089
[G0510]

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

Kinergetics Bass system SW800 ( Stereophile
class twin A) twin bass units, active crossover.
300 watt monoblock amplification, all in excel-

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra

lent condition, unique opportunity! £ 1495 ono,
buyer collects, Tel: 01492 580201 [G0435]
Audiolab 8000 DAC £350 (£900), Arcarn Delta
Transport and Black Box 50 DAC £550 (£ 1280),

condition, flight case and manual cost £7000,
accept £2995 ono, Audio Synthesis Passion 8S
passive pre-amp, also mint, boxed £5000, Tel:

PRIVATE AD ORDER FORM

annul ads only

Rates: £8.00 etc as before

lise section trade only

Rates: £20 per 30-word Insertion. 2 months £35;

PLEASE TICK

3 months £45. Additional words 50p each

VIEW

RF-CO

Castle Howard S2 oak £750 ono, Nordost

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Note -telephone or product reference numbers

n, as one word (eg Pioneer 0400 = two words)

Flatline gold bi-wired 2x2m £35, Tel: 01202
381413
[G04621
Pair of Quad 303s, £85 each, Quad 33 with
additional input card £90, all with original boxes
and manuals, all in excellent condition, will sell
separately, Tel: 07771 973955 [G0447]
Wilson Benesch WB turntable, ACT2 arm,
Tripitch carbon-fibre stand ( 3600) £ 1500, DPA
PDM1 Mk II DAC (600) £ 130, Leak TL12+
(pair) require some work £ 1700, Tel: 020 8672
4319
[G0444]
FtMS Revelation Series II loudspeakers by Les
Wolstenholme, Avondale Audio 3-way external

Please publish the «bow odvertisemeni p[[

Name

FOR SALE [ 1 WANTED
Address

ihrx number required [ I
yes ( Ana
Cheque/posted order enclosed for I

Woods ...di«, mode payable to Liege House Maga.rine.‘ ph.

OR Please charge we AerosNiso/Diners/Antee Card Number
Daytime telephone number

crossover cable included, new £2095, can deliver £650, Philips DCC 730 £40, Mission DAD 5
CD £85 Tel: 01 803 883452 [G0441]
NEWS & RECORD

REVIEW

AUGUST 2000

Cut out your advertisement
Expires ( date)
'Please indicate which

Signinure
No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insenitins

or photocopy , and

send to: Classified Advertising,
News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CRY 2TA
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TURNTABLES - TONEARMS

An Outstanding
Selection of Carefully

USED HI-FI
All Fully Guaranteed!
The Trading Station specialises in
superior quality, previously used hi-fi.
As part of aleading group of retailers
(established more than twenty-five years)
our lists can also include display and
ex-demonstration items, as well as used
equipment bought in or part-exchanged.

All of the products listed here can be
auditioned in our showrooms (subject to
availability - please phone to check).
FULLY GUARANTEED
All products are fully inspected and
tested before being offered for sale and
acomprehensive three months warranty

£1800 £900

Pink Triangle DaCapo DAC

£1500 £548

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC

£800 £399

Air Tangent 1B Air Bearing Tonearm

£2000 £890

Pioneer PDS 505 Precision CD Player

£549 £299

AR P77 MM Cartridge

£75

Primare D320 CD Player

£899 £438

Ariston RD40 - SME 3009 MK 2i

£649 £279

Proceed DAP ( DAC)

£2400 £ 1198

Dunlop System Deck 3, Basic LVX - K5

£750 £379

Proceed PD2 / PT2 ( DAC + Trans)

£4500 £2498

Dynavetor DV505 (Arm)

£1240 £558

PS Audio Lambda CD Drive (Trans)

£2000 £ 1098

Grace G707 Mk 2Tone Arm

£399 £ 139

PS Audio Ultralink ( DAC)

£2200 £998

Linn LP12 + Basic Plus (Sounds Great)

£1600 £399

QED Digit Reference DAC (Chrome)

£450 £ 199

Linn LP12 + Lingo + !flock

£3200 £ 1648

Quad 66 CD Player

£799 £458

Luxman PD 300 T/Table Choice of Two from £350
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspoce + Arm£2500 £ 1398

Radford WS2 CD Player

£1200 £698

Radford WS1 CD Player

£999 £489

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck + Ann £ 1900 £998

Revox B225 CD Player

£1100 £349

Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black) £999 £499

Roksan DPI Transport

£1100 £558

Oracle Delphi II/Linn Hock II
£2200 £999
Pink Triangle LPT + Roksan Tabriz + £ 1500 £499

Sugden SDT-1 CD Player
Teac TI (Trans)

£1300 £798

Pink Triangle PT2 (SMEcut) £499 £299
Pink Triangle Tarantella + Rega RB300 £875 £698

Teac VRDS 10 CD Player

Revox 790 T/Table

£899 £398

Theta Data Basic II CD Transport £2699 £ 1698

Revox B795 T/Table

£999 £499

Theta Data Basic II + 0.5 Siltech (Trans) £2497 £ 1698

Roban Radius + Tabriz

£800 £449

Trichord Pulsar DAC 20 Bit, Blue Marble £ 1450 £789

Roksan Xerves ( Black) Choice Of Three

£48

Sumiko BP cart
SME Series 3Tone Arm

£549 £389
£770 £459

Technics SHZ 1000 + SHX 1000 Transport£5000£2500

From £499

Roksan Xerzes ( Rosewood) Alphason Arm with

VISITORS WELCOME

NVA Emotive Statement CD Player

£2400 £999
£400 £ 140

AMPUFIERS

SOUD STATE

Technics SL150 + SME 3009 £499 £228
ThorensiD125 + SME3012 + SME Plynth£499 £428
Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables Changing
Weekly Please Call!
Townsend Rock / RB250

£ 1500 £598

Wilson Benesch Act 2Arm ( Ex-Demo) £ 1199 £798

CD PLAYERS - TRANSPORTS - DACS

NVA Second Statement, Perhaps the most
beautiful Solid State Stereo Amplifier we've
seen! Ex Factory Special. £3200 £1799

Audio Alchemy Drive 3

£649 £449

Audio Alchemy Power Station 2
Audio Alchemy VI + PSU

£489 £ 169

Audio Alchemy V3 DAC + PSU

£900 £549

Audio Lab 8000 CD
Audio Mecca Kreatura Transport

£1000 £648

Accuphase 200 Pre Amp
Accuphase 266 Power Amp
Aragon 24k Pre Amp

£12250 £648

ATC SPA2-150 Power Amp ( Latest) £2699 £ 1699

Audio Note DAC 1

£695 £478

Audiolab 80006 (Grey Top) Int Amp £500 £278

Audio Synthesis DM ( DAC)
Bow ZZ8 Cd Player
Cambridge Audio CD 2CD Player

£1100 £548
£4000 £2798
£300 £ 149

Audiolab 80006 lnt Amp
£500 £378
Audiolab 8000LX (Amp)
£479 £348
Audio Research BL1 - SE to Bal ( Ex-dem) £799 £549

Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 1DAC
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 2DAC
Conrad Johnson DF2 (CD Player)
DPA Bigger Bit 2DAC 7

£189 £95
£199 £ 108
£2000 £ 1398

AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp
£ 1100 £679
Cambridge Audio P40
£225 £ 118
Chord 1400 Mono's 18 Mths Old / Blk £8500 £6499

£800 £429
£499
£298

Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp £ 1400 £499
Cyrus AV Master Dolby Prologic Processor £699 £299

£650
£350
£1850 £1098
£880
£599

Cyrus 2Int Amp
Cyrus Power Amp

£350 £ 179
£499 £319

Cyrus Pre-Amp

Marantz CD 17 KI SIG (CD Player)
Marantz CD 63 (Clock 2) CD

£1100

£848

£650 £399
£399 £ 199

£340

£198

Cyrus Staight Line Int Amp
Denon AVP lA Processor

Marantz CD 94 CD Player

£799

£498

DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre- Power

£2800 £ 1099

Meridian 200 Transport

£999

£329

DPA Renaissance Int Amp ( Ex-demo)

£599 £399

Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206 CD Player

£499
£999

£258

Electrocompaniet Two Channel Power

£398

Electrocompaniet 4.5 + 100 Pre Power

£850 £398
£4999 £2484

Meridian 206b CD Player

£995

£398

£1200

£548

Galaclron MK 2121
Hailer DH101 Pre Amp

£2000 £848

Meridian 207 CD/ Pre
Meridian 208 Tricord 3CD

£1300

£898

Harmon Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp

£699 £ 199

by cash purchase, part-exchange for new

Meridian 263 DAC

£650

£248

Harmon Kardon PA 2200 Power Amp

£540 £ 198

or used equipment, or commission sale.

Meridian 500 Trans
Meridian 518 DAC

£1325

£870

£1350

£698
£449

Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor
Ion Obelisk ( Int Amp)

£2000 £249
£299 £ 197

(with an option to extend) is included.
NEXT- DAY DELIVERY
As mail-order specialists, consignments
are always carefully packed and fully
insured. Next day delivery is guaranteed
on all purchases made by credit card.
Our couriers can also collect any
'trade-ins' or items you wish to sell.
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
We also stock ahuge range of new
hi-fi and AV equipment, against which
we can be especially generous with our
P/X allowances. Please call for details.
GOOD AS NEW!
If your unwanted hi-fi is in excellent
condition, aclassic or collectable, we'll
ensure you get the best market price;

So...avoid all the hassle - call us now!

DPA Little Bit 3DAC
LFD Minstral CD Player
Linn Karik CD
Linn Mimick CD Player

Meridian 563 DAC 18 Bit
Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC

HOURS OF BUSINESS

£999

£ 1279 £698
£ 1800 £858
£ 1600 £799

£2500 £ 1499

£250 £ 149

Kinshaw MC Phono Stage

£299 £ 158

£980
£599

£599

Krell 300i Int Amp

£2590 £ 1949

£320

Micromega DAC 2
£849
Micromega Drive 3Transport £970

£499

Krell KMA 100 MK2 (Mono powers)
Krell KRC-HR Pre Amp

£5999 £2798
£6999 £3899

£529

Krell KSA 50s Power

£4800 £ 1995

Micromega Duo 3.1 CD Transport £ 1800

£850

Micromega Stage 2CD Player

£399

LFD Line Stage LS1 Pre Amp
LFD PA2M Power Amp

£999 £498
£NA £ 1198

Micromega DAC 1 (DAC)

Tuesday - Saturday
10.00am - 5.30pm
Closed Mondays.

£250 £ 109

£700

DON'T MISS A BARGAIN - PHONE

Micromega Stage 5CD Player ( Ex-dem) £750

£549

Linn Kairn ( Pre)

£1700 £ 1098

01733 555514

Micromega Stage 6CD Player £900
Micromega T-DAC
£999

£598

Linn Klout ( Power)

£2600 £ 1348

£550

Marantz PM66 KI Sig ( Int Amp)

£400 £248

Monarchy DIP (De-gitterer) £299

£198

Note All previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers list price when new Prices pad for ther equipment or the
estimated price of comparable equipment / models at today's value

r—

limorendrma«emeia.....mn

£7250 £3698

Mark Levinson 23.5 Power Amp

Manley VTL Tandard Pre Amp

£600 £290

Michealson Odysseus 40w Int Amp

Mark Levinson 26 Pre + 25mc +

£ 1150 £699

Quad ESL57

£Call £P0A

Quad ESL63, Just Serviced £500!

£3500 £ 1850

266 Phono PSU

£8495 £3898

Musical Fidelity F22 Pre

£ 1500 £898

Re) Stadium Sub-Woofer ( Black)

£1199 £698

Meridian 201 Pre-Amp

£760 £329

Papworth TVA50 Mt Amp ( Ex-dem) £2700 £ 1948

Rogers LS33 + Sub- Units ( Black)

Meridian 205 Mono's

£999 £548

SJS Electroacoustics Arcadia Pre

£ 1000 £750

Rogers LS4A Speakers (Teak)

£600 £299
£400 £ 199

Meridian 502 Pre ( Inc Phono Stage)

£1385 £999

Sonic Frontiers Anthem Int Amp

£2000 £ 1398

Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c

£620 £369

Meridian 562 V-2 ( Inc Phono)

£1478 £ 1000

Sonic Frontiers Assemblage ST40 Power £999 £698

Ruark Equinox ( Black)

£2200 £ 1349

Meridian 565 V.7.1

£2850 £ 1498

Trilogy 902 Pre Amp (Chrome)

£2000 £ 1399

Ruark Talisman 2 ( Rosewood)

£750 £399

Michell Argo + Hera Pre Amp

£900 £598

Unison Research Feather 1 ( Pre)

£800 £558

Shahinian Ark

£1999 £999

Michell ' so / Hera Phono Stage

£895 £448

Shahinian Super Elf

£790 £499

Micromega Tempo 2Amp

£900 £499

Snell J3 High Efficiency Monitors

£770 £449

Moth 30 ( Pre + Power)

£399 £ 148

Snell Type E2

£NA £698

Musical Fidelity 3a Pre Amp

£379 £229

Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels

£3750 £ 1649

Musical Fidelity E100 Mt Amp

£700 £399

Musical Fidelity F15 Power Amp
Musical Fidelity F19 Power Amp (Mint)

TUNERS
Audiolab 8000T

£800 £529

£2000 £ 1198

Braun 301 Tuner

£269 £99

Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid £2250 £ 1448
£800 £498
Spendor SP 2/2

£4000 £22.48

Cyrus Tuner

£399 £ 178

Spendor SP 2/2 (Walnut)

£800 £498

Musical Fidelity F25 ( Pre)

£2400 £ 1500

Harmon Kardon TU 9400

£249 £ 128

Spica TC50 + Sub

£2250 £898

Musical Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU

£2200

Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner

£250 £ 149

Tannoy D50 ( Black)

£699 £328

Musical Fidelity XPSU

£130

Tannoy D300 (Walnut)

£1200 £748

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - ( Ex-dem)

£1100

£799

valve decoder

£499 £28Q

Tannoy Devon Speakers

£750 £329

Naim 32 Pre Amp

£4.49

£199

Luxman T210L Classic Tuner

£269 £ 159

Tannoy R2 (Cherry)

£499 £258

Naim 32.5 Pre Amp

£499

£150

Micromega Tuner

£550 £398

TOI RTL 3 ( Black)

£.400 £ 199

Nairn NAC 72 Pre Amp

£750

£.489

Quad AM2 Tuner

£NA

Triangle Graphite ( Black)

£800 £499

Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp
Naim NAIT 2Int Amp

£499

£249

£NA £7.48

£298

£Please call
£1100 £549

Triangle care

£499

Quad FM3 Tuner
Revox B760 Tuner

Naim Nait 3lnt Amp

£650

£499

Revox B260S Tuner ( Black)

£1100 £699

(Graphite Finish)

£18C00£11999

Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp

£129

Revox H6

£1549 £948

Wilson Audio Witt Mk1 Ex Demo

£8888 £6499

NVA A60 Power Amp As New

£300
£495

£329

Sansui TU 710 Tuner ( Black)

£299 £ 149

NVA A80 Mono Blocks New ( Pair)

£1460

£289 £ 128

£1100

£959
£800

Trio KT 9x1

NVA T1S Int Amp

Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner

£879 £430

Nyteck CPA 602 Power Amp

£400

£120

Yamaha T80 Tuner

£400 £ 159

Nyteck CTP 102 Pre/Tuner

£360

£120

Onix CA 30m Mt Amp

£350

£238

Orelle Spi 50 Power

£500

£298

Parasound 2200 Power Amp

£2250 £ 1248

Quad 33 Pre Amps

From £69

Acoustic Energy AE120 ( Rosewood) £499 £348

Quad 34 Pre Amps

from £ 159

Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Monitors£800 £599

Quad 66 Pre Amp

£799 £498

Apogee Centour Minor ( Ribbon Hybrid) £ 1249 £798

Quad 77 lnt Amp

£699 £348

Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim

Quad 303 Power Amp

£300 £ 120

ATC SCM-20T ( Rosewood)

Quad 306 Power Amp

£450 £229

AVI Newtron ( Cherry)

£499 £328

Nagra EL, Highly collectable precision

Quad 405 Power Amp

£499 £220

B&W DM 601 ( Black)

£ 199 £ 148

engineered Reel to Reel Tape Recorder

Quad 405 Mk2 Power Amp

£499 £248

B&W P4 (Cherry)

£750 £.448

Rappaport Pre 2Pre Amp

£579 £395

Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem)

Stemfoori SF 60 Int Amp

£839
£88

Leak Troughline + De Paravacini

£48

Wilson Audio System 5.1

CASSETTE - TAPE RECORDERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

£4700 £ 1999
£2400 £ 1298

£4000 £1399

£729 £549

£799 £368

Cast(e Chester Speakers (Mahogany) £750 £479

Tesserac Monitor Pre Amp
£ 1500 £798
Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem) £599 £499

Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid £800 £299
Celestion 7000
£ 1800 £748

Aiwa AF 850 Cassette Deck 3Head £250 £ 129

Townsend Elite 600 cll Pre Amp

Celestion CS7, 12" Bass
£350 £ 169
Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem) £2550 £ 1699

Nakamichi 582 (Cass)

£799 £368

Nakamichi 700zxe (Cass)

£ 1200 £698

Gale GS 301

Nakamichi BXI Cassette Deck

£459 £249

Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5 (Cherry) £3000 £ 1599

Nakamichi CR2E (Cass)

£499 £200

Harbeth HLP3

Nakamichi Dragon (Cass)

£2350 £ 1098

£500 £230

Sonographe SCI Pre Amp ( By Conrad Johnson) £399

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE

£299 £ 118
£699 £430

Heybrook HB200 (Teak)

Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck

£ 199 £ 129

£249 £ 139

Nagra EL Portable Mono Reel to Reel £4000 £ 1399

Arion Elektra Mt Amp

£1200 £598

IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers £799 £399

Pioneer CT830S Cassette Deck, Dolby S £550 £329

Audio Reseach Classic 60 Power Amp

£3500 £2297

JBL Control 5

Pioneer CTS830 (Cass)

Audio Innovations 800 Amp

£NA £ 1098

Kef 1042 ( Beech)

Audio Innovations Series 700 Int Amp

£1100 £599

Kef Model 100 (Centre)

Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre Amp

£5995 £2999

Kef Model 200c Reference Centre VGC £699 £500

Revox 036 Reel to Reel

Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp

£1700 £899

Kef 030

Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel

£649 £399

Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp

£1650 £ 1098

Kef Reference 2 ( BurrRose)

Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine

£2499 £899

Audio Research SPI 4 ( Pre Valve Phono)
Audion Sterling SET Power Amps ( Pair)

£2800 £ 1398

Kef Reference 101 - UniQ

£1200 £598

Leak 3090 (One ribbon tweeter out) £799 £350

Tanberg TCD 320 AV Cassette Deck £349 £ 149

Conrad Johnson MV100

£2995 £ 1698

Linn lsobarik

Tascam 22-4 4Track Reel to Reel

Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp

£1600 £999

Linn Kan (Teak)

£650 £295

Counterpoint SA12 ( Hybrid Power)

£1400 £599

Linn Nexus (Grey)

£450 £249

Teac CX65OR Cassette Deck
£300 £ 129
Uher 4400 Report Monitor, Portable £ 1299 £799

Croft Epoch Pre Amp

£750 £499

Linaeum LFX, Ribbon Mini Monitors £600 £289

Yomahal0( 580 Cassette Deck (Used Once)£250 £ 1.49

Croft Micro 5Pre Amp

£370 £240

Magna Planar MG 0.6 ( Black)

Croft Series 3OTL Power Amp

£999 £699

Magna Planar SMGA (Oatmeal / Teak) £900 £449

EAR 509 MK2 Mono Powers

£4700 £ 1999

EAR 802 Pre Amp

£2200 £ 1299

Meridian MI 0
£2000 £998
Meridian DSP 5000 ( Rosewood) £4125 £ 1799

EAR 859 Power Amp

£1599 £739

Mission 752

£499 £ 198
£900 £458
£349 £ 198

£350 £248
£2150 £ 1399
£600 £249
£Please Call

£229

Mission 753F ( Black)

£299

Morel Bass Master 602 Inc Stands £ 1600 £748

Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Mono's £4999 £1750

Musical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors £249 £ 149

Golden Tube SEPI Pre
£ 1100 £698
Golden Tube Audio, SEPI Pre + 2x SE.40£3299 £1998

Naim Credo Cherry finish v.g.c
Naim SBL Various,
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem)

£750 £498

£ 1250 £749
£From £699

Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Mono's £ 1989 £1179
Lumley Megavox ( Pre)
£ 1899 £1198

Opera Callas Gold (Mahogany) £ 1095 £868

£998

Opera Platea (Cherry) ( Ex-dem) £800 £639

£2200

£700 £348

Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette Deck

MO

£ 189

£799 £398

TRADING STATION

£580 £3.48

Elector MFJ Pre Amp

Lumley Reference S170 ( Power)

Revox A77 Reel to Reel ( 2Available) £Please Call

£ 1300 £898

Edison Technology HFAI 2Power Amp £500
£489

£369 £ 198

Revox A700 3Speed ( Reel to Reel) £ 1499 £798

£ 1699 £ 1399

35 - 42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH

PEI 1LZ

www.audiotrader.co.uk

01733 555514
fax 01733 315079

EXCLUSIVE TRADE CLEARANCE

UNUSED & DISPLAY STOCK
FROM LEADING RETAILERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

Á
Audio Research LS8 ( Pre)
Audio Research DAC 120 Bit
Audio Research CD2 CD Player
Audio Research Dac3 MK2
Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

Research
Research
Research
Research

VT60 Power Amp
LS5 ( Pre)
LS15 ( pre)
Dac 5

Audiogram MBI Int Amp ( remote)
Audiogram MB2 Int Amp ( remote)
Apogee Mini Grand Black Gloss
Apogee Centaur
California Audiolabs Alpha Dac
California Audiolabs Delta Dac
California Audiolabs DX1 CD Player
California Audiolabs Sigma Dac
Copland CSA14 Hybrid lnt Amp
Copland CTA401 Int valve amp
Copland CTA 501 Valve Power amp
Copland CTA301 Valve ( Pre)
Copland CSA 303 Valve ( Pre)
Goldmund Mimesis 4Tuner
Goldmund Mimesis 6Amplifier
Goldmund Mimesis 6b Amplifier
PS Audio 5.6 ( Pre)
PS Audio 6.1 ( Pre)
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS

Audio 6.2 ( Pre)
Audio Ultralink 2HDCD Dac
Audio Digilink 2Dac
Audio Digilink Dac
Reference link pre AD/DA
Audio Delta 250 Mono Powers Pair
Audio Delta 100 Power Amp
Audio DL3 Dac

ProAc
ProAc
ProAc
ProAc

Studio
Studio
Studio
Studio

100
125
125
125

Black or Walnut
Yew/damaged corner
Yew ex- Demo
Cherry/front damage

ProAc Studio 125 Walnut ex - Demo
Proac Studio 125 Cherry / Damaged
Proac Studio125 Cherry ex- Demo
ProAc Studio 150 Black or Oak ( New)
ProAc Studio 150 Rosewood ex- Demo
Pro Ac ResponseTwo ' s' Walnut or Black
ProAc Response CC1 Cherry ex- Demo
ProAc Response One Sc Oak ex- Demo

tock Available to Public
£1550 £ 1079
£3740 £ 1349
£3500 £2429
£3999 £2249
£1999 £ 1349
£5290 £2699
£2999 £2149
£2335 £ 1439
£493 £319
£599

£359

£7598
£2300
£1809
£1099
£735
£955
£1199

£4329
£ 1259
£999
£629
£449
£539
£729

£1698 £999
£1750 £ 1049
£1299 £899
£1099 £729
£6106 £3449
£2900 £ I699
£3124 £ 1799
£1090 £599
£799 £449
£899
£2590
£999
£995
£4550
£2980
£I499
£777
£699
£1100

£499
£ 1449
£439
£429
£2499
£ 1669
£799
£439
£449
£799

£1100
£999
£999
£999
£999
£1399

£879
£779
£799
£649
£799
£899

£1539

£989

Unison Research Performance One ex- Demo
dual mono int amp ex- Demo
Graff 5050 Power amp ( new)
Graff WFB Two Pre-amp ( New)

£490

£350

£495
£595

£395
£475

Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

£3449 £2750
£5995 £2495

Research
Research
Research
Research

CD2 CD Player
LS5 MK1 ( Pre)
LS8 ( Pre)
VT50 ( Power)

Kef Model 3Speakers ( Black)
Krell 250a ( Power)
Krell KAV 300i ( Integrated)

Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300fT/table)
Quad ESL63 ( Spkrs)

£489
£749
£499
£629
£539
£799
£859

£1495
Opera Aida Cherry ( New)
£795
Audio Analogue Maestro CD ( New) Silver
£1100
Unison Research Simply 4 Int amp ( New) £ 1595
Unison Research Power 35 Power Amp ( New)£1525

£ 1169
£599
£799

£595
£995
£ 3295
£995
£900
£695

£750
£1000
£129
£299
£1995

£495
£749
£79
£ 179
£ 1295

£599 £399
£1595 £ 1295

Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
Wilson Audio 5.1 Graphite Grey

£17990 £ P0A
£34995 £P0A
£3999 £2499
£2900 £ 1900
£10995 £6495

TRADING STATION
35 - 42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH

PEI 1LZ

www.audiotradenco.uk

£659
£2999

TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME
QUICK STOCK DISPOSAL FACILITIES FOR

ABSOLUTE CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED

£705
£1380
£3885
£1495
£1200
£895

£899 £699
£3500 £ 1950
£2390 £ 1999

Theta miles SE (CD Player)
Thorens TTA 2000 Power amp

£699
£899
£799
£795
£695
£995
£1095

ASK FOR MR. S. MEAKIN ON ( 01733) 555514

£985 £785
£2850 £ 1850
£995 £695

MeridianDSP5000 ( Digital Spkrs)
Meridian M33 Active Speakers
Michell Gyrodeck / Bronze/RB300
Michell Iso HR Phono Stage
Micromega Stage 5Cd Player
Musical Fidelity XAIOOR lint Amp)
Musical Fidelity X-ACT
Musical Fidelity XDac
Note Perfect Virtuoso Speakers

ProAc Studio 100 Black - Both Lek Handed
Pro-Ac Tablette 2000 Sig Ebony Prototypes
Pro-Ac Mini Towers Black
Opera Platea Mahogany ( New)
Opera Pavarotti Black Ash ( New)

ALL TYPES OF HI-FI & AV EQUIPMENT

£4290 £3399
£3250 £2695
£740 £595

Meridian 563 D/A Convertor
Meridian 566 24Bit Doc

Wilson Benesch Orator ( Spkrs)
Wilson Witt 1 (Spkrs)

£ 1195
£2799
£ 2995
£499
£449
£999
£999
£ 1599

£3498 £2895
£2589 £2199

Krell KAV 300CD
Krell KRC3 ( Pre)
Meridian 501/2 Pre Amp
Meridian 518 Digital Processor
Meridian 561 Digital Controller
Meridian 562V Digital Controller

£2000 £949
£649 £399

£4150

£1550
£3499
£4975
£729
£599
£1299
£1350
£2250

B&W THX Speaker System
Castle Avon Speakers ( Cherry)
Castle Severn MK2 Speakers ( Black)
Denon DCD-S10 ll CD Player
Epos ES22 Speakers ( Cherry)

Pro Ac Studio 250 Mahogany ex- Demo

Unison Smart 300B Monos ( New)

£359
£539

Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
Audio Analogue Donizeti ( Power)

Pro Ac Response 1.5 Cherry Prototype
ProAc Tablette 2000 Mahog-Both 1.- Handed

Unison Research Feather One lnt Amp ( New)£795 £569
Unison research Feather One Remote amp
£890

£550
£695

Monrio Asty CD Player Silver ( New)
Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player

Wilson Audio Mcucx Speakers
WilsonBenesch Actor ( Spkrs)

£1199
£1139

£1350 £ 1049
£400 £ 299

Monrio Asty Int amp ( New)
Monrio Asty ST(Remote) ( New)

£2000 £ 1299
£599 £449
£1 199 £949
£1699 £999

Opera Super Pavarotti Black Ash ( New)
Opera Callas Gold Mahogany ( New)
Opera Divina Cherry ( New)

£Please Call
£1995 £ 1549

Sales office open 10am - 3pm. Tues - Sat.
Viewing by appointment, for up to the
minute clearance items - Call 0870 608 8211

QUALITY USED

THE MIDLAND

A UDIO M ATTERS
New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

BESTUSED

EQUIPMENT.

EQUIPMENT

BOUGHT, SOLD

SPECIALIST

PART EXCHANGE

020 8255 0572 / 0973 436135

mnest Cablèm
s

The Worlds

10 years of Design Excellence
One of the latest generation of the
American high performance
superconductors, JPS-Labs are -gm
noted for fair pricing rather than

en'

extravagant hype. Now available
in the UK ... at US domestic prices!
Unique alloy and semi- conductors
breathe life into your music without
any harsh or processed signature,

AC power

Their context sensitive

cords are positively the best

U5.1
SALE
£2398 .... P.O.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II
£599 . P.O.A.
Anlhem CD player (5star What 141Fi) (ex/d) ... £ 1699
£899
Audio Alchemy Drive 3 + V3 DAC + 3PSU . £1649
£759
Audio Research D240 Mk II
£3500 ... £ 1195
Audion Nock Shadows 845 valve monoblocks ....P.O.A.
Audion Silvernight 3038 monoblocks
£2250 ....P.O.A.
Chano Academy 1solid walnut (ex/c0
£ 1299
£800
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/CO
£ 1649 £1100
Ear 859 Power Amp
£ 1599
£750
Krell Kay 3031
82495 .... P.O.A.
Krell (SA 250 pwr
£6700 £2500
Krell KSA 80 pwr amp
£3498 £1495
Krell (SL pre amp balance
£2298 £995
Krell MD 10 CD Tumtable
£7990 £1995
Krell KAV-S Prologic. AC3. DM 1HX PRE
£ 13500 ....£5500
Meridian 207 CD + PRE
£350
Pass Aleph LIP PRE
£3800 ... £2195
Proac Response 4spks
£ 12000 ... £3995
Spendor 507/1 speakers
£ 1995
£550
Tannoy D703 Speakers rosewood
£2503 £1250
Theta Pearl Transport + Progeny DAC
£2448 . £ 1250
Wadia 23 CD Player
£2980 . . SI495
Conrad Johnson PVIOA2 Pre
£1095
£595
AVI SiuuLiMP Pre + Rata PSU
£1450
£750
AVI S2000 Monoblocks
£ 1400 £750
Alchemist Forseti R/C Int Amp
£ 1250
£550
Quad ESL63 + stands
£3500 . .81395
Alchemist Genesis monoblocks
£ 1500
£595
AlchemIst Faiseur pre r power

A NEW RANGE OF VIENNA ACOUSTICS SPED. NO ON DEM

treatment and place to purit

the

mains.

ALSO PERREAUX EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ONLY FROM AUDIO MATTERS.
Plus On Dern

Alchemist. Anthem. Auderneca Auction Volve Amps.

Bow Techaulugles.

Cadence

Saks.. Charlo. O.P.A.. Gaarta Cables.

Monarchy, Ortofon Pink Triangle. Project TT. Sonic FrOTIfieTS. Triangle
Saks.. Trilogy Valve Amps. Van der Hul.

STEREO INTERC
Single- ended,

NNEC

—

GT AUDIO

Priced 0.5m
£69/89
£179/219

The SuperConductor+

SuperConductor-2 WBT

£499

Fully-bcdanced, XLR to
?rice for 1.0m pair
ThettraConductor
T#Ie

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

ÇA to RCA:

The Ultra Conductor

uperconductor+ 7

SuperConductor-2 "/
AC POWER CORDS
GPA (UK) 2m

£ 119

Analog (U1Q2rn
Digital ( UK) 2m

TIIE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
• (. 1set Is ! III) 0/P9U/din REPAIRS
• 51 81It PM. tNDIdITAKEN ON ALL YALIL & ERA...11510R IQ''MOM
• IQI 1191595 UPGRADING
0 115111d AMPLIFIER & TINER RESTORATION
•11.1111,1 Gill 151 TINIRSEMICING
••111.001, OM 611,11,1" & TUNER ALIGNMENT
EOLTIPMENT FOR SALE
SIC ' model 26 mm lWrtridge,ww and Mwrd. great sound and also very rage
C100
Audionote III Cartridge, sou, vermonldw heol with flyrng leads. voy rink.=
f.500
Ikcca Klue, recent °sedum' and new stylus. Ikcca-prol IGarrott replacement!) £250
Ikcca lire, re.,cor usehaul •
11141 new stylus. Deccapod IGarroll replacement!) £275
F1delits Research ERMS toneann, hosed as new
L503
Eiden'', Rescareh FR7F, non .ng cod cartridge. new & boxed
L503
Garrard . 1owlet ono. elecllent',trod'''.
I150
11TITT R301A UGH moraLhlock amplrfien. 211 hours used only
List 0355 £2000
Grace ILY mrn l'artrid,, say good conthlen
LISO
Nakamichi 700 Fri.Tracer eaoserte &AI, In excellent conditron £/50
HUAI/ III. 22 & EMI all in corn' ersraldion. GEE Kites. and manuals
f.650
'Colts Analogue hlentor Reference • Paragon ann. excellent enntlition
LisI f.6100
II000
Pye ',lour, derr,L preamplifier. eseelkm conditom
£75
Rogers Cadet 811,2 old, mate:hour tuner. excelko. condition. wonderful sound £2.50
Tecludo. 2051 All. tnun (' artrulgc. new Nz scaled in us bed
£250
Ulle1111 Research Nomply 854 Loreciared amphlicr. gm', sound
Lot £2995 £ 1250
Yamamoto Churchill Nlillennium 6000 unerconneers Ithn note, '
new, Lid £795
Yamamora Churchill Alillennium 6000 Loren:ounce's I501 stereo Mewl I
in £ 1025 (MX/
CHECK 111 .0 AVERSITE. FOR AN UP-TO-DATE LLST1NG ( IF -FT)R SALE" ITF:SIS
Tel: 01895 833099 Fax: 01895 832594
e-mail gi.andioUtesco.nel htlprihrww.glaudio.com

£249

lob

£249

Power Lead (UK) 2m

£349

Kaptovátor (UK) 2m

£999

SPEAKER CULES
Ultra Condetor 6/8ft £ 130/145
Bi Wire options 6/8ft £230/255
SuperConductor+ 6/8ft £649/749
Bi Wire options 6/8ft £749/859
SuperConductor-2 £ 1399/1699
"Awesome dynamics coupled with superb
levels of tiny signal retrieval and Inow have
Claudio Arrau ... in my living room ..."
Mr J.C., Ayr, January 2 , re the
SuperConduct47ct
gle speaker cable.

AudioSource
UK Direct Dealer
5Crown Terrace, Hyndland,
Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland, U.K.
Tel: 0141 357 5700
Fax: 0141 339 9762
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
Telephone Mail Order by
VISA, M/C, AmEx etc

HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

AUGUST 2000

URGENTLY
REQUIRED

.

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best m your system.
Careless

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

(
-1\

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
ÇPTUBES

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
Visit our wirbsite et:
http://www.totwyre.con
totwyre@fatwyro.con

THE

dE cant&

comPAny

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

•

LINN, NAIM.
MERIDIAN, QUAD,
CASH WAITING

The Midlands Best Used Equipment Specialist
Quality Used Equipment Bought, Sold, Part Ex
Visa/Delta/Mastercard/Switch
Open Mon-Sun 10.00 till 8.00

Tel/Fax0121 747 4246
email tony@centralaudio.co.uk
5 minutes Jcn 9 M42

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
Alchemist Kraken Mk11 power
Alphason Alcaeus power supply
Art Audio Diavolo W/Electric 300B + Volume
ATC SCM 20 Black
ATC SCM Tower SL (Walnut)
Audiostatic DCI
Audionote P2SE
Audionote CD2 x (2months old)
AVI S200 MI Integrated
Bose 901 Series V1
B/W CC6 Centre
Bow Technologies Wazoo
Copland CDA 289
Concordant Quad 11
Cyrus 31Remote Integrated
Exposure CD
Leak ST 20 rebuild £400 kimber Caps etc
Lexicon Digital Surround Proccessor
Linn LK 280
Linn Ittok LV11
Linn Lingo
Mark Levinson No 39 CD
Meridian DSP 6000 Loudspeakers
Meridian 541 Plus Phono
Meridian 501 Plus Phono
Meridian 500 Transport
Meridian 518 Processor
Meridian 563 (upgraded to 24 bit)
Meridian 602 Clocked
Meridian 205 Mono Amps
Meridian 555 Amp
Meridian 563 Dac
Michell Alecto Monos
Naim 180 x46Months Old
Nairn CDX 6Months Old
Naim Hicap 6months old
Naim 102 + PSC 6months old
Naim 250
Naim 140
Naim COI Mk11
Naim Nait 1
Naim SBL Walnut (6months old)
Naim 32.5 (72 upgrade)
Naim 42.5
Pink Triangle Pink link LP12 Power Supply
Proac Tab 2000 Sig + stands (4months old)
Proac Tablete 11
Quad 66 CD
Quad 67 CD
Quad 66 PRE
Quad 66 Tuner
Quad 606 MK 11
Revox G36
Standesign 5Tier
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano Walnut
Sony Esprit Tan 900 Monos
Spendor LS35A Black
Tag Mclaren PA 10 PRE
Tesla 300b x2 ( New boxed)
Thorens UP 2000 FPre
Thorens TMA 2000 Monos
Transparent Musis Wave 2/4 ft
Unison Research Smart 845 Monos
Wireworld Equinox V3mtr
Yamaha DSP 1092 AC3 5.1 AW amp

550
n/a
4000
1500
2400
2500
1500
1000
1000
1650
220
2195
2000
n/a
600
1000
n/a
1250
800
650
800
5000
9500
1180
1180
1350
1000
1380
1800
1200
850
900
2000
1122
2265
740
1290
1780
2000
n/a
2395
280
800
1250
550
n/a
900
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
190
1790
8000
n/a
850
300
500
1000
250
3500
n/a
850

250
50
2295
695
1495
1495
495
450
595
795
95
1395
1395
395
350
550
195
250
250
250
450
3595
4995
295
295
595
595
595
595
450
450
295
995
750
1695
495
795
995
295
995
125
1495
250
95
395
795
195
395
550
450
375
450
395
95
1295
1495
295
450
195
250
495
150
1495
195
295

CABLES- HALF PRICE SALE
XL0 • CARDAS • WIREWORLD • VANDENHUL
•DPA • CABLETALX + MANY MORE POA

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk
117

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Pre

Clearance

Amplifiers

Iterns

Description

Choice
Price

Audio Alchemy DDE 1
Pink mangle Ordinal 1307
Meridian 206 Dell Sigma
Meridian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Meridian 563 dac 20 bit
Audio Silver Knights
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Audion Golden Knights
Linn Isobanks
McCormack SAC
Cambridge Dac Magic
Audio Alchemy DDS 2CD Player
Exposure VActive xover (3way)
Magnum P200 pre amp

Retail
'ne
arCa

50.00'
495.00*
395.00'
150.00'
150.00'
450.00'
995.00'
395.00'
1495.00*
495.00
395.00
75.00
395.00
295.00
795.00

e 200 DC
900 DC
1000 00
500 00
500 00
950 00
3000 00
900.0£
4000.00

99se
150.90

900.00
995.00
1895. 90

'Reduced this month

375.00
195.00
on dem
750.00
2250.00
250.00
295.00
895.00
795.00
1195.00
475.00
1995.00
1850.00
£10,995.00
£ 9995.00
£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
10,995.00
xdem
£ 2995.00
£ 699.00
£ 695.00
£ 795.00

Naim Hi Cap (old style)
Naim 42.5
Plinius 16P Phono/remote
Cyrus aCA7 uuso
Mark Levinson No 28
Mendian 201 Pre
Exposure VII
Electrocompaniet EC4.5 ( New)
Audio Research SP9
Audio Research LS3
Naim Nac 72
Audio Research LS9
Graff GM 13.5
Cello Audio Suite umaster supply
Cello Audio Palette • master supply
Jeff Rowland Consumate • Phono (3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 265 Resolution
C.A.T. SL1 Ultimate
SL 1Sig mk Ill
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XI pre XII pou

£ 750.00
£ 450.00
3403.0)
£ 1103.00
4000.00
600.00
600.00
£ 1195.00
2000.00
£ 1845.00
£ 767.06
£
250000
£ 3750.00
£28,003.00
£25000.00
£ 8000.03
£ 1095.03
£17,00).00
£ 5750.00
£ 6900.03
799.05
995.03
£ 1500.03

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS

Pioneer 6300 Integrated
Cary 805
Cary 300 se LX20
John Sheam Reference Phase 3Power
John Shearn Reference Phase 2Integrated
Naim 135 Power Amps (unopened)

PRE AMPLIFIERS

Boulder L5 Pre Amp
Audible Illusions BA Pre mm/mc
Naim 42.5
John Sheam Phase 6Pre
Naim 52v Super Cap

SPEAKERS

Audio Physics Rhea Sub
Mission 771 8Stands
Shahiman Arcs
Audio Physics Steps
Ref Studio 2 (unopened)

CD PLAYERS & DACS
DCS Delius Upsampler and DCS
Purcell Dto A
Mark Levinson 360S
Maranta CD14
Naim CDS 2oXPS lunopened)

£

90.00
on dem
on dem
£ 550.03
475.03
£ 2995.03

£
£
£
£
£

18000
7995.00
5250.00
749.00
799.00
3800.00

1995.00
£ on dem
£ 195.00
695.00
4500.00

£
£
£
£

3500.00
3140.00
450.00
900.00
5700.00

£ 2350.00
95.00
£ 1195.00
on dem
£ 3495.00

£
£
£
£
£

3099.00
17000
1875.00
999.00
4000.00

£ 7500.03

£ 8500.00

£ 5750.00
£ 1295.00
£ 5500.00

6895.00
£ 160000
£ 6500.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Linn LP12. Valhalla, LV2
£
Rega Planar 2 • Bias carbdge
£
Voyd

695.00
193.00

£ 1400 00
£ 260 00

Power

Am
Audio Note Ongaku (new)
Plinius SA250 mk IV
Cyrus aPA7 Monoblocks
Maranta PM-665E
Tube Tech. Synergy PPS
Quad 306
Exposure IX Power supply
Jadis JA500
Restek Monoblocks Exponent ( I.2kw)
NRG 401M
Meracus Intrare
Audio Research Classic 150 M/blocks
EAR 861 Power amp
Linn LK100
Audio Research eso
Adcom GF565
Rogers E40A (new)
Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated
Restek Integrated
Quad 77 Integrated
Acuphase E203 Integrated
Jadis JA30 Monoblocks (latest)
Cary 572 SE Monoblocks
Audio Note Neiro ( as new)
Graff 50/50
Graff GM 200 New
Plinius SA 100
Cello Periormance 2Monoblocks (4chassis)
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Krell 505
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Muscial Fidelity CAS 100 (X-dem)
Quad 405
Counterpoint SA12
VIL 125
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII

lifiers
pua.
Oil dem
1200.00
275.03
3750.03
275.00
795.00
6995.00
6495.00
5495.00
odem
5500.00
1595.00
450.00
1295.00
1295.00
1495.00
odem
795.00
450.00
795.00
3795.00
Arm
9995.00
1650.00
5500.00
2850.00
8995.00'
9995.00
6995.03
2650.00
4995.00
3250.00
8995.00
2750.00
1995.00
495.00
2250.00
699.00
225.00
795.00
1495.00
550.00
450.00

£45,000 00
£ 6000.00
£ 1900.03

00.00
6930.00

40000
£ 150000
£21.000.00
£12,000.00
£13,060.06
£ 995.00
£12.000.00
300000
£ 600.03
£ 2645.00
£ 2200.00
1848.00
£ 850.00
£ 1100.00
£ 900.00
169500
£ 5180.00
£ 2350.00
£16,500.00
£ 2150.00
£ 7900.00
£ 3450.00
£2006006
£18,000.00
£21,00000
£ 340000
£10,000.00
479006
£12,900.00
£ 6700.00
3690.00
4000.00
e 799.00
£ 1400.00
£ 3500.00
£ 800.00
700.00

Speakers
Quad ESL 63
Audio Physics Caldera
Acoustic Energy AE120
Wilson Cubs
Acoustic Energy AE2 Sig. Piano Black •
Stands
Acoustic Energy AEI P/Blk . Sled
OLN Sig. • Stands
Apogee Mini Grand
Audio Physic Tempo II
Naim Credo
Proac Tablette 2000
Sonus Faber Minima Amators Iron Wood
Stands
Audio Physics Spark
Mendian DSP5000 Rosewood
Wilson Grand Slam mk II
Monitor Audio Studio 50 SE Piano Black
Proac Resp 1SC + Stands
Audio Physics Virgo
Sound Lab 53
Cello Stradivari Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio Static DC1 . (Audio Silver)
Wilson Audio MAX
Rogers L53/SA Black (NEW)
Rogers AB1 Sub (REVÍ)
Rogers LS55 (NEW
Alon Adriana (NEW
Alon VmklIl
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Jamo SW3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Dynalab 2.8 Ref (NEW)
Audio Physics LIBRA

£ 1495.00
on dem
£ 350.00
£ 4995.00
£ 1795.00

C 3200.00
£ 10.000.00
£ 500.00
£ 600000
£ 2995.00

£ 795.00
0
£ 995.00
C
£ 2995.00
C
Special
C
£ 69509 £
£ 450.00 £
£ 1295.00
C

1500 00
1800 DO
8500 00
2499.00
1175 00
600.00
1980.00

on dem
£ 2750.00
£35,000.00
£ 1695.00'
£ 895.00
ondem
£ 4995.00
£22,000.00

C 1749.00
C 3600.00
000.000.06
£ 4000.00
£ 1500.00
C 340000
£ 12.000.00
080.000.06

£ 2750.00
£24,995.00
575.00
£ 450.00
330.00
£ special
£ special
£ 1095.00
£ 495.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.00
on dem

£ 4250.00
033,000.00
£
798.00
C 598.00
C 430.00
£ 10,000 00
£ 5500.00
£ 1600.00
£
Em.a)
£ 1203.00
£ 1200.00
£ 5000 00

Turntables
& Analogue

Q)!
,

Muscial Fidelity XLP:
Cyrus 7Stand (7Shelfl
Thorens TD280 mk IV
Linn LP12/Lingo/Ekos/Arkiv/Cirkus
Naim Nat 02 Tuner
Audiolab 80007 Tuner
Goldmund Ret Turntable
Oracle Mk VTurntable
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Beanng, plotter, clamp
Linn LP12/ARO/Annegeddon/Prefix/Hi Capii7 DII
Linn LP12/LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
Linn Klyde

CI

£
£
£
£

395.00
295.00
185.00
2250.00

£ 495.00
£ 503.00
£ 240»
£ 4000.60
aso.00
C 1165.00
£ 550.00 £ 800.00
£ 8995.00
£ 30000.00
C pou.
£ 4199.00
495.00
950.00
£
2503.00 £ 4000.00
1095.00 £ 2030.00
375.00 £ 500.00

Players

DACS
Audio Elixir D/A
Audiomeca Kreatura C.D. Transport
Cyrus Dac Master
Cyrus Disc Master
Maranta 63 mk II Ki Sig
Wadia 830
Krell KAV 250 CD
Krell KAV 300 CD
Teac P500
Musical Fidelity 0-ACT
YBA Integre
Oracle Ce12003 Transport
Musical Fidelity 83 CD
Wadia 860 x (24/96)
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell KPS 25s
Quad 77 CD Player (Quadlink)
Meridian 565
Helios Model 3

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

495.03 £ 800.00
795.00 £ 1250.00
495.00
C 899.00
595.00 £ 899.00
295.00 £ 500.00
2495.00 £ 3000.00
1895.00 £ 2599.00
2495.00 £ 4290.00
395.00 £ 600.00
95.00 £
130.03
ondem
£ 1095.00
pou. £ 7299.00
dem
C 850.03
6500.00 £ 7500.00
4250.00
C 5000.00
4995.00
C 8000.00
£11,500.00 £ 24,000.00
£14,995.00
£ 19,995.00
£ 495.00
£ 700.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2503.00
£ 495.00 £ 70000

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

mail choice

hifiemsn.com

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

E In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
ID Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

E Generous part exchange
iiE) Show room/dem room
E Long term trade in policy,

to allow

continual upgrading

E All credit cards

inc. Amex

ID Mail order

E Export service
E Finance arranged subject to status
E Widest range available
E Unbiased advice
E Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi. Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Benesch

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

Towards the end of August we
shall be holding a musical

replay

evening in association with
Sugden and A.R.T.
If you would like to hear these
genuinely world- class
amplifiers and speakers,
please phone or email for
details
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

•NEAT

•ADVANTAGE
•ART LOUDSPEAKERS

•ONKYO
•OPERA
•ORTOFON
•PATHOS
•PROJECT TURNTABLES

•AVANTGARDE HORNS
•AVI
•AUDIO ANALOGUE
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•BUE ROOM MINIPOD

•ROTHWELL
•ROYD

•CREEK
•CRIMSON
•DNM/RESON
•FINAL ELECTROSTATICS

•RUARK
•SAMUEL JOHNSON AUDIO

•HEYBROOK
•LED
•MICHELL

•SONNETEER
•TEAC
•TRICHORD

•MONITOR AUDIO
•NAD

•TRILOGY
•UNISON

•SME
•SUGDEN

•etc

THE SUGDEN MASTERCLASS

REPLAY AUDIO
64 FLIXTON
ROAD
URMSTON

web site: www.replay.dial.pipex.com

MANCHESTER
M41 5AB

email: replay@dial.pipex.com

0161 202 9922

FerrirrereeTrerrelereelinuatiettet

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

MAX

Was

Nc.w

Audio Analogue Bellini Preamplifier

495

329

Audio Note M2 Line Preamplifier

99'3

750

1999

1499

Now

Audio Alchemy DDE1.0V D/A Converter

399

149

Audio Alchemy DDE1.1V DIA Converter

399

179

Audiolab 8000 DP,
X DA Converter 24Bit

1099

599

Audio Research LS9 Remote Solid State

Audio Note CD2 Valve CD Player

1000

499

DPA Enlightenment New Style

995

695

Gate Audio Line Valve Preamplifier

DPA Renaissance CD Player ( Latest 24/96)

We accept Visa, Mastercard,
Switch, Delta

Preamplifiers

Was

CD Players & DAC'S

We are situated at Junction 10
cil the M60 Manchester Ring
Road, five minutes from
te Trafford Centre.
Home trial is possiole on most
p-oducts

799

599

1699

650

DPA Enlightenment DX32

800

350

Mod Squad Line Drive AGT

695

299

Meridian 203 DAC

499

119

Sony Reference Preamplifier Esoteric TA lES

3000

2399

Midiman 24Bit A to D Corverter Flying Cow

350

250

Unison Research Mystery One Valve Preamplifier

1795

1399

Monrio Privilege 20Bit CD Player ( New & boxed)

950

750

Monrio Bit Match Transport

950

650

Loudspeakers

Monrio 18E32 DAC

950

599

Acoustic Energy Aegis 2 Beech

299

199

Nakamichi DV10 DVD DTS/5.1

799

599

Audio Note AN-E/L Rosewood Loudspeakers

1680

950

Theta TLC

229

125

Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakeis

1230

750

Theta Goliath

199

99

Audio Note AN-K/SP Light Ash Loudspeake.s

1070

629

Opera Callas Gold Mahogany

1050

699

Was

Now

Odeon Rigeletto 91db Horn

1850

995

799

449

Diapason Karis Walnut 2Way Monitor ( New & boxed)

1250

950

Audio Innovations 800 Anniversary Valve Power

1499

699

Epos ES30 Dark Cherry

2700

1399

Beard M1000 125W Monoblock 6550 Triode

6800

1999

Impulse Maya Loudspeakers

695

399

Graaf 50/50 Push Pur Power amplifier ( New & boxed)

200

1795

Impulse Lali Cherry

1895

999

Graaf GM20 OTL Ex- Demo Re-valved

2995

2395

Spendor SP7/1 Black Ash

1900

850

Meridan 551 Integrated ( Phono fitted)
Meridian 555 Power Amplifier

1098

549

Snell JMK2 Loudspeakers Black/ Huygens Stands

900

349

950

450

Totem Arrow Cherry

950

699

999

750

VelodyneTX810MK2 Sabwoofer

695

379

1900

1299

Amplifiers
Audion Sterling Integrated Line

Pathos Model One Hybrid Integrated (6 morths old)
Plinius 8150 Remote InteTated Phono ( New & boxed)
Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps fitted)

NhA,

199

Quad 33/405 Amplifiers

Nhb,

279

Quad 405/2 Amplifier

Nho,

229

1800

995

Unison Research Pentode 35 Valve Integrated (4xEL34)

Tuners & Tape Decks
JBL ESC 200 Surround Package

299

129

Magnum Dynalab FT11 Analogue Tuner ( New & boxed)

599

399

Magnum Dynalab FT101 Analogue Tuner ( New & boxed)

850

679

Magnum Dynalab Signal Sleuth ( New & boxed)

225

179

2850

1299

599

449

Meridian 565 DTS/AC3 7.1 Processor

call John Roberts Tel / Fax 01562 822236

Roksan Caspian Tuner AM/FM

181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • VVorcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail: sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Mobile . 0421 605966
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SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND
FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 (formerly The Music Room)
•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

ULTIMA SERIES
Revel Salon, gloss finish

£12,995

Revel Studio, gloss finish

£ 8,995

PERFORMA SERIES (
new!)
It is a mistake lo regard two channel stereo as
a static market. If your knowledge of products
is five, or even two years out of date, you may
overlook a new market value. What Iam
saying is that many new products are better
value than half-price "bargains" even although
we do have some very interesting offers this
month!
To justify your investment, product matching
is optimised by any skilled dealer, and the
question arises: should you start from scratch
rather than upgrade continually? It is not
human nature to admit to mistakes, and our
solution is offen less radical. Essentially, you
may identify a core product/s in your system
and prune and plan ruthlessly.
Most electronics and loudspeakers are
commercial products. We don't stock them
despite good reviews and easy sales potential.
Finally, at last, pun intended, we have added
to our diverse loudspeakers an electrostatic.
It is so elegant and inexpensive at £1,495 that
it may be overlooked, but fortunately the
magazines are raving about it. Yet they live in
a time warp of hybrid phobia. Ibeg to differ;
Ifind most boxes achieve less driver integralion. And if you want to hear the most amazing
phenomenon of spooky real -hat makes your
goose bumps, it is a sort of "box" - Irefer to the
Pro-Ac Futures.
Electrostatics? Ribbons? Horns? The only thing
that unites our wide choice of speakers is their
diversity. They must offer value for money or
drop-dead- beauty of form and function.
Freedom of choice and individuality is the
essence of our business. Our showroom is
continued next page-.

Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD LYRA •
MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
SUGDEN • SUMIKO
Loudspeakers by:
A- R-T • Final • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI
•Zingali Studio Monitors

F-30 fioorstander

2,895

M20 loudspeaker

1,575

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

A- R-T

No 39 CD Player

£4995

ST-50

No 360 24/192 DAC

£4395

ST-One

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

ST-v (centre)

No 334 125wpc Amp

£5495

ART-One

£3,500

ART-Two

£4,750

£995
£1,995
£995

ZINGALI
Overture . 1S

£2,145

Overture .2S

£2,695

Overture . 3S

£3,150

Overture .4S

WITHIN REACH
No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

No 360S 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495

£4,550

Studio Monitor 95-115

£6,450

Studio Monitor 95-115-2 £7,200

WITHOUT EQUAL
No 31.5 CD Transport

£9295

No 30.6 24/192 DAC

£16495

No 32 PreAmp

£14495

No 33H 2x150 waits

£19395

No 332 x300 wafts

£29995

1111811111111P

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

ILI ALM

Many items new this month, or check our
price reductions, from Britain's premium
quality " second user" columns.
WAS

NOW

Audio Illusions Mod 2D
Pre- amp s/h Phono (MM)
amazing! Insulting price!

Phone £

Audio Alchemy DDE Version 3,

£ 9CKD

DTI + Jitter Buster

£ 250

2 x power supplied

£ 500

799

FOC

£ 1,650

£ 450

Exquisite digital processor set, mint
Audio Note CD- 3
Valve output, real bargain,
perfect, x/d
Audio Research LS-9
R/C, bal and s/e in and
outputs, 9 months old,
slight scratch hence
Conrad- Johnson Premier 7C
The ultimate tube phono
pre-amp, s/h
Conrad- Johnson Premier 14
Mint, fabulous pre-amp, s/h
DNM 3C Primus Pre- amp
As new (6 months) offers?

£1,599 £

£1,949 £

995

899

£11,000 £4,495

£4,500 £2,195

£2,200 £ 1,350

Genesis V Loudspeakers
Walnut, Active bass, 12 months,
A NudeII masterpiece, a steal £ 15,000 £7,500
Krell KAV300cd
As new, will negotiate

£3,599

phone

Meridian 508.24 CD Player
AudioCam upgrade, s/h

£2,195

£1,150

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300
9 months light use, as new
PassLabs X-2 PreAmp ex- d

£3,300
£2,550

PassLabs Aleph 3 Amp
ex- d s/e 30 wpc high current,
beauty
£2,250
Stands Unique RMS ST 10
The ultimate, 6-shelf support
system lOmm glass, carbon stars,
brass cones
£ 1,400

£1,595
£1,495

£1,495

£ 799

Theta Data Basic CD Transport £ 1,990 £ 890
Theta Pro Geny DAC s/h

£ 1,099 £ 549

Siltech/WBT silver HF6 digital link £ 149
The Toff Pre- amp
Affordable Audiophile, bal
& s/e, s/h

dL

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE
• UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
• AmEx, Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure e- commerce
• Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems
continued from page one._

1x XL0 RCA to BNC digital cable.
TOTAL PACKAGE

drAàW

free!

£1,395 £ 650

Wilson Benesch ACT- 1Tonearm
AN silver internal + AN-V cable, s/h £ 1,350 £ 549
Zingali Monitor 95-115 ex- d
£6,450 £3,995
Performs with the 5-figure peers
Zingali Overture . 2S with Pedestals
Very slight marks, superb sound,
ex-d
£2,695 £ 1,595

Tel: 0141 357 5700

unique. Our customers are " SoundStage"
individuals. How you achieve honours JPS Labs
passionate, lifelike music is
Kaptovator
your cnoice: we can only
demonstrate, and debunk a
Most people are aware
number of myths to provide
of the impossibility of pure
you with a shortcut and a
sound from bad power.
short list.
A customer's spouse
expressed it well when she
said that with her husband's
old system, the musicians
sounded as if they weren't
really "trying." While the new
system was not cheap, it will
inspire its owners for many
years and the upgrading
bug which destroys your
bank statement will die of
attrition.
The A-Zof loudspeaker
announcements: ART
announce price reductions,
the range now starts at £995
for the ST-50; the ART One
and Two which wowed
many exhibition attendees
are significantly down in
price thanks to increased
production volume. There is
no single feature of excellence in ART designs, but the
architectural cabinets are
unique under five figure
price tags. The high mass yet
elegant cabinets are
acoustically inert, as in world
class loudspeakers. But the
price is right.
We apologise to Zingali
because we continued to
print his previous UK distributor prices. UK dealers are
now supplied direct from the
factory, but the prices are
slightly higher.The quality of
cabinets and performance
justify higher prices. Mr Zingali
was also angry because I
gave the impression that the
Special Editions (with WBT
terminals) replaced the existing "S" series. Maybe Ishould
learn Italian.

Fax 0141 339 9762

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

Daytime AC mains is
contaminated with RFI,
back EMF, microprocessor
and digital hash, and
now communication
modulations (sending text
along the grid).

seven page in depth
review is available on
request along with colour
literature. While some
may scoff that £ 1,000 is
ridiculous, we despise the
fact that equipment of,
say, £5000 in value is
supplied with a lead
costing 50p. We invite Hi Fi
manufacturers, reviewers
and owners in the UK to
discover the true potential
of their equipment. Ihave
successfully demonstrated

What is hard to believe

the Kaptovator with -

is the simplicity and effec-

and in place of - AC

tiveness of a high-tech AC regeneration products.
mains cord. Please don't
confuse JPS techniques
with existing products. JPS
products use a unique
copper and aluminium
alloy, a unique dielectric
(Kapton), and unique
passive components to
address purity problems.
Whilst much more
expensive than other
products, the context
sensitive AC cords from
JPS are effectively
designed for analogue,
digital, video, or amps.
Enter the Kaptovator...
JPS then employed its
proprietory techniques in
an all-out, all-purpose,
state of the art AC cord.
Necessitating

In its Review Summary,
the Product Value was
cited as "A high cost
power cord that ... is
'more of a power-delivery
component' in the way it
betters the sound of an
audio system."
AudioSource is proud to
be exclusive UK dealer,
cutting the middleman
but not the service!
A mail order trial service
is offered for the cost of
two-way carriage; refundable on purchase. Please
phone for details of the
JPS range: hearing is
believing, and you
won't go back to ordinary
technology!

substantial tooling
costs and space age
materials, it is
expensive. However,
in line with their genuine value policy, the
UK price is no more
than the US domestic
retail. A web site is
dedicated to this
product, and the full

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MIT
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND

QUALITY

STYLE•

CHOICE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Bring your beloved but ageing Speakers back to life!!
We carry avast range of replacement speaker drive units,
accessories and components which will enable you to refurbish
your treasured Loudspeakers.
We have successfully sourced and replaced units for such
renowned names as AR, IMF, KEF, Mission, Rogers. TDL etc.,
In addition to our replacement and repair service we are
the UK's largest supplier of DIY loudspeaker kits, with a
comprehensive range to suit all tastes and pockets.
Phone today for your FREE catalogue giving details of our full
range of Loudspeakers and accessories
Why not check out our website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk e on

ordering facility.

LMSLOW AUDIO LIMITED

50110121n Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 44 01455 286603
E-mail:i 11fo@

.

Fax: 44 01455 286605

Qw.'WIkWebsite:www.wih.ns1ow-audio.coç.ul_,ÍimiàLL__

01376 521132
Xte
.
Sea
tage
Chehnsfora

,nssex

0802 483698

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT

ARCAM ALPHA CD PLAYER
ARCAM BLACK BOX 500 DAC
ARCAM DELTA 170 CD TRANSPORT
CYRUS DAD3
CYRUS liii INTERGRATED AMPLIFIER
CYRUS FM7 TUNER
DENON DCD-SIO MKII GOLD
DENON DRS- 810 3- HEAD CASSETTE DECK
DENON DL304 MC CARTRIDGE
GALE GS 301 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
ION OBELISK 2INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
KEF Q55 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS
LINN MIMIK CD PLAYER
LINN MAJIK INTEGRATED LINE LEVEL AMPLIFIER
LIN SONDEK LPI2 WITH BASIK PLUS TONEARM AFROMOSIA
LINN INTEK INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
LINN KARMA-REBUILT 0HOURS SINCE
LINN LKI/SPARK/LK275 JUST BACK FROM LINN SERVICE
LIN KARIK CD PLAYER
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP PHONO
LOEWE CALIDA 100 HZ 25" COLOUR TELEVISION
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 203 DAC-7
MICROMEGA T-DAC
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER
MILLER & KREISAL VX100 SUBWOOFER-BRAND NEW- SEALED BOX
MISSION 751 FREEDOM LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
MUSICAL FIDELITY B200 INTEGRATED AMP
NAVA 62/141-CAP/160 IMMACULATE
NAIM 92/90.3 6MONTHS OLD AS NEW CONDITION
NAIM NAT IINTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
PRO- AC TABLETTE BLACK ASH
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK ASH WITH SHORT STANDS
QUAD 606 MK IPOWER AMP
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER NEXTEL
REGA ELA LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
REGA RB300 TONEARM
RE VOX B77 MK2 2TRACK NAB ADAPTORS LOVELY CONDITION
ROTEL RCD 950 CD PLAYER
RUARK TEMPLAR MK2 ROSEWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS
TAG MCLAREN T20 TUNER 6MONTHS OLD AS NEW

£249
£299
£399
£399
£299
£795
£199
£129
£139
£169
£299
£399
£399
£499
£229
£299
£699
£795
£995
£599
£495
£179
£499
£449
£549
f275
£159
£1150
£849
£149
£249
£1495
£379
£399
£299
£109
£449
£139
£449
£599

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

122
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IAN HARRISON HI-FI

TEL: 01283 70287'3

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

INCLUDING SUNDA'

9am-9pm

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE RRP.
+or/ du I rl lefeWia'd Ili ten el riMeMMIF.11:61e @rel.] 4.11 reiatined Veil in elI.1-1
DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS

ROKSAN
SME
MOTH

HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD

SOUND
ORGANISATION

HEADPHONES

SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
AKG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA

tl

f,1 184

SME

TECHNICS
MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM
PIONEER
TEAC
TASCAM
SONY
FOSTEX
MINI DISC

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
CREEK
TUNERS

SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
SONY
PHILJPS
uDEellaimemicimàieriell
DENON
MARANTZ
PIONEER
YAMAHA
PHIUPS & OTHERS

PIONEER

SONIC LINK
AUDIOOUEST

STUDER
TASCAM

AUDICAECHNICA

*ALL GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED

VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED

WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
NO GREY IMPORTS

TEST CASSETTES

BLANK TAPES/

TEST CD'S

DISCS

ACCESSORIES
DISCWASHER MAXWELL

TEST RECORD
AMPEX

MILTY

SONY

JVC

OED

ANTIFERENCE

*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL SCOTCH

GOLDRING

MAXVIEVV

FOR DETAILS

TDK.

PIVOTELLI

DEMO CDS
SONY

BASF

FWI

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am -9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS

AUGUST 2000
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

arnics

Looking for better sound
from your Hi Fi?

...We can help!

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE

LIST

Audio Syttesis moefied Sony X303ES CD Player wth AT&T

£995
£4.995

performance out of your
Hi Fi and Home Theatre equipment. We supply awide range of
Hi -Fi cables and accessories
which are guaranteed to improve

SM £2,350
SM . £9.903

Muse Model Eight CD transport & Model Two Nnety six DAC,
nee machrne and does OVO as well
£3,996.

SIR . £6,500

Mark Lamson 380S preamp RiC & balanced
Auchonote M3 preamp wth phono

£3,995
£2,795

SM . £6,500
S/11 . £4,650

£250
£795

S41... £699
SIR . £ 1,028

£4,935

SM £ 12,C00

Proneer CLD 2850 CD CDV Laser drsc player
Cyrus 7Integrated amp & PSXR supply, month old

B200 & P301 moduels & master supply recent model £8,995
Ceno Audo Palette recent model
£7,995
Cello Perlormance 2amplifiers 4chassis mono power

SM £23,000
SM £29.000

amps

simply superb, recent models
Cello Straduran master speakers In Plano black,

£9.995

SM £27.503

stunning recent models
£ 12.995
BOW CD mose speakers & stands chenywood £395

SM £35,000
SM . 0700

Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwbestereo.cont
Main dealer for Mark levinson Reference

iream,„

system - or your money backl

PHONE US FOR OUR
FREE CATALOGUE

Lifetime
Guarantee

30 Day

FREEPHONE 0800 373467 efr
çuoting ref: AHNO800

Horne Trial

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,
FREE P057 niww88 I
A. Kendal LA8 9ZA
101 4-441011539 825500 Far +44 (0)1539 825540
E-mail: AHN0800edrussandrews.com

Expert
Advice

Free

yievw.russandrews.com

Delivery

Ensemble reference saver speakers & Prohmto subwooters.
£2,995

MI £7,0:0

Naim CD3 CD Player

Peno black Extremely transparent watts & puppuus

£695

SM . £ 1000

Nairn FT101 Tuner& Snaps Supply
Magnum Dynalab Tune 710IA
£

£695
£495

SM £ 1000
SM .. £850

Memel DD82 Deal Compact Cassette

£295

SM

£600

Lyra Claws De Capo Cartridge
Krell SBP 640 Reference DAC, who said digital technology

£495

SM

f995

moves (luck, she shows up current competition

£ 1995

SM . £9,900

Mendian 566 20 Bd DAC Aesbu et, balanced £595
Teac P500 CD Transport
£395
Pnmare 720 FM RDS Tuner
£ 395

SM . 01,195
SM
SM

Class Audio DR6 Mk2. balanced 6phono mot/me

£ 1.795

S/11 £3,817

f595

SM . £ 1.150

Mondan 555 Power Amps

£495

SM. . £750

Meridian 205 Mono Power Amps
Audio Sliver Knight Valve Mono Amps

£695
£ 1.295

Ski
SM

£1,103
£Z303

£ 1,795

SM

f2,903

Meridian 541 Sound Processor Preamp

Classe Aude CA200 Power Amp, bal. black
Sonos Faber Concerto Grand Pianos speakers, Mc stands
slabs. Plano Black

£ 1.295

Gryphon Phono Head Arno gold. 2sugolies .... Excellent . £695
Day Sequerra FM tuner The Sequerre
Best £4.500
Burmester 846 Lrne Preamp. gold & balanced

£795

£9,995

Lyra Parnasuss Cartndge

£695

Mandan 508 20 bn CD Player
Audio Research 0250 Stereo Valve Amp, recent resalvo,
avery rare sought alter classer
BOW Seer Signature Speakers & Stands,

£ 1.195

£2.795

stunning looks & sound to match. &bulge wood

£2,995

Audo Mecca Mepheto CD Transport Trichord AT&T
Wade WT 3200 CD Transpon

£ 1,295
£
999

Reim 8226 Signature CD Player, variable output

£495

Maranta CDA 94 DAC. varrable output and balanced
£395
Albs DAP 2Bon Reference DAC
Superb. £995
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
£395
Mark Leanson 9026 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb .. r2.795
Mark Levinson No26S fully balanced Pre Amp
Brine .. £3.5C0
Mark Levinson 9023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp

Sifti
SM £29.500
SM £1.695
SM

£1.995

SM . £6.950
SM £5.500
SM . £2,500
SM . £ 1,995
SM . £ 1,150
S/FI

£900

SM . £3,500
SM .0600
SM . £5.450

£2,995

SM . £5,503

£4.995

Krell KRC HR Pre Mip P/C Bal etc

£3.995

SM £12,500
SM f6,949

.

ARGYLE HI-FI
HI-FI REPAIRS & SERVICING

on all British A
KForeign makes by Qualified
Engineer with over 30 years experience.

Ted: 01752 779933
• Service & Repairs

atv )

• Valve & transistor

LEATI-+EFHEAD • HIFI VCR's
01372 456921 . Valves tested

MADISOUND

£ 19.995 £59.500

superb speakers 128013

£4,995

Were Lena J1 Mk2 Turntable with SL5 Ann

£ 1,495

Aude Research V140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced

£3,995

SM . £8.960

Audio Research BL1 Bal Convener
Burrneeer 828 Mk2 140no Power Amps. superb,

£495

SM

£2,995

SM £9,203

Superb . £6.000

SM £ 13.700

Meromeca 3.1 CD Transport
Hedor Research V70 Valve Amp

Reduced. . £795
Reduced . £ 1,495

SM £ 15.000
Sag . £4,400

Alon 4Speakers Black Ash
Sereado Speakers Peno Black & Stands
Rev= H6 POS Tuner. Plano Black

Reduced. . £995
Reduced.. £995
Reduced. . £495

SM . £3.850
SM . £2,350
SM . £ 1,000

Cello 81 DAC 20 bit& supply, stunning
Reduced. £ 1995
Mondor Audio Studio 50 Speakers. Chenywood Reduced £ 1.995
Electro Companet landed Annwersary Signature Poor Amp.. £ 1295

SM 06,000
S/1-1 . £5,000
SM.. £3000

Arcam Black Box 50 DAC

£4995

SM £ 12000

£ 150

SM... f450

Cyrus Power Amp, balanced wrth P559
3complete ands amiable. 3months old

£600

Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
Brilliant. £4995

Prnk Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipsel, tee

SM £ 10.200

£895

S/1-1. £ 1600

Mandan 200/203 Trans/DAC Treed,
. £695
Meriden 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote . coos

SM. £ 1660
SM. £ 1665

Goldmund Minme 3Pax« Amp..

.

ECLIPSE

S Solen Inductors
-\"
«.‘‘ Slcaaning

Loudspeakers

Acol

WNAUDIO

f.1711.1E23
STIC PANELS

mored

£ 150

Aude Research Classe 150 Valve Mono Poseer Amps
choice ot 2pairs available & fully serviced

are also Mono Bridgeable

seas
'OP

Musical Fri:ferny the Preamp 20

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

SM £12,500
SM . £3,900

Stunning. £ 1995

Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available

£495

SM. £5150
SM
f995

Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp. Supply

£450

Sfti £885

Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Grande
Camedge CD1 CD Player
Arcam Black Box 5DAC

£ 1395
£395
£21:0

SM. £4400

Acoustat II Electrostatic Panel Speakers. Black

LOCATED IN WELWYN

£350

vil

'wits
:=

flatline cable
K

S/F1 £ 1500
SM £450
SM £ 1095

- HERTS

E7DN

LEP

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON -SAT lo 954m - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!
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SPEAKERS
PRICE
WILSON MAXI( in Ferrari Grey (Less than 4months old)
£24995
Linn Isobariks With stands
£895
ATC Towers Ts
£795
AUDIONOTE ANE/SE ( Rosewood) EVeneer
£3995
KEF 101/2 Speakers
f475
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers (Stand mount model) £250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwooter Rosewood
£195
TANNOY 15" Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets £2995
Selection el Thiel ex demo. Speakers. All with 10 year guarantee £phone
138W Matrix 3excellent condition and boxed
£695
KEF 105-3 Mint/boxed
£1195
PRE AMPS
GUM 44/405
£395
AUDIO RESEARCH PHONO 1phono stage MM 8MC
£895
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
PASSIM Aleph PPm-amp
£2799
GRAAF WFB TWO Pre-amp
£1195
BURMESTER 785 with phono
£
895
KRELL KSP713 with phono
£1895
AMPLIFIERS
MARK LEVINSON 27.5 amplifier ( 100 wpc)
£2695
CELLO PERFORMANCE 11 Mono amplifiers
£9995
MARK LEVINSON 332 200 wpc power amplifier
£3995
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo amplifier
£495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amplifier NEW
£720
ADCOM GFA 5300 Power amp
£295
RESTEK CHALLENGER integrated amplifier
£595
PIONEER PRECISION integrated amplifier
£295
OUAD 405-44 Pre-Power
£350
ROWLAND 5Power amp
£2695

DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 Reference DAC (HDCD-24/96khz) £ 11995
CELLO REFERENCE DAC
£ 995
LFD DAC 3
£1595
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1 DAC
£1195
VAC DAC Valve DAC
£895
MISCELLANEOUS
ROKSAN ARTA)(ERXES XPHONO STAGE with DSU power supply £395
NAKAMICHI BX2 cassette deck (
just serviced)
£295
AUDIO RESEARCH 2metre set Litzline speaker cable (£765) ex. Demo'£495
REVOX PR99 Mk2 tape deck trolley mounted
£1495
SONIC FRONTIERS Itta Bug
£295
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
STAX LAMDA NOVA Electrostatic headphones and energizer £795
SONY TCK 700 ES cassette deck
£195
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
MICHELL GYRODECK with 08300 arm and QC power supply (
boxed) £1095
BASIS 1400 turntable with RB 300 arm
£695
DUEL CS 500 Turntable (booed)
£150
LUXMAN PO 282 Turntable
£75
TECHNICS 5102 Turntable
£75
SME SERIES IV Tone Arm
£695
CEC Turntable 8i PSU
£
495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechanic pick-up arm Linn Trioka cartridge £795
ROKSAN XERXES Tumtable
£395
VPI TNT Turntable
£3495
ROKSAN turntable with SME IV tonearm
£995
ORTOFON MC 7500 Full guarantee ( new)
£1495
DUEL CS500 Turntable. excellent conditiontboxed . £
150
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON. THIEL AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.
WE ACCEPT SWITCH

•
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
I
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail: info@machsound.com
Web Page: http:/www madisound.com

£895
£7995
£1295
£1595
£895
£295

WE NOW OFFER V oFINANCE* (* subject to status)

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

NOW DEMONSTRATING THE MARK LEVINSON 383
INTEGRATED AMP.

CD PLAYERS 8. TRANSPORTS
LINN KARIK CD player.
DCS Elgar and Purcell
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT1 CD transport
PROCEED PCD 3CD player
ROKSAN 000-DP1/ROK-DA1 transport and DAC
PIONEER PRECISION PD-S505 CD player

radios

ATV SERVICES

PARTS AND ADVICE.

can you betrayer! 2years old. Willow
Cello Serahn Actrve Speakers finished In Penn Black

Piano Black. very sought after, be guie

amplifiers

• Vintage Valve

STOP PRESS JUST IN STAR BUY
Audionote Ongaku. the one and only, yes another one

these units are 200 «pc & very rare
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2wIth tads & paws,

A

SM . £7.250

Mark Levinson No20 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare coportunrty legends bargarn
.

6
Tel: 020 8971 3909 Fax: 020 8879 79'

SM . £2089
SM £1,500
SM £10,C00

Cello Palette MIV multple Input version & master supply
he ultrmate lure Pre Amp

Absolute Tune-ups
Ahsoltne Sounds qualified engineers c.tri miss rcpair.
ModitV or re- align any high-end eqtlipinvnt.
e tan
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
component. and can also oiler .15
ake
matching service. Toped only the best
Absolute Sounds

products

FOR THE CONNOISSEUR.
WILSON MAXX IN FERRARI GREY £24995.
MARK LEVINSON 33 REFERENCE MONO AMPLIFIERS £19995.
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 DAC 24/96 plus HDCD. £11995.
Cello Reference Standard DAC £2995.

tu

the musical performance of your

Gryphon DMI00 Class Apower amp. the big one.
this Is asuperb beast
Cello Audio Suite preamp irath P20ICD PIOIMC

s
e MDR

specialise in helping you to get
the Kill

£495.. SM... £900
£2295 .. SM.. £4000

Krell KSI. %amp inc phono balanced
Krell KPS 20 CD Player. encollent
.

we

At Russ Andrews Accessories

£1295.. SM £3298

Musical Frideirty FT Tuner
Musical Fidelity F19 power amp balanced

202, Findon Road. Worthing, 13N14 OFJ
Pre-owned equipment available with guarantee

and [ 5M-% Ultra Analog 20 Eirt DAC and APS-02 Power Supply,
3box CO player with Dax specificaten, barren £995.. SM . £2,500
Audio Research SP14 Preamp Silver Inc phono

HEATHERDALE
AUDIO LTD

/I

MASTERCARD

VISA

DINERS CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or Evenings 0860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email address; heatherdale@hilistereo.com
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Lintone Audio

HICAM

SLIFCILD15/.1)

WAS NOW

AUDIONOTE CD3 BOXED/MINT

1600 1195

AVI S2000 MONOBLOCKS/BOXED

1400

750

950

450

AVI S2000 PRE AMP BOXED

1995 1295

COPLAND CDA 288 HDCD CD PLAYER
EAR 534 POWER AMP NEW 50 WPC

2185 1995

EAR 834 INT AMP 40WPC

2099 1995

EAR 834P MM/MC PHONO
529

STAGENOLUME CONTROL NEW
EAR 864P PRE AMP NEW

503

1449 1375

EAR MC3 CARTRIDGE
TRANSFORMER NEW

629

596

ERGO AMT HEADPHONES NEW

599

495

ERGO MODEL 2HEADPHONES NEW

179

157

WALNUT FINISH
KEF 055 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

1500

475

499

250

KRELL 3001 INT AMP BOXED/MINT

2590 1800

KEF 104/2 REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKERS

LAT AC2 6WAY DISTRIBUTION
179

149

59

46

1300

495

1100

425

BLOCK 3FT
LAT AC2 POWER CABLE 3FT
MERIDIAN 200/203 TRANSPORT/DAC
MERIDIAN 541/REMOTE CONTROL
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS

2000 1195

MICHELL ARGO/HERA

950

425

MONRIO AST IN AMP/BOXED

425

300

1100

795

NAIM 180 POWER AMP BOXED

imp
AND
DL MDR',
on-dorm) £449.95
Arcam Xeta One 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
(used)
1180.00
Arc arn Alpha 5CD Player
on dom) . 1149.95
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
(used) 1.595.00
Arcam DAR I() I)igital Tuner
used) £ 395.00
Arcam Alpha liSE Cl) Player
(toed) £450.00
Arcam Alpha 10 Power Amplifier
used) £ 650.00
Amato Al
10 Amplifierhono Mod
Arum De ta 250 Transpon
(
used) £395.00
Audio Analogue Bellini/Donizetti Pre Power Amps ( used) £800.00
Audiolab LX Amplifier
( new) £349.95
Audiolab 8000A Amplifier
( owed) £350.00
( used) £250.00
Audlolah 8000C Pre Amplifier
Audiolab 8000CM/8000 DAC ( I) Player
used) 11200.00
Audiolab 8000Q Pre Amplifier
used) 1750.00
Audiolab 8COOM Mono Power Amplifiers
( used) 1995.00
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amplifier ( used) £995.00
Burrnesier 785 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £350.00
Cyrus SI Amplifier(co-dom)
£499.95
Cyrus A/V Master Dolby Pre- Amplifier ( on dom) . 1350.00
Cyrus 3f Amplifier
Cyrus Strai tLine Amplifier
((used)
used) £390.00
£240.03
Dahlquist
10 Loud.speakers (used).....£595.00
Domen Beat 100 Amplifier inc MM Module ( used)..£450.00
Linn LP12/Akiso Turntable
( used) £495.00
Lumley LM120 Mono Power Amps ( Inc. Table) ( Ex dem)...£1995.00
Maraniz MASO() Power Amplifiers
( uud). /350.00
(used)
£ 160.00
%lo,o Pod
- mp
(used) £ 150.00
Mus Rd 3A Pre-Ampifie
Meridian 565 Digna Surround Processor ( used)...£1600.00
(used)...£1995.00
Meridian 561 Digital Control Processor
(used) £550.00
Meridian 551 Amplifier
Meridian 555 Power Amplifier
(used) /495.00
Bised) £1000.00
Meridian M33 Active Loud.speakers
(used). /395.00
Michell Micro Tumtable/R13300 Tonearrn
(used). 1.395.00
Mission 752 Loudspeakers
(used) £425.00
Naim 32/110 Pre Power Amplifier
(used) £95.00
Naim Snaps Power Supply
(used) £500.00
Naim NAPI40 Power Amplifier
(used). £800.00
Naim NAP180 Power Amplifier
(used)...£1300.00
Naim CD2 CD Player
(used). /600.00
Naim CD3 CD Player
len
dem) /800.00
Naim CD3.5 CD Player
dem) /500.00
Naim Nail 3Amplifier
(ex dem) /395.00
Naim NAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
(ex dem) S350.00
Naim NAP 90 Power Amplifier
(used) £250.00
Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Dmli
Pioneer C73 Reference Pre- Amplifier
(used) £300.00
k:c" V;ISOCILrIti
di
P"k
r_ .
Techni sSLP2000P t
Trieboi% Pulsar ( hie DA(' Convenor

((used)
used).
used).
dom)

The INorCcrs Finest Cablém
s
10 years of Design Excellence

1400.00
£395,18)
1.495.1X)
£799.00

STOCKLSTS OF NAIVE 51EIUDINS. I '0; MCI AREN. CYRUS, KRELL, RUARK.
OPERA RUARK. MAR 5N1 Z. MICHEI ILI 5VII E. TEAC KEE ARCAM FEC. ETC.
Visit our web silo al hltiM/www.linione.co.uk
e-mail on. Linlone.audiokm irgin.net
7-11 Park lane. Galehead.Tne & Wear NUS 3.1W.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fas 0191 477 2771

725

NAIM 3.5 CD PLAYER
NAIM 32 PRE AMP UPGRADED TO 32.5

N/A

125

N/A

75

955

595

NAIM 42 PRE AMP SERVICED
NAIM JAN 2000

Lockwood Audio
THE

NAIM 92/90.3 PRE/POWER
AMPS BOXED
NAIM HICAP NEW STYLE BOXED
NAIM 42.5 PRE AMP

780
N/A

495
95

290

125

PRECIOUS METALS SS202 1METRE
PR INTERCONNECT

AUTHORISED TANYUY

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED

EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment
Unit

PROJECT CLASSIC CHERRY WOOD
PIANO BLACK TURNTABLES NEW

450

QUAD 306 POWER AMP BOXED

N/A

195

QUAD 606 POWER AMP

N/A

395

QUAD 66 PRE AMP

N/A

450

YEW FINISH

600

400

QUAD 77 CD PLAYER

600

350

QUAD 77 INT AMP + REMOTE

650

325

REGA PLANET CD PLAYER

500

325

SEQUENCE 200 CENTRE SPEAKER

100

50

595
740

275
325

1550

875

425

225

450

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

_In

8, 724 Field End Road,

Ruislip,

Middlesex HA4 OQP.

Tel: 020 8864 8008
Fax: 020 886-1 3064

3E}

QUAD 77 10L LOUDSPEAKERS

"Ind -whet ig3 Truth"

riPP)

SPENDOR 2/2 LOUDSPEAKERS
CHERRY FINISH
SUGDEN SIGNITURE 41 PRE AMP
SUGDEN SYMETRA CLASS A
MONOBLOCKS
THETA TLC/GOLIATH PSU
(LINEAR CONDITINER)
VARIOUS CABLES FROM VDH/IXOS/
SONICLINK/PRECIOUS METALS

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component
We manufacture very high quality:

Open Mon- Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard

INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL

CROFT
www.eminentaudio.co.uk

For further details
Phone/Fax: 01844 260182
Mobile: 0973 233380
E-mail: HICAM1@FREENETNAME.CO.UK
Website: HICAM.CO.UK
124

CROFT

x,
k

SPEAKER

CABLES: SINGLE. BI-WIRED, IN- WALL

CABLES,
'S , COMPOSITE, AND COMPONENT VIDEO,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO GEAR.
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUDIO

VERY SPECIAL AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS, AND IN-WALL AC WIRING

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

Sold exclusively in the UK by:

UK + 44
44 (0)
( 0) 121
1746681
769156
8772

AUDIO SALON
Tel: 0141 357 5700

SA (001) 305 264 0120

See our dealer ad near the back

www.eminentaudio@mindspring.com
AUGUST 2000
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More new models from ART.
A new centre channel the STv for home theatre ideally
used with two pairs of our STone floorstanders gives
outstanding results. Also new is the ST50 an

' extremely elegant design employing the
same massive construction
techniques and careful
engineering as other models to
achieve performance to
match their good looks. So

.

if excellent sound quality
and appearance are

Ëll

visitors attending
the recent Bristol
Show and the Dream Hi Fi
Show Edinburgh for their

important to you then
15 DUKES ROAD, TROON
SCOTLAND KAIO 6QR
Tel: + 44 1292 319416
Fax: + 44 I
292 319417
email: info@loudspeaker-art.com

thanks to

drop us aline or check
out our website to find

very favourable comments
on the sound quality
produced.

.ifput the who why where
-and what.

www.iudspeaker-art.com
c
)

sc

The UK's fastest growing loudspeaker kit
and drive unit supplier with aspecialist

WE ARE THE

UAD

loudspeaker up-grade/repair service.
UK distributor for Visaton Loudspeakers
With over 30 years experience in the development
of loudspeaker drive units Visaton offer a
comprehensive range loudspeaker kits for the
homebuilder.
Loudspeaker kits are available with or without
MDF flat-pack cabinet kits that have all cut-outs
pre-routed.
Fhere are basic starter kits ( requiring no soldering)
and more advanced kits that do require some
soldering and advanced woodworking skills.
From 2-way stand-mount speakers to high-end
3/4/5- way speaker systems, Visaton loudspeakers

SPECIALIST

SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
) Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
) Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
) Delivery there and back within the EC

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

offer the best price/performance ratio available in
the UK.

Loudspeaker Upgrades
Bring your speakers tip to Y2K specs and breath
new life into your treasured boxes with improved
detail, smoother vocals, better transience and
generally amore musical feel to the reproduction.
We specialise in fitting....
Please call for your
FREE Loudspeaker
Information pack and
price list

•
▪
•
0.

Upgrade or replacement drive units
Upgraded crossover capacitors (metal foil)
Upgraded internal wire (OFC cable)
Upgraded input terminals (gold binding postal

Estimates are provided free of charge and without
obligation. All repairs are fully tested.

Telephone: 02380-703221/Fax Line: 02380-778221
South Coast Speakers Ltd, 58 Wilton Road, Southampton. Hampshire, England, SOIS SSZ
www.southcoastspeakers.co.uk / e-mail: southcmist@easynet.co.uk
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AtRUE THOROUGHBRED
Marble shelves
Real wood veneered
sub- shelving

Solid aluminium legs v
Totally modular
Fully decoupled sections

isolation increasing level by

Prices start from
Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
lei: 07977 483 691

Fax: 07970 720 399

125

Ultimate Sonics
DISTRIBUTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI
Home of the world's best accessories. Make your system sound alot better at a
fraction of the cost of amajor upgrade. (For more details visit our web pages.)
PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES ( P- 1A) UPSAMPLER (£ 800.00)
New in the UK

• 24 Bit High Resolution/Upsampling/

Upgrade all your entire CD Collection

Interpolation from 16/44.1 to 24/96

with the P- 1A to the new standards with

Upgrade your entire CD collection - have you heard

the up sampler from Perpetual

24- Bit High- Res recordings?

Technologies for £800.00.
The PIA is future proof and will support all

• Industry's Finest Jitter Reduction

current and future digital formats including

Hear clarity & transparency like never before.

home theatre applications.

• Optional Digital Loudspeaker Correction

P-3A DAC

Hear your speakers launch completely coherently for

The new Digital analogue

the first time ever.

converter. This is the perfect

• Optional Digital Room Correction

companion to the new P- IA.

Hear your music, not the system & room.

It features CS4397 the highest performance

• Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed

digital conversion chip yet available to the
audio industry.

with our 30 day money-back offer

It is a24-bit 44.1/48/96/192khz stereo

It's risk-free - what are you waiting for?

digital-analogue conversion system.
The P- 3A will give you the best that the
new formats can provide at £585.00.

The Moon Amplifiers

HMS Cables

& CD Player (New Look)

these very well engineered cables
with WBT terminators will transport

One of the best sounding amplifiers

you to the original perforemance.

and CD player available. Very open

From £ 100 - £2000.

detailed and three-dimensional imagery

Loudspeakers filters - £650.00

The construction is superb.
Price range is £ 1100 integrated to
£8800 for the 650 watts mono blocks.

4tte
The world's best Transport and DAC
combination for only £ 10,000.00

PS AUDIO POWER PLANT
The best mains solution for all with new-patented
multiwave technology and fan no other power
source can boast of the same qualities.
Clean regenerated & Regulated power
Complete immunity from noises

Now available
P300

£1200
£2200

Complete protection from lighting & surges

P600

Frequency changes from 50hz to 120hz

Powercord Lab Cable - 5ft

£320.00

Purity of less than 0.1%

Speaker Lab Cable - 10ft pair

£920.00

Resulting in tighter bass, increased slam, wider

Multiwave upgrade

£220.00

soundstage and improved 3D imagery, better
contrast, home theatre with film like video images.
Add the lab cable and the result is the ultimate
mains solution.

Other brands: Forsell, Moon, Synergistic Research, Mon Loudspeakers,
Jolida Valve Equipment. Silverline Audio loudspeakers. Z - Systems.

E mail: info@ultimate-sonics.com

Web www.ultimate-sonics.com

Tel: Literature 020 8699 2446 Customer Service: 020 7419 6904 or 07956 805572 Fax: 020 8699 4232

Check out our pre owned pages on the web for bargains & free ads

PAUL HYNES DESIGN
SERIES 1 valve phono stage (VV1) and valve MC
head amplifier (VH1) as reviewed in April HIFI News
•

Ultra low noise power supply system with remote
power transformers, Individual stage star
ground, selected high quality components,
phase coherent amplifier stages and passive
RIAA equalisation.
VV1 £585, VH1 £ 580.

PHD power supply voltage regulators
•

Proprietary ultra low noise, high speed
voltage regulators for upgrading existing
equipment or for DM use. Voltage range
from 1.8-400 volts. From £47.

Call us for further Information
on our product range,
system advice and custom work.

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Reid Cottage,
Asicham, Penrith
Cumbria, CA10 2PG
Phone/fax 01931 712822

Email parditynesereezone.co.uk
Web site www.paulhynesdesign.co.uk

the
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Virtuo sos

VALVE & VINYL SPECIALISTS
We stock new valve amps from Jo-Lica. Crctl, Rotwell, EAR Prices start from £ 00 - as well as p
oducts
from Tnangé, Heybrook, Tannoy Prestige, Charm, Nottingham Analogue, Cartridge Man, Hadock, Harmonix
Cables, Moth Accessories

fully horn loaded speakers

SECOND HAND 8 EX OEM ITEMS FOR SALE
EAR 509 Ex Mono Blocks Chrome Flros

£95 00

EAR834P Plionostage

C235.00

Audio Techrica IS 1000 Transformer

£95.00

Trilogy 900 Valve Step Up

T195 CO

ATC SCM 10 Black Finish

£495 CO

Michel ISO HR with Hera

99550

Meridian 203 Transport with Clocks Digital 3u:put

095-00

Michel Argc HR with Hera

07500
.norm/Fax 0131 558 9989
Oper hitor,-Sat 11.30-5.00 Except Wecnektlay.
103 Herderson Row, Edinbugh EH3 588
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Do > ou design tour own loudspeakers or amplifiers. or would him
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hut are pm off h> the high cost of test equipmetir. Thon wf hate
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Virtuosos reveal the emotional intensity of
music with aclarity and realism others dc not
achieve, making music that can reach into your
soul and touch your deepest feelings
Only Virtuosos offer such Nirvana
-they sound so real it's positively sexy
"Piano... very good indeed... . and the vocals.. just exquisite"
[H—Fi News] "
breathtaking speed and transparency.. . finesse
of an electrostatic and the timing of aRehdeko"[Hi-Fi Choice]
this speaker can be the ultimate in reproducing the original
evenr Ftsff-Audio}
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learn more, contact us now:
Thomas Transducers
Songlines, Fourteen Acre Lane, Three Oaks,
Hastings, TN35 4NB, United Kingdom
Tel: 01424 813888 Fax: 01424 812755
eMail: Infow@beauhorn u-net corn
website: wwbv.beauhom corn
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Ian's is
The Best
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ADVERTISERS INDEX
6 Music Mill

Absolute Sounds

in

Acoustic Arts

Furniture for
Hi Fi, Books,
LPs, CDs

ART

SPECIALS OF ALL SORTS

Veneers in Oak, Ash, Cherry,
Mahogany, Walnut, etc.

72

Musical Design Co

62

77

125

Musical Fidelity

90

Audio Reference

74

Musical Images

20 & 52

Audio T

22

Orchid Precision

Audio Venue

78

Oxford Audio

62

Audiofreaks

12

Path Premier

IFC, 76, 80 & IBC

Audiolinks

128

104

Paul Haynes Designs

127

Audiophile Club

92

IAN EDWARDS

Pinewood Music

76

Audusa & Co

13

Quad

66

The Old Chapel • 282 Skipton Rood • Harrogate • HG1 3HE

BCAcoustics

58

Radlett Audio

70

Replay Audio

119

BB Audio

Telephone: 01423 500442
www.ianbespokefurniture.co.uk

9

Beauhorn

127

Central Audio

117

Choice Hi Fi
MANTRA AUDIO

TEL/FAX 01757 288652

HI FI ACCESSORY E-TAILERS www.mantra-audio.co.uk
CARTRIDGE SELECTION

HEADPHONE SELECTION
Grado Prestige

Reference

SR- 60
SR-80
SR- 125
SR-225
SR- 325
RS- 1
RS- 2

£75
£90
£135
£180
£270
£590
£425

Over 500 replacement styll
type stocked - see web site
for full selection & details

Audio T
Denon
Goldring
Goldring
Grado
Ortofon

Shure

AT OC 9ML
DL 304
1012 GX
1042
Prestige Gold
MC 15 Super II
MC 25 FL
MC 30 Supreme
Rohmann
V 15 V XMF1

STYLI
£300
£200
£75
£115
£134
£120
£226
£420
£779
£265

£226X
£ 170X
£42
£ 76
£ 74
£ 102X
£ 190X
£ 358X
£690X
£ 189

X - Exchange any same make MC

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5

lAt&I

EUROPE £ 10 WORLDW DE ON ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

70

Connections

78
111

Guitar Magazine

96

Harrison, Ian Hi Fi

122

Heatherdale Audio

54 & 123
18

Hicam Audio

124

HNE Systems

80
117 & 124

KJWestone

24 & 25

The Listening Rooms

104

The Right Note

15

Ultimate Sonics

126

Uncut Magazine

92

Vickers Hi Fi

78

Walls of Sound

28
56

119

Wharfedale

Monitor Audio

OBC

Wilmslow Audio

14
122

The Precision Attenuator
•A true no compromise L-Pad stepped attenuat
•Hand built using 0.1%,

15ppm precision resistors and
one of the finest quality Swiss made switches available.

•Specifically designedfor your pre-amp, offering finer range
adjustment of volume around your own specific setting.

•Remote control option.

loudspeaker computer software.

Zei;

74

Midland Audio X- Change

•More accurate than the best

171J1t
Wes,

The Audio Consultants

The Hi Fi Company .. 114, 115 & 116

Walrus Systems

-Instructions supplied.

II1Z
br fl

125

128

•User adjustments

lo
&soot
EJ1

40

South Coast Speakers

MAF

Individually calibrated in our workshop
for your loudspeaker

II,

122

Sounds of Music

Galloway, Kevin

JPS Labs

76
16 & 17

Sound Stage

123

eisOvers.

•

Sony

Dynamics

Henley Designs

72

Smith, Ron Aerials

80 & 118

Chord Electronics

Active Crossover Modules

11

SME

•Fully alterable for fitture

•

loudspeakers.

•

•Available for 2way, 3way,
satellite and subwoofer
systems.

•Specifications:

<0.0002% Distortion
>110dB S/N Ratio
<0.5uS Rise Time
0Hz to 450k117. Bandwidth.
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AUD1000LINKS
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire DN I IEl.
11 .1.1 • 44)1)1724 -870432
FAX 1' 441 01724 - 875340
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Tel:
01646 685601

AUDIOCOM

Fax:
01646 685602

SUPER(i OnK (s-rincit-)
The Definitive CD Upgrade
If your CD Player relies on a standard clock,
then it is limited by inherent problems like
jitter, slow rise time which means timing
errors, and interference with the DAC
conversion process. Low level information
is lost and irretrievable.

4;)£1
illai

W

9

•

1; ocSi

e

;:tej

) le;

These standard clocks do not generate an
initial sine wave for conversion, they just
produce a waveform similar in shape
to a sawtooth.

tit
• I:

Now picture this....

de"111
.•• • •
\lefle

•

High accuracy oscillator ± 2ppm master clock.
Negligible levels of power supply and data related jitter.

.

•

Low distortion sine wave, virtually free of pl' ase noise.
Fast rise time resulting in greater data accuracy retrieval.

Wew.audiocomilEUID

For further information on S- Clock, other components and upgrades:Tel: 01646 685601 Fax: 01646 685602 E-mail:audiocom(&scotnet.co.uk
Most M'ajor Credit/Debit Cards Accepted

N811111011
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YOUR FREE TICKET TO THE HI-FI SHOW!
WITH NEXT MONTH'S magazine you'll receive a free admission ticket for The Hi Fi Show at

the Novotel London West, saving you the £7.00 admission charge on either of the public days, 23
or 24 September. Naturally, we'll also be including aShow preview to bring you early news of
some of the exciting products and innovations to be seen at this year's event. Heading our
equipment review line-up for next month will be the newest TAG McLaren combination, adigital
pre-amplifier and multi-channel power amplifier and the product with which one of the UK's most
stubbornly pure-audio brands finally launches itself into the home theatre arena — the Musical
Fidelity HIP processor/ controller. Other digital products on test include the beautiful Samuel
Johnson pdc100 digital-to-analogue converter and Sony's DAB Digital Radio tuner, while
analogue enthusiasts will be intrigued by atest of one of the UK's most sophisticated phono preamplifiers, the dual-monoblock version of the Michell Delphini. With the arrival of DVD-Audio
and SACD, the burning question for many audiophiles this autumn will be ' Do Ineed a
supertweeterT. The September issue's main technical feature looks at the reality behind the
hype, as Keith Howard investigates the whole business of extended high-frequency response. In the
music section, as always, we'll be reviewing CD releases in every music genre. Don't miss Hi Fi
News, September issue, on sale Friday, 4 August.
lee NEWS I RECORD REVIEW
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Just how
important
atenor
saxophonist
was Lester
Young? lib
take-up by
the Cool
school made
him ahero
for some.
The Lester
Young Story
provides
ample
opportunity
for a
reassessment

The Lester
Young Story
is on Proper
Records
PROPERBOX 8,
4CDs

130

blast of the full Basie Orchestra on
'Swinging
The
Blues'
and
`Cherokee'. There are novelty
numbers featuring singer Una Mae
Carlisle (' Blitzkrieg Baby (You Can't
Bomb Me)', ' Beautiful Eyes'),
pounding jive from Jimmy Rushing
(`You Can Depend On Me') and
moments where Billie Holiday stops
time and drenches everything in her
resigned, magnolia-scented allure.
As the tracks press on into the '40s,
the style becomes more consistent.
Swing had arrived as a national
phenomenon — and there are more
showcases for Prez the soloist
(«Lester Leaps In', 'Jump, Lester,
ester Young was one of the
crucial designers of the sound of Jump', ' Lester's Be- Bop Boogie',
etc). If anyone wants to investigate
the modern saxophone. After
Lester Young, this box provides the
brief spells with Art Bronson's
essential data — session details are
Bostonians and New Orleans
present and correct, and there is a
founding-trumpeter King Oliver in
the early 1930s, he made a 51-page essay by Visser citing all the
nationwide splash as a soloist with
salient dates, stories and famous
sayings.
the Count Basie Orchestra. Shy and
One cannot blame him for
laconic, he was one of the first heroes
of black Bohemia, dressing sharply (a beginning the essay: ' Lester Young
was the most influential jazz artist
flat-topped porkpie hat was his
after Louis Armstrong and before
trademark) ; coining his own insider
Charlie Parker'. This is, after all, a
slang, and bestowing nicknames
box-set of Prez's finest moments,
which stuck. He called Billie Holiday
and Visser's opinion is backed by no
'Lady Day', and she in turn dubbed
less an authority than Gunther
him 'Prtz' for President his laidback,
Schuller. How many people who
nonchalant tenor sax was the perfect
issue such claims have got to page
counterpoint to her wistful vocals.
547 of Schuller's monumental The
He introduced the first alternative to
the fiercely swinging style of Swing Era, where the eminent
musicologist thundered: ' it is an
Coleman Hawkins. His solos hovered
incontrovertible fact that Lester was
behind the beat, as if creating
the most influential artist after
charmed spaces for relaxation amidst
Armstrong and before Charlie
the rush of modern life.
Parker'? ( Strange that in lifting
In 1944 Lester Young was drafted
into the US Army, aterrible fate for a Schuller, Visser missed the italicised
'the'.)
hipster. He ended up being
However, as usual with seemingly
courtmartialled for drug possession:
objective statements about jazz
'home-made cigarettes' (marijuana)
history there is abundle of ideology
and 'unprescribed pills' (downers). It
to be unpacked here: rather than an
was a shock to the system from
impartial assessment of the evidence,
which he never really recovered. His
jazz history, is quite often myth,
1950s recordings are marred by
back-projection of current racial and
unengaged and even drunken
musical priorities.
performances. A host of imitators
The case for Lester Young starts
bothered him. When flatterers said
by pointing out that his style came
some player ' sounds just like you',
from listening to records by Jimmy
his reply used to be 'then who am I?'.
Dorsey and Frankie Trumbauer.
Of course there were still some
Although it was Coleman Hawkins
good moments, but nothing to
who had converted the saxophone
compare with the initial period
from a circus novelty into aserious
(1936-1949) covered by this 4CD
means of expression, Prez had no
collection curated by Joop Visser.
intention of sounding like him. As
Sound quality is excellent: the slap
Schuller puts it, Prez had a
and poke of the Basie Orchestra's
'profound abhorrence of the
'Jive At Five' ( 1939) comes over
extrovert honkings and vulgar bellyrounded and strong, the requisite
banalities of many of his Jazz at the
rhythmic foil for Prez's aural
Philharmonic colleagues, catering to
equivalent
to
the
bemused
the lowest common denominator of
detachment of the proto-beatnik
audience tastes'.
hipster.
Here's the rub. Like the first
Young began playing and
saxophonists Prez admired, those
recording before Charlie Parker and
Prez influenced were nearly all white
John Coltrane elevated the humble
— Stan Getz, Zoot Sims, Warne
saxophonist to the rank of jazz
Marsh, Wardell Gray. It is only if
auteur. Though his solos are the
you believe that the whitethread that connects all this music,
dominated Cool movement was
it's varied fare. Small-group Count
historically as important as Hard
Basie, with the leader's chinking
Bop and Free Jazz that Prez's star
piano and Freddie Green's quasirises above Hawk's.
hillbilly guitar, contrasts with the

L

Though the Cool school might
cite the name of Lester Young,
Coleman
Hawkins
was
incontrovertibly more capable of
dealing with post-war advances than
Prez. Hawk was the first leader to
record with Thelonious Monk. Later
on, he played in a Monk group
alongside John Coltrane.
Hawk's hard, take-no-prisoners
swing related better to the New
Thing than did Prez's cool
romanticism; his use of harmonic
development to aggress the rhythm
became the template for Coltrane
and Archie Shepp, and beyond them
into David Murray and David Ware,
Glenn Spearman and Peter
Brritzmann.
As Charles Shaar Murray argues
in his book on John Lee Hooker,
Free Jazz was the way superschooled jazz musicians revised the
visceral punch of Blues and R&B.
Listeners who come to jazz from
rock — whether that's the Rolling
Stones, the Sex Pistols or Asian Dub
Foundation — have no fear of
Schuller's ' lowest
common
denominator'. Indeed, it's because
they cannot find enough LCD thrills
(`extrovert honkings') in most chart
music that they look for something
heavier in the jazz racks. For these
listeners — and I'll have to confess,
I'm one of them — Lester Young
will always be at a slight remove
from the fundamental appeal of jazz,
which is rooted in its nonconformity to European notions of
prettiness.
When you listen to Coleman
Hawkins blow, you hear amusician
grapple with the weight of the entire
orchestra. In this sense, Hawk's
approach approximates to the idea
of development in Beethoven, whose
compositions deal with the net
impact of orchestral sound (not just
the ` notes'). Lester Young, on the
other hand, was a Mozart,
conceiving music as apretty holiday
from the earnestness of life, a zone
of charm and relaxation. His solos
float away from the power of the
ensemble, almost disdain it.
Choosing between these approaches
may appear as absurd as choosing
between head or heart, work or rest,
time or space — but anyone who
observes music from the productive
side ( rather than from the
requirements of the consumer) is
going to prefer the more analytic and
robust Hawkins.
This is not to say that Free Jazz or
rock-generation listeners — those
who don't share the elevated tastes
of Schuller and Visser — will not at
some points wish to dally with restful
daydreams. There is no doubt that
with Lester Young ( and especially
on three astounding tracks cut in
1942 with the Nat King Cole Trio),
you are daydreaming with the best.
Whatever your opinion of the
Schuller/Visser thesis, there's
glorious music here.
Ben Watson
AUGUST 2000
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Superiority/Complex
Revel Ultima Salon .

Revel Ultima Studio '

From concept through
design and manufacture,
creating the world's
finest loudspeakers is a
complex task. No single
person, technology or
construction technique
can solve the many and
diverse problems
encountered when
converting electricity
into high-fidelity sound.
The Revel flagship
Ultima series Salon
and its new sibling, the
Studio, bring a host of
solutions to your
listening room. They
solve the complex
problems by using an
advanced approach to
research and
engineering, including
in-house transducer
design and production.
Crossover networks
are individually tuned
to a reference standard,
compensating for small
differences in the
individual drivers.
Attention is given to
every detail and nothin ,
is left to chance.
Achieving superiority
is complex. Using the
world's most advanced
tools for design,
manufacture and test,
Revel conquers the
complexity to produce
truly superior
loudspeakers.
Hear them for
yourself by visiting
your nearest authorised
Revel specialist.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

REVEL

Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email: premier@path.co.uk

PATH

the new Monitor Audio

Bronze

bringing together

te
MONITOR AUDIO
>de citee ece it 9ete
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CBI 7EB England.
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
email: info@monitoraudio.co.uk
Web: www.monitoraudio.co.uk

